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Summary | The Project

In 2013, BC Ferries created a Terminal Development Plan (TDP) to help improve the safety,
efficiency and customer experience at the Langdale Terminal. This 25- year plan identified
both short term and long-term improvements to the terminal.
In summer of 2017, BC Ferries engaged DIALOG design to lead engagement for the
Langdale Terminal Redevelopment. The engagement will take place in two phases – the
first to understand priorities relating to the draft plan, and communicate the functional
requirements of the terminal and the second to confirm how public input was used in
finalizing the plan.
This report summarizes the outcomes of the first phase of engagement. This phase
included internal and external stakeholder workshops, mobile booths, a public information
session in support of the Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) rezoning process and
an online survey. The outcomes of this phase of engagement will be used to inform the
design development of the Langdale Terminal Development.
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WE ARE HERE

List of Organizations that Participated in Phase 1 Stakeholder Workshops
Sunshine Coast Tourism, Transportation Choices, SD46, Gambier Keats Ferry Advisory
Committee (FAC), Southern Sunshine Coast Ferry Advisory Committee (FAC), Transit
and Fleet from the SCRD, Gibsons and District Chamber of Commerce, Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure, terminal amenities Vendors, Gibsons and District Fire
Department, and BC Ambulance Service
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Key Themes

During the Phase 1 engagement activities, the following themes emerged regarding the
Langdale Terminal Redevelopment:
•

A desire for improved passenger loading and unloading to improve ship-loading
efficiency and improve on-time performances. Many participants were supportive of
an overhead passenger walkway to help facilitate this

•

A desire for improved waiting areas to ensure comfort throughout the year - this
included shade for hot summer months and enclosed warmed spaces for cooler winter
months

•

A desire for enhanced accessibility of the terminal for seniors and those with mobility
issues

•

Support for food vendor upgrades - such as extended hours or provisions for food
trucks - emerged as a theme but participants also expressed reservation about
upgrades that would dramatically change the character of the terminal or exclude local
operators

•

Parking emerged as a key theme, and current parking resources are seen to not be
functioning effectively

Note: While this engagement process related explicitly to the Langdale Terminal
Development, there were comments received that related to service - especially a
community desire for hourly sailings and on-time performance improvements. Due
to the engagement objectives of this engagement exercise, these comments were
noted but are not explicitly called out in this summary report. These comments are,
however, included in the appendix in the comment transcriptions.
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Internal Stakeholders - Group 1 Mapping

Internal Stakeholders - Group 2 Mapping
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							Internal Stakeholder 		
							Session

Participants of the internal session worked with a graphic facilitator to map out what is
working well, areas that needed improvement at the Langdale terminal and priorities for
redevelopment. These maps are included on the previous page. Facilitators also recorded
the conversations that emerged during the mapping activity. High level key themes
that emerged from these discussions are summarized below. Full transcriptions of the
outcomes are included in the appendix.
What is working well?
•
•
•
•

Current Terminal Building - location allows high visibility for operations
High sense of employee ownership - as demonstrated through garden boxes, bird
houses etc.
Emergency access
Standard ferry loading procedure is straightforward for employees to execute

What needs improvement?:
•
•
•
•

Parking efficiencies
Traffic conflicts and flow
Loading and operational capacity
Passenger amenities prior to loading such as weather shelter, public washroom
location, dog park, etc.

Priorities:
•
•
•
•

Overhead walkway
Traffic Operations Centre (T.O.C)
Better inflow/ outflow to overflow holding
Accessibility and circulation
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External Stakeholders - Group 1 Mapping

External Stakeholders - Group 2 Mapping
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							External Stakeholder
S											Session

Participants of the external session worked with a graphic facilitator to map out what
is working well, areas that needed improvement at the Langdale Terminal and priorities
for redevelopment. These maps are included on the previous page. Facilitators also
recorded the conversations that emerged during the mapping activity. High level key
themes that emerged from these discussions are summarized below. Full transcriptions
of the outcomes are included in the appendix.
What is working well?
•
•
•
•

Expansive views
Ease of access through toll booths upon entry
Staff – warm, welcoming and helpful
Foot passenger drop-off areas

What needs improvement?:
•
•
•
•

Traffic choke points upon exiting parking/ ferry
More amenities for passengers prior to loading (ie. covered/ heated waiting areas)
Location of marketplace
Consolidate centres of activity and amenity, which are currently at opposite ends of
the terminal

Priorities:
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on terminal upgrades that will allow and facilitate service increase and timely
loading
Enable alternate modes of transportation through additional bus lay-bys and cycling
infrastructure
Keep costs low
Pedestrian overpass
Improved wayfinding (eg. Ensure visibility of washrooms and marketplace)
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Comments on an interactive panel at the Mobile Booth
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Mobile Booth Sessions

Mobile Booths were held on Saturday, October 14th and Wednesday, October 18, 2017
to capture both weekday commuters and weekend ferry users, The booth was set up
on the ferry, in the Langdale passenger waiting lounge, and mid-lot at the Langdale
Terminal in an effort to capture users organically.
The following pages summarize the outcomes of all of the mobile booth sessions.

Key Issues and Opportunities (4 comments total received).
•
•
•
•

Clarity around sold-out reservations and that it doesn’t mean sailing is totally full
No charging of fares on Langdale side
Overhead pedestrian walkway
[Landlord] makes it very challenging for crafties (higher percentage of revenue) import and local handcrafted goods

What are your priorities for the Langdale Terminal Redevelopment?
(Representative comments from 39 total received)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Playground - outdoor play space for kids of all ages
Access to the beach while waiting
Weather protection and more view points
More food options
Ensure accessible for all mobility levels
Year round marketplace (ice cream)
Pedestrian Overhead Walkway
Great BC Ferries Staff
Separate commercial traffic
Incentivize non-single occupant vehicles, car co-ops, car sharing, etc
Baggage being unattended - not secure
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What areas are working well and which could be improved? Place a green sticky dot on areas of the Terminal that are working well. Place a red sticky dot on the areas of the Terminal
that you think could use improvement. (October 14 Mobile Booths)
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1. Improved pedestrian access on south side
(shouldn’t have to cross highway)
2. Pedestrian overhead walkway
3. Berth 3 – right out the front
4. Mid-lot washroom
5. Two level loading for Berth 2
6. Crew parking considerations during peak summer month
7. Market for foot passengers – variety, shopping,
more retail options, more food options for locals
8. In & out access working well –but might lose
ticket
9. Additional Booth - perhaps moved slightly east
10. Better space utilization – pay parking, employee
parking
11. Electronic signage – percentages
12. Operational information sign works well
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13. No Port Mellon highway access & signage to reflect
that
14. Great handicap accessibility
15. Additional discharge for long term into exit lanes
16. Loading efficiencies
17. Increased capacity for long term parking
18 - 19 - Missed
20. Inside amenities
21. Bike parking improvements
22. More shelter for route 3 & 13
23. Improved pedestrian offloading
24. Parking ticketing booth
25. Nice plantings
26. Wheatberries & summer market
27. Additional lane needed
28 - 29 - Missed
30 - Lanes need to be widened - access to steam

What areas are working well and which could be improved? Place a green sticky dot on areas of the Terminal that are working well. Place a red sticky dot on the areas of the Terminal
that you think could use improvement. (October 18 Mobile Booths)
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1. Mid lot washroom (new) (larger or additional)
2. Clear instruction from staff neat & easy
3. Blind spot, traffic issues
4. Warmed [heated] bus terminal
5. Inefficient alignment of berths
6. Generally working well – motorcycle parking
7. Need for additional parking
8. Overhead walkway
9. Left turn lane
10. Add play area for kid[s]
11. Pedestrian walkway location. [A relocation of
this would mean] less people stopping traffic
when unloading.
12. Food vendor upgrades (warm food!) and increased hours
13. Pick up people waiting in drop off

14. Buying tickets for Route 13 or parking pass would
be easier by long term parking
15. Designated parking area for annual pass holders
16. Berth alignment – improve efficiency
17. Recording of overflow holding misrepresents sailing wait
18. Have to back out of pick-up area – inefficient &
dangerous
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Comments on an interactive panel at the Public Information Session
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Public Information
								
Session
On Thursday, October 26, 2017 a Public Information Session was held to provide
members of the general public with information regarding the rezoning application that
was submitted for the Langdale terminal lands to the Sunshine Coast Regional District.
In addition to the requirements of the Sunshine Coast Regional District, and to ensure
an opportunity for meaningful engagement, a series of interactive information panels
were presented with opportunities for the public to leave their input on the key issues,
opportunities and priorities for the redevelopment. A representative from the Sunshine
Coast Regional District was also in attendance to provide information on the current
zoning, land use designation and the policy background for the terminal lands.
The event was held between 7:00 and 9:00 PM at the Cedars Inn in Gibsons. A total of
28 people attended.
The following pages summarize the 35 comments received during this event. The
information panels that were presented at the event, and a transcript of all comments
received are included in the appendix.
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Key Issues - what have we missed? (2 comments received)
• Have to wait behind tourists for medical/ specialist’s appointments
• Too much noise for residents

Key Opportunities - what have we missed? (3 comments received)
• Giving residents “priority” boarding
• Not considering the aquifer
• Impact on residents of Langdale

What other suggestions do you have? Have we missed anything? (3 comments received)
• Langdale wellhead protection
• Is Langdale Terminal water metered? Residents are
• Where is aquifer fed from? Move the well head?

What are your priorities? (Representative comments from 27 received)
• Protect the Langdale well aquifer
• Reserved parking for Gambier Keats Islanders
• No Bread Garden, no White Spot, no Starbucks - bare bones
• Priority loading for local residents
• Deck railing by Langdale Creek - dog walk area
• Noise pollution through Gibsons with later sailings starting January 2 - need a bypass
• Road system needs to be addressed as tourist/local population climbs
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Online Survey

An online survey ran from October 14 to October 31st, 2017. It was promoted on the BC Ferries
Website, hand-outs distributed at the mobile booths, the public information session, and at the
Langdale Terminal. The online survey presented information about the project and asked for
participant input on the key issues and opportunities, as well as the priorities for the development
of the Langdale Terminal.
A total of 2,154 responses were received, with a 79% completion rate. Results are as follows:

How important will it be to address these issues in the new design?
Parking Capacity

3429+ 21+ 10+ 6+

Extremely Important

34%

Very Important

29%

Somewhat Important

21%

Not so Important

10%

Not at all Important

6%
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Parking lot traffic merging with ferry-offloading traffic

2526+ 29+ 14+ 6+ 2723+ 25+ 16+ 8+ 1421+ 29+ 23+ 12+

Extremely Important

25%

Very Important

26%

Somewhat Important

29%

Not so Important

14%

Not at all Important

6%

Loading and unloading of foot passengers on the Main Deck
Extremely Important

27%

Very Important

23%

Somewhat Important

25%

Not so Important

16%

Not at all Important

8%

Security of baggage handling area
Extremely Important

14%

Very Important

21%

Somewhat Important

29%

Not so Important

23%

Not at all Important

12%
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Pedestrian crossing areas

1924+ 31+ 18+ 9+ 3031+ 24+ 9+ 5+

Extremely Important

19%

Very Important

24%

Somewhat Important

31%

Not so Important

18%

Not at all Important

9%

Access and queuing for vehicles arriving from the Sunshine Coast Highway
Extremely Important

30%

Very Important

31%

Somewhat Important

24%

Not so Important

9%

Not at all Important

5%
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Are there any other issues relating to the physical terminal that you think should be
addressed in the new design? Please share below in 150 words or less.
(Representative quotes from 931 responses)
• Increase indoor waiting space since we only have 3 months max of warm enough weather. Make a
smoking area that will not impact others. Have more green spaces not just for dogs but for humans
too potentially increasing parking lot shade also.
• Assistance in getting from parking lot to boarding: moving sidewalk , wheelchairs, disabled drop off
at terminal
• More recreation area - the current grassy area is shaded most of the time - a larger open field for
relaxing, hacky-sack, etc would be nice.
• More washrooms and food vendors year round.
• Personally I think you are doing a pretty good job. Foot passenger loading and unloading would significantly aid vehicle loading. I believe that is the most cost effective improvement you could make.
• Children’s play area and access to the beach. Love the market but more food options would be great.
Perhaps food trucks or something sonoptuon [sic] Sure changing and one company doesn’t reap all
the benefits of the continuous traffic.
• I’m usually a foot passenger who is getting older. So for, the very long walk from the drop off area to
the ferry is an issue. Having more indoor waiting space would be nice. Also more things for people to
do while they’re waiting would be good.
• More green space while waiting (especially during sailing waits)
• Hate having to merge after quickly unloading!
• We need more parking NOW. On more than one day there is no parking available mid day. When
there is no bus near where you like the parking lot is the only option if you don’t need to take a car or
can’t get on with a car. ACT NOW
• We urgently require overhead (or other) passenger loading and disembarking at Langdale. We do
not need a new building with shops. We need another ferry.
• Aesthetics - Currently the views of the ocean are blocked by a frost fence and the slope outside is neglected. Attention should be paid to creating a welcoming and useful outdoor waiting space as well
as an indoor one.
Note : Many comments in this section related to requests for hourly service and on time performance
improvements. While this is important feedback, they were not included as representative comments
as they do not relate to this engagement on the Langdale Terminal Redevelopment.
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How important will it be to take advantage of the following opportunities for
improvement in the new design?
Upgrades to food and vendor area and washrooms

1015+ 26+ 27+ 23+ 1319+ 29+ 22+ 16+

Extremely Important

10%

Very Important

15%

Somewhat Important

26%

Not so Important

27%

Not at all Important

23%

Providing a second washroom area in the mid-lot, between the food vendor and berth areas
Extremely Important

13%

Very Important

19%

Somewhat Important

29%

Not so Important

22%

Not at all Important

16%
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Providing new indoor spaces for ticketing, baggage holding, waiting area, and customer amenities

8+1929+ 26+ 18+ 2126+ 31+ 14+ 8+ 1425+ 33+ 19+ 9+

Extremely Important

8%

Very Important

19%

Somewhat Important

29%

Not so Important

26%

Not at all Important

18%

Improved parking lot flows
Extremely Important

20%

Very Important

26%

Somewhat Important

31%

Not so Important

14%

Not at all Important

8%

Improving drop-off areas for transit, taxis, and bicycles
Extremely Important

13%

Very Important

25%

Somewhat Important

33%

Not so Important

19%

Not at all Important
BC Ferries | DIALOG

9%

Providing a new toll plaza that improves efficiency of queuing

1422+ 28+ 21+ 15+ 6+1535+ 27+ 17+

Extremely Important

14%

Very Important

22%

Somewhat Important

28%

Not so Important

21%

Not at all Important

15%

Enabling public access to the floating dock and to Route 13 Keats and Gambier Islands
Extremely Important

6%

Very Important

15%

Somewhat Important

35%

Not so Important

27%

Not at all Important

17%
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Are there any other opportunities relating to the physical terminal that you think
should be addressed in the new design? Please share below in 150 words or less.
(Representative quotes from 507 responses)
• Secure bicycle parking
• A pub would help make the waits bearable
• Special area in parking lot that is closer for permit-holders who usually carry VERY heavy loads -general public usually lighter loads can walk further more easily
• Access to floating dock needs to be 24/7 for emergency access and late night water taxi pickup.
• More shade. Green space.
• Internet strength! The one at Saltery Bay is horrible!
• Please have food trucks and not invest in low grade BC ferries food and overpaid cafe workers
• As the population ages there needs to be better disabled access for walk /wheel on passengers from
the drop off area or enable a drop off pick up area closer to the terminal
• Expand parking lot!!!
• Make reasonable upgrades for safety and smoother service.
• Upper access to foot passengers would also help speed up lower deck loading and provide more
weather protection. Upper loading on Berth 2 will speed up loading when that dock is needed. We
don’t need frills we need more access to more efficient sailings.
• Love the outside waiting area/aspect of the terminal which is missed at the other terminal. Drop off/
pick up needs to be as close as possible for mobility issues, young families, older adults. The walk
ways are too long and challenging now
• Let’s get serious for a second - a little stall with a couple of Persephone taps would really enhance
the walk-on experience
Note : Many comments in this section related to requests for hourly service and on time performance
improvements. While this is important feedback, they were not included as representative comments
as they do not relate to this engagement on the Langdale Terminal Redevelopment.
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What are your priorities for the future of the Langdale Terminal? Please share below in
150 words or less. (Representative quotes from 1,330 responses)

• Improve flow of loading and off-loading vehicles. Synchronize the traffic light so that off-loading cars
do not have to stop!!
• Safety, security, flow
• I don’t travel often (2-3 times per year) on the Sunshine Coast but, when I do, I would like the opportunity of hot food at Langdale, especially if I have to wait 1+ hours for the next ferry.
• Availability of sailings is my top priority. Second to that would be easy access to services, I like the
idea of adding a bathroom. Wheatberries should move down to the half way point. Tourists love the
“local” aspect of the Coast, perhaps more local art vendors...or food....or both.
• As a Gambier resident, I usually push a cart that is about 70 pounds, as we have no stores or car ferry
-- it’s a LONG walk from the end of the parking lot (which is often full these days) PLEASE give permit-holders their own Lot close to ferries so it’s not such a hassle to get our stuff down there (and a
bathroom or porta-potty IN that lot
• Efficiency, efficiency, efficiency.
• I would prefer to have assured loading for commuters going to Vancouver for work. Access to Vancouver is the most important thing for me.
• Seismic upgrades
• Access via sunshine coast hwy 101 and merging parking lot access with ferry traffic (merging gets
dangerous sometimes)
• More effective loading and unloading of passengers and drivers. Waiting to unload all foot passengers who then hold up drivers during high travel times causes a lot of delays.
• Safety of loading and off loading.
• Walk ons to have own access to board instead of the ramp ( improving on time and loading) priority for commuters with cars to exit parking lot at the light. Fix merge lane up the hill to allow better
egress from terminal.
• Undercover area, maybe a small park area for kids, more washrooms, more sitting areas
Note : Many comments in this section related to requests for hourly service and on time performance
improvements. While this is important feedback, they were not included as representative comments
as they do not relate to this engagement on the Langdale Terminal Redevelopment.
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Demographics

0+28+ 17+ 21+ 29+ 20+ 3+

The survey asked a few demographic questions to help provide some information about who was responding to the survey. A variety of age groups were represented, however youth voices were lower than other
age groups. Interestingly, daily and weekly commuters were a much smaller segment of respondents than
those who used the ferry once or twice per month.

70+ (3%)

65 - 74 (20%)

55 - 64 (29%)

45 - 54 (21%)

35 - 44 (17%)

25 - 34 (8%)

19- 24 (2%)

0-18 (0%)

What is your age?

How often do you use BC Ferries?

4+15+2246130z
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Daily (4%)
A few times per week (15%)
Weekly (22%)
Once or twice per month (46%)
A few times per year (13%)
Once per year or less (0%)

In what postal code is your home located?
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Appendix A | Internal Stakeholder Workshop
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Internal Stakeholder Comment Transcriptions
What are some of the things that are working well at the Langdale Terminal?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard load template for employees
Short Lanes
Can see all the activities happening through the terminal – advantage of current building location
is 360 degree views – being able to see into the vessel and being able to see into the whole lot
View – dolphins and whales – potential to expand
Garden boxes – staff care for them
As supervisor, this presents challenges in terms of staffing
Bird houses
Art pieces/ installations
Employees sense of ownership
C-Class
Lower lot fits vessels (visual cue for capacity)
Lane 01 works well for emergency/ dangerous goods/ livestock (only 1-2 overflow days/ year)
Mine 2 AEQ at terminal
But: variation in traffic arrival means less than 2 vessel capacity at terminal
Space for Ambulance, Terminal Mntce, Armoured Car at bottom of service lane works well (at
Berth Two)

What are some of the things that need improvement at the Langdale Terminal?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One of the biggest problems during loading is access to overflow parking because it has to go
across traffic – cannot happen when boat is loading/ unloading
Lane 26-25 – cars away from overflow
No area out front to allow staging vehicles – otherwise becomes highway issues – back out onto
highway
Backing up onto highway almost every Sunday into overflow every long weekend
Lane width – only for personal vehicles, not commercial width – wider from lane 18 over could
be solution
Delaying discharging due to backups
Blind spot – potentially remove/ lower fencing to remove blind spot for existing vehicles
Overhead walkway/ relocating building will improve
Beach access?
Staff parking – need more – in the planning you need to consider the seasonal nature and the
overlap of shifts
Safe walk needs improvement
Baggage security
Works Yard storage – currently some room
3 ticket booths is not enough if we are moving to be a revenue based terminal – need 5 – 6
Average transaction is 45 seconds
Accessible Drop Off
Barrier free
Cyclist speed issue – will be resolved by revenue
Parking
Baggage signage – lack of clarity
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to office for passengers/ lost and found etc/ experience cards etc admin – moving up
would help this
Need more washrooms
Lane 1 as service lane
Fog strobe
Bert 2 – winch lines – help with wear and tear on the ships and the docks
Long term wish list: berth 2, 2nd level loading
Addresses lost vehicle space on ships that have contingency articulating ramp
Increase in commercial – even on weekends
Population increase ripple effect
Going up to Powell River
Route 13 public Float – well used – lots of foot traffic
Berth 2 requires “pushing the dock”
Takes time, prevents/ limits opportunity for vessel maintenance
Consider operational capacity of Berth 2 (effective back-up to Berta 1?)
Self tailing winches would allow boarding of maintenance and fuel vehicles without firing up the
vessel
Overhead loading to Berth 2 (?)
Potential for additional space vehicle area berth side (?)
Currently good view of lot from existing Terminal Building
Currently good view of loading ramps from existing Terminal Building
Require more views/ cameras of upper lot
Retail sustainability with new ticketing model
Require mid-lot washrooms
Require shade/ shelter (would cut down on vehicle A/C)
Extra area by baggage rack works well now (but doesn’t provide shade, shelter)
Space is sufficient, but could use more amenity
Require effective separation between boarding and offloading for passengers
Require approach/ capacity for overflow situations
Requires covered area on land/side
Parking not working effectively
Often at full capacity
Historical expectation that Park & Walk One meant guaranteed boarding
Consider second layer of parking (?) (cost may be prohibitive)
Move to a contractor-operated system will likely bring increased $ rates
Require improved Transit connection(s)
Long waits at egress from current parking
Require improved access/ egress
Parking largely weather – dependent
Access/ circulation related to parking is a particular operational challenge
Made more complex by merging of offloading traffic
Requirement to merge (away from lower road) creates a pinch point
No clear flow of bicycle passengers
Currently a mix of pedestrian and vehicle flows
Bikes fly through the ticket booth
Consider MARSEC impacts (perimeter 8’ fence)
Ensure sufficient short-term parking
P/U Drop-off
Coffee
Support for priority car-share parking
29

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inconvenience of travel the biggest hindrance (not cost)
Reservation no-shows a common occurrence
Clear demarcation of which walk-on will make a sailing (eg. Close the gate)
Recycling separation at Route 13 and Public Float is required
Space is sufficient
Loading of groceries can create a punch point operationally
Vehicles currently enter facility un-ticketed and free-of-charge
Address by issuance of permanent visitor pass (?)
Require designated ‘tugger’ lane for pedestrian baggage? On vehicle ramp, not hydraulic ramp
Would require a separate gate and save around 20-30 seconds per sailing
Introduce proper baggage handling area @ future Terminal Building
Maintain ‘line-of-sight’ for entire baggage transfer route
Currently the ‘tugger’ requires stoppage of traffic

What are your priorities for the Langdale Terminal Redevelopment?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overhead walkway will improve operations in the following ways:
Speed up
Safer
Weather protection
Accessible
Traffic Operations Centre (T.O.C)
Improve efficiency
Remove distractions for T.T.Cs
Better inflow/ outflow to overflow
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Appendix B | External Stakeholder Workshop
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External Stakeholder Comment Transcriptions
What are some of the things that are working well at the Langdale Terminal?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Views
Booths
Market place
Staff
Bus drop off
Vehicle drop off
Highway access
Free motorcycle parking
Expansive view
Ease of access through toll booths

What are some of the things that need improvement at the Langdale Terminal?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ambulance – 2 hr service too slow
Access – vehicles, cyclists, peds
Wifi
Warm seating for food services
Visual announcements/ signage (digital)
Location of marketplace – potential re-location to drop-off areas. Not visible where it currently is
Potential for year round market place
Gallery space in new building
Ie Craft Council of British Columbia in YVR
Pedestrian offloading
Focus activity
Signage
Gravity/ magnets
Wayfinding
Walkway/ greenspace connection
Accessibility
Elderly
Those with mobility challenges
Pedestrian experience – place to wait, covered but perhaps not waiting as frequently as vehicle
Car passengers – food services
Communication/ digital signage
Additional touch point with consumer
Choke-point for traffic when exiting parking/ ferry
High speed off the upper deck
Multiple lanes merging/ crossing in a relatively short distance
Relatively easy access up the hill
Left turn with bicycles too dangerous
Parking reaches capacity quickly
Great coffee
Pet facilities are good
Cheap parking (positive on one hand, but doesn’t encourage alternative modes)
More regular sailings reduces business capacity at terminal
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overflow parking not counted in sailing wait states
Remember that BC Ferries still acts as a transit system
Arrival times at terminal not always predictable
Not tolling at entry keeps traffic flow moving
Terminal challenges relatively recent (3 years or so)
Anticipate increased freight traffic as population increases
Sailing waits lead to increased cost of goods
Modulate flow of traffic to terminal through changes to ticketing
Increasing numbers of bedroom-community users (parking challenge)
Incentivized transit/ parking rates $
Hourly sailings may bring more residents/ traffic
Transit decreases congestion while increasing passenger flow
Park and rides (?)
Where? – Malls?
Consider connectivity at Horseshoe Bay
Consider Berth Redundancy
Grassed off-leash area
Passengers arrive frustrated (taking this out on service staff)
Covered/ heated waiting area good, but gets over capacity easily
Access to waiting room requires crossing traffic
Bus drops doesn’t effectively respond to accessibility issues
Visibility of bus leaving (when ferry arrival is out of sync)
Frequent changes to schedule is a challenge
Dedicated parking for Gambier/ Keats (?)
Maintain overflow lot (to keep congestion off hill)
Any adjacent lands available for acquisition?
Keep costs low (considering student/ low income cohorts) *
Field trips
Families
Maximize accessibility (financial and physical)
Provide amenities adjacent to waiting areas

What are your priorities for the Langdale Terminal Redevelopment?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find a way to resolve parking issues
Assured timely loading – efficiency as allowed by the terminal
Cycling infrastructure/ access to ferries without car
Marketplace Certainty + Visibility for Wayfinding
Pedestrian overpass
Additional bus lay-bys required for peak periods (2 to 3)
More covered/ heating waiting areas
Don’t plan for long waits….focus on increasing service
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Additional External Stakeholder Transcriptions by Southern Sunshine Coast
FAC chair
What is working well?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free motorcycle parking
Expansive view
Ease of access through toll booths
Not tolling at entry keep traffic flow moving
Relatively easy access up the hill
Great coffee
Pet facilities are good
Cheap parking (positive on one hand but does not encourage use of alternative travel modes )
Views
Booths
Marketplace
Staff
Bus drop off
Vehicle drop off
Highway access

What needs improvement?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choke point for traffic when exiting parking/ferry
High vehicle speed off the upper deck
Multiple lanes merging/crossing in a relatively short distance
Left turn with bicycles too dangerous
Parking reaches capacity quickly
More regular sailings reduces business capacity at terminal
Overflow parking not counted in ‘sailing wait’ statistics
Ambulance – 2 hour service too slow
Access – vehicle, cyclists, pedestrians
WI-FI
Warm seating for food services
Visual announcements/signage (digital)
Location of marketplace – potential relocation to drop-off area
o
Not visible where it currently is
o
Potential for year-round marketplace with gallery space in new building (ie. Craft coun		
		
cil of BC store in YVR)
•
Pedestrian offloading
•
Focus activity signage? Gravity/magnets?
•
Wayfinding
•
Walkway/greenspace connection
•
Accessibility – elderly, those with mobility challenges
•
Modulate flow of traffic to terminal through changes to ticketing (?)
•
Additional bus lay-bys required for peak periods (2-3)
•
Increasing numbers of bedroom community users (parking challenge)
•
Incentivized transit/parking rates $
•
Hourly sailings may bring more residents/traffic
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Transit decreases congestion which increasing passenger flow
o
Park and ride
o
Where? Malls?
Consider connectivity at Horseshoe Bay
Consider berth redundancy
Grassed off-leash area
Passengers arrive frustrated (taking this out on service staff)
Covered/heated waiting area good, but gets over-capacity easily
Access to waiting room requires crossing traffic
Bus drop doesn’t effectively respond to accessibility issues
Visibility of bus leaving (when ferry arrival is out of sync)
Frequent changes to schedule is a challenge
Dedicated parking for Gambier/Keats(?)
Maintain overflow lot (to keep congestion off hill)
Any adjacent land available for acquisition?
Keep cost low (considering student/low-income cohorts)
o
Field trips
o
Families
Maximize accessibility (financial and physical)
Provide amenities adjacent to waiting areas
Remember that BC Ferries still acts as a transit system
o
Arrival times at terminal not always predictable
Terminal challenges relatively recent (3 years or so)
Car passengers – food service

What are priorities for the future of Langdale terminal?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find way to resolve parking issues
Assured timely loading + efficiency as allowed by terminal
Cycling infrastructure/access to ferries w/o car
Marketplace certainty + visibility wayfinding
Pedestrian overpass
More covered/heated waiting areas
o
Pedestrian experience - place to wait, covered but perhaps not waiting as frequently at
		vehicle
•
Communication/digital signage – additional touch point with consumer
•
Don’t plan for long waits . . . focus on increasing service
•
Anticipate increased freight traffic as population increases
o
Sailing waits lead to increased cost of goods
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Mobile Booth Panels

Langdale
Terminal
- Existing
Langdale
Terminal
Development
Plan
What’s Happening?

Key Issues and Opportunities

BC Ferries is undertaking a development of the Langdale Terminal. To help inform this
process, BC Ferries is reaching out to the community for input. We want to hear from you
about what can be improved, and what your priorities are.

The key issues and opportunities identified in the 2013 TDP were:

What we hear will be used to shape improvements to the terminal in the coming years.

Project
Background
Vehicle booths & pre-ticket area
In 2013, BC Ferries created a Terminal Development Plan (TDP) to help improve the safety,
efficiency and customer experience at the Langdale Terminal. This 25-year plan identified
both short term and long-term improvements to the terminal.
BC Ferries has started developing conceptual terminal designs and we want input from you
- our customers, employees, local communities and other stakeholders - before continuing
with the design process.

Project Timeline

KEY ISSUES

KEY OPPORTUNITIES

Capacity of parking lots and holding compound

Improved parking lot flows

Convergence of parking lot traffic and ferry offloading traffic

Improved drop-off and pick-up for transit, taxis, and bicycles

Uncontrolled pedestrian access and crossings

Public washroom upgrades

Security of baggage handling

New terminal building

Main deck loading and unloading of foot passengers

Amenities building upgrades

Queuing of arriving traffic on Sunshine Coast Highway

Elevated walkway to Berth 1
New toll plaza with improved queuing

Do these match your priorities? What else is important to you?
Leave a sticky note below:

Terminal building & passenger lounge

The timeline below outlines activities relating to the Terminal Development:
Preliminary
Terminal
Development Plan

Site
Investigations

Understanding
Priorities

Refined
Terminal
Design

Planning &
Stakeholder
Engagement

Terminal Conceptual
Design Development

Community
Engagement

Commissioner
Approval

Unsecure baggage area
2016 - 2017

October 2017 March 2018

Terminal
Development
/ Construction

Community
Engagement

Complete
Terminal
Development

Terminal Design
Development

Rezoning
Application

2012 - 2014

Reviewing the
Plan

Fall 2017 Spring 2018

Winter
2018/19 Summer 2021

Spring 2018

WE ARE HERE

Langdale
Terminal
- Existing
Washroom
& food service
Langdale
Terminal
Development
Plan
What areas are working well and what areas could use improvement?
Place a green sticky dot on the areas of the Terminal that you think are working well. Place a red sticky dot on the areas of the Terminal that you think could use improvement.
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Please leave your comments below:
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Overflow Holding
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Vehicle booths & pre-ticket area
High
way

Long Term Parking

Route 13 &
Public Dock

ghway

Crew
Parking

Short Term Pick Up and Drop Off
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ellon Hi

Berth 1
Route 3

Exit Lanes

Terminal building & passenger lounge

Holding
Compound

Unsecure baggage area

Berth 2
Route 3
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Langdale
Terminal
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Langdale
Terminal
Development
Plan
What are your priorities for the Langdale Terminal Redevelopment?
Leave a sticky note below:

Thank You and Stay in Touch!
Share your input in the following ways:
Online Survey
Please complete the survey before October 31, 2017.

Vehicle booths & pre-ticket area

http://www.bcferries.com/about/publicconsultation2/
Community Information Session
To discuss the rezoning of existing BC Ferries
properties which will align with the Sunshine Coast
Regional District Official Community Plan.

Terminal building
& passenger
lounge
Thursday
October 26,
2017

Drop-in sometime between 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Cedars Inn Hotel and Convention Centre
Email

Unsecure baggage area

For questions, feedback and suggestions, email
tdpinfo@bcferries.com
For more information please visit www.bcferries.com/
about/publicconsultation2

Washroom & food service
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Mobile Booth Comments - Saturday, October 14th
What are your priorities for the Langdale Terminal Redevelopment?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Having two spots for amenity works well
Incentivize reservations – disincentivize no show
Short term 3m i.e. picking up children on mainland
Incentivize non-peak travel
Allow for option to state preference for upper deck – holding to the west
Great BC Ferries staff
Better counts to determine accurate sailing waits for overflow holding
Automation of ramp
Moving walkways for seniors – walk is too long
Medically assured boarding/residents priority
Separate commercial traffic
Accessibility
Coordinate buses with the ferries
Baggage being unattended – not secure
Reconsideration of reservation system
Shuttle service/park and ride
Car co-ops in parking lots
Are the winches necessary?
My experiences have been positive, and I use a lot
Overhead walkway
Family amenities/playground
Incentivizing non single occupant vehicles, car co-ops, car sharing uber etc.
More parking for commuters
Height measurements off kiosks for larger vehicles to confirm with deck. Potential for com		
mercial/run

Additional Mapping Comments
•

Foreshore stabilization, habitat enhancement, education apps

Do these match your priorities? What else is important to you?
•
•
•

No charging on this side
Overhead pedestrian walkway
[Landlord] makes it very challenging for crafties (higher percentage of revenue) – im			
port and local handcrafted goods
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Mobile Booth Comments - Wednesday, October 18
What are your priorities for the Langdale Terminal Redevelopment? (Thick Board)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Great flow! One of my favourite terminals
Playground – outdoor play space for kids of all ages
Access to the beach while waiting
More efficient use of overflow parking area
Pedestrian Overhead Walkway
Great visitor experience!
Accessibility & safety during snowy conditions
Weather protection and more viewpoints
Amenities (inside) – food services
Year round marketplace (ice cream)
Ensure accessible for all mobility levels
Compost & glass recycling
More covered foot passenger areas
More food option
Active lift ramp

Additional Mapping Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solar roadways, that heat themselves, are lit, that make the terminal more Eco friendly
Paint lot white to keep the lot cooler in the summertime (they have done it in big cities in the 		
States)
Travel vator to help people with disabilities to go the far distances on the terminal
Make commercial lane. Improve efficiency for queuing so you don’t have to move car for 			
next ferry
Food vendor improvements needed – pub v hamburger stand
Signage

Do these match your priorities? What else is important to you?
•

Clarity around sold-out reservations + that it doesn’t mean sailing is totally full
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Public Information Session Panels

Langdale
Terminal - Existing
Welcome

What’s Happening Tonight?

The purpose of this information session is to share details on the rezoning application that BC
Ferries has submitted to the Sunshine Coast Regional District regarding the Langdale Ferry
Vehicle boothsterminal.
& pre-ticket
Thisarea
is a drop-in open house with information on the rezoning application displayed on
interactive panels.

Project Background

Terminal building & passenger lounge
In 2013, BC Ferries created a Terminal Development Plan (TDP) to help improve the safety,
efficiency and customer experience at the Langdale Terminal. This 25-year plan identified both
short term and long-term improvements to the terminal.

Unsecure baggage
area2017, BC Ferries submitted a rezoning application to the Sunshine Coast Regional
In April

District (SCRD). The purpose of this rezoning application is to bring the zoning into alignment
with current and proposed uses and align it with the SCRD’s Official Community Plan. More
information about this application will be presented on the following panels.

Now, BC Ferries is undertaking a series of engagement activities to get customer,
employee, community and stakeholder input before progressing with design work and
bringing the TDP to life.
Washroom & food service

Purpose of the Public Information Session
• Ask questions about the rezoning application and the Langdale
terminal development to BC Ferries staff
• Share your feedback on the rezoning application
• Learn how the SCRD will review this application
• Share your feedback on the key issues, key opportunities and what
you would like to see improved at the Langdale Ferry Terminal

BC Ferries | DIALOG

Langdale
Setting Terminal
the Scene - Existing
The Goals of the BC Ferries Strategic Plan

Our strategic goals focus on the broad outcomes we hope to achieve and our vision of a
continuously improving West Coast travel experience that consistently exceeds customer
expectations and reflects the innovation and pride of our employees.
ehicle booths & pre-ticket area

STRATEGIC
Terminal
building & passenger lounge
GOALS

nsecure baggage area
Ensure Safe,
Reliable and
Efficient
Operations

Grow and
Profitably
Diversify Our
Revenue Base

Deliver a
Customer
Focused
Travel
Experience

Drive Prudent
Investment in
Our Capital
Assets

Be a Leader in
Environment
-al and Social
Governance

Foster a
Productive,
Motivated
and Engaged
Workforce

Washroom & food service

What is a Terminal Development Plan?
A Terminal Development Plan (TDP) is a document that will set out a long term vision of
how a terminal should develop over time. TDPs will provide the framework for the phased
implementation of strategies, actions and projects over the next 25 years.
The TDP helps BC Ferries achieve its strategic goals and respond to the terminal’s functional
requirements and future growth in a sustainable, cost effective, organized, phased and efficient
way.

The Langdale TDP
In 2013, BC Ferries created a Terminal Development Plan (TDP) for the Langdale Terminal to
help improve the safety, efficiency and customer experience. As part of the TDP process, key
stakeholders were engaged to help identify key issues and opportunities at the Langdale Terminal.
Flowing from the TDP, conceptual designs are being developed for the Langdale Terminal.
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Langdale
Terminal Context
Langdale Terminal Yesterday

The Langdale terminal was originally constructed in the mid 1950s. Between 1961 and 1975,
the Langdale terminal underwent several expansions including new berths, property purchase
and expansion of holding compounds and parking areas. In the 1980s, Berth 1 was doubledecked, and other significant additions to the terminal were made such as the passenger waiting
lounge,
administration
offices and public washrooms. Further expansions were undertaken in
ehicle booths
& pre-ticket
area
the 1990s.

Langdale Terminal
Terminal building & passenger lounge
The map below highlights some of the key features of the Langdale Terminal:
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Long Term Parking
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Crew
Parking

Berth 1
Route 3

Washroom & food service

Route 13 &
Public Dock

Port M

ellon H

Short Term Pick Up and Drop Off
Exit Lanes

Holding
Compound

Berth 2
Route 3

The Future - Traffic Growth Projections
N
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1.15 Million Vehicles
2.64 Million Passengers

1.32 Million Vehicles
3.04 Million Passengers

F2017

F2032

Langdale
Terminal
- Existing
Langdale
Terminal Rezoning
Application
Summary of the Rezoning Application
In April 2017, BC Ferries submitted a rezoning application to the Sunshine Coast Regional District for
the Langdale Ferry Terminal lands. This application is to revise the existing zoning to reflect current and
proposed uses of the Terminal. The rezoning application will allow for the following permitted uses:

ehicle booths•&Marine
pre-ticket
area
transportation
including the temporary storage of marine vessels (private and/or public)
• Transportation centre including foot passengers, bicyclists, transit, car share, commercial trailer
drop, float plane and emergency helicopter services
• Office
• Retail Commercial limited to 20% of building area up to a maximum of 835 sq. m.
• Food Services including mobile vendors
Terminal building & passenger lounge
• Caretaker suite and vessel personnel accommodations
• Parking including, employee, short and long term public parking
• Park

Unsecure baggage area

Existing Zoning

Proposed Zoning

The current zoning designation for the lands
The proposed zone is a new marine
within the terminal is Residential One (R1),
transportation zone that will reflect
a small portion is Rural Two (RU2)/ Park
current and proposed uses of the Langdale
Washroom & food service
Assembly (PA2). The marine portion is zoned
Terminal and set the framework for future
Water One (W1).
development

Existing Uses

Proposed Uses

BC Ferries Terminal

BC Ferries Terminal

Existing Zoning Map

Proposed Zoning Map

New Zone
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Langdale
Terminal
- Existing
The Rezoning
Application
Process
The diagram below briefly outlines what the rezoning application process looks like.
Prior to Application
Conversations with SCRD Planning
Staff regarding basic service impacts
of proposed rezoning such as:
• water
• sewage
• vehicle access

ehicle booths & pre-ticket area

Rezoning
Application is
Submitted

Review by SCRD Staff

APRIL 2017

SCRD Summary Report Prepared

Terminal building & passenger lounge

Public Information Session

nsecure baggage area

October 26, 2017

WE ARE HERE

First Reading
JUNE 2017

Outcomes of todays event will be summarized and submitted to the SCRD prior to
Second Reading.

Washroom & food service

Public Hearing
& Second
Reading

Third Reading
(Approval in
Principle)

Application Referred to
Parties with Interests
Affected by Proposal
Such as:
• West Howe Sound Advisory
Planning Commission
• Squamish Nation
• Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure
• Islands Trust, Gambier Island Local
Trust Area
• Town of Gibsons
• Gibsons and District Volunteer
Fire Department

Approvals and Final
Adoption
If approved, the bylaw
amendment (rezoning)
is complete.

What’s Next?
In November 2017, the rezoning application will go back to Council for a Public Hearing.
Members of the public will be given the opportunity to speak in favour or in opposition to the
proposed rezoning.
If the application is approved by Council, BC Ferries will begin the detailed design for the
terminal upgrades and then apply for the development permit from the SCRD.
There will be further opportunities for public engagement during the detailed design and
development permit process.
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Langdale
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The Official
Community
Plan
What is an Official Community Plan (OCP)?
An Official Community Plan (OCP) is a policy document that influences how people live, work, shop, play,
and move around in the community. An OCP is one of the most powerful tools a municipality has to
manage growth and change in a way that helps a community meet its goals.

ehicle booths & pre-ticket area

What does the West Howe Sound OCP say about the
Langdale Terminal?
As shown below, the OCP of the SCRD identifies
the building
Langdale&Terminal
as alounge
unique land use.
Terminal
passenger
The objectives within the OCP include supporting the continued operation of the Langdale Terminal. The
policy supports a Terminal Upgrade and allows for auxiliary commercial uses.

nsecure baggage
area Staff Report states that “The proposed uses of the rezoning application are consistent with the
The SCRD
West Howe Sound OCP. They relate to the site’s current use and supports the OCP objective and policy
for the Langdale terminal.”

OCP Land Use Map
Washroom & food service
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Langdale
Terminal
Langdale
Key Issues- Existing
The following map highlights some of the challenges of the terminal today. These issues were identified,
in part, through engagement done during the development of the Terminal Development Plan.

ehicle booths & pre-ticket area

Access and queuing for vehicles
arriving from the Sunshine Coast
Highway

Terminal building & passenger lounge
Parking Capacity
Security of baggage handling area

nsecure baggage area

Parking lot traffic merging with
ferry-offloading traffic

Pedestrian crossing areas

Washroom & food service
What have we missed?
Leave a sticky note below:
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Loading and unloading of foot
passengers on the Main Deck

Langdale
Terminal
- Existing
Langdale
Key Opportunities
The following map highlights some of the opportunities at the terminal today. These opportunities were
identified, in part, through engagement done during the development of the Terminal Development
Plan.

ehicle booths & pre-ticket area
Improved parking lot flows.
Improved transit, taxis, bicycle pick-up
and drop-off areas.

Providing new indoor spaces for
ticketing, baggage holding, waiting
area, and customer amenities.

Terminal building & passenger lounge
Public access to floating dock and Route 13
Keats and Gambier
Islands.

New Toll Plaza with
improved queing.

nsecure baggage area
Upgrades to amenities building
and public washroom.

New mid-lot public
washroom.

Washroom & food service
What have we missed?
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Langdale
Terminal
- Existing
What are
your priorities?
What are your priorities for the redevelopment of the Langdale Terminal?
Leave a sticky note below:

ehicle booths & pre-ticket area

Terminal building & passenger lounge

nsecure baggage area

Washroom & food service
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Langdale
Terminal
- Existing
Have we
missed anything?
What other suggestions do you have? Have we missed anything?
Leave a sticky note below:

ehicle booths & pre-ticket area

Terminal building & passenger lounge

nsecure baggage area

Washroom & food service
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Langdale
Terminal - Existing
Thank you!
Thank you for taking the time to participating in our community information session.

What’s Next?

In the coming weeks we will be producing a summary of the input we received during this
information
ehicle boothspublic
& pre-ticket
area session and other public engagement activities. This report will be
presented to the SCRD in November and posted on the BC Ferries Langdale Terminal project
website.
Project Timeline
Preliminary
Terminal
Development Plan

Site
Investigations

Planning &
Stakeholder
Engagement

Terminal Conceptual
Design Development

Understanding
Terminal
Priorities

Refined
Reviewing the
building
& passenger
lounge
Terminal
Plan
Design

Community
Engagement

Commissioner
Approval

Terminal Design
Development

Rezoning
Application

nsecure baggage area
2012 - 2014

2016 - 2017

Community
Engagement

October 2017 March 2018

Fall 2017 Spring 2018

Spring 2018

Terminal
Development
/ Construction
Complete
Terminal
Development

Winter
2018/19 Summer 2021

WE ARE HERE

Stay in Touch!
Washroom & food service

Share your input in the following ways:
Online Survey
Please complete the survey before October 31, 2017.
http://www.bcferries.com/about/publicconsultation2/
Email
For questions, feedback and suggestions, email tdpinfo@bcferries.com
For more information please visit www.bcferries.com/about/publicconsultation2
If you have any further questions, please contact:
SCRD File Manager

The Applicant (BC Ferries)

David Rafael, Senior Planner
SCRD
604 885 6804 ext 4
David.Rafael@scrd.ca

Michael Pearson, Senior Project Manager
BC Ferries
250-978-2021
Michael.Pearson@bcferries.com

BC Ferries | DIALOG

Public Information Session Comments
What have we missed?
•
•

Have to wait behind tourists for medical/specialist’s appointments
Too much noise for residents

Langdale Key Opportunities
•
•
•

Giving residents “priority” boarding
Not considered the aquifer
Impact on residents of Langdale

Have we missed anything?
•
•
•

Langdale wellhead protection
1st Langdale Terminal 2 Water-Metered residents are
Where is aquifer fed from? Move well head

What are your priorities?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Noise pollution thru Gibsons with later sailings starting January 2 – need a bypass
Asphalt walkway down hill on north side by parking lot
Separated bike lane from Sechelt to Ferry Terminal (so I can get there alive)
Road systems need to be addressed as tourist/local population climbs
Hourly sailings
More parking
Protect the Langdale well aquifer
No stores – not necessary
Preferred boarding for residents, especially for those with “medical appointments”
Priority loading for medical appointments & emergencies
On time ferries not just 6:20 boat
Hourly ferries – more ferries
Reserved parking for Gambier Keats Islanders
No Bread Garden, no White Spot, no Starbucks – bare bones
Proper loading procedure on ship
Stop in-service safety drills. Do it when boat is not working.
Priority loading for local residents
Smaller vessels hour sailings
More parking available mid-day at terminals NOW!
Hourly sailings &/or space sailing times so there is enough time to unload & load & be on time
Hourly sailings. In the meantime, an extra evening sailing (6:30) for people who must stay 		
late at work
Hourly sailings
Hourly sailings if adequate sailings, no need to have shopping spend money efficiently not on 		
luxuries
Deck with railing by Langdale Creek – dog walk area
Listen to commuters/residents
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Notes taken by SCRD Planner

Bylaw 310.173 (BC Ferries) – Public Information Meeting
October 26 7pm to 9pm, Cedars Inn Hotel
Notes from PIM (taken by David Rafael)
What type of shops would be included in the retail area? Do not want chains, prefer
local independent. We do not need shops for tourists. Discussion about the OCP policy
supporting retail (village style) and when/how this came about.
Concern about smell from septic treatment plant, what plans tare there for the septic
treatment plant, no notice before it was built.
Stormwater/drainage problem on Marine outside of terminal; blocked drain? Likely not a
BC Ferries matter – they need to contact MoTI but please send me the info (location
and photos is possible) too.
Can the overflow parking area be used more effectively such as provide long term
parking (three people raised this as an issue), such as for Gambier resident/ property
owners, lack of parking limits walk-ons, April there will be free Seniors travel on some
sailings, and this will increase parking requirement; seniors more likely to drive than
bus, people parking on Smith Road
Concern about access to/from Smith Road if traffic pattern changed such as removing
parking lot access to join ferry traffic and have access road (past Smith RD) becomes
two way and join at intersection of Port Mellon Hwy and bypass. Alternative of
automatic/staffed gate to stop parking lot vehicle until ferry vehicles are gone was
suggested by another person.
Hourly sailings better than $ spent on terminal, put the money towards buying a new
ferry. Discussion about cost of ferry and cost of terminal redevelopment (BC Ferry rep
involved). Ferry cost about 4 times the redevelopment cost.
Why do we need this redevelopment?
Pollution and noise from 2nd ferry is a concern.
Tall building blocking views is a concern.
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Langdale Terminal Development Survey

Q1 Parking capacity
Answered: 2,121

Skipped: 33

Extremely
important

Very important

Somewhat
important

Not so
important

Not at all
important
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Extremely important

34.37%

729

Very important

28.90%

613

Somewhat important

20.84%

442

Not so important

9.81%

208

Not at all important

6.08%

129

TOTAL

2,121

1 / 165

Langdale Terminal Development Survey

Q2 Parking lot traffic merging with ferry-offloading traffic
Answered: 2,123

Skipped: 31
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Not at all
important
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Extremely important
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Q3 Loading and unloading of foot passengers on the Main Deck
Answered: 2,115

Skipped: 39
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Q4 Security of baggage handling area
Answered: 2,118

Skipped: 36
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Q5 Pedestrian crossing areas
Answered: 2,113

Skipped: 41
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Q6 Access and queuing for vehicles arriving from the Sunshine Coast
Highway
Answered: 2,111

Skipped: 43
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Q7 Are there any other issues relating to the physical terminal that you
think should be addressed in the new design? Please share below in 150
words or less.
Answered: 931

Skipped: 1,223

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

open view of water from covered walkway, a few "windows" in the prison fencing so one can take
photos

10/31/2017 2:52 PM

2

Given the often long waits for the bus, it would much better to have some kind of heated waiting
area where people could wait for the bus.

10/31/2017 1:33 PM

3

I believe it is a gross waste of funds and completely unnecessary. Too many "fripperies" on board
and off and not enough service.

10/31/2017 7:40 AM

4

MORE PEOPLE FRIENDLY CREW IN THE TERMINAL

10/31/2017 5:23 AM

5

distance from drop-off to ferry vessel for those with mobility issues. There needs to be efficient,
timely and easy access to support for these passengers.

10/30/2017 1:40 PM

6

Protection of the Langdale aquafer. Speed of entry: the 5 min ticketing to boarding time for foot
passengers should not be increased.

10/30/2017 12:53 PM

7

Safety is paramount. Separate foot and vehicle traffic, ensuring access for mobility impaired.
Extending long term parking, again with access for the mobility impaired, is also a priority.

10/30/2017 10:00 AM

8

Move the drop off area closer to the loading area. Place waiting for boarding vehicles further from
thr loading area. Increase free parking for residents, use the upper overflow for parking cheaper
and more long term, drop the "village idea" and make Langdale a place to transit through, not
enjoy.

10/30/2017 9:49 AM

9

more permanent washrooms 1/2 way up terminal

10/30/2017 9:23 AM

10

Leave it be and put the money into better / more ferry service

10/30/2017 8:57 AM

11

Create a way to load and unload foot passengers without delaying unloading and loading of cars.
Separate ramp (like in Horseshoe Bay)

10/30/2017 7:56 AM

12

need a pub onsite for those long waits

10/30/2017 7:10 AM

13

Increase area protected from weather extremes, e.g., sun in summer, rain in winter unless sailing
waits are increased as they should be.

10/30/2017 6:59 AM

14

There is a guy shor, wears a black hat and drives a blue toyota who is a menace regardless of
what you do to the terminal --- he's almost knocked people over in his rush and has cut off traffic
driving off the ferry

10/30/2017 6:45 AM

15

More food vendors.

10/30/2017 6:21 AM

16

Better food services for people who miss ferries etc.

10/29/2017 10:19 PM

17

Make it so the foot passenger ticket machines don't spit out any more tickets once the maximum
has been reached to insure that having a ticket means you have a seat on the boat.

10/29/2017 10:07 PM

18

A kids play structure. If we are waiting for a few sailings, it would be a great way to keep them
occupied. Right now all they can use is the dog park area and it's pretty poppy and dangerous for
small children

10/29/2017 9:08 PM

19

Hourly sailings,don't waste money on improvements we don't need.cheaper fares

10/29/2017 8:47 PM

20

Embarking and disembarking of passengers on lower car deck, .

10/29/2017 7:59 PM

21

Stop designing.....build a road....or hourly ferries

10/29/2017 7:36 PM

22

Restaurant would be nice while waiting.

10/29/2017 6:42 PM
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23

People should be able to drop off passengers by boat, just add a little extension to the Keats ferry
dock or let us pull up alongside it and let people quickly disembark. The nearest place to drop
people off by boat is Hopkins Wharf! It's a long walk.

10/29/2017 6:37 PM

24

An onsite pub would be great

10/29/2017 6:09 PM

25

It should be replaced with a road/bridge combination

10/29/2017 6:06 PM

26

I'm usually a foot passenger who is getting older. So for, the very long walk from the drop off area
to the ferry is an issue. Having more indoor waiting space would be nice. Also more things for
people to do while they're waiting would be good.

10/29/2017 5:49 PM

27

More sailings. Summer traffic is now year long.

10/29/2017 5:24 PM

28

Access from Marine Dr should be eliminated

10/29/2017 5:20 PM

29

Money should be spent on extra ferries instead

10/29/2017 5:15 PM

30

Need an exterior elevator to take foot passengers to the top deck. They should not walk on thru
the car deck. Very difficult for elderly passengers.

10/29/2017 5:10 PM

31

The walk from the drop off and bus area down to the waiting area i too long for many seniors or
tohers with mobility challenges. The ramp down to the ferry is treacherously dangerous with oil and
water from car traffic. I am one of many seniors who live on the SUnshine Coast (more retiring all
the time I think) and we would appreciate a safer way to get oto the ferry as foot passengers.
Maybe even a shuttle bus?

10/29/2017 4:56 PM

32

It would be nice if food vendors closed later.

10/29/2017 4:26 PM

33

1) a bathroom (at least a porta potty) at the far end of the parking lot and 2) a small cart with a
driver who can run people around who have forgotten where they parked their car and 3) more
parking for permit-holders

10/29/2017 4:00 PM

34

Why wasn't walk on , walkway made to upper deck?

10/29/2017 3:35 PM

35

Waiting room.

10/29/2017 3:32 PM

36

Make sure to load the pedestrians as fast as possible - so as not to slow down the ferry.

10/29/2017 3:25 PM

37

Leave terminal alone more ferries hourly until midnight maybe smaller boats

10/29/2017 3:03 PM

38

There’s no shade and let me tell you about how hot it gets in the summer.

10/29/2017 2:39 PM

39

I think that the existing terminal is satisfactory, however, the need for service improvements is
completely lacking. I live on the Sunshine Coast and sometimes, cannot get a reservation on the
ferry I need to see a specialist in Van. More sailings please!

10/29/2017 1:39 PM

40

Berth 2 upper car deck operations

10/29/2017 1:39 PM

41

more food options

10/29/2017 1:05 PM

42

The price is too high

10/29/2017 12:56 PM

43

Ease of moving rolling baggage for residents coming to and from Vancouver to the islands via the
Stormaway must be made easier and not rely on having to take it up and down between the care
deck to the passenger deck by elevator.

10/29/2017 12:21 PM

44

Expand parking building staffing

10/29/2017 11:46 AM

45

More inside seating for rainy days and foot passengers.

10/29/2017 11:37 AM

46

overhead walkway for passengers to free up time loading/unloading cars

10/29/2017 11:18 AM

47

Sky walks would enhance safety and improve loading and unloading

10/29/2017 11:09 AM

48

Get rid of it

10/29/2017 10:55 AM

49

I think it works pretty well. I don't see much of a problem.

10/29/2017 10:41 AM

50

left turn exiting the terminal to Port Mellon Highway (lower road)

10/29/2017 10:27 AM

51

Parking capacity is an issue because of overloads as locals then choose to walk on. Mobility
challenged passengers need wheelchairs. How do they access them?

10/29/2017 10:21 AM

52

I will be appalled if money is spent on a tourist hub and not improved service for residents!!!

10/29/2017 10:15 AM
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53

It is unfair that you only get top deck if you pay for a reservation. If you get there an hour early
then you should not be sent to the bottom because you didn't pay the cash grab reservation!

10/29/2017 9:23 AM

54

Bridge

10/29/2017 9:21 AM

55

Build it to accommodate larger ships to provide expanded service

10/29/2017 9:15 AM

56

I don’t understand the point of this survey - all of these items are important

10/29/2017 8:56 AM

57

Fix BOTH berths to accomodate larger ferries

10/29/2017 8:47 AM

58

The ither birth should have an upper loading ramp. Foot passengers should unload as per your
other main terminals. The switching of thd ferries from one berth to the other causes a major
disturbance in the surrounding water which causes damage to surrounding properties. More
frequent and dkightly smaller ferries msy address thst issue and may move traffic mire efficiently.

10/29/2017 8:42 AM

59

Parking needs to be urgently addressed for residents of Gambier and Keats Islands

10/29/2017 8:41 AM

60

Our biggest setback has always been the sailing waits during the summer months. This would
require more crossings, not an improved terminal

10/29/2017 8:35 AM

61

Only the passenger on and off loading needs addressing with a ramp. Spend funds on improving
service with every hour and more sailings

10/29/2017 8:08 AM

62

Whatever happened to the build a bridge plans?

10/29/2017 8:06 AM

63

Provide shade

10/29/2017 8:02 AM

64

More on time sailings!!

10/29/2017 7:42 AM

65

Rather see the money spent on more boats for better service.

10/29/2017 7:40 AM

66

please provide guaranteed parking for annual pass holders. also island res need con'r access to
drop off dock 24/7 for emergencies! thank you!

10/29/2017 7:27 AM

67

Keeping our water soarce secure and clean during and after process.

10/29/2017 7:25 AM

68

Our time, waiting

10/29/2017 6:59 AM

69

Nothing. Add a passenger ferry!

10/29/2017 6:26 AM

70

just get it done

10/29/2017 5:52 AM

71

separate foot passengers loading ramp.

10/29/2017 5:32 AM

72

MAin thing is loading and unloading of ferry’s. Need upper ramp berth 2 and berth 1 needs foot
passenger loading ramp. To safely load passengers. No fancy stuff just stuff that works.

10/29/2017 2:22 AM

73

A smoking area or easy access to one for smokers if it is going to be made nonsmoking, for those
left waiting hours in the terminal before boarding.

10/28/2017 11:39 PM

74

More picnic tables or benches

10/28/2017 11:04 PM

75

None of this matters if the residents of the coast don't have a reliable method of transportation on
and off the coast. We need better service! Not better Terminal parking! Ferries running every hour
may mean more vbehicles taking the ferry and less need for parking! Increase the sailings,
Increase your income. Figure it out!!!

10/28/2017 11:03 PM

76

Access for people/vehicles requiring special attention.

10/28/2017 10:53 PM

77

There is nothing wrong with it now. Quit wasting our money!

10/28/2017 10:06 PM

78

Make sure pedestrian loading is as fast as possible

10/28/2017 9:07 PM

79

Need for a children’s area

10/28/2017 9:04 PM

80

Children’s play area and access to the beach. Love the market but more food options would be
great. Perhaps food trucks or something sonoptuon Sure changing and one company doesn’t reap
all the benefits of the continuous traffic.

10/28/2017 8:25 PM

81

More sailings. Priority to locals. Less ridiculous fares.

10/28/2017 7:34 PM

82

A park area

10/28/2017 7:30 PM

83

Adequate parking for overload conditions so as NOT to interfere with first come-first serve vehicles

10/28/2017 7:18 PM
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84

Loading and unloading the ferry/terminal is the most important for successful terminal operations.
Also, I would like to know what the plans are to protect the Langdale well head. Drilled deeper?
Relocated out of the Terminal altogether? Is the Langdale Terminal water usuage metered? like
the rest of the Langdale community.

10/28/2017 6:22 PM

85

On time sailings!

10/28/2017 5:06 PM

86

Concession could be better

10/28/2017 4:42 PM

87

More covered area for walk ons

10/28/2017 3:22 PM

88

Facilities & shade areas

10/28/2017 3:14 PM

89

Pick up passenger merging with traffic out of ferry

10/28/2017 3:10 PM

90

Can there be a food truck space?

10/28/2017 3:04 PM

91

use both berths

10/28/2017 2:47 PM

92

you have overload parking, and still parking on highway?

10/28/2017 2:13 PM

93

Over head walkway for foot passengers. We we don’t need the venues like tawassen

10/28/2017 2:01 PM

94

Move some overnight parking to overflow terminal area.

10/28/2017 1:45 PM

95

It would be nice to have more services available in the upper parking lot.

10/28/2017 1:40 PM

96

MORE SAILINGS!!!

10/28/2017 1:24 PM

97

Shade and green space for people delayed during peak summer season.

10/28/2017 1:15 PM

98

Expand pay parking. Now!

10/28/2017 1:12 PM

99

the administration building should be where the passenger drop off and baggage are.where the
admin building is now should be a "ferry run coffee/gift shop"

10/28/2017 1:04 PM

100

Try loading the cars that get there first, instead of loading cars that have arrived 30 min after you,
then you are told the boat is full???

10/28/2017 1:02 PM

101

How about the ferry be on time and more sailings

10/28/2017 12:59 PM

102

Personally I think you are doing a pretty good job. Foot passenger loading and unloading would
significantly aid vehicle loading. I believe that is the most cost effective improvement you could
make.

10/28/2017 12:44 PM

103

I would prefer money invested in more frequent services rather than terminal upgrades

10/28/2017 12:31 PM

104

By pass the traffic light at exit. Solve congestion at the top of the hill (cutting in from right lane to
left lane just before the turn)

10/28/2017 12:30 PM

105

The primary berth needs to be switched for docking. Docking would be so much more efficient if
the ships used the south berth.

10/28/2017 12:21 PM

106

No additional noise for surrounding community of Langdale. No more cars parking on Langdale
road and adjacent hwy and left all day or two. Keep the loudspeakers from blaring and interrupting
family homes. Quit letting ships idle late at night.

10/28/2017 12:11 PM

107

Need a road & bridge from mainland

10/28/2017 12:09 PM

108

The only thing we really need is a second berth that loads top and bottom. This will pave the way
for a one hour ferry schedule.

10/28/2017 11:47 AM

109

More washrooms and food vendors year round.

10/28/2017 11:39 AM

110

If we had a hourly ferry service the current facilities are appropriate. Listen to the people on the
coast and give us a consistent reliable hourly service

10/28/2017 11:35 AM

111

Roadways leading into sechelt cannot handle the amount off traffic from ferry

10/28/2017 11:24 AM

112

Making sure the ferries run on time and have enough capacity to serve both normal and peak load
periods is far more important than making expensive changes to the terminal area.

10/28/2017 11:24 AM

113

Clearly you do not use this ferry on a regular basis. The issues that need addressing are the lack
of service for the growth of the population. We need hourly service, one full size vessel and one
smaller vessel for now. Re do the berth that does not load the ferry efficiently....after that look at
ferry traffic and parking traffic merging in a safer, more traffic friendly manner.

10/28/2017 11:21 AM
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114

I find it incredible how you have dawdled on parking, yet have focused on the terminal building.
The logic escapes me.

10/28/2017 11:19 AM

115

Get hourly ferries back.

10/28/2017 11:08 AM

116

Loading of the upper car deck for both berths

10/28/2017 11:03 AM

117

We need separate access for foot passengers so that at peak times especially, loading of cars is
not held up.

10/28/2017 10:59 AM

118

Larger covered area for walk on passengers, with more seating.

10/28/2017 10:57 AM

119

Walking distances for foot passenger drop-off / pick-up reduced as much as possible. Large
covered passenger pickup area that's not a bus stop.

10/28/2017 10:56 AM

120

More recreation area - the current grassy area is shaded most of the time - a larger open field for
relaxing, hacky-sack, etc would be nice.

10/28/2017 10:53 AM

121

I believe there should be commercial vehicle only sailings on the later sailings even if this requires
adding sailings past midnight during peak times and occasionally during non peak times. Finding
another solution for commercial vehicles will improve the experience for walk on and passenger
vehicles.

10/28/2017 10:42 AM

122

Pickup/drop off area is too small.

10/28/2017 10:22 AM

123

Put 2 ferries year round

10/28/2017 10:19 AM

124

More shade

10/28/2017 10:13 AM

125

Assistance in getting from parking lot to boarding:moving sidewalk , wheelchairs, disabled drop off
at terminal

10/28/2017 10:12 AM

126

The short term parking is a priority. The lesson learned last year when we had smooth sailing with
hourly sailing .

10/28/2017 10:10 AM

127

Adding an upper deck to the other side would shorten the sailing time as it is more direct, fuel
savings, time savings and more environmentally friendly

10/28/2017 10:09 AM

128

Hourly sailings so we don’t have to stay there.

10/28/2017 10:00 AM

129

People with pets should get priority seating on the deck they can stay with them.

10/28/2017 9:58 AM

130

There is not enough vehicle parking for walk-on passengers. We don’t need fancy shops, just
more ferries

10/28/2017 9:56 AM

131

Walk on and off ramp for passengers so cars don't have to wait to unload and load

10/28/2017 9:48 AM

132

Passenger walkway for loading instead of deck. Shade for passengers and pets.

10/28/2017 9:47 AM

133

foot passenger waiting areas. get there early and you can be in the warm house. Get there late
you are stuck if a drafty cold bus shelter.

10/28/2017 9:45 AM

134

Smarten up and build a land route. Add twice daily trips between Sunshine Coast and van island
to keep people employed

10/28/2017 9:40 AM

135

The need for handicap services, perhaps a special lane. No need for ugrades to terminal retail
area, put the money into logistics

10/28/2017 8:55 AM

136

Coast resident for over 20 years and I know waits can be 2+ hours with nothing to do. Build a
children's play area with unique themed playground equipment. Build a gift shop / Coast Express
at the terminal with the same products sold on the vessel. Have an ATM at the terminal that allows
you to debit / credit load & transfer funds on the Experience Card. Then update the Experience
Card to pay for anything at the terminal and on board. Give Experience cards a discount or air
miles for purchases at terminals and on board. You will build customer loyalty.

10/28/2017 8:47 AM

137

Don't waste any money on the terminal. Improve service.

10/28/2017 8:26 AM

138

If you can’t run your ferry service on time and on the ridiculously ever changing schedule that bc
ferries operates, what is the point of spending any money on this project? Get your schedules and
sailing times in order first!

10/28/2017 8:16 AM

139

The PA system is close to useless at present.

10/28/2017 7:41 AM

140

hourly sailings would be the best

10/28/2017 7:28 AM
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141

Hourly ferries or bigger boats urgently needed

10/28/2017 7:22 AM

142

Needs wifi

10/28/2017 6:43 AM

143

Priority. Parking for people with dr appointments, air line and bus tickets!

10/27/2017 10:02 PM

144

Hourly sailing

10/27/2017 9:39 PM

145

There used to be a nice area with shop's it sure help's when you're stuck for hours

10/27/2017 9:28 PM

146

Reservations should be stopped with the exception of medical care.catering to those who think
they have a right to better service is wrong.those of us who arrive at the terminal well in advance
should have boarding preference.just a money grab

10/27/2017 9:25 PM

147

We do not need a fancy new terminal. Sure make some improvements, but give us what we want:
more ferry service!! Hourly sailings.

10/27/2017 9:01 PM

148

Disability areas need more work. Vehicles waiting with disabilities have a hard time accessing
other areas due to how tight the lanes are.

10/27/2017 8:50 PM

149

Work on getting foot passengers loaded on the upper deck.

10/27/2017 8:32 PM

150

Increase indoor waiting space since we only have 3months max of warm enough weather. Make a
smoking area that will not impact others. Have more green spaces not just for dogs but for humans
too potentially increasing parking lot shade also.

10/27/2017 8:08 PM

151

Upper deck walk off

10/27/2017 7:35 PM

152

A playground for kids. Shaded area. Different or additional food option.

10/27/2017 7:23 PM

153

More food options for people who can't get on ferry and have to wait 2 hours for the next one.

10/27/2017 7:03 PM

154

The physical terminal is fine as is fir travellers and their pets. The ferry service is inadequate, we
need more sailings.

10/27/2017 6:26 PM

155

The drop-off area is a real bottleneck at times.

10/27/2017 6:07 PM

156

The walking distance for foot passages and coverage from the elements plus consideration for
wheel chair

10/27/2017 5:47 PM

157

Most importantly having a ferry service where you're not waiting or being left behind. The hourly
ferry was great. We don't need shops and big cafeterias.

10/27/2017 4:34 PM

158

reasonable number of sailings. there never should be any waits.

10/27/2017 3:48 PM

159

All the upgrading should be to discourage people to use their car. The bus system is the way to
go. If more people use the bus more busses we will get.

10/27/2017 3:45 PM

160

I think the terminal works well as it is. I use it frequently and getting in and out of the terminal has
always been quite acceptable. The real problem is outside the terminal at the bottle neck at the top
of the hill.

10/27/2017 3:39 PM

161

Save the cost of terminal upgrades by providing hourly sailings and all the issues will go away.

10/27/2017 3:31 PM

162

I think the Terminal is gine how it is, there are more impotent toppings like schedules and dog
friendlier!!!

10/27/2017 3:21 PM

163

Have food kiosks available every day, not just seasonally.

10/27/2017 2:38 PM

164

Please keep BC ferries. I do NOT want a bridge. You guys do the best that you can.

10/27/2017 2:27 PM

165

Priority boarding for medical appointments from full time residents and secondary priority for full
time residents. Part time residents and vacationers are last

10/27/2017 2:09 PM

166

Stop creating false excessive wait times to increase traffic to vendors. Run a sailing every hour.

10/27/2017 12:16 PM

167

Arrange for bus loading/unloading adjacent to waiting room so travellers can wait in a safe, welllighted area on rainy dark-season nights. Also fix Berth 2 with a ramp to the upper car deck. When
hourly service is implemented this will be useful. Or get hourly service using ferries with lower and
gallery decks only, eliminating the need for upper deck service except in peak summer periods.

10/27/2017 11:46 AM

168

The terminal works fine the way it is. What we need are more frequent sailings with smaller
vessels.

10/27/2017 11:28 AM

169

Have a separate gangway for walk ons to prevent a delay in loading cars

10/27/2017 11:17 AM
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170

a priority lane for people coming from Saltery BAy

10/27/2017 10:51 AM

171

Don’t need a new terminal. Need more sailings, better connection times for Saltery Bay-Earls cove
traffic from/to Powell River. Eliminate cutoff time for ticket sales/reservations for Powell River
connector traffic, and separate ticket booth.

10/27/2017 10:43 AM

172

I think the majority of people have spoken! Do your job and get us there on time with more
frequency. I don't need extras at terminal as I would prefer to be there for far less time.

10/27/2017 10:23 AM

173

Improve the schedule and frequency so passengers don't have to waste 3 hours at the terminal for
every trip.

10/27/2017 10:12 AM

174

More green space while waiting (especially during sailing waits)

10/27/2017 9:42 AM

175

Issues with bus service. When ferry is in view at times the last bus leaves leaving walk on
passengers stranded

10/27/2017 9:32 AM

176

Hourly sailings please!

10/27/2017 7:52 AM

177

No

10/27/2017 7:38 AM

178

More options for food and drink because of the constant wait times

10/27/2017 7:33 AM

179

More sailings & it running on time especially peak times during the year.

10/27/2017 6:38 AM

180

pedestrians should be loaded and unloaded from the passenger deck the same as Horseshoe
Bay.

10/27/2017 6:37 AM

181

Mostly interested in having a ferry available every hour.

10/27/2017 5:44 AM

182

Safe swift easy access for pedestrian traffic is paramount.More focus on residents of the coast vs
tourists.This is our highway,keep it flowing.

10/27/2017 4:54 AM

183

Hate having to merge after quickly unloading!

10/26/2017 11:53 PM

184

I don't think bc ferries should be building a new terminal. The focus should be hourly sailings,
resident priority boarding, better vessels for the Langdale run.

10/26/2017 10:56 PM

185

Local residents traveling from Langdale should be provided a priority boarding pass they can use
year round and tourists should be made to wait or pay for a reservation. The ferry is local residents
from Sunshine Coasts highway/road, thank you

10/26/2017 10:02 PM

186

You need an overhead walkway for passengers to speed things up. Also increase the number of
runs,

10/26/2017 9:45 PM

187

Frankly I'm annoyed your even considering changing the terminal when you haven't addressed the
service issues yet

10/26/2017 8:32 PM

188

An overhead or separated walkway for walk on passengers is needed to speed loading and
unloading.

10/26/2017 8:24 PM

189

As far as I’m concerned, the Lang dale terminal functions very well. The horseshoe bay terminal
has major issues and needs to be redesigned.

10/26/2017 8:01 PM

190

Cross walks closer to the ticket booths. It's too tempting to harshly instead of walking up to the
intersections with the traffic light and then back again. It's dangerous for both cars and
pedestrians.

10/26/2017 7:55 PM

191

More/other options for food and beverages. Sometimes wait times are long and there is not much
to do other than sit in your car

10/26/2017 7:36 PM

192

I'm not interested in retail shops and services. Put the funds toward making hourly sailings a
reality. Long term parking needs to be expanded.

10/26/2017 7:26 PM

193

Less bells and whistles. All we want is to use this service as another highway

10/26/2017 6:32 PM

194

Don't spend too much money.

10/26/2017 6:07 PM

195

Hourly service and primary boarding for residence

10/26/2017 6:06 PM

196

The distance that a walk on passenger has to go to the bus loop. Aged, or restictive abilities make
this a very long walk as it isnow.

10/26/2017 3:28 PM

197

Access to swimming pool during waiting time.

10/26/2017 2:51 PM
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198

The distance from public transportation and the vehicle drop off location is too far. Mobility
challenged ferry users find the 300+ meter walk to far. Site for passengers taking public transport
is not heated or out of the weather and without washroom facilities.

10/26/2017 2:50 PM

199

Playground for kids!!!!

10/26/2017 2:21 PM

200

Access (physical and financial) for seniors and folks with mobility issues. The Orca is not at
adiquate for the elderly ormobility impaired folks unfortunately and BCs population is aging rapidly.
Lots of folks use the ferry for medical travel. Thanks!

10/26/2017 2:21 PM

201

Bus Stop and Passenger DropOff area should be as close to the dock as possible, the present
waiting room would be good for using as a bus shelter. Seniors and others with mobility issues
have difficulty walking the long distance to ans from the ferry from these areas at their present
location. ferry t

10/26/2017 2:17 PM

202

More facilities to get a snack especially in peak season

10/26/2017 2:15 PM

203

Would like to see south ramp with upper loading and hourly sailings

10/26/2017 1:59 PM

204

We don’t need a new terminal. Why are you wasting money on this?

10/26/2017 1:38 PM

205

More parking.

10/26/2017 1:35 PM

206

I'm satisfied for my purposes

10/26/2017 1:11 PM

207

Consider a lane for people who have already purchased ticket at Saltery Bay consider it as a
transfer or reserved lane or a connector ticket. Leaving a reserved lane for people who have
already purchased a ticket at Saltery Bay and are connecting with Langdale should at least get
some priority boarding or at least a reserved lane to alleviate stress when trying to connect.

10/26/2017 9:49 AM

208

Do not spnd money on the terminal but increase sailing to hourly would be money better spent and
many of the other issues would not be issues with reduced car and pedestrian traffic

10/26/2017 8:55 AM

209

More ferries .... system is not able to handle the demands !

10/26/2017 8:24 AM

210

Foot passanger loading and un loading is not pleasant. Please consider a system like in
Horseshoe bay. As a foot passanger, this is an important upgrade.

10/26/2017 8:15 AM

211

Build a bridge

10/26/2017 7:59 AM

212

I am hoping that BCFS will look at the overload and freaquecy of sailings in the summer months as
it is not uncommon on a Friday or Sunday to be waiting for 3+ sailings

10/26/2017 7:12 AM

213

People with mobility issues need to have better access when walking on the ferry. It's a really long
walk from the parking to the left adding ramp...

10/26/2017 6:58 AM

214

I've never understood why Langdale, situated in one of the most beautiful locations on the
Sunshine Coast doesn't look like Granvill Island instead of Gulag 13. And please don't talk about
security because Granville Island has the same seaside situation.

10/26/2017 6:17 AM

215

Food service is terrible.

10/26/2017 6:16 AM

216

The long term pay parking area is inadequate in its current state. Residents north of halle moon
bay have no transit options beyond parking at terminal.

10/26/2017 6:02 AM

217

Nothing in particular

10/26/2017 5:50 AM

218

Something like Tsawwassen ferry terminal where people can have somewhere to go to eat and
shop. This gets them out of the heat and when there is a wait it’s more palatable. The number one
issue for me is excessive agonizing waits. I’ve taken 5 hours to get home. Unacceptable. Hourly
sailing during peak time and long weekends would solve that.

10/26/2017 4:23 AM

219

I believe other than possibly adding more parking the terminal is just fine . Please add any extra
money towards added service , more frequent ferries and increased capacity.lower fares for
residents.

10/25/2017 10:25 PM

220

Amenities year round

10/25/2017 10:19 PM

221

First come, first served. That's not always the case, and hardly fair to people that gave themselves
lots of time to ensure they would get boarded.

10/25/2017 10:08 PM

222

more sailings

10/25/2017 9:23 PM

223

Double the car holding lot to allow for people who don’t want to pay reservation extortion fees

10/25/2017 9:21 PM
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224

Why all the barbed wire? The configuration of fencing at the Langdale terminal makes it feel like
you are waiting in a prison.

10/25/2017 8:52 PM

225

I think there should be priority board for permanent residents and skip resevations. Or residents
are given priority with over reservations. Bring back the one hour sailings because its tough to
make Dr. Appointments. Get new smaller boats running on the hour.

10/25/2017 8:36 PM

226

No Shopping mall, stupid idea.

10/25/2017 8:31 PM

227

Speed posting in the area so pedestrians are safer. Flashing lights at pedestrian crossings when
occupied by peds.

10/25/2017 8:01 PM

228

The biggest problem is that our ferry service to the Sunshine Coast that some folks have to too
long to get to Vancouver that we miss medical appointments that we wait months for. I hoe this
can be solved before any new buildings are built.

10/25/2017 7:52 PM

229

Access to terminal building (for washrooms, lost & found, etc.) from walk-on passenger side while
cars are loading. Currently no way to cross.

10/25/2017 7:50 PM

230

An upper deck at berth 2 is long overdue

10/25/2017 7:43 PM

231

I am disabled, live with chronic pain. When I go to appointments in Vancouver, I will stay in my car,
if I choose to do so.

10/25/2017 6:28 PM

232

Hourly sailing should be the first priority

10/25/2017 6:13 PM

233

1. Walkway from ferry to bus stop/parking is too far for older people to walk. 2. more cover needed
along walkway. 3. extra covered bus shelters with seats at terminal stop. 3. more lighting on
pedestrian crossing area beside bus stop and make a stop sign there for traffic or traffic lights
pedestrian operated.

10/25/2017 5:48 PM

234

Foot passenger protection from weather and loading ramp to top deck

10/25/2017 5:14 PM

235

I couldn't care less about the terminal. I don't want a more comfortable 3 sailing wait. I want ferries
that run on time.

10/25/2017 2:57 PM

236

Add a pedestrian loading ramp similar to that found in Horshoe Bay, Nanaimo and Swartz Bay

10/25/2017 7:39 AM

237

Enough surveys. Enough talk of tourist malls and staff accommodation. We need improved access
to our highway. Hourly sailings, cheaper rates. Period. But my guess is no one will read this and
no one cares!!! Smdh

10/25/2017 12:50 AM

238

Doing a better job of giving poor service is just plain stupid. Improve the service with 1. hourly
sailings 2. later sailings and 3. reduced fares.

10/24/2017 11:53 PM

239

My greater concern is service levels aka increased schedules

10/24/2017 7:58 PM

240

Enforcement of Passenger Drop only lanes. Many carts waiting for pick up in the drop zone cause
traffic jams in the bus stop area

10/24/2017 7:57 PM

241

We need more parking NOW. On more than one day there is no parking available mid day. When
there is no bus near where you like the parking lot is the only option if you don't need to take a car
or can't get on with a car. ACT NOW

10/24/2017 7:34 PM

242

Need safe bike lanes to and from Ferry and beyond

10/24/2017 7:28 PM

243

Move the lounge to the other side so people parking and accessing from Stormaway can stay
warm!

10/24/2017 7:26 PM

244

Long term parking lot should be increased asap. Overflow parking lot would work for now. Needs
to be addressed now

10/24/2017 4:50 PM

245

Ferries being constantly behind schedule makes it difficult to make appointments. Parking has also
been a problem the last two years. I buy a yearly pass and very often have to wait for a ferry to
unload in order to obtain parking...totally unacceptable!

10/24/2017 3:01 PM

246

Parking capacity is becoming more of an issue; too many notices about 100% full long term
parking lot.

10/24/2017 1:27 PM

247

don't waste money on developing shops and services, focus on core mandate, sufficient capacity
of vessels to avert so many overloads!

10/24/2017 11:37 AM

248

A terminal is far less important than more sailings! Spend the money on a smaller ferry and forget
the terminal, though it is terrible. Not as terrible as late and overfull ferries, though.

10/24/2017 10:55 AM
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249

A special closer drop off area for seniors and handicapped people that are walking on and off the
ferry. Its too long a walk for alot of them to come up to the parking lot.

10/24/2017 8:56 AM

250

Build a second ramp to fully load a ferry at the second dock. More sailing times

10/24/2017 8:33 AM

251

The most important issues: Hourly sailings; Priority boarding for residents; if not free sailings for
residents, then free 10 sailings per year ( book of 10 sailings) per household - full time residents

10/24/2017 6:53 AM

252

Lanes from ferry off loading and lanes going up the hill.

10/24/2017 6:45 AM

253

No. The money should be used for improving service and not more terminal enhancement

10/23/2017 9:31 PM

254

More food options- retail- is needed. The summer offers a few more foods- but there is not enough
lung or dinner food offered at wheatberries. You have to come prepared with your own food.

10/23/2017 9:07 PM

255

We urgently require overhead (or other) passenger loading and disembarking at Langdale. We do
not need a new building with shops. We need another ferry.

10/23/2017 8:30 PM

256

Recycling area for Gambier Island residents

10/23/2017 7:26 PM

257

THERE NEEDS TO BE WASHROOM FACILITIES AVAILABLE NEAR TO THE HANDICAPED
LOADING LANE. IT IS TOO FAR FOR MOST HANDICAP TO MAKE IT TO THE WASHROOMS
IN THE MAIN TERMINAL AND THE ONE UPHILL NEAR THE COFFEE STAND

10/23/2017 6:51 PM

258

Put in a little park or play area for kids waiting for HOURS for the next ferry!

10/23/2017 5:27 PM

259

why do we need a terminal at Langdale let us use the money for a road from Sechelt to Squamish
and leave Langdale out of the picture

10/23/2017 4:42 PM

260

Until we have a ferry schedule that meets the needs of the residents of the Sunshine Coast - more
sailings daily at a lower cost - it is an insult to play around with terminal redesign.

10/23/2017 3:34 PM

261

Foot passengers should load/unload via the upper deck, as they do at Horseshoe Bay.

10/23/2017 2:06 PM

262

The walk to bus or taxi is too long for many elderly or disabled passengers.

10/23/2017 1:23 PM

263

It is a long walk from the drop off zone to the ferrry. Many people who access are mobility
challenged. Needs to be addressed. Awkward to change lanes onceleaving ferry to get in the
appropriate lane to where you want to travel to on the Coast.

10/23/2017 1:01 PM

264

Please make a bigger overload area the highway is not a parking lot. You are lucky nobody has
been seriously injured waiting in line on the highway.

10/23/2017 12:50 PM

265

Allowing as much ferry traffic to cross the strait as efficiently as possible

10/23/2017 12:43 PM

266

More long term parking. Having foot passengers load in a different way so they do not slow down
the car loading process when it is busy out.

10/23/2017 12:37 PM

267

Focus is on vehicles, not people. Totally absent is consideratiion of the large and growing numbers
of people wiith mobility limitations. 150 words? Better than a tweet. Quite inadequate.

10/23/2017 11:50 AM

268

Should have shelter for walk on passengers with seating

10/23/2017 10:27 AM

269

Please provide some shade areas - the parking lot is stinking hot in the summer, especially if you
have to wait in the overloads

10/23/2017 9:59 AM

270

Take the funds slated for terminal development to invest in 2 smaller ferries to provide hourly
service.

10/23/2017 9:55 AM

271

Aesthetics - Currently the views of the ocean are blocked by a frost fence and the slope outside is
neglected. Attention should be paid to creating a welcoming and useful outdoor waiting space as
well as an indoor one.

10/23/2017 9:50 AM

272

The distance between passenger drop off and waiting areas is too long for those with mobility
issues or people with small children. Originally the drop off was in front of the waiting area. The
commercial vending area was the path used for both transit and private cars for passenger drop
off. Relocation of the summer commercial vending area should be considered because there is
always lots of time between ferries for access in the summer. This area is not used at all for a
majority of the year.

10/23/2017 9:50 AM

273

Other than lanes 1 and 2, there are no other lanes wide enough to properly handle larger vehicles
( semi's, 5 ton trucks, rv 's, trailers in tow and buses. I see this constantly messing up the upper
parking lot.

10/23/2017 9:08 AM

274

Able to accommodate traffic etc.for sailings as quickly as possible from 6 am. To midnight.

10/22/2017 10:32 PM
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275

upper deck loading for passengers

10/22/2017 9:37 PM

276

More Connecting ferries to Earls cove

10/22/2017 9:00 PM

277

This is not as important as hourly sailings and priority boarding for residents!

10/22/2017 8:25 PM

278

Smaller boats running more often

10/22/2017 8:14 PM

279

If we had hourly sailings you wouldn't need to upgrade the terminal.

10/22/2017 7:35 PM

280

A decent out of vehicle waiting area for failies with kids. Especially when waiting for 2 hours due to
lack of ferry sailings.

10/22/2017 7:04 PM

281

Hourly sailing's. How many times do you need to hear it?

10/22/2017 6:36 PM

282

If you are spending this kind of money I don’t see any second ramp. Look at your stats for
vehicular traffic, and start basing your schedule. Not the haphazard system you have been using
for years, it’s pathetic for a company as large as yours..

10/22/2017 5:59 PM

283

Road to squamish. ASP

10/22/2017 5:50 PM

284

We need more parking. Many of us commute and struggle to find parking especially during peak
season.

10/22/2017 5:43 PM

285

Leave well enough alone. Just make sailings hourly!!

10/22/2017 5:39 PM

286

Other then long term parking more frequent sailings would spread out the traffic volume through
the day.

10/22/2017 5:32 PM

287

Better covered waiting area for walk on passenger

10/22/2017 5:27 PM

288

Access to burns road for cyclist and pedestrians. Any changes for walking on/off ferry must allow
much more than single file movement. Narrow walkways slow this step. BC Ferries efforts for this
route should focus on reducing overloads, increasing service not increasing parking while
maintaining inadequate service.

10/22/2017 4:44 PM

289

make access to over-flow parking lot available when the main parking lot is full.

10/22/2017 4:05 PM

290

rides and luggage help for handicapped foot passengers

10/22/2017 4:01 PM

291

Why not have a separate foot passenger loading ramp/tunnel like at other terminals?

10/22/2017 3:43 PM

292

Wake water errosion of the Hopkins Landing Beach. The beach has dropped two feet over the last
30 years. The same logs were at the top if the beach until the "C"ferry showed up

10/22/2017 3:37 PM

293

YES- sorry for shouting- but you need to make berth 2 double ramped like berth 1 is- It is of little
use in its present state- the rest is window dressing- this is housekeeping !

10/22/2017 3:26 PM

294

Money should be going into more runs a day so people don't have to sit in the terminal so long.
The fact that the terminal sits at the bottom of a 4 way intersection make busy days very difficult to
get in line for the booths.

10/22/2017 3:17 PM

295

Better toilet and eating facilities in terminal. terminal should be moved to central area .

10/22/2017 3:02 PM

296

Frequent sailings! It is a joke that even in October to ensure boarding I need arrive an hour before
scheduled departure. ( which is usually late). Also priority to school transport busses n vans on all
decks so students can get to their events and not just be told space has been reserved for
commercial use ....sorry

10/22/2017 2:49 PM

297

we do not need a new design. we do not need a new terminal. we need more frequent sailings,
resident priority boarding, and limited reservations.

10/22/2017 2:45 PM

298

Just make it easier for residents of the Sunshine Coast to get on the boat. Nothing fancy. We dont
need stores!

10/22/2017 2:25 PM

299

The traffic jams arriving & departing. The by-pass is a nightmare. The areas are simply too small
to deal with the number of vehicles coming & going. How do you fix that?

10/22/2017 2:06 PM

300

Hwy 101 must be addressed first. It'll be a bottleneck more than it is now

10/22/2017 2:04 PM

301

We need hourly sailings this will alleviate the congestion that is currently happening.

10/22/2017 1:50 PM

302

Pedestrians are the most important one. Educate people to take busses to the ferries.

10/22/2017 1:48 PM

303

Cycling and pedestrian infrastructure, shelter from weather, affordable parking, easy
pickup/dropoff, transit improvements

10/22/2017 1:32 PM
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304

Overflow parking. The so-called overflow parking is never opened when the parking lot is full for
passengers leaving Langdale...it’s used for back up traffic waiting to board ferry

10/22/2017 12:59 PM

305

Dedicate access and lanes to residents of the Sunshine Coast if they ever get priority loading.

10/22/2017 12:52 PM

306

I would support a nicer terminal like Schwartz Bay.

10/22/2017 12:40 PM

307

Hourly sailings PLEASE!! PLEASE!!! PLEASE!!!!

10/22/2017 12:21 PM

308

Ferry schedule is the pits. Connection times between little River, egmont and Langdale need over
haul. Impossible connection times.

10/22/2017 12:16 PM

309

Hourly sailings worked very well for us here. This should be the priority over costly reconstruction.

10/22/2017 12:00 PM

310

For people with mobility issues I would like to see closer washrooms for people parked in upper
lot. Something mid terminal and not ports potties.

10/22/2017 11:51 AM

311

Ensure there is a dog park area, and green outdoor seating space and larger foot traffic indoor
waiting room/cafe

10/22/2017 11:38 AM

312

upper ramp on birth 2 for a second ferry and emergency loading. Even if a 2nd ferry not needed
quite yet it will be in the next 10 years. Exit lane for drop off and parking area to merge with traffic.

10/22/2017 11:00 AM

313

access to bc ferries to office by pedestrians

10/22/2017 10:57 AM

314

BC Ferries needs to consider 'through traffic' in their setup. Start using the overflow area
immediately, rather than blocking access to Langdale/Port Mellon. Currently, construction signs
are being used to slow vehicles coming down the Bypass, and there is no construction. Your
flaggers are stopping people heading to other areas to work, and causing a blockade for
emergency vehicles, this must be addressed, and you don't need to wait for a redesign to start!

10/22/2017 10:30 AM

315

DO NOT build that bloody "tourist terminal/building" whatever it is that's gonna cost millions of
dollars. we don't need it!!!!! run the ferries every hour.

10/22/2017 10:05 AM

316

From my experience what takes the most time is foot passenger loading prior to vehicle then it also
allows those foot passengers that are stragglers to load after the vehicles. By butting a passenger
loading to main deck would speed up that and they would be out of harms way of the vehicle
loading. With the luggage security would it be advantageous to have 2 sets of cars, one each side
with driver security. They could stay with their cars and watch load and unload. If they close
loading down 10 minutes prior to sailing then it would be easily moved for loading and the other
one on the other side well out of the way when this one gets there to off load....ThanQ

10/22/2017 9:52 AM

317

My priority is for hourly sailings, which will hopefully eliminate 2 hour and 4 hour sailing waits. Use
the federal funding of $17 million to build smaller ferries, if that is what it takes to make hourly
sailings practical.

10/22/2017 9:43 AM

318

Nicer seating area for foot passengers. Keep foot passengers away from exhausts of loading and
unloading vehicles.

10/22/2017 9:34 AM

319

Second level for berth 1 (?) to accept more ferries

10/22/2017 9:08 AM

320

I think the foot passenger issue is one of the biggest problems. Getting passengers and staff on
and off the boat without effecting traffic loading is the most important. And then pay parking. The
coast is getting busier and busier we need better facilities.

10/22/2017 8:34 AM

321

When leaving the terminal, there are 2-3 lanes, but turning to Gibsons means all cars funnel to one
lane. Many times cars take the second lane, then budge in to the turning lane. This is irritating and
a safety issue. The buggest issue is wait times on busy weekends, when more sailings should be
added.

10/22/2017 8:33 AM

322

I don't know what you mean by pedestrian crossing area. What we have now is fine.

10/22/2017 8:26 AM

323

The waiting area could be beautified. Fence art, walking garden co.es to mind should the waits
increase in the future

10/22/2017 8:08 AM

324

far more important that ferries run on time

10/22/2017 8:07 AM

325

Get the bypass fixed up the hill. Have the port Mellon highway go under or over the traffic lights

10/22/2017 7:48 AM

326

more fequent sailings means less need for queuing

10/22/2017 7:31 AM

327

If you are a pet owner it can be quite miserable waiting outside. Not as bad as Horseshoe Bay
wgich is HORRIBLE in winter. Why can I not wait in warmth and comfort with my dog? After all we
have a 40minute journey which is worse than miserable.

10/22/2017 7:20 AM
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328

Don’t waste the money, the residents don’t care about the terminal they care about getting gouged
at the kiosk every day. Save the money and reduce the fares

10/22/2017 7:17 AM

329

We need ferry service, especially on the weekends, hourly sailings are far more important than a
new terminal

10/22/2017 6:57 AM

330

What we want is hourly sailings!

10/22/2017 6:55 AM

331

More services food etc

10/22/2017 6:43 AM

332

Need more trash cans

10/22/2017 6:24 AM

333

inform the public that the sunshine coast hwy is part of the ferry with plenty of room to que. build
an overpass for marine dr/port melon hwy. allow lot traffic to exit on port mellon hwy.

10/22/2017 6:15 AM

334

Increase sailing capacity at peak hours, adding extra ferries.

10/22/2017 6:09 AM

335

Space for more business's to run. It is never fun waiting hours for a ferry but it is especially painful
when having to wait at the langdale terminal. There is nothing to do. Adding spaces for
business's/food venues to open will allow for a more enjoyable wait.

10/22/2017 6:07 AM

336

Re- do passenger waiting room,so it is not across the traffic

10/22/2017 12:22 AM

337

An upper ramp to pier 2 would be an asset and more passenger parking space increased

10/21/2017 11:33 PM

338

More sailings!

10/21/2017 10:49 PM

339

allowing roadside parking. expand walk on waiting area. transit and foot traffic is the way of the
future. consider changing the traffic light to a roundabout... see research

10/21/2017 9:40 PM

340

Extra lane entry for booked passages and more shaded areas when it's hot and sunny

10/21/2017 9:35 PM

341

Hourly service and running on time

10/21/2017 9:28 PM

342

The drop off access !! To many cars picking there.

10/21/2017 9:22 PM

343

Need more space for comments. Need clarification for parking areas. What about the over flow
area which is rarely ever used?How about a pathway for the foot passengers or an elevator that
can reach the parking lot from the ferry? Like an extention from the main deck to the lot.

10/21/2017 8:59 PM

344

All waiting spots should be close to washroom facilities

10/21/2017 8:52 PM

345

more lawn,more picnic tables, more shade or covered outdoor area

10/21/2017 8:15 PM

346

More parking spaces

10/21/2017 8:03 PM

347

There is one issue to address and that is: the residents of the Sunshine Coast are SICK TO
DEATH of being GOUGED by BCFC!!! QUIT RAISING OUR FARES ON THIS FARCE OF AN
'UPGRADE'!!!

10/21/2017 7:57 PM

348

Do something with the useless and horribly designed overflow parking area. Waste of money...

10/21/2017 7:41 PM

349

Leave the terminal the way it is. We need hourly sailings and resident priority loading!

10/21/2017 7:34 PM

350

If the ferry ran on time all the time the terminal could literally be a parking lot with a single
outhouse and everyone would be happy.

10/21/2017 7:21 PM

351

Need to increase frequency of ferries to every hour during commuting hours. I am parking a
vehicle in parking lots in langdale and horshoe bay only because driving on the ferry is unreliable
due to overcapacity. Commuters need a dependable service like the bowen ferry. The bowen ferry
rarely is over capacity and runs hourly. The focus should be getting people to the other side not
making there wait or parking more accommodating. Thanks you.

10/21/2017 7:19 PM

352

Better schedule to link ferries to Powell River. It use to be good now it's ridiculous

10/21/2017 6:47 PM

353

Properly control/direct traffic after leaving the terminal and going up the hill to stop the right lane
racers.

10/21/2017 5:43 PM

354

More vendors or stores like horseshoe bay

10/21/2017 5:11 PM

355

left lane merging for people going to lower gibsons should be clearly marked

10/21/2017 4:47 PM

356

charging stations, priority parking for carpools

10/21/2017 4:22 PM

357

please do not place emphasis on tourism infrastructure .

10/21/2017 3:58 PM
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358

Langdale parking lot is so dangerous for pedestrians! Please walk from the pay parking area
across to the ferry in the dark for the 6:20 ferry and you will see. There is a parking spot that, when
a vehicle is parked there, blocks visibility of drivers coming in to the lit (racing because they're
late!). Someone is going to die! Please, before anything else is donr, please improve lighting and
remove this barrier to visibility!

10/21/2017 3:49 PM

359

Ensure there is adequate service for people accessing Gambier/Keats float. Make sure there is
dedicated parking for island residents

10/21/2017 3:47 PM

360

you have an overlflow parking area and don't use it. need a ferry every hour.

10/21/2017 3:39 PM

361

Not closing a gate 5mins before departure time when the departure is 20-30 late and there is still
room in lot and on vessel!

10/21/2017 3:37 PM

362

More parking spaces for pass holders only. I am tired of not being able to find parking. I pay for my
parking spot by purchasing a pass. I often cannot find a parking spot. BC Ferries is getting paid
twice for that spot. Time for dedicated parking for pass holders and not up in over flow parking.

10/21/2017 3:37 PM

363

Better accessibility for the buses and to the buses

10/21/2017 3:24 PM

364

Don't spend money on terminal design at all; invest first in improving sailing frequency, timing, and
capacity. Then perhaps people will spend less time waiting at or passing g through the terminal in
the first place.

10/21/2017 3:23 PM

365

A pedestrian ramp for walk on traffic similar to the one at Horseshoe Bay would be great

10/21/2017 3:03 PM

366

Easier access to washroom facilities in holding compound

10/21/2017 2:52 PM

367

I think more long term parking is important. So many times this year it is full. What can we do?
Also foot passengers coming off ferry need their own ramp. Going down into the bottom of the ferr
with bags or strollers and it’s usually cold, not the best planned exit from ferry.

10/21/2017 2:52 PM

368

Maintain access from Marine Drive

10/21/2017 2:40 PM

369

use the entrance to the parking lot as the exit from the parking lot too and just add hourly sailings &
you won't need anymore improvements to the terminal

10/21/2017 2:19 PM

370

Earthquake protection. This is our lifeblood, and in the event of an earthquake we should be able
to maintain access.

10/21/2017 2:15 PM

371

To speed up the flow of traffic moving away from the ferry will be nullified by the bottle neck at the
end of the "by-pass."

10/21/2017 1:53 PM

372

There should be a ferry every hour and if you guys are investing in shops there is no need local
vendors do just fine. The ceo should take a pay cut.

10/21/2017 1:02 PM

373

Hourly sailings.

10/21/2017 12:20 PM

374

People who do not come down to the car deck to unload should be made to wait. It is very
frustrating that people come down after vehicles have started unloading and then are stopped to
allow the pedestrian to walk off. Make them wait till vehicles are done if they can't get down on
time.

10/21/2017 12:14 PM

375

More sailings!

10/21/2017 12:04 PM

376

Walk off passengers being able to do so from the upper deck.

10/21/2017 10:54 AM

377

We need two hourly ferries. Not an updated terminal

10/21/2017 10:10 AM

378

We need more sailings..not a mall.

10/21/2017 10:04 AM

379

foot passenger bridge

10/21/2017 9:40 AM

380

Maybe get parking lot traffic back out the way it came? 2 lanes? Avoid congestion.

10/21/2017 9:30 AM

381

do not add the chaotic barriers that exist in horseshoe bay, it is a less busy terminal and does not
justify millions of dollars in expense!

10/21/2017 9:22 AM

382

Are you kidding me! Where is the question to address how we feel about the most important
issues on not enough ferry runs and how long the waits are to take the ferry, and constant
overloads!!!!!

10/21/2017 9:18 AM

383

Overhead walkway to passenger deck for walk-ons.

10/21/2017 8:30 AM
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384

More signage indicating routes leaving the terminal (Port Mellon, Sunshine Coast Highway,
Gibson's Landing). Always seems to be people changing lanes at the last minute before the
intersection.

10/21/2017 8:03 AM

385

Please address issues relating to efficiently loading and unloading the ferry.

10/21/2017 7:58 AM

386

Increased covered holding foot passenger area

10/21/2017 7:48 AM

387

Larger more accessible pedestrian waiting room away from the elements and vehicle exhaust.

10/21/2017 6:56 AM

388

Better access to dog walking area

10/21/2017 6:27 AM

389

Contribute to cycling infrastructure by creating a safe way for cyclists to ride past the terminal on
Port Mellon highway.

10/21/2017 6:07 AM

390

It would be a great boon to those waiting for the bus , especially in the winter months if there was
a nice restaurant on the foreshore immediately adjacent to the bus stop.

10/21/2017 5:51 AM

391

No $$ should be spent on sleeping quarters for crew or market plaza. Increased sailings is the
priority

10/21/2017 5:42 AM

392

Ability to support more frequent (even if smaller) sailings.

10/21/2017 5:35 AM

393

The light going red for traffic offloading needs to be eliminated or managed better.

10/21/2017 4:43 AM

394

bigger foot passenger waiting area

10/21/2017 1:58 AM

395

Designated area to sit outside when having a two hour wait. Very desolate parking lot in Langdale.

10/20/2017 11:01 PM

396

We need hourly service like we had in the spring. The schedule worked great and there weren't
sailing waits and the ferry ran on time. We also need later sailings on a regular basis.

10/20/2017 11:00 PM

397

Easier exit if you missed ferry

10/20/2017 10:58 PM

398

Beach access, or a bigger park/ green area for waiting sailings

10/20/2017 10:47 PM

399

Improve quality of concessions in lower lot

10/20/2017 10:39 PM

400

Year round alternative food vendor. Washroom facilities for vehicles queuing outside of terminal.

10/20/2017 10:35 PM

401

Don't spend tons of money on the terminal. Please focus on the overloads and wait times, bring on
another ferry.

10/20/2017 9:49 PM

402

More green space

10/20/2017 9:04 PM

403

In times of heavy volume traffic, and the amount of reservations needed to travel on this ferry, two
booths is not enough to handle the amount of traffic

10/20/2017 8:47 PM

404

The barbed wire installed in response to 9/11 (?) security concerns is awful. I'd like the terminal to
remain "informal". I think it's a waste of money to have fancy waiting areas and direct loading to
passenger decks, for example. Just keep it simple. Focus on better service in terms of scheduled
sailings. We don't need a fancy terminal.

10/20/2017 8:37 PM

405

Two berths = TWOFERRIES

10/20/2017 8:26 PM

406

Overhead walkway for foot passengers would be safer and faster; put a ticket machine further up
in the long term parking lot instead of all machines at bottom

10/20/2017 8:20 PM

407

Accommodation for additional ferries for a more frequent schedule

10/20/2017 8:13 PM

408

If the ferry ran on time I would not be waiting hours in any terminal

10/20/2017 7:58 PM

409

It's a dump, besperately needs upgrading!

10/20/2017 7:52 PM

410

Hourly ferries wd solve most traffic problems!

10/20/2017 7:21 PM

411

Shade, bathrooms, indoor waiting area

10/20/2017 7:21 PM

412

a walkway to the ferry for walk-ons

10/20/2017 7:18 PM

413

No need for any fancy lobbies or retail kiosks.

10/20/2017 6:41 PM

414

Dont spend money making the landale terminal fancy, its a wast of mobey and not a neccessity!

10/20/2017 6:34 PM

415

Get vending machines that actually work and that will maybe take paper money like they claim they
do. Park area for kids would be GREAT.

10/20/2017 5:30 PM
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416

Does not need new design. Hourly sailings negate the need.

10/20/2017 5:10 PM

417

It would be great if the issues relating to the physical terminal could ease the issues of overloaded
and consistantly late boats. Perhaps the physical teminal and the people using the services would
all run much smoother with hourly sailings....

10/20/2017 5:01 PM

418

I don't see any issues with the physical terminal. If the ferry runs often enough there should be no
overflow, access point and queuing issues.

10/20/2017 4:57 PM

419

Hourly ferries.

10/20/2017 4:35 PM

420

Having the luggage (baggage) area closer to the dock so that people with disabilities can drop
their baggage off if drop by the dock.

10/20/2017 4:26 PM

421

Please develop a dedicated dog area that is separate from picnic area and ensure that pet waste
bags and disposal are consistently provided.

10/20/2017 4:25 PM

422

Access to covered (dry/warm) waiting area from parking lot

10/20/2017 4:08 PM

423

The terminal really does need an overhead passenger loading ramp, would save 15 minutes a
turnaround.

10/20/2017 4:00 PM

424

Access to parking lot for walk ons when Ferry traffic is lined up the highway can be difficult. I've
come close to missing the ferry because traffic takes up two lanes blocking access to the left
turning lane. At times there is signage asking ferry drivers to stay in the right lane, but they don't
always comply.

10/20/2017 3:35 PM

425

The terminal is fine, do not waste money on it, just get the ferry to run on time, and add additional
sailings at times where the boat's are overloading. People just want to get from point a to point b

10/20/2017 3:20 PM

426

Parking area needs to be enlarged

10/20/2017 2:24 PM

427

overhead walkway for foot passengers, access to terminal only from one point at busy times,
hourly sailings from mid morning to early evening

10/20/2017 2:10 PM

428

We need hourly sailings that run later into the evening. This is our highway, it is not nearly
available enough......

10/20/2017 1:45 PM

429

Overhead walkway

10/20/2017 1:37 PM

430

Parking for the passengers with disabilities that need to be only on the top deck for they can't go
upstairs and need to stay in the car. A parking area for these people. I am one of them, I need to
stay in my car and can't go upstairs on the ferries because of my Multiple Chemical Sensitivities
and the staying in the care is very important not to smell cleaners, perfumes, air fresheners and
the ship smoke.

10/20/2017 1:19 PM

431

Everything would run with less backups and delays if you had ferries every hour

10/20/2017 1:00 PM

432

DEFINITELY!! I prefered the previous arrangement for dropping off and picking up foot
passengers right next to the waiting room. For older and/ or disabled people the walk right now is
torture

10/20/2017 12:59 PM

433

Shelter for hot summer days, so people are not sitting in their cars, with engine running and airconditioning on.

10/20/2017 12:52 PM

434

Hourly ferries ....not having to leave car when under sail

10/20/2017 12:48 PM

435

I don’t think it needs a new design. Oh PLEASE spend the money on extra sailings and a
passenger walkway!

10/20/2017 12:48 PM

436

Washroom availability in the loading area for the handicapped

10/20/2017 12:47 PM

437

There should be no talk of expansion unless there are plans for extra sailings at peak times and
prioritized sailing for residence. Also there is a lack of general understanding of the summer
schedule on line, whoever is making up the schedule page needs to reorganize the page as many
people have a very hard time disiphering the times.

10/20/2017 12:47 PM

438

Easier access for disabled pedestrians.

10/20/2017 12:42 PM

439

why are you looking at that when there is talk of bridge or is that all it is talk

10/20/2017 12:20 PM

440

Once you are out of the terminal off the ferry there is the left turn which clogs and slows outgoing
traffic.

10/20/2017 11:56 AM
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441

we don't need office/retail commercial or a caretaker suite. Some food service would be nice for
those many so-called 'overloads' - no such thing as an overload as all vehicles must fit within the
prescribed boundary of the ferry. DO NEED more sailings that are on time. DO NEED passenger
only ferry using berth 2

10/20/2017 11:41 AM

442

Increase to hourly sailings creates less need for car or passenger queuing holding areas

10/20/2017 11:19 AM

443

Access to washrooms. SMOKE FREE TERMINAL

10/20/2017 10:49 AM

444

Restore the taxi stands.

10/20/2017 10:17 AM

445

every hour sailings please, everything else is just dressing

10/20/2017 10:09 AM

446

There should be a upper ramp built to pier 2 which would allow cars to load to the upper deck of
the ferry. This would allow full use of this pier if there is a problem with the other pier.

10/20/2017 9:22 AM

447

Current information available of capacity issues, i have a 1 huor drive to terminal so radio updates
are very important. I have found the radio updates are not always current to actual situation!

10/20/2017 9:14 AM

448

Have a zipper system to get access to the pay booths so it's first come first served, nobody butting
in line.

10/20/2017 9:09 AM

449

Access to more green space when you are waiting for a ferry

10/20/2017 9:06 AM

450

Don't waste the money on a new terminal, we need more ferries running more often. That will
solve the congestion problem.

10/20/2017 8:44 AM

451

Fix "race track" highway approach to the ferry terminal.

10/20/2017 8:44 AM

452

Adddres potential for 2nd story long term parking vs overflow parking at the top of the hill which is
difficult and inconvenient for small children and elderly customers to walk down from in order to be
'walk on passengers'. Walk on passengers should be encouraged vs driving passengers to help
alleviate overloads.

10/20/2017 8:31 AM

453

Another entrance booth or two. Not safe to have traffic backed up the hill.

10/20/2017 8:22 AM

454

The offloading traffic merging should be addressed. The left turn makes it a big juggle.

10/20/2017 8:19 AM

455

SCRAP THIS WASTE OF MONEY PLAN. PUT THE MONEY TOWARDS AN IMPROVED
COMMUTER SERVICE PLEASE.

10/20/2017 8:18 AM

456

Seems to me these surveys are provided to just make us think we have some input but in actual
fact the decisions will be made for us in the end. That being said. We need more sailings!!!! Our
population is exploding and it is unreasonable to expect the same or nearly the same sailings are
going to be able to accommodate us. Please take care of sailings rather than re-organizing the
Langdale terminal. You would have many more contented customers!! No frills, as others have
said this isn't a cruise ship, just give us transportation. Thank you!!

10/20/2017 8:18 AM

457

Primary focus is the passenger loading ramp directly to the main passenger deck. Upper holding
lot - repaint for additional pay parking at a lesser rate. Make the entrance to the parking two way
and block off the merge lane to the unloading traffic.

10/20/2017 8:18 AM

458

Hourly service would solve many of these problems.

10/20/2017 8:15 AM

459

Most important of all to increase sailings and insure on time performance

10/20/2017 8:14 AM

460

If required, a separate lane for those who have a reservation travelling from Powell River so that
they may be assured passage.

10/20/2017 8:10 AM

461

Cars that wait in the drop off area for passengers to arrive, rather than in the pick up area. This is
very inconsiderate

10/20/2017 8:04 AM

462

Need to be able to load and unload foot passengers without disrupting vehicle loading or
unloading. This will gain approx 8-10 minutes or more every sailing

10/20/2017 7:54 AM

463

Yes. Quit spending money on ‘pretty things’ at the terminal. Give us function , reliability, and
access to more frequent and reliable ferry services. Buy more boats. It’s a 45 minute commute, not
a tourist destination in itself

10/20/2017 7:47 AM

464

More leniency with reservation holders. Someone traveling all the way from Egmont cannot
possibly predict the road ahead. Not being able to board the vessel only to watch others board
because of a 30 minute rule is not a true reservation.

10/20/2017 7:44 AM

465

Need a second onramp so both berths are useful.

10/20/2017 7:42 AM
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466

maximise the efficiency of loading/unloading vehicles and passengers, including parking exit
merge lanes. I want to get in and out of the terminal as fast as possible. Thank you.

10/20/2017 7:26 AM

467

No issues at all with current terminal - no upgrades recommended.

10/20/2017 7:20 AM

468

A more up to date, modern, efficient pax waiting room and loading ramp is necessary for
expediting on time sails

10/20/2017 7:18 AM

469

I think you should use the other terminal and build an upper ramp . I think it would shorten the trip
crossing time as you don't have to slow down to reverse the ferry . Also it wouldn't rock the ship as
its docking caused by its own wake .

10/20/2017 7:11 AM

470

a digital sign at top of hill above ticket booth stating when that sailing's sales are now cut off..so not
getting speeding/races down hill

10/20/2017 7:06 AM

471

Hourly ferries are much needed!!!!

10/20/2017 6:54 AM

472

Berth two needs an upper loading ramp. The Termianal does not need a shopping mall.

10/20/2017 6:38 AM

473

Covered, separate walk on area for passengers....similar to HSB

10/20/2017 6:30 AM

474

We used to have pedestrian access from the Gibsons side of the ferry. Please bring it back! To
have to cross all the traffic is dangerous and ridiculeous

10/20/2017 6:02 AM

475

passenger loading on top deck

10/20/2017 5:28 AM

476

Priority loading for locals/commuters/commercial .

10/20/2017 4:55 AM

477

Priority loading for Powell River customers that need to make connections at earls cove

10/20/2017 4:34 AM

478

Pax need to exit from the main deck not the car deck

10/20/2017 4:16 AM

479

we need more sailings our terminal is just fine.

10/20/2017 3:26 AM

480

Forget designing a new terminal. Improve the service. It's time for a bridge

10/20/2017 12:36 AM

481

The only problem with the terminal poor management and not enough sailings to take the burden
off the terminal it self more sailings on need for more parking lots no brainer

10/19/2017 10:53 PM

482

More shaded waiting areas for both foot passengers and car passengers who need to escape the
summer heat while waiting in vehicle line ups. Larger pick-up/drop-off area for vehicles with foot
passengers. Definitely MORE PAY PARKING and overhead ramps for foot passengers to walk
on!!! How many more exclamation marks can I fit in here?!

10/19/2017 10:51 PM

483

Concern about seismic issues. Terminal built on an alluvial fan

10/19/2017 10:10 PM

484

The most important thing to me is that there is no "toll booth" added. Doing so will be the tipping
point that has the majority of Sunshine Coast residents clamoring for a fixed link. Do not
implement charging both ways on this route.

10/19/2017 9:56 PM

485

Passengers should not be loaded on main deck, it is time consuming and can be dangerous when
decks are wet/slippery

10/19/2017 9:35 PM

486

Loading ramp, ferry turnaround time

10/19/2017 9:29 PM

487

Invest in more ferries to accommodate the extreme travel issues the Sunshine Coast is dealing
with. You don’t need to develop anything at the terminal. Move more vehicles. Add more sailings

10/19/2017 9:19 PM

488

Mobility-challenged passengers have to walk too far at both terminals. This limits their desire to
use the walk-on service.

10/19/2017 9:15 PM

489

I had no idea that there was an overflow parking area even though I have talked to a ferry
employee__I wonder if it is ever used given that the employee didn't provide that as an
alternative?

10/19/2017 9:12 PM

490

The terminal does not require upgrades. We need better ferry service, on time and more frequent
sailings

10/19/2017 9:09 PM

491

don't worry about terminal, worry about ferry times, schedules, staying on time.....

10/19/2017 9:09 PM

492

More money spent on the creation of less queuing.

10/19/2017 9:02 PM

493

Yes-the costs should be reduced to a minimum and priority should be shifted towards a 2nd fulltime vessel on this route

10/19/2017 8:34 PM
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494

Every time I take the ferry while unloading in Langdale I witness multiple "close calls" between
drivers merging from the parking aswell as lane changing between the offramp and the traffic
lights, something needs to be done to prevent people leap frogging for head of the pack.

10/19/2017 8:32 PM

495

We need more ferries to take the traffic the loads are still around 100 percent. Take a look. Your
headed for issues and they need addressing

10/19/2017 8:11 PM

496

More access to food services or the ability to leave the vehicle when the ferry is over loaded and
cars are left behind

10/19/2017 8:06 PM

497

Better sound system----it is virtually impossible to understand communications from Langdale staff
sitting in cars in the parking lot.

10/19/2017 8:06 PM

498

A few key facilities like a coffee shop in waiting area. Better wifi. Better connecting buses. More
ferry services

10/19/2017 7:58 PM

499

I don’t think a new design is a priority.

10/19/2017 7:57 PM

500

To create safe walking areas to parked cars that prevents people from walking behind cars that
wish to back out of their stalls.

10/19/2017 7:55 PM

501

You cant truly be serous otherwise you would have been adressing the ferry waits like every
person who lives on the sunshine coast only cares about. Shame on all of you for not even
mentioning this single most important item which shows how out of touch you are with the people
who use this water highway. Pull your heads out of your ASSES and bring back hourly sailings.

10/19/2017 7:55 PM

502

It's terrible when you get to the ferry while it's offloading, especially in the rain because there's no
way to get to the waiting room. You're just forced to stand in the rain for like 15 minutes. Even if
there's nothing you can do about this, adding something like a portable heater under the sheltered
area with benches.

10/19/2017 7:45 PM

503

Please spend as little as possible so savings can be used for more sailings. Minimize time spent
in the terminal so that we don't need more amenities

10/19/2017 7:39 PM

504

Better F&B ammenties 7 days a week all seasons

10/19/2017 7:31 PM

505

If unloading from the top its a pain to get from left lane to center to go North Rd

10/19/2017 7:26 PM

506

easier access to public washrooms from midway in the parking lot. as a handicapped person, it is
very difficult for me to get to a washroom when waiting a long time for the ferry.

10/19/2017 7:18 PM

507

Residents should have priority loading. We desperately need better service for RESIDENTS

10/19/2017 7:04 PM

508

When a patient is coming or going to Vancouver there should be a special place for them to board
and off load first instead of waiting especially when they have a note from there Dr. And the letter
was faxed to BC Ferries my letter was thrown back to me at the Horsebay Ferry terminal not to
happy

10/19/2017 6:59 PM

509

Info board telling customers about late sailings etc

10/19/2017 6:57 PM

510

I find the terminal works well. It is the ferry service that needs an overhaul. Building a bridge would
be the best solution to any terminal problems.

10/19/2017 6:53 PM

511

Better layout for overflow in peak seasons

10/19/2017 6:46 PM

512

A few ideas; I know planners want to separate pedestrians and cars with overhead walkway but
the downside of them is they break down frequently and require expensive maintenance . Look at
HBay at how many times it's not working. Please plant some shade trees in parking area, it's like
the Sahara sometimes in the summer. Have a better design for walk on area, more covered area
and a different aspect with not crammed against the fence subject to noise etc. How about a short
walkway over or beside Langdale creek on the southwest side. Having a sloping asphalt paved
sidewalk instead of gravely steps would make people who have luggage or mobility issues happy
on the north side of parking lot, many local commuters use them.

10/19/2017 6:46 PM

513

Out door seating in the shade... Play ground ,water tap ,mist area dog area with water . Basket
ball court .volley ball bocci ball area keep people happy and healthy

10/19/2017 6:45 PM

514

A large waiting room that can use the ferry upper deck entrance rather than walking on using the
ramp.

10/19/2017 6:31 PM

515

Primary consideration for Powell River residents using this ferry route

10/19/2017 6:25 PM

516

To be honest none of the above matter to me that much but more ferries would fantastic.

10/19/2017 6:25 PM
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517

I have to say - I can't see any BIG problems with things the way they are - it ALWAYS works for
me and I travel regularly, but not on long weekends, and never during work hours from the Lower
Sunshine Coast to Vancouver. I am usually enroute from Powell River to Vancouver, and as I am
retired, I take advantage of midweek travel. I REALLY don't want to see a totally high end ramped
up version of Horseshoe Bay - it's low key now, and it's nice for the Sunshine Coast. Please don't
go overboard spending dollars just for show.

10/19/2017 6:23 PM

518

If a disabled person parks their car in long term parking the distance they have to travel on
crutches,walker or a wheelchair is extreme .

10/19/2017 6:20 PM

519

I don't agree with the re-vamp. How about more sailings (hourly) instead!!!

10/19/2017 6:19 PM

520

We need hourly services and more parking

10/19/2017 6:18 PM

521

Have a ferry every hour

10/19/2017 6:10 PM

522

The most important improvement would be hourly sailings

10/19/2017 5:59 PM

523

The ferry could save significant time if it could dock straight into the terminal rather than in a wide
circle

10/19/2017 5:50 PM

524

Better protection from the weather for pedestrians

10/19/2017 5:48 PM

525

perhaps nice big waiting area.

10/19/2017 5:46 PM

526

Why put money into the parking lot ? Hourly sailings would take care of the parking problem and
would also solve the problem of waiting hours on end to get on the ferry.

10/19/2017 5:45 PM

527

No Littering Signs - request SCRD involvement (provide garbage cans on bypass).

10/19/2017 5:37 PM

528

Instead of spending all this money on a fancy terminal spend on hourly sailings instead move
people since that us the business you are in

10/19/2017 5:24 PM

529

More ferry crossings

10/19/2017 5:22 PM

530

A walk on passenger ramp is needed. This would be so much safer.

10/19/2017 5:21 PM

531

This is squandering money that should go into more sailings not a fancy terminal

10/19/2017 5:09 PM

532

The fixed link study should be released to the public and a decision made regarding the fixed link
before any money is spent on the Langdale terminal.

10/19/2017 5:08 PM

533

Larger place for seating in the warm when you have hours to wait for a ferry in the wintertime.

10/19/2017 5:02 PM

534

Spend less on this and make more sailings

10/19/2017 4:57 PM

535

service is key. how pretty it is doesn't matter. It is our highway and should be treated as such.
Interior ferries have no facilities, why? because they are run by the Department of Highways, as it
should be. Make my highway accessible.

10/19/2017 4:56 PM

536

The crux of the situation is the size of the ferries and the number of the ferries first. Then address
the other issues. Put the cart before the horse. All that planning will lessen but will soon be needed
in a different way. Check the history of the system and when and why it worked. Read my email
ronstephbiggs@hotmail.com????

10/19/2017 4:51 PM

537

Expand the passenger car parking lot.expand waiting areas for foot passengers.bring back the
restaurants they used to have and serve hot foods,skip all this and build a bridge so people can
come and go as they please

10/19/2017 4:30 PM

538

Hourly service without all the luxury changes.

10/19/2017 4:28 PM

539

It is very difficult for a person with mobility difficulties to go on the ferry as a foot passenger. I
sprained the ligaments in my knee and can no longer walk from the parking lot to the ferry. It's also
difficult to get off the ferry and walk to the ticket both outside. I have heard this from several
people. Please do something.

10/19/2017 4:27 PM

540

Winter conditions on the bypass are extremely dangerous!

10/19/2017 4:22 PM

541

More sailings / no new terminal / add a larger long term parking lot

10/19/2017 4:21 PM

542

More sailings

10/19/2017 4:12 PM

543

What we need is a bridge to Anvil Island. Then, no need to spend gizzillions on all these
improvements. Get rid of the ferry

10/19/2017 4:06 PM
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544

Anything that adds to the efficiency of loading and unloading in a fair and quick manner are very
important. MORE SAILINGS!!!!!!!!!!!!

10/19/2017 4:01 PM

545

You need shaded/covered areas. The parking lot is insufferable in the summer heat. Rest rooms
at the center of the parking area.

10/19/2017 3:56 PM

546

More sailings!

10/19/2017 3:48 PM

547

We need hourly sailings. It is inhuman having to wait an hour outside the t

10/19/2017 3:48 PM

548

More sailings

10/19/2017 3:41 PM

549

more hourly and more ferries

10/19/2017 3:37 PM

550

We do not need any more shopping facilities

10/19/2017 3:36 PM

551

Fix up berth 2 with upper ramp passanger loading should be on upper deck like on the
horshoebay side it would help with faster loading remove some management would save you
bunch of money otherwise i personally think a highway is a better option then a ferry because the
ferry makes the price of everything jump in price and its getting out of hand

10/19/2017 3:33 PM

552

BC Ferries could assist SRDC in overcoming a previous shortfall in its provision of shore access
for both residents and visitors. There is nowhere to for people to launch kayaks between the
Gibsons Marina and Port Mellon. The beach area to the north of the terminal is an obvious
candidate area for this. It would also allow beach area for picnics and swimming. The safety risks
would be no greater than those presently existing at Horseshoe Bay.

10/19/2017 3:21 PM

553

I believe residents of Powell River should have priority we shouldn't have to pay premium
reservation money to board on our highway home. We shouldn't get left behind because tourists
are paying extra money to get on the ferry. I believe we have to pay too much already paying
more is extortion

10/19/2017 3:18 PM

554

Outdoor smoking area

10/19/2017 3:14 PM

555

More shelter from rain for pedestrians during inclement weather. Better interface with bus
schedules..

10/19/2017 3:14 PM

556

We need hourly sailings. Nothing else is important. Thank you.

10/19/2017 3:08 PM

557

Lanes on the hill should be separated further up to prevent speeders trying to jump the que.
perhaps these lanes could also sort the reservations from the others. I’ve missed my reservation
more than once because of being stuck in traffic in the hill when volume was high.

10/19/2017 3:06 PM

558

More frequent sailings please!

10/19/2017 3:02 PM

559

Another option for food, if even at busy time. Current vendor (wheatberries) can’t keep up with
traffic

10/19/2017 2:59 PM

560

more sailings

10/19/2017 2:52 PM

561

If there were more ferries at the peak and popular times during the year then none of the above
would apply because no one would be waiting for 4 or 5 hours. need to think more about keeping
the flow rather than have coasters congregating on mass when we would rather be at home or
somewhere else on this beautiful sunshine coast.

10/19/2017 2:49 PM

562

the physical design is not a priority

10/19/2017 2:40 PM

563

These items above are important BUT the key issue here is the schedule. Hourly sailings will
relieve a lot of congestion and the issues we are facing now - full parking lot, vehicles and
pedestrians getting on and off safely. We are going somewhere, this is part of our travel and
personally, I don't need or want an extra hour or two to shop. I want a ferry that runs on time and
on an hourly schedule.

10/19/2017 2:40 PM

564

24 hour food vendors or machines for when the ferries are late or canceled

10/19/2017 2:37 PM

565

The terminal should send ferries to Vancouver island, and we should have a fixed link on off
coast..

10/19/2017 2:31 PM

566

As a Powell Riverite I would like to see a dedicated lane for People travelling to Earls Cove first off
so that we are not tied up in traffic.

10/19/2017 2:31 PM

567

No

10/19/2017 2:29 PM
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568

I have never seen the Overflow Parking Lot used, even when there is no parking left available. Is
this supposed to be overflow for those coming in from SSC Highway? I have never seen it used for
that either. Why does it sit empty when people need parking so they can access the ferry as foot
traffic?

10/19/2017 2:13 PM

569

a raamp for unloading pasengers so they can unload and load passengers at the same time as
cars

10/19/2017 2:09 PM

570

The terminal may not be the best but it is functional. What is needed is more sailings or ferrous
with greater capacity. This is our highway so it's insulting and frustrating that I have to pay a
premium for terrible access to my own home. Do the math. It's going to get worse.

10/19/2017 2:09 PM

571

Parking needs to be extended. No we do not need $'s spent on shopping for tourists, just another
silly idea to avoid the real issues, ferry scheduling needs to be revamped add another ferry please,
having to make reservations is another way to make $ for your corp.

10/19/2017 2:05 PM

572

Hourly sailings are what the coast needs.

10/19/2017 1:53 PM

573

Forget the overflow and give more scheduled sailings to avoid overflow.

10/19/2017 1:53 PM

574

need a permanent bathroom in the middle especially because of where the handy cap parking
being close . and we want to be parked up top so we don't have to leave our vehicle as there are
outdoor openings there!!

10/19/2017 1:52 PM

575

Keep this to streamlining travel times, and forget the expenses of new buildings, food service, etc.

10/19/2017 1:51 PM

576

Having a place to buy a bus ticket for either Vancouver or Gibsons bus which accepts credit and
debit.

10/19/2017 1:50 PM

577

A ramp with access to passenger deck so the disembarking of main deck is timely. Attendant for
parking lot because many people don't pay.

10/19/2017 1:31 PM

578

I feel if the sunshine coast had an hourly service which is dearly NEEDED then the current
parking/terminal should suffice without any changes needed.

10/19/2017 1:25 PM

579

Second ferry berth should have an upper deck loading ramp

10/19/2017 1:19 PM

580

Move the staff parking and enlarge customer parking

10/19/2017 1:17 PM

581

Capacity for higher ferry traffic as the demand for ferries is going up.

10/19/2017 1:09 PM

582

The parking in the shortterm dropoff area forces you to pull in forward and reverse into the crowd
of people walking to their cars... dont use angle parking here!

10/19/2017 1:09 PM

583

Ability foot passengers to load and unload on upper deck

10/19/2017 12:59 PM

584

Put money into another ferry rather tgen redesigning the terminal

10/19/2017 12:57 PM

585

We don't need a huge makeover. Increase parking capacity, streamline terminal access, and
ensure baggage security by having an attendant.

10/19/2017 12:50 PM

586

easier access to washroom from where handicapped access vehicles held in line for ferry

10/19/2017 12:45 PM

587

more boats less parking

10/19/2017 12:44 PM

588

Quick access to boat by foot passengers that doesn't interfere vehicle loading.

10/19/2017 12:43 PM

589

Drop off area should be closer to the terminal for diabled passengers. Should have an actual coffe
show with a sit down area, kids activities, better loud speake locations with more updates. Should
be an electroing highway message board just before getting to Gibsons to advise current
conditions and arrival times. Too many drivers are in a big hurray to park and sit for an hour ....

10/19/2017 12:33 PM

590

Upper car deck ramp for cars on Berth 2.

10/19/2017 12:33 PM

591

more climate controlled sitting area for passengers waiting for ferry.

10/19/2017 12:31 PM

592

We don't need more vendor space. This isn't a cruise ship terminal.

10/19/2017 12:24 PM

593

Need to get a dedicated passenger ramp as soon as possible to make loading more efficient and
to stop the unnecessary delays.

10/19/2017 12:24 PM

594

A wider walkway for foot passengers would be nice. The tunnel is very congested.

10/19/2017 12:19 PM

595

Drop off for passengers that have disabilities should be closer to the ferry

10/19/2017 12:13 PM
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596

The only thing we really NEED is a separate passenger loading ramp so that loading and
unloading can be quicker. The next most important thing would be a larger passenger waiting
area, which, you didn't even include on this survey, but, is much more important than anything else
you identified. Just look at how many people are left standing in the rain while waiting to load.

10/19/2017 12:07 PM

597

My commute is usually from Powell River. My need is for increased sailings and on time service.
Commuting by foot is not an option for me

10/19/2017 12:04 PM

598

We need more sailings. Period. More frequent, less fancy. A simple marine highway, not a cruise
line. Fix that and no need for any terminal upgrades as folks will not be trapped there forever. We
don't need terminal improvements other than to open the upper parking lot. Simple

10/19/2017 11:53 AM

599

Priority boarding for sunshine coast residents

10/19/2017 11:40 AM

600

Do not want a bigger terminal or shopping

10/19/2017 11:35 AM

601

We don't need increased terminal shopping areas, we need more frequent service.

10/19/2017 11:28 AM

602

We dont need a new terminal. We need one hour ferry service.

10/19/2017 11:25 AM

603

Larger waiting room for foot passengers & overhead, covered walkway

10/19/2017 11:23 AM

604

More Parking for long term.

10/19/2017 11:12 AM

605

Yes, STOP WASTING MONEY on proposing trivial projects @ Vendorr Stalls. WE NEED MORE
SAILINGS and we don't give a hoot about your silly 'upgrades' to vendor stalls. Stop wasting our
money.

10/19/2017 11:12 AM

606

More options to food while there is await there is currently two places to choose and the options
are not good

10/19/2017 11:09 AM

607

Put the money into more sailings! We don't need a fancy terminal to sit and WAIT. We need more
frequent boats. Address the root problem please

10/19/2017 11:07 AM

608

I think the first priority should be fixing the service issues with the ferry. The terminal is fine as is if
the ferry service was more frequent and reliable.

10/19/2017 10:56 AM

609

All staff should live, work and be visible in this community and a mandate set for CEO's to show
hours of on site public attendance as a true public service. If massive google companies can show
progressive openness, these old dogs could too.

10/19/2017 10:45 AM

610

drive down access for elderly and physically impared

10/19/2017 10:43 AM

611

The need for a better way for people with a disability to be able to get to and from the ferry, on
both sides it is a very long walk, and even with wheel chair help it take a long time for the extra
help to arrive to help you. All so the over flow for parking for walk on's is most always full and the
over flow is never open. The terminal is now a very busy place, you used to be 1 hour early now it
is at least 2 hours.

10/19/2017 10:40 AM

612

yes, a lane for residential traffic coming from Powell River so they do not have to have sailing waits
while traveling to Vancouver due to Tourists and other. This is the only highway for PowellRiver
residents and they should have priority to get on the connecting (if there is one because BC
Ferries doesnt care about connection ferries for PR residents)ferry.

10/19/2017 10:37 AM

613

Return to commerical vehicle priority without reservations. See WAC Bennet's plans at BCF start.

10/19/2017 10:28 AM

614

- more covered areas for pedestrians. More vendors. More trees for shade. Larger area for pick-up
and drop off. - better wifi access/ signal strength. - upper deck loading for foot passengers. Better
PA system and more frequent announcements.

10/19/2017 10:24 AM

615

More ferries running on time and in connection with Earls Cove ferry, so we can also get to Van on
time.

10/19/2017 10:21 AM

616

Passenger only ferry

10/19/2017 10:19 AM

617

no crew quarters, no new vendor areas

10/19/2017 10:14 AM

618

New and more permanent washroom facilities in upper parking area, with access for disabled!

10/19/2017 10:13 AM

619

I support increased sailings over spending mo eye on redevelopment

10/19/2017 10:12 AM

620

Need more ferries not redesigned terminal

10/19/2017 10:10 AM

621

Handycap people should alway be parked closer to good bathrooms.

10/19/2017 10:08 AM
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622

A walkway that reaches the top deck to get away from the lower car deck.

10/19/2017 10:03 AM

623

More sailings

10/19/2017 10:01 AM

624

Design of the berth for docking. Berth 2 is way more efficient as the boat doesn’t need to make the
90 degree turn

10/19/2017 9:54 AM

625

Not really, if there were more ferries, a lot of the issues above would be solved.

10/19/2017 9:47 AM

626

Area for commercial vehicles to switch units safely

10/19/2017 9:47 AM

627

An overhead deck for dock 2 and overhead passenger loading

10/19/2017 9:35 AM

628

More sailings ,better fares for locals,

10/19/2017 9:27 AM

629

Should be able to accommodate a larger ferry if needed as demand increases.

10/19/2017 9:27 AM

630

We need hourly sailings. The terminal is not a vacation destination.

10/19/2017 9:22 AM

631

Wheelchair exitability from tall vehicles on lower deck

10/19/2017 9:19 AM

632

Bicycle access and parking is currently poorly designed and it's obviously not even considered.
You need to consult directly with regular commuter cyclists and cycling organizations. Also, the
biggest shortfalling of the terminal is a lack of child play space for those waiting for the ferry. It
would be great to have some access to the beach or at least a playground. BUT...Sunshine Coast
residents will be extremely upset if BCF pours millions into terminal upgrades without addressing
service levels, this a priority for me as a commuter and sports parent but it is also the biggest issue
for ALL my neighbours too. Nobody would care about the terminal if we had hourly service or at
least peak hourly service.

10/19/2017 9:03 AM

633

We want hourly sailings. Lives are being wasted waiting because of overloads.

10/19/2017 8:58 AM

634

keep it small. the terminal is fine.

10/19/2017 8:57 AM

635

Have some kind of place for children to play, like a jungle gym. With all the overloads, being late
and waiting children need a place to play. I would also like to see a nicer picnic area so that I don’t
feel trapped to my car when things don’t go as planned.

10/19/2017 8:57 AM

636

More parking, no accommodation for ferry workers & no increase in tourists retailers onsite

10/19/2017 8:50 AM

637

Spend the money as a down payment on a bridge. As usual you are miles behind in your ability to
project ahead more than a year or so! Please hire someone who can think big picture.

10/19/2017 8:48 AM

638

Shade in the Summer! Sitting in the hot sun with young family or pets is dangerous.

10/19/2017 8:45 AM

639

Just add more sailings already one big boat one small. Get on with it. No matter what you do
ferries always behind schedule. Always same reason heavy traffic volume well then it's time to add
a second ferry even if it's a small one. No one will ever forget how efficient and pleasing last winter
was with the two boats during the construction phase. It's the only time service has been
acceptable!!

10/19/2017 8:43 AM

640

Make the ferries come straight in like Horseshoe Bay and Twassen. Save 10 minutes on route

10/19/2017 8:38 AM

641

If we had hourly sailings a lot of these issues would be non issues

10/19/2017 8:38 AM

642

Build out loading docks to north or south not to the east.

10/19/2017 8:34 AM

643

Marked area for reservations

10/19/2017 8:26 AM

644

I've heard that you're interested in spending a lot of money on tourist infrastructure spending
money making the system more efficient for users

10/19/2017 8:25 AM

645

Must have a second ferry and more ferry runs. Even if second ferry is much smaller

10/19/2017 8:25 AM

646

Currently when ferry traffic allows, we are able to unload our cars at the bottom gate to load to the
Route 13 (Gambier Keats) ferry dock. It is very important to keep that opportunity.

10/19/2017 8:24 AM

647

Add covered areas to the grassy area next to Wheatberries for sun shade.

10/19/2017 8:21 AM

648

We do not need a huge new terminal building, or a ramp for passengers, we need ferries that run
every hour for long periods of the day, every day. Long weekend especially ! Priority boarding on
both end for handicapped & registered address locals, then reserve the rest of the spaces.Put on a
walk on commuter boat between larger ferry sailings !! t

10/19/2017 8:16 AM
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649

Baggage handling? You are talking as though you are an airport & handle baggage! oh & signage
is needed as well.

10/19/2017 8:13 AM

650

You have done nothing since 2013. Disband and work on getting people on the boat not on
parking them. You should all be ashamed of the difficulty you have caused the residents and
things are still getting worse. Focus on your capacity issues. A forty minute ride now takes 2 or
more hours. Beautifying the terminal will do nothing to address the real problems. Every one of
your customers would rather you spent the money on getting them out of the terminal faster. Pay
attention.

10/19/2017 8:11 AM

651

Important thing is the ferry running every hour. Note the ferry is a commuter transportation it’s not
a vacation vessel! Your business model needs to be looked at. Run it like the sky train

10/19/2017 8:10 AM

652

Leave the terminal alone, add more boats/sailings. And provide a smoking area. It’s a large place
and if we have to wait hours without being able to have a smoke, then provide a designated place.

10/19/2017 8:09 AM

653

We need some 2 hour free parking, like in Horseshoe Bay. If your just going and coming back on
the next ferry (ie, picking up grandchildren). At the top of the pick up lot. Those spots sit empty
90% of the time.

10/19/2017 8:08 AM

654

We need and elevated loading ramp for foot passengers. This would speed boarding and improve
on time performance

10/19/2017 8:08 AM

655

No new design - Put on hourly sailings

10/19/2017 8:07 AM

656

Access from Marine drive needs to be better controlled. If it is allowed make sure people can't
come that way and expect to enter line up ahead of those that have been waiting far longer, and if
not allowed, there should be a barricade put up.

10/19/2017 8:06 AM

657

Larger covered heated area for walk on passengers. We need larger seated area which is covered
and heated. Walking area for dogs.

10/19/2017 8:05 AM

658

Access for people who can't walk long distances(similar to airports).Longer term parking farther
away leaving better access to short term closer to the ferries. Possibly holding the "parking traffic"
until the ferry traffic has cleared. Better access for handicapped for washrooms - possibly do the
handicapped line near the washrooms and cafe (but still load them first) Thanks!king

10/19/2017 8:05 AM

659

When the ferry traffic is exiting onto Hwy 101 the traffic lights should stay green to keep the traffic
moving. Better access for bus and drop off.

10/19/2017 8:02 AM

660

The ferry terminal runs just fine as it is. I don’t feel there is anything to improve that will make any
differences as the terminal structure and the way it is running has anything do with the real
problem at hand. If B.C. Ferries would just run the ferry service every hour even from 6am to 11am
then from 4pm to 8 pm all year round, their sales would boost people would be more likely to use it
regularly and the travel and tourism would be far greater too. More people would buy on the
Sunshine Coast and live here all year round as the commute wouldn’t be so difficult. The Sunshine
Coast economy would boom with all of this being said. It’s plain and simple, the faster people can
get around, the more they will use it! Just like airlines and sky trains. Look at the example of
mobile phone like the iPhone ,

10/19/2017 8:02 AM

661

Need shade from sun!

10/19/2017 7:56 AM

662

Foot passengers should have a dedicated loading queue so they are not waiting for car traffic to
load.

10/19/2017 7:54 AM

663

None of these issues seem a problem for someone going from upper shinecoast to Vancouver.
I've never had a problem related to anything you suggest

10/19/2017 7:53 AM

664

Overflow parking is not overflow for the parking lot but for the vehicles using the ferry. With the
exception of the peak seasons this parking lot is seldom used

10/19/2017 7:53 AM

665

If compromising the quality of service and setting back the option of frequent service and local
priority loading. I am not for any upgrades of this capacity. Yes safety is important but so is the
access to Vancouver for medical services that are lacking on the coast. It is our Highway. That is
all. Remove catering if you have to to save costs. We don't need food on a 40 min ferry ride.

10/19/2017 7:49 AM

666

The pickup/drop off dock is too small, making it very difficult in the summer time. There were times
where there was a lineup of 10 boats waiting to get in to the dock.

10/19/2017 7:48 AM

667

Would be nice to see more ferries running ..1 every hour ..

10/19/2017 7:47 AM

668

complete the bypass so ferry traffic does not impede local residents

10/19/2017 7:45 AM
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669

We don't need to spend the money redesigning the terminal, what we need are hourly sailings so
local people don't have to bring their 11 year old kids home at 11pm after a sporting event! Or
waiting for 4 hours to get on/off the coast. WE NEED HOURLY SAILINGS.

10/19/2017 7:44 AM

670

One entrance to the line up... Marine Dr needs to enter via the bipass

10/19/2017 7:43 AM

671

At times there are up to three booths open for entry into the ferry terminal. Sometimes people have
long questions that mean five or six cars in the other lanes get ahead of those waiting. This can
mean the difference of getting on the ferry or not. Is there some way to enter the terminal in a first
come basis?

10/19/2017 7:42 AM

672

Access from long term parking to waiting room not currently accessible when ferry is docked

10/19/2017 7:40 AM

673

Put ferries back on every hour

10/19/2017 7:39 AM

674

Access directly to Langdale from the terminal, rather than adding to the que just to get out of it
again!

10/19/2017 7:39 AM

675

adding a 2nd ferry will cut the need for extra room as less vehicles will be waiting

10/19/2017 7:34 AM

676

Create a designated lane (currently used by ferry staff to empty garbage cans) as a lane for drop
off in front of the waiting room. It could be closed 15 minutes before sailing to facilitate traffic. This
lane was in place before the last "upgrade"

10/19/2017 7:31 AM

677

Walk-on passenger area more protected from weather.

10/19/2017 7:29 AM

678

Everything works fine as it is

10/19/2017 7:28 AM

679

I personally have been involved in a car accident merging from the parking lot while traffic has
been unloading it's a dangerous area. Would like to see some sort of priority boarding system for
locals. Also a continuation of hrly sailings. Our grown children who grew up here come less due to
long lines and waits at the ferry .

10/19/2017 7:28 AM

680

Smaller ferries lhourly service

10/19/2017 7:26 AM

681

Have drop off closer to ship

10/19/2017 7:24 AM

682

Most langdale passengers walk on, a large parking lot, and a larger undercover walk on area,
would benefit many passengers

10/19/2017 7:23 AM

683

I think this unnecessary relative to increasing the number of sailings which is my priority.

10/19/2017 7:22 AM

684

I think it should go to and be maintained year round at HOURLY Sailings ; this is OUR HIGHWAY
Part of the #1 HWY ..

10/19/2017 7:20 AM

685

We need preferred boarding for residents and hourly sailings. And we have told you this a gazillion
times! Don't spend the.money on anything else! We don't need upgrades to the Terminal, parking
lot or roadways!

10/19/2017 7:20 AM

686

Stop wasting money. The terminal is fine the way it is. Use it to fix the service

10/19/2017 7:19 AM

687

Nicer open areas with shade for car travellers, not just the space for dogs

10/19/2017 7:16 AM

688

spend the money on the sailings. We do not need a new concourse. AT ALL. We need prompt, on
time sailings. Period.

10/19/2017 7:10 AM

689

Hourly service and coast residents having priority boarding

10/19/2017 7:08 AM

690

on designated white-striped walkways that parking lot, put wording "walkway - no parking" many
people do not understand the significance of the white stripes.

10/19/2017 7:07 AM

691

2 ferries every hour would be less expensive. People who live on the coast should have priority
boarding. More passenger parking. Stop the merging into ferry traffic. Change the docking pattern.
Update and use west dock.

10/19/2017 7:06 AM

692

Coffee and food outlet open later to ensure those who are waiting 4 hours are able to get food
wheat berries closes before terminal closes.

10/19/2017 7:02 AM

693

Services for people waiting for several hours! Proper affordable food vendors. More outdoor
seating space with some shade and not for dogs all the time!

10/19/2017 7:01 AM

694

There is a lack of ferry runs that come to this physical terminal. More ferries and more departure
times are needed!!

10/19/2017 7:00 AM
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695

We are very happy with the Comfirt and open nature of the Langdake terminal. Compared to the
Hirseshoe Bay terminal which is highly regulated and impersonal. If changes are made please
ensure the priority stays with the passengers' accessibility and affordability and comfort.

10/19/2017 6:59 AM

696

Warm dry foot passenger waiting area is insufficient for the volume.

10/19/2017 6:57 AM

697

Accessibility for those with disabilities

10/19/2017 6:55 AM

698

MORE runs not updating the terminal

10/19/2017 6:53 AM

699

Need more parking now.

10/19/2017 6:52 AM

700

Since we have to wait for ridiculously long times due to NOT ENOUGH SAILINGS:more
seating/shaded area to sit off to the side, so we don't actually die from the sun baking us in our
cars.

10/19/2017 6:52 AM

701

Passengers should load and disembark from an elevated point totally away from traffic.

10/19/2017 6:49 AM

702

More shelter for foot passengers waiting to board, or allowing them to cross over to the waiting
room to wait.

10/19/2017 6:46 AM

703

I think ferry service in itself should be improved first before improving terminal itself. Ferry service
is really poor, often overload in spring, summer and fall months and this new rule about not being
able to stay in the car is awful. There needs to be improvement of dog area first before
implementing this new rule. Also creating a quiet space on the boat. And I know this is not relevant
to your question but it is more relevant to many ppl of sunshine coast. We need better ferry service
or a new road before terminal any improvements. Period.

10/19/2017 6:44 AM

704

Both betths should have top ramp to accommodate the large ferries. Hourly ferries. Cheaper fares,

10/19/2017 6:44 AM

705

If you unload/load the foot passengers in a separate place (like in Horseshoe Bay) you will speed
up the loading of the vessel by at least 10 minutes.

10/19/2017 6:42 AM

706

stop worrying about the terminal and get your scheduling act together. Understand your priorities

10/19/2017 6:40 AM

707

More bathrooms

10/19/2017 6:39 AM

708

Anything to keep to scheduled runs!

10/19/2017 6:38 AM

709

Parking, access and passenger loading would not be a problem if there were more (enough)
(HOURLY) sailings!!!

10/19/2017 6:35 AM

710

Why have 4 berths when you only utilize one???

10/19/2017 6:35 AM

711

It is not about the terminal, Stop wasting our money,

10/19/2017 6:28 AM

712

Merging lane for those offloading going towards Lower Gibsons/North Rd.. You’re forced to

10/19/2017 6:27 AM

713

Hourly sailings ,locals discount.

10/19/2017 6:26 AM

714

Would you have to change terminal if ferry run every hour?

10/19/2017 6:24 AM

715

extremely important that passengers with TAP be given priority boarding when leaving the coast
however should arrive at least 30 minutes prior to loading. Patients heading to mainland have
waited, sometimes months for medical appointments.

10/19/2017 6:21 AM

716

Problems arise with congestion during a two hour ferry schedule. One hour schedules will reduce
congestion and the need for upgrading.

10/19/2017 6:19 AM

717

Having cars offload with such a sharp right hand corner really slows down off loading. Changing
the traffic pattern so cars have a smoother turn (more towards the food stalls) could help speed up
the on/off loading. And free up the passenger cars merging onto the road.

10/19/2017 6:19 AM

718

More food options!

10/19/2017 6:02 AM

719

It should stick straight out so the ferrry doesn't have to make a u turn to get in to the berth. If you
stick it out far enough we wouldn't need the ferry.

10/19/2017 6:00 AM

720

when loading to the upper ramp some drivers don't know that there is two lanes when entering the
ramp and cut into the right lane causing near collisions.

10/19/2017 6:00 AM

721

Hourly ferries

10/19/2017 5:57 AM

722

Hourly service

10/19/2017 5:56 AM

723

Foot passenger walkway needed

10/19/2017 5:56 AM
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724

The volume of residents is growing fast and the amount of ferry sailings and parking doesn't
match. This problem needs to be fixed. Fast. Add sailings and more parking!!

10/19/2017 5:52 AM

725

forhet the design and add more ferries!!!

10/19/2017 5:51 AM

726

Parking is paramount. More so however is the actual number of sailings because the status quo
obviously isn’t working!

10/19/2017 5:51 AM

727

Larger waiting area for foot passengers. Covered area for foot passengers to board ferry.

10/19/2017 5:49 AM

728

Easy & convenient passenger drop off by car near the terminal for those who can't walk such a
long distance as they currently must.

10/19/2017 5:48 AM

729

Don't spend a lot of money, we can hardly afford what the ferries cost now...

10/19/2017 5:46 AM

730

a way for those with reservations not to be stuck in queue and missing their reservation time

10/19/2017 5:39 AM

731

Don’t waste money on cosmetic upgrades for summer tourists. Work on increasing sailings for
your hostages that live on the coast. It would also be great if boats could leave ON TIME.

10/19/2017 5:37 AM

732

There is a need for more stalls in the long term parking area.

10/19/2017 5:35 AM

733

the terminal is find the way it is it does not need anymore physical structures

10/19/2017 5:31 AM

734

Making it more efficient to get into and out the terminal has no value if you cant run the ferries on
time. Spend the money on the actual loadind and unloading facilities.

10/19/2017 5:28 AM

735

Who care what the terminal looks like, better service, every hour sailings and lower rates for
residents is what matters to me. We need a boat that gets us from point A to B not a big fancy lot.

10/19/2017 5:24 AM

736

Need car rental and more food vendor

10/19/2017 5:22 AM

737

Spend $ on more ferries not the terminal.

10/19/2017 5:03 AM

738

I have no complaints at all.

10/19/2017 4:53 AM

739

The physical terminal? Who cares about that. Start providing residents with some service! Your
beautiful new terminal does not matter to us !!!!

10/19/2017 4:52 AM

740

When the ferry is late (almost always!) it would be nice to have a place to sit and wait for the bus
that is warm and well lit, in the summer it should be cool. Both horseshoe bay and Langdale would
benefit areas that you don't heat up in the summer

10/19/2017 4:44 AM

741

Require a passenger ramp. With foot passengers walking on them off where cars would regularly
load and unload it just adds time to the schedule

10/19/2017 4:39 AM

742

i Have been a resident of the Sunshine Coast for 55 years. I have lived my whole life in Pender
harbour. When I go to the ferry terminal I am there for only one thing and that is catching a ferry to
horseshoe bay. The Sunshine Coast is and has been growing at a significant rate but our ferry
service hasn’t been growing with it. We need 2 ferries everyday especially for the mornings and
afternoons. We need the big trucks to be let off last so they don’t tie up traffic. We don’t need
shopping at the terminal we need better service

10/19/2017 4:10 AM

743

More frequent Sailings and fewer reservations

10/19/2017 3:47 AM

744

Passenger ramp

10/19/2017 3:46 AM

745

We don't need a new tourist information station we need hourly service to the mainland! Get your
priorities straight. You are a bus service not a cruise line.

10/19/2017 3:27 AM

746

Have enough pay booths in horse shoe bay so they can accommodate all Tap forms so people are
not being sent to offer to have Tap forms validated especially when people in car are hadicaped.

10/19/2017 3:09 AM

747

There should be more ferries scheduled to accommodate those who live and work on the
Sunshine Coast.

10/19/2017 2:54 AM

748

Hourly ferries would help so much.

10/19/2017 2:35 AM

749

More parking spaces for walk on passengers.

10/19/2017 2:16 AM
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750

Doing a fancy terminal with shops is the last thing to think of. On time, working ferries that help
residents cross for their livelihood, necessities, business, pleasure, medical issues, family,
etcaremost important. The discount of the experience card is negated by the reservation system.
Stop frustrating ferry users! Have a schedule that takes into account holidays AND the day before
and after the holiday, also extra ferries when it is noticed there is a backlog of waiting passengers
and cars.

10/19/2017 1:46 AM

751

Terminal is fine. Need better ferry service. Save OUR money for new ferries.

10/19/2017 1:42 AM

752

Spend the money on hourly sailings instead.

10/19/2017 12:59 AM

753

More choices for food and Beverages. Wheatberries does not cut it.

10/19/2017 12:36 AM

754

More options for food during peak times especially when you are waiting in the terminal for hours

10/19/2017 12:33 AM

755

Ya so late all the time fam

10/19/2017 12:26 AM

756

Bigger indoor pedestrian wait area, sun shade out door seating for vehicle passengers waiting

10/19/2017 12:11 AM

757

Vehicles arriving from Sunshine Coast Please take into account their long journey when rethinking
their queuing, especially in summer months. This is as long trip from Powell River to Vancouver,
we are exhausted from lack of sleep+rough highway. Earls Cove+Saltery Bay have no WiFi, no
food service or playground for kids....waited many a nite in sweltering heat or cold pouring rain
with children in cramped vehicle. BC ferries does not care for people living on Sunshine Coast.
Build a road forget BCNU ferries.

10/18/2017 11:57 PM

758

Stop the bullshit. Hourly sailings are needed now this route is so busy. Get a hold of this now and
stop wasting money on more bullshit I hate waiting two hours cause you missed a ferry by 10 cars,
help the people they hate u

10/18/2017 11:56 PM

759

people should use the bus on the coast. It would solve the parking problem.

10/18/2017 11:56 PM

760

I want more ferries - the terminal is just fine as it is!

10/18/2017 11:36 PM

761

Year round vendors and eatery

10/18/2017 11:28 PM

762

No new design. Just hourly ferries. Problem solved.

10/18/2017 11:27 PM

763

Moving the passenger loading/unloading ramp to the upper deck like Horshoe Bay.

10/18/2017 11:27 PM

764

Terminal and scheduling to project for extreme growth of tourist and local population use with
provision for on time sailings . Priority loading for locals and commuters, vehicle and walk ons.
Ferries and highways to work together on addressing pathetic roads on Sunshine Coast. No
shopping malls at the terminal.

10/18/2017 11:17 PM

765

Means of slowing drivers that are speeding through the lineup areas to get in line (go figure) and
putting pedestrians at risk.

10/18/2017 11:10 PM

766

Improve the schedule and offer reliable service!! Your terrible ferry service has residents trapped!
Give assured loading to residents

10/18/2017 11:09 PM

767

Shade/ covered areas for families with pets including fresh water source. Potted Shade trees
along the fence.

10/18/2017 11:05 PM

768

Have cars parked in terminal merge with ferry traffic differently, too many people are unwilling to
merge and also people zipping in and out of lanes before the first intersection after leaving
terminal.

10/18/2017 10:50 PM

769

A larger more inviting waiting room would be nice.

10/18/2017 10:42 PM

770

Terminal currently built for cars, not pedestrians. Need to anticipate an increased aging population
who will not be able to walk long distances, or climb stairs. Bus should stop close to ferry. Increase
parking capacity so more people can take public transit when they disembark in HBay.

10/18/2017 10:38 PM

771

Not enough sailings your nw winter hours suck

10/18/2017 10:33 PM

772

Parking meter machines placed throughout parking area

10/18/2017 10:32 PM

773

There should be no expansion of sales areas. BC Ferries is there to move people not to sell goods
to them. Stick to movement of goods not the sale of them.

10/18/2017 10:30 PM

774

Washrooms. More entrance booths (but NO charges imposed)

10/18/2017 10:28 PM

775

More food options. If we’re gonna be stuck for hours due to over full ferries and delays having
some food options would be.l nice!

10/18/2017 10:26 PM
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776

Upgrading berth 2 would be good & implementing hourly runs at peak hours and later sailing from
HSB so people can go to events at night & still get home so they dont have huge expenses for
hotels etc. How about thinking about the demographics here on tge coast and the people who you
are serving 24/7/365 as well as the visitors

10/18/2017 10:26 PM

777

A new foot passenger loading area with access to the main deck to speed up loading and
unloading

10/18/2017 10:22 PM

778

Having a long term parking lot separated from the daily parking lot and pickup/drop off lot

10/18/2017 10:21 PM

779

I do not think we need more facilities for tourists I'm not sure that we need an overhead ramp for
passengers for boarding and disembarking what we really need is boats at work and on time
performance and more frequent sailing That being said trying to get from the parking lot out of the
road is extremely challenging when the ferry traffic is disembarking and it's dangerous this should
be addressed

10/18/2017 10:20 PM

780

A bigger waiting area for winter and rainy days. Somewhere to buy a meal in the evening if you
miss a boat or have to wait a few sailings

10/18/2017 10:19 PM

781

The terminal is fine. More parking is needed for walk ons and the lights need to change sooner for
cross-traffic.

10/18/2017 10:18 PM

782

Continue return trip fare

10/18/2017 10:13 PM

783

A lane for electric vehicles to chage while waiting

10/18/2017 10:10 PM

784

Sunshine Coast residence need priority boarding especially with a tap form .reservation cut offs
should be the same as normal cut offs. Why in hell do I get a reservation then wait in line for 20
mins to be told it's no longer valid ? A reservation is just that . Make animals a priority and I WILL
NOT GO UPSTAIRS DURING ANY FLU EPEDEMIC! Your food is disgusting and so are your
bathrooms .every single time I'm 30 years of living here I have to eat your food I am sick within an
hour. Your bathrooms in both terminals and on board are completely in need of an overhaul . Your
staffs attitude needs one also . I love my home I hate you keeping us hostage .

10/18/2017 10:08 PM

785

Area assigned to picnic tables, covered for winter and from heat in summer. Open area for those
with pets. Open area for children to run around and burn off energy

10/18/2017 10:07 PM

786

Parking lot traffic could be held until ferry is unloaded

10/18/2017 10:03 PM

787

We do not need restaurants and boutiques at the terminal. This is not a cruise line, it's our
highway. We need improved service, fair loading procedures, reasonable rates.

10/18/2017 10:00 PM

788

Hourly sailings would be more beneficial than any of the above.

10/18/2017 9:58 PM

789

None of this would be necessary if there was a ferry every hour. Think about it. Traffic in....Traffic
out. Simple as that. C'mon, you can do it.

10/18/2017 9:56 PM

790

reasonably priced long term parking. covered bus area

10/18/2017 9:54 PM

791

More toilets especially while waiting outside the main area. More sailings. Preferred loading for
s.c. residents

10/18/2017 9:52 PM

792

Inclusion of a dedicated smoking area. I am not a smoker, I am not bothered by smokers. The
restriction of smoking in the parking area is going to lead to people sneaking around to smoke,
especially on multi sailing waits. This is going to cause animosity and tie up ferry resources in the
attempt to police a legal activity. Smokers do have rights, as do non smokers, I think that
addressing those rights is only fair.

10/18/2017 9:52 PM

793

Priority loading for residents, this is our highway, if we arrrivre by a designated time. Working on
having the ferry keep a schedule. Give us another ship. Playing with the parking lot will not change
a damn thing. 56 years of riding this ferry. It's BAD! Give us another ship! More sailings.

10/18/2017 9:46 PM

794

You already have what you ask in place. More bus room and seating would be good . They don't
have a huge parking lot in horseshoebay, people use the bus.

10/18/2017 9:46 PM

795

Allow accommodation of more than one ferry should more be added to satisfy the present needs
of the rapidly growing population that it serves here.

10/18/2017 9:45 PM

796

I do not really think there is anything wrong with tha Langdale Terminal. The issues are with the
schedules and the cost.

10/18/2017 9:40 PM

797

Do not want a upgrade!! Want on time reliable service!!

10/18/2017 9:39 PM
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798

Foul weather shelter expansion!!

10/18/2017 9:32 PM

799

Handi Cap access to washrooms and kiosks

10/18/2017 9:30 PM

800

Traffic management is placed on the intersection before the cashier booth to prevent people
cutting into the line at the intersection .

10/18/2017 9:27 PM

801

More ferries and more frequent sailings. Ie: hourlymsailings

10/18/2017 9:17 PM

802

Priority boarding for Saltery Bay - Earls Cove travellers

10/18/2017 9:14 PM

803

Anything that enhances the smooth and efficient loading & unloading of ferries is most important. I
don't want fancier waiting areas or more stores. I want more ferries more often. I want the ferries
to run on time. I want schedules that reflect what is actually happening instead of something
cooked up in the boardroom then religiously adhered to (I know know that oversimplifying, but you
get my drift, right?). Efficient, effective, integrous.

10/18/2017 9:07 PM

804

Foul weather coverage for walk on passengers

10/18/2017 9:06 PM

805

More sailings ??????

10/18/2017 9:02 PM

806

Terminal fine, get rid of the cruise ships and get 45 minute service. We can eat at trolls or I
Gibson’s or Sechelt. Your an extension of the road. Do you understand that!!

10/18/2017 8:57 PM

807

Put the money into 2 ferries that won't break down on set schedule that is possible to keep.if you
cannot do that put the money into a road to port Mellon.

10/18/2017 8:57 PM

808

They need a family area for young children. It can be hellish waiting for hours with a toddler. I'd
like to thank the staff this year for putting up tents with bubbles, chalk and water. It was a life
saver.

10/18/2017 8:53 PM

809

Ferries more often would mean less traffic waiting to get into the terminal, and less holding space
needed

10/18/2017 8:48 PM

810

Very few people care about the physical terminal layout. The main concern is not having to spend
hours at the terminal waiting

10/18/2017 8:40 PM

811

Don't spend money on the physical terminal. Instead, fix the sailing schedule so commuters aren't
spending hours waiting for ferries.

10/18/2017 8:34 PM

812

Making both bays useable all the time with both being able to load to the top car deck. Foot
passengers loading to the top deck -

10/18/2017 8:34 PM

813

More ferries. Plain and simple.

10/18/2017 8:33 PM

814

parking lot and pick-up traffic should be held until ferry is unloaded

10/18/2017 8:26 PM

815

There should be more bcferries staff directly Traffic at terminal. Making sure people know where
they’re supposed to go.

10/18/2017 8:21 PM

816

Traffic get jammed up when unloading due to the signal. Four lanes of people need to get in the
right place, but cars are stopped at a red light.

10/18/2017 8:20 PM

817

I personally don't feel anything wrong with current design/operation would rather see money spent
on more sailings to accommodate permanent residents of the coast! Bring on a bridge!

10/18/2017 8:19 PM

818

Lose the shopping area and put more seating in the shade for everyone

10/18/2017 8:15 PM

819

Good enough as it is but when a road gets built who will care?

10/18/2017 8:11 PM

820

We do not need a new fancy terminal. We need more frequent service that is reliable and a
discount with preferred lanes for commuters who live on the coast. Please remember, you are not
a cruise line, you are our highway connection.

10/18/2017 8:11 PM

821

none

10/18/2017 8:01 PM

822

Don’t make spend money making it ‘better for waiting’, make it so we don’t have to wait!

10/18/2017 8:00 PM

823

The physical terminal is not the real problem it is the actual ferries and their constant latenes. You
may say this is due to loading/unloading but really if there was an hourly ferry you wouldn't try to
get every possible car on and we would all be happy

10/18/2017 7:57 PM

824

The physical terminal is fine as is. We want hourly sailings.

10/18/2017 7:38 PM
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825

Please only improve on what is necessary, such as more long term parking and do not spend
large amounts of money on infrastructure that we do not really need.

10/18/2017 7:37 PM

826

Yes move the buskers to another area to accomidate more parking for vehicles and clearly make
the signs coming off ferry more visible for merging

10/18/2017 7:36 PM

827

More sailings

10/18/2017 7:28 PM

828

Design is fine as is! Whats needed are more sailings during peak season..and/or more
entertainment for children for 3 hr waits? Eg. A small park? People coming off the ferry expect,and
there is no avoiding it,traffic...

10/18/2017 7:14 PM

829

Signage for foot passengers arriving in Langdale. How to access transportation on Coast.
Accessibility for walk on passengers. Dedicated parking for rideshare and Coast Car Coop
capabilities. Protection from inclimate weather for foot passengers.

10/18/2017 7:12 PM

830

None.

10/18/2017 7:08 PM

831

too much congestion around bus stop ..improve pick up area so vehicles don't have to negotiate
pedestrians

10/18/2017 6:56 PM

832

Capacity for hourly ferry service

10/18/2017 6:42 PM

833

Overflow parking is not even being used this can improve parking by just using the lot. The lights
and traffic turning in front of ferry traffic. Better design for line up and turning.

10/18/2017 6:39 PM

834

A warm waiting room that is comfortable for cold rainy weather

10/18/2017 6:27 PM

835

Please load walk on passengers at the end of loading. It will speed up loading??

10/18/2017 6:27 PM

836

Somewhere to go for a walk if you're trapped there for hours

10/18/2017 6:24 PM

837

I live in Langdale and get quite annoyed when the lanes of the by pass (access to the ticket booth)
is filled with cars and I have to wait to turn left.

10/18/2017 6:17 PM

838

Physical terminal? New self levelling docks that face HS bay. Passenger loading system NOT in
competition with car loading. If not new docks, get the south dock fixed and double decked so we
can save 5 minutes a sailing not having to do that huge 180 degree turn

10/18/2017 6:15 PM

839

The ferry route would function better as a series of bridges

10/18/2017 6:14 PM

840

If you can't get cars on the ferries on time then putting a bandage on a brocken pipe is pointless.

10/18/2017 6:14 PM

841

Hourly Sailings will be most important issue

10/18/2017 6:12 PM

842

Don't need a new design. Just more ferries.

10/18/2017 6:07 PM

843

Why is the boarding pass dispenser hidden from view? I saw many first time passengers needing
assistance to find it. Why is the gate for overflow parking locked when the lower lot is full. NO
SIGNAGE!

10/18/2017 6:01 PM

844

No need for retail space. There are more important uses for OUR money

10/18/2017 5:57 PM

845

A booth that is designated for reservation holders only.

10/18/2017 5:43 PM

846

Upgrade 2nd berth to be able to load all decks

10/18/2017 5:41 PM

847

Spend the money on a bridge instead

10/18/2017 5:37 PM

848

Have wifi available and an area for kids and dogs to play safely away from traffic. Load parking lot
from other side so people aren't walking where cars are driving.

10/18/2017 5:29 PM

849

Add upper level loading ability to berth 2

10/18/2017 5:29 PM

850

impact on the environment about the terminal, especially wildlife.

10/18/2017 5:19 PM

851

more frequent ferries. My freight deliveries are often late due to transport co only allowed 2
reservations. Resident rate?

10/18/2017 5:19 PM

852

better signage directing bus passengers/foot passengers.

10/18/2017 5:17 PM

853

If BCF is considering increasing retail space and shopping experiences for waiting passengers, I
feel it is a poor investment. Put the money in to hourly sailings. So many more benefits all around.

10/18/2017 5:16 PM

854

Overhead passenger waiting room and loading similar to Horseshoe bay

10/18/2017 5:16 PM

855

An area where school team and folks with TAP forms can go for priority loading.

10/18/2017 5:11 PM
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856

more dog walking areas. Perhaps a small dog off leash park? I am one of many dog owners and
know there are often a lot of dogs around!

10/18/2017 5:04 PM

857

Build a 2nd ferry! Who cares about beautification of a lot. We need to go places on time not be
trapped and forced look to at crap for sale.

10/18/2017 5:02 PM

858

An overhead walkway for pedestrians and the having both berths being able to facilitate upper
deck traffic

10/18/2017 5:02 PM

859

Some outdoor, "covered" areas for people who don't want to sit in their cars, or in the waiting
room. Something that provides shade and protection from the rain.

10/18/2017 4:55 PM

860

Air conditioning in the waiting room on hot days. Permanent washroom nearer to bus stop

10/18/2017 4:53 PM

861

I think you should spend the money on improving schedules and service before worrying about
living quarters (ferry employees already live in the Coast) and vendors

10/18/2017 4:49 PM

862

Waiting areas for foot passengers

10/18/2017 4:46 PM

863

The terminal is fine, it’s the service that’s the problem. Cars from the earls cove ferry should have
assured loading as they’ve already had to deal with sailing waits, etc, in Saltery Bay.

10/18/2017 4:46 PM

864

More long term parking especially during the summer months and long weekends. More sailings in
the evening and late afternoon and hourly sailings weekends and summer months.

10/18/2017 4:42 PM

865

A means for seniors to get from the ferry to the parking such and a escalator. I know the distance
to walk is a problem ford my senior parents.

10/18/2017 4:38 PM

866

It would be nice if the parking lot had its own lane rather than having to merge with the unloading
ferry traffic. It gets extremely backed up and is basically at a stand still until the ferry unloads.

10/18/2017 4:34 PM

867

allow two way trafic from parking lot up to langdale past Smith Road to avoid merging with traffic
from ferry

10/18/2017 4:27 PM

868

Additional long term parking can be provided in the upper overflow lot which I have only seen used
once in 10 years.

10/18/2017 4:26 PM

869

Terminal fine as is. Need better, more frequent service!! Lower fares or no fares.

10/18/2017 4:25 PM

870

Shorter walk to access boarding holding area

10/18/2017 4:23 PM

871

Get the connections working better all the way up the coast! Earls Cove needs to match up! More
runs!!!

10/18/2017 4:23 PM

872

We don't need a new terminal. We need a new ferry..

10/18/2017 4:10 PM

873

Please don’t waste money on building stores you are not a shopping mall or tourist attraction you
are part of a highway. Build some new Ferries instead

10/18/2017 4:08 PM

874

Hourly sailings would alleviate any congestion currently being experienced.

10/18/2017 3:56 PM

875

I don't know how to redesign the parking lot for picking up passengers, but people coming off ferry
cross behind the bus stop and walk on the road behind parked cars backing out to go. In the dark
this is very dangerous, as well as when people are in a hurry.They don't use the crosswalk or side
walks unless going to the paid parking lot. I've noticed some people back into a parking spot
because of this issue.

10/18/2017 3:49 PM

876

More frequent (hourly) sailings would negate the need for terminal updates. Fix the service before
the terminal please???

10/18/2017 3:42 PM

877

hourly sailings Is the absolutely most important improvement that could be made.!!

10/18/2017 3:39 PM

878

Disembarking traffic mixing is a block to orderly getting car traffic out of the terminal. At times it can
slow the unloading of a ship. There has to be a longer merge lane from the parking lots and the left
turn to Lower Gibson should be removed so that traffic flow I'd maintained.

10/18/2017 3:36 PM

879

Distance foot passengers have to walk to access parking and buses.

10/18/2017 3:34 PM

880

MOST IMPORTANTLY IS: We do not need a new plaza for tourists! We need better service and
costs for the Sunshine residents....period

10/18/2017 3:34 PM

881

Unload passengers from main deck not car deck.

10/18/2017 3:27 PM

882

I think if you put the money towards another ferry so there could hourly sailings we'd be better off.

10/18/2017 3:26 PM
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883

Ive been riding these ferries for over 40 years just concentrate on tbe parking. Everything else is
fine the way it is...

10/18/2017 3:24 PM

884

Better foot traffic waiting area

10/18/2017 3:21 PM

885

Full time residents should have assured loading at both terminals, extemlely important

10/18/2017 3:21 PM

886

We need hourly sailings far more than we need a terminal upgrade. This would solve many of the
issues you are citing here.

10/18/2017 3:15 PM

887

So far to walk from the ferry to the parking/pick up area.

10/18/2017 3:15 PM

888

All the above issues would be solved by a ferry schedule that was hourly and ran later at night.
Traffic has to merge somewhere, so that's irrelevant.

10/18/2017 3:15 PM

889

Addressing lines for vehicles needing upper deck parking on ferry.

10/18/2017 3:12 PM

890

An enlarged physical would NOT be needed if the ferry were to run on an hourly basis. This is
needed much more than a new terminal.

10/18/2017 3:07 PM

891

More green space

10/18/2017 3:03 PM

892

Handicapped line up should be close to bathrooms

10/18/2017 3:01 PM

893

It is a hardship for seniors and others to walk from parking and bus

10/18/2017 3:00 PM

894

Shorter distance for walk passengers to and from the terminal especially for seniors and those with
disabilities. Moving walkway!

10/18/2017 2:58 PM

895

yesterday I was sitting in the waiting room and the smell coming was the washrooms was
pathetic, due to open doorways.

10/18/2017 2:54 PM

896

Bigger indoor passenger waiting area

10/18/2017 2:53 PM

897

Overhead walkway for pedestrian loading and unloading. Larger cover waiting area for
pedestrians. More frequent travel times

10/18/2017 2:52 PM

898

It's fine the way it is

10/18/2017 2:51 PM

899

This facilities priorities should focus almost exclusively on providing the best possible service to
the residents of the Sunshine Coast

10/18/2017 2:51 PM

900

Queuing woukd not be problem with hourly. Therefore no or little physical changes would be
required

10/18/2017 2:47 PM

901

Parking lot is awkward in every sense. Ft pass. Walk into cars backing up in the dark. Exit is
retarded too. Busses should have own space for pickup. There is no need for fancy because you
will be leaving shortly. Right?? Keep is simple but comfortable.

10/18/2017 2:47 PM

902

I believe that if there are more ferries scheduled on a daily basis that the need for costly
improvements can be avoided. People don’t need services at the terminal the need lies in the
frequency of ferry service. Keep the size manageable and move traffic along. A tree line highway
is more important than ferry station service. It’s time to address the issue of an expressway along
the coast for safety and flow. Keep the local roads fre from ferry traffic and direct travellers to a
highway with exits to tourist sites. The local road along the ocean should become a heritage road
with proper bike lanes and lighted pedestrian walkways. Change is coming wether we like it or not.
The only way to preserve the charm of the coast is to give the boards of tourists a dedicated route
to their destination. Then let them explore the sights

10/18/2017 2:41 PM

903

Off leash dog park needed for extended waiting in summer, electric vehicle quick charging (level 3
DC charging), clean, safe washrooms

10/18/2017 2:38 PM

904

Getting rhe walk ons their own section like at hsb. Priority lanes for medical appts

10/18/2017 2:37 PM

905

Make the ferry free for sunshine coast residents on both sides

10/18/2017 2:33 PM

906

Build a ramp for foot passengers. Have hourly sailings and be on time. Don’t spend money for
tourists to have large waiting area.

10/18/2017 2:30 PM

907

More frequent sailings would eliminate the need for much of this improvement

10/18/2017 2:29 PM

908

Ferry times and ferry not running on time

10/18/2017 2:23 PM

909

Prioritizing of locals going into vancouver for medical appts. If they can show a tap form they
should get priority boarding.

10/18/2017 2:22 PM
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910

I'd like to be able to buy stormaway tickets without crossing and waiting for ferry traffic. More
parking we've had to catch 6 boat just to get a parking spot . Please just cut air holes in bottom
deck so it's safe to stay in car.

10/18/2017 2:20 PM

911

Better/larger covered bus shelter for those who need to wait for a long time for a bus.

10/18/2017 2:10 PM

912

The parking lot is no longer big enough. The speed at which vehicles exit the ferry is dangerous
and should be monitored. The merge from the parking lot with the flow of traffic is dangerous. The
pick-up of passengers with cars is overcrowded.

10/18/2017 2:04 PM

913

#1: hourly service, #2 early/late day service, #3 open viewing plateforms over creek, #4 open
access to beach, #5 remove car waiting lot fences

10/18/2017 2:04 PM

914

The terminal area doesn't need a huge restaurant place with sleeping quarters for staff. I would
prefer Better service like hourly service and preferred loading for residence. Thank you

10/18/2017 2:03 PM

915

Better make it easy for smokers to leave the site when the ban comes into effect. Where do
people stand when they're trapped in the terminal for hours? On the road ?

10/18/2017 2:01 PM

916

Better signage and directions.

10/18/2017 2:00 PM

917

Parking capacity should be increased by a LOT.

10/18/2017 1:59 PM

918

Traffic speeds down from admission gate to lower waiting area, very dangerous for pedestrians

10/18/2017 1:50 PM

919

Allow for multiple ferries to arrive / depart. There are not enough sailings to / from Horseshoe Bay!

10/18/2017 1:37 PM

920

Need more sailings

10/18/2017 1:32 PM

921

I keep seeing ‘parking lot full’. I have never tried parking there, as it must be very frustrating to get
there and have nowhere to leave your car.

10/18/2017 1:26 PM

922

Soon transition to Transit

10/18/2017 1:23 PM

923

Number one issue: build a foot passenger ramp that is like the one at HSB

10/18/2017 1:08 PM

924

The main berth should allow the ferry to come straight into the terminal without having to turn! This
would save time and fuel use on berthing and traffic loading. There must be accessible pedestrian
drop off for buses and cars and for loading directly to the passenger deck. The passenger waiting
area must be weather protected, dry, heated and with enough accessible seating to meet demand!
You must also include ice and snow removal from parking and all pedestrian areas in the terminal,
whether by geo-exchange heating or physical labour.

10/18/2017 1:07 PM

925

Don't spend money on B.S. arts and crafts crap. You are a service not a cruise line.

10/18/2017 1:04 PM

926

Perhaps berth 1 could be relocated to where the terminal office is located so there is a straight
entry and exit onto the ferry rather than a wide turn.

10/18/2017 1:04 PM

927

bring in two ferries , one every hour and the traffic line up will be minimal . you big problem is the
ammount of traffic , only answer is 2 ferries.

10/18/2017 12:57 PM

928

Having the ferries run on time! Too many late ferries! Also every hour runs would be smart as it’s
a busy ferry as you can see when reservations start filling up months ahead!!!

10/18/2017 11:36 AM

929

You need a foot passenger ramp to stay on time.

10/18/2017 11:12 AM

930

We want sailings leaving every hour. This would help to alleviate congestion in the ever-full, long
term parking area and long ferry waits. SC residents do not want a shopping area but need more
frequent accessibility to HSBay. Hourly sailings are the answer to all congestion problems.

10/18/2017 11:00 AM

931

Better bike parking, better directions for cyclists and foot passengers arriving at Langdale,
informational signage for visitors arriving by foot or bike re where to get tourist info, signs to
Gibsons Landing for car traffic

10/14/2017 12:07 PM
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Q8 Upgrades to food vendor area and washrooms
Answered: 1,993

Skipped: 161
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Q9 Providing a second washroom area in the mid-lot, between the foot
vendor and berth areas
Answered: 1,997

Skipped: 157
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Q10 Providing new indoor spaces for ticketing, baggage holding, waiting
area, and customer amenities
Answered: 1,993

Skipped: 161
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Q11 Improving parking lot flows
Answered: 1,980

Skipped: 174
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Q12 Improving drop-off areas for transit, taxis, and bicycles
Answered: 1,984

Skipped: 170
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Q13 Providing a new toll plaza that improves efficiency of queuing
Answered: 1,983

Skipped: 171
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Q14 Enabling public access to the floating dock and to Route 13 Keats
and Gambier Islands
Answered: 1,968

Skipped: 186
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Q15 Are there any other opportunities relating to the physical terminal
that you think should be addressed in the new design? Please share
below in 150 words or less
Answered: 507

Skipped: 1,647

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Parking for foot passengers

10/31/2017 3:50 PM

2

see previous comment

10/31/2017 2:54 PM

3

Secure bicycle parking

10/31/2017 1:35 PM

4

If the service improved there would be no need for improvements. We sure don't need more retail
shops. We are supposed to be travelling, not shopping and getting us going should be the prime
purpose of the terminal.

10/31/2017 7:43 AM

5

We need more sailings and free reservations for residents

10/31/2017 7:24 AM

6

MORE EFFICIENT LOADING OF FOOT PASSENGERS & PASSENGERS WITH DOGS

10/31/2017 5:26 AM

7

the question above linked washrooms and vendors in the same question. Washrooms are very
important, but I do not go to the terminal for the vendors, so that is not so important.

10/30/2017 1:43 PM

8

Just reduce the fares and increase the sailings. I don't see how any of your proposals will do this.

10/30/2017 12:56 PM

9

Move traffic through to destination with sufficient # of sailings, don't make the terminal a
destination resort. Expedite safety and efficiency by separating pedestrian and vehicle traffic
loading and unloading.

10/30/2017 10:03 AM

10

Better exiting strategy

10/30/2017 9:24 AM

11

Put the money into the ferry not the terminal

10/30/2017 8:58 AM

12

make both berths usable and run a ferry to the island

10/30/2017 7:14 AM

13

Do not spend money on shopping or other retail space. Focus on delivering better transportation
service- we want to move efficiently-not shop!

10/29/2017 9:42 PM

14

Again, something for children. Having to wait 2 sailings is tough on a little kid

10/29/2017 9:10 PM

15

Hourly sailings

10/29/2017 8:49 PM

16

WE WANT HOURLY FERRIES....STOP DESIGNING........

10/29/2017 7:36 PM

17

Please let us drop off passengers to the ferry terminal by boat

10/29/2017 6:38 PM

18

A pub would help make the waits bearable

10/29/2017 6:10 PM

19

Put the money into a fixed link

10/29/2017 6:07 PM

20

Please continue to have a great area for dogs, it's nice to have all that grass. I would like there to
be a designated smoking area if smoking is going to be prohibited.

10/29/2017 5:28 PM

21

money put into more ferries per day instead of money put into terminal.

10/29/2017 5:17 PM

22

Much greater consideration for seniors and handicapped foot passengers please

10/29/2017 4:58 PM

23

special area in parking lot that is closer for permit-holders who usually carry VERY heavy loads -general public usually lighter loads can walk further more easily

10/29/2017 4:03 PM

24

Build a fixed link between Langdale and Vancouver - get rid of the ferry.

10/29/2017 3:26 PM

25

Maybe more ferry routes to places other than horseshoe Bay

10/29/2017 2:41 PM

26

The word " Plaza" indicates something way more than toll booths. They are fine as is. Just add
hourly sailings. the rest is already fine.

10/29/2017 2:01 PM

27

Price is too high

10/29/2017 12:57 PM
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28

The present system for walk ons, particularly those with baggage on carts coming to and from the
Stormaway must be improved and be more consistent and easy.

10/29/2017 12:24 PM

29

A road or bridge is preferred

10/29/2017 11:47 AM

30

build a road connecting mainland to mainland and put the ferry resources elsewhere

10/29/2017 11:19 AM

31

Safety of the terminal staff and customers should be a priority. I've seen a lot of aggressive
behavior and some what appears to be illegal transportation practices in the baggage area. I feel
that this route could be a pay both ways to help pay for the much needed improvements.

10/29/2017 11:13 AM

32

Build the bridge

10/29/2017 10:56 AM

33

A starbucks might be nice.

10/29/2017 10:43 AM

34

Keep the cost to a minimum and improve service first!!

10/29/2017 10:16 AM

35

none of the above is necessary if you provide ferries to keep the traffic moving

10/29/2017 10:15 AM

36

Provide an hourly smaller ferry!!

10/29/2017 9:24 AM

37

BRIDGE

10/29/2017 9:21 AM

38

Build a bridge to the mainland, move horseshoe bay terminal to langdale and your service time to
the island will be reduced and the congestion in north vancouver will go away

10/29/2017 9:16 AM

39

Provide service from Nanaimo where there are two terminals to the Sunshine Coast - not everyone
is going to the Mainland.

10/29/2017 8:48 AM

40

access to floating dock needs to be 24/7 for emergency access and late night water taxi pickup.

10/29/2017 8:43 AM

41

Connecting ferries to Vancouver Island like Nanaimo and area

10/29/2017 8:07 AM

42

More shade. Green space.

10/29/2017 8:03 AM

43

A schedule like Washington State ferries.

10/29/2017 7:42 AM

44

bike storage area--current two "bike lockers" are not in use and bike rack isn't adequate for
overnight storage. thank you

10/29/2017 7:32 AM

45

Over-head walkway for ferry access ( more elderly people )

10/29/2017 7:31 AM

46

More parking spaces for foot passengers, additional ferry runs

10/29/2017 7:18 AM

47

None of this matters if the residents of the coast don't have a reliable method of transportation on
and off the coast. We need better service! Not a better Terminal! Ferries running every hour may
mean less people waiting and less need for amenities! Increase the sailings, Increase your
income. Figure it out!!!

10/28/2017 11:07 PM

48

Leave it all alone. Maybe do something productive and focus on fixing sailing waits.

10/28/2017 10:09 PM

49

passenger ramp, and a second dock

10/28/2017 9:58 PM

50

Don’t spend money on the terminal. Schedule hourly sailings.

10/28/2017 8:23 PM

51

Get real. Do you really think new toll plaza will help with the queing problems? Try putting in more
sailings.

10/28/2017 7:36 PM

52

Larger parking lot with more spaces not just "better flow"

10/28/2017 7:29 PM

53

I don't really care about improved retail/vendor space. To me this route is a commuter route 1st &
foremost & seasonal tourism. The terminal needs to be designed for the locals on the coast &
Gambier/Keats, not the visitors...practicality not profitability is more important to us Coasters.

10/28/2017 6:27 PM

54

Internet strength! The one at Saltery Bay is horrible!

10/28/2017 5:59 PM

55

Hourly sailings!

10/28/2017 5:07 PM

56

Stopping cars from cuttin in from marine drive

10/28/2017 3:23 PM

57

More parking long term. Free. We are customer already.

10/28/2017 3:12 PM

58

Why new toll booth, you don’t use the present ones correctly

10/28/2017 2:15 PM

59

There should be some free 2 hour parking spots, like in Horseshoe Bay, for people going over and
returning on next ferry.

10/28/2017 2:04 PM
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60

N

10/28/2017 1:43 PM

61

No

10/28/2017 1:41 PM

62

On time, less traffic delays and MORE SAILINGS!!!

10/28/2017 1:29 PM

63

Shade for those delayed in summer heat

10/28/2017 1:17 PM

64

Convince your gate attendants to spend less time schmoozing with customers.

10/28/2017 1:13 PM

65

overhead ramp on berth 2 would save appox 10 mins per crossing..i know for a fact as i worked
as a TTC for years

10/28/2017 1:07 PM

66

If ferries ran more frequently there would be less need to accommodate long line ups in the
terminal

10/28/2017 12:32 PM

67

Design and plan to reduce noise to surrounding community and keep traffic and car emissions
away from homes. Want HOURLY service with increased vessels, no frills. Don't need to waste
money on building or food if you make shorter wait times.

10/28/2017 12:17 PM

68

Need a road & bridge from mainland

10/28/2017 12:10 PM

69

Many of these suggested improvements are tied to the lots being full and tons of people around,
that aligns with constant sailing delays and overflows, why not address the root cause (hourly
sailings) versus having so much volume at the terminal...

10/28/2017 12:00 PM

70

The current facilities are appropriate. Please invest funds into an hourly reliable consistent
service.

10/28/2017 11:37 AM

71

You're asking the wrong questions (so far). The problem is the incompetent scheduling. If the ferry
is permanently 15 minutes or whatever behind schedule, then fix the schedule. Also, there is no
reason for the 30 minute cut-off for reservations. That's arbitrary.

10/28/2017 11:21 AM

72

Get the hourly ferries back

10/28/2017 11:09 AM

73

Please have food trucks and not invest in low grade BC ferries food and overpaid cafe workers

10/28/2017 11:06 AM

74

Shade! It gets extremely hot in the parking lot during the summer.

10/28/2017 11:01 AM

75

All needed measures to optimize function of the spaces for hourly use. Plan for the future service
model which should not be focused on 2-3 hours of waiting but rather high volume : high
frequency loading and unloading.

10/28/2017 10:58 AM

76

As the population ages there needs to be better disabled access for walk /wheel on passengers
from the drop off area or enable a drop off pick up area closer to the terminal

10/28/2017 10:45 AM

77

Bulid a new foot passenger ramp

10/28/2017 10:20 AM

78

Kids playground; dog walking park

10/28/2017 10:14 AM

79

tHE LONG TERM PARKING AREA NEEDS TO BE INCREASED.

10/28/2017 10:12 AM

80

Upper deck on the other ramp. Fuel, time and environmental savings

10/28/2017 10:10 AM

81

Residents should have priority boarding. Commuters pay $270/week and should have special
privileges like guaranteed next boat boarding

10/28/2017 10:04 AM

82

More crew loading ships on board

10/28/2017 10:02 AM

83

More long term parking. What is that upper lot for anyway?

10/28/2017 9:59 AM

84

Create zones for Smoking, Pet Friendly and Children's safety. Do you realize you have hundreds
of people with too much time and nothing to do. Think smart. This is when we have time to shop
not the 40 minute sailing. Build a gift shop and outside schedule local Buskers / street performers
to entertain the crowds on peak times holidays like Mother's Day long weekends. If you have to
wait 2 hours - make it a fun place. in 2017 waiting at the Langdale terminal ruins the experience of
visiting the Sunshine Coast.

10/28/2017 8:55 AM

85

Expand parking lot!!!

10/28/2017 7:25 AM

86

50 percent discount for residents of PR

10/28/2017 6:45 AM

87

Please give priority to those with medical appointments, air line tickets and bus!!

10/27/2017 10:04 PM

88

Hourly sailing

10/27/2017 9:40 PM
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89

Make reasonable upgrades for safety and smoother service. Then work on those hourly sailings. :)

10/27/2017 9:04 PM

90

Disability access to all areas.

10/27/2017 8:52 PM

91

Great if you upgrade food vendors space but then be upgrading what you put in these spaces too!
Provide some quality in selection and not just artisans last grab but actual service industries that
keep ferry line ups taken care of.

10/27/2017 8:11 PM

92

No traffic light for improved efficiency

10/27/2017 7:38 PM

93

Widening the covered walkway from the terminal to the baggage claim

10/27/2017 3:35 PM

94

Handicap washrooms need to be close to the handicap lane.

10/27/2017 2:55 PM

95

Waiting room should be enlarged and transit should pick up and drop off outside the waiting area,
where passengers can wait in a safe well-lit area during the dark season.

10/27/2017 11:49 AM

96

More frequent sailings. Maybe smaller boats like we had January 2017

10/27/2017 11:29 AM

97

better public announcement system, cct with ferry schedule updates and information

10/27/2017 10:53 AM

98

More ferries docking

10/27/2017 9:33 AM

99

Hourly sailings please;)

10/27/2017 7:53 AM

100

Priority boarding should be provided for Powell river residents

10/27/2017 5:50 AM

101

whatever is needed in order to have a ferry every hour

10/27/2017 5:45 AM

102

encourage pedestrian traffic with more easy access parking

10/27/2017 4:56 AM

103

The focus should be on keeping vessels on time , resident priority boarding, hourly sailings, better
vessels.

10/26/2017 10:59 PM

104

Walk on passengers should have their own entrance/exit ramp

10/26/2017 10:05 PM

105

Foot passengers should not be disembarking on the car deck

10/26/2017 7:37 PM

106

A passenger ramp leading to upper ferry deck. Disembarking from vehicle deck is not great.

10/26/2017 7:28 PM

107

Why spend money on food and washroom amenities when there are more important things to
evaluate and upgrade

10/26/2017 6:07 PM

108

public access to a security officer / information booth. Not everyone has a cell phone

10/26/2017 3:32 PM

109

Move drop off location - close to ship.

10/26/2017 2:51 PM

110

Continue with artisans and market feel so there's Culture and something to do during waiting times

10/26/2017 2:22 PM

111

If there will be a two tier unloading area for footpassengers there must be more elevators and
escalators than there are at present at Horse Shoe Bay. People who need to catch the bus have to
be able to get to the bus stop in time (the bus does not wait very long).

10/26/2017 2:21 PM

112

No. Leave it alone.

10/26/2017 1:38 PM

113

The ferry berth on the Hopkins side is faster and more efficient for daily use.

10/26/2017 1:38 PM

114

serves my purpose just fine

10/26/2017 1:12 PM

115

no improvements needed if hourly sailing were implemented then car and foot traffic would be
reduced at the terminal

10/26/2017 8:57 AM

116

More ferries !

10/26/2017 8:25 AM

117

We need another boat!!! Hourly sailings!!

10/26/2017 8:11 AM

118

Build a bridge

10/26/2017 7:59 AM

119

You need to start from scratch. Boardwalks along the ocean, a restaurant on the ocean, shops,
picnic areas, beach access. Come on, start thinking like YVR and Granvill Island instead of some
grubby little parking lot in paradise. No vision is the problem.

10/26/2017 6:21 AM

120

They need to focus on more ferries and better more dependable schedules

10/26/2017 6:21 AM

121

Nothing in particular

10/26/2017 5:51 AM
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122

I commented in the previous set. Really important to have inside area for proper food and drinks
other than Wheatberries kiosk. Leaving on time. Better queuing area. Hourly sailing in peak times.
This is our highway.

10/26/2017 4:28 AM

123

The terminal is fine. With 2 ferries both berths would be used and traffic would be calmed

10/25/2017 9:25 PM

124

more frequent sailings

10/25/2017 9:24 PM

125

Leave it alone, we need more runs not places to wait.

10/25/2017 9:18 PM

126

No Shopping mall... stupid idea.

10/25/2017 8:32 PM

127

Parking lots need to accommodate more vehicles.

10/25/2017 8:03 PM

128

See previous comment, i.e., need to be able to access the terminal building (for washrooms, lost &
found, etc.) from walk-on passenger approach & waiting area.

10/25/2017 7:52 PM

129

Nobody wants a shopping mall. People want access to ferries that are not overloaded and late all
the time.

10/25/2017 7:44 PM

130

Create a seating area on the grass, separate from a dog peeing/pooping area.

10/25/2017 6:31 PM

131

Hourly sailing Langdale - Horseshoe Bay number one priority

10/25/2017 6:16 PM

132

Again. I don't want a more comfortable 3 hour wait. I want RELIABLE het transportation over
water.

10/25/2017 2:59 PM

133

We need reliable ferry service, first and foremost!

10/25/2017 7:51 AM

134

Add a retail space similar to that found at Nanaimo and Tsawassen.

10/25/2017 7:41 AM

135

Hourly ferries, cheaper rates. Are you running a cruise line or a public water taxi? No fancy
amenities, improved service.

10/25/2017 12:52 AM

136

These issues will all be ameliorated by increasing frequency of service.

10/24/2017 11:58 PM

137

Enclosed waiting area for Route 13

10/24/2017 10:39 PM

138

Increase covered area for walk in passengers waiting to board the ferry

10/24/2017 8:00 PM

139

Service levels

10/24/2017 7:59 PM

140

Easy access for seniors and disabled

10/24/2017 7:36 PM

141

Bikes and transit

10/24/2017 7:30 PM

142

Again, forget the terminal and focus on our real needs - more ferries!!!

10/24/2017 10:56 AM

143

The most important issues: Hourly sailings, if not free sailings for residents, then book of 10
sailings free for full time residential address

10/24/2017 6:55 AM

144

No. Money should be put into service improvement not facility upgrades

10/23/2017 9:33 PM

145

use all this wasted money on a road from Squamish to Seachelt

10/23/2017 4:44 PM

146

The terminal can stay simple. It is the ferry service that is important. If ferry is moving on time and
efficiently they there should be little need for improved food and vendor service. Two washrooms
now are sufficient. New toll booths. If you are moving to tolling on both sides you will have to
create a totally new and huge space and lead on to accommodate taking fares. I hope you do not
go this way because it will make ferry more inefficient.

10/23/2017 1:05 PM

147

I missed a sailing by 2 cars as a result of unfair queing while someone argued a reservation in
front of me.

10/23/2017 12:28 PM

148

Address the walking distances between drop-off area and a seat on the ship, and returning to be
picked up. Similarly between bus and ship.blic transit

10/23/2017 11:56 AM

149

need a bathroom facility for the overflow area - the porta potties stink - needs to be a decent
facility

10/23/2017 10:01 AM

150

Save the money from terminal development to put towards 2 new ferries to provide hourly service.

10/23/2017 9:57 AM

151

completion of upper ramp to berth 2

10/23/2017 9:10 AM

152

Shade. There is no where to escape the burning hot sun

10/22/2017 9:04 PM

153

This is not as important as hourly sailings and priority boarding for residents!

10/22/2017 8:27 PM
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154

Hourly sailings would require less facility upgrades

10/22/2017 7:36 PM

155

Hourly sailing's.

10/22/2017 6:37 PM

156

Road to squamish

10/22/2017 5:51 PM

157

Hourly sailings and 2 boats running

10/22/2017 5:42 PM

158

There should be little focus on increasing vendor facilities. The focus should be on shortening the
wait times in the terminal. Free reservations for a high press gate of the ferry is a good start.
Hourly service with Q of Surrey sized boats needed

10/22/2017 4:50 PM

159

providing designated smoking areas

10/22/2017 4:02 PM

160

A berth should be put off the end of the terminal and the schedule would be maintained and no
more damage to hopkins beach would occur

10/22/2017 3:38 PM

161

Again- double ramp berth 2 so top and bottom of ferries can be loaded at same time...

10/22/2017 3:28 PM

162

You are asking the wrong questions. We want frequent service

10/22/2017 2:51 PM

163

we do not need a new terminal. we need hourly sailings, later sailings, and resident priority
boarding

10/22/2017 2:47 PM

164

No

10/22/2017 2:26 PM

165

If people would use the busses, there wouldn’t be so many issues.

10/22/2017 1:49 PM

166

Hourly sailings worked well for us. The other issues you mention work well enough as is.

10/22/2017 12:01 PM

167

Upper access to foot passengers would also help speed up lower deck loading and provide more
weather protection. Upper loading on Birth 2 will speed up loading when that dock is needed. We
don't need frills we need more access to more efficient sailings.

10/22/2017 11:06 AM

168

Bathroom closer to overload parking is a good plan, but as far as the rest of it goes, you need to
address what chaos you are creating outside the terminal, rather than worry about trying to make
the terminal a tourist destination.

10/22/2017 10:38 AM

169

In those times of 2 and sometimes 3 sailing waits and the traffic is backed up the hill and
everything is at a stand still, it would be nice to have something outside the gate for those needing
bathrooms and maybe a cold drink,thanQ

10/22/2017 10:00 AM

170

Not as important as having more sailings and respecting the residents here!

10/22/2017 9:44 AM

171

More Seating and viewing areas possibly highlighting the view

10/22/2017 9:12 AM

172

Please add more sailings on busy weekends.

10/22/2017 8:37 AM

173

We need more long term parking. There are days when the parking is full.

10/22/2017 8:30 AM

174

frustrating that BCF is spending $ on physical upgrades to this terminal - more frequent ferries
would solve everything - who wants to be hanging around a terminal?

10/22/2017 8:09 AM

175

Ugrade Berth 2 to speed up crossing time to HB

10/22/2017 7:23 AM

176

Upgrade the schedule first

10/22/2017 6:58 AM

177

More sailings!

10/22/2017 6:55 AM

178

Spend money on more ferries!

10/21/2017 10:50 PM

179

merge land exiting parking lot, roundabout instead of traffic light...also at top of hill, change the
light to flashing green arrow rather than flashing yellow light. too confusing for tourists... terminal
doesn't need redesigning... just small changes, plan for future (more foot passengers and transit),
discount for overflow parking?

10/21/2017 9:45 PM

180

Hourly service and running on time

10/21/2017 9:29 PM

181

Use both ferries at the same time. One for foot passengers and commercial vehicles only and the
other continue, as is, foot, vehicle and commercial.

10/21/2017 9:04 PM

182

Not sure

10/21/2017 8:54 PM

183

what is amenities building? vending machines? It would be nice to have heated indoor wait area
adjacent to parking lot near wheatberries

10/21/2017 8:19 PM

184

more parking spaces

10/21/2017 8:04 PM
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185

This "upgrade" is just another scheme to line the pockets of the higher ups at BCFC, abd to scam
the people of the Sunshine Coast into paying EVEN MORE to travel what should be a 'highway'.
Wd would LOVE to see Washington State Ferry-like service. The Coastal public LOATHES BCFC

10/21/2017 8:00 PM

186

we travel from Powell River to Vancouver twice a month but never use the Gambier ferry

10/21/2017 7:30 PM

187

A bar to serve alcohol in the terminal to numb the pain of waiting in line forever.

10/21/2017 7:27 PM

188

Capacity for hourly ferries

10/21/2017 7:21 PM

189

As someone who frequently walks on the ferry with my dog, a better covered/heated waiting area
would be great, OR allowing pets in the indoor area already present

10/21/2017 5:32 PM

190

More vendors or stores like in horseshoe bay

10/21/2017 5:12 PM

191

Improve parking lot safety for pedestrians. Otherwise, we don't need changes to the terminal. We
need a frequent, dependable ferry service.

10/21/2017 3:52 PM

192

More Parking. Have the bus stop closer to the ramps to encourage commuter traffic to take public
transit

10/21/2017 3:49 PM

193

no

10/21/2017 3:40 PM

194

Create separate route for bicycles, they are a nusence for pedestrians as well as car traffic.

10/21/2017 3:39 PM

195

The drop off area does not work well especially if there is more than 2 cars. And then you get
stuck inside while you wait for car in front to go.

10/21/2017 2:54 PM

196

Parking for ridesharing and Vehicle sharing

10/21/2017 2:42 PM

197

more sailings then you don't need to change the terminal at all

10/21/2017 2:20 PM

198

Allow pacific ferries to use the public dock, and they can offer hourly service with no cost to BC
Ferries.

10/21/2017 2:17 PM

199

The parking lot merge is extremely dangerous and dumb. Fix it!!

10/21/2017 1:19 PM

200

There needs to be a ferry every hour

10/21/2017 1:04 PM

201

Just more undercover area for foot passengers.

10/21/2017 12:22 PM

202

Another covered area for foot passenger outdoor waiting, especially in harsh weather

10/21/2017 12:13 PM

203

If there were more sailings passengers wouldn't spend much time in the terminal.

10/21/2017 12:08 PM

204

We don't need a new terminal; we need 2 hourly ferries.

10/21/2017 10:11 AM

205

No mall

10/21/2017 10:07 AM

206

We need a park/ green area!

10/21/2017 9:53 AM

207

Make an easy flow for everyone.

10/21/2017 9:32 AM

208

there is no need for more areas for vendors. As long as there is a covered area for
pedestrians/walk ons, that is adequate. Take a look at the gulf island terminals as your guide.

10/21/2017 9:24 AM

209

Love the outside waiting area/aspect of the terminal which is missed at the other terminal. Drop
off/pick up needs to be as close as possible for mobility issues, young families, older adults. the
walk ways are too long and challenging now

10/21/2017 9:24 AM

210

More ferry runs. Wait times are outrageous to take the ferry and even if we are there an hour
before sailing, most times we will not make it on.

10/21/2017 9:20 AM

211

address loading efficiency before spending money on frills

10/21/2017 7:59 AM

212

spend less on parking lot waiting area, have more sailings

10/21/2017 6:34 AM

213

I have no problems with the terminal as it currently exists other than the difficulty merging from the
passenger pick up zone into the traffic coming off the ferry.

10/21/2017 6:10 AM

214

Some areas that protect car passengers from the sun.

10/21/2017 6:06 AM

215

There should be an overpass at the junction of the terminal and the Pt.Mellon Hwy to allow
unhindered movement of cars in both directions allowing direct access coming south off the bypass to the terminal and similar underpass allowing offloading traffic to access Marine Dr. into
lower Gibsons without the impediment of a stop light.

10/21/2017 5:55 AM
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216

Goal should be to spend as little time as possible there.

10/21/2017 5:36 AM

217

The terminal design is fine. If you would just run ferries hourly and later all would be fine.

10/20/2017 11:02 PM

218

More green space

10/20/2017 9:05 PM

219

Provide some shade for people to take refuge in when stuck in parking lot on hot days.
Somewhere for kids to play would be nice.

10/20/2017 8:39 PM

220

Improve existing main washrooms. They often stink of urine

10/20/2017 8:17 PM

221

Get rid of the shops, all we need is a public washroom on either side, and Wheatberries is good
enough.

10/20/2017 8:15 PM

222

A new toll plaza so you can get mor.e money off me - are you kidding?

10/20/2017 8:00 PM

223

There should be a washroom and sitting area near the drop off and bus area,so people can visit
right until they need to load

10/20/2017 7:26 PM

224

shade structures, expanded green space, dog area, increasing flow of foot passengers loading
and unloading

10/20/2017 7:24 PM

225

Hourly ferries wd solve most traffic problems!

10/20/2017 7:21 PM

226

Passengers and people walking to cars should not have to cross all the traffic in order to get to the
terminal.

10/20/2017 7:03 PM

227

You wouldn't need to upgrade all these facilities if you didn't leave your passengers stranded for
multiple hours.

10/20/2017 6:44 PM

228

Stop wasting money on unnessecary upgrades.

10/20/2017 6:35 PM

229

Hourly sailings solve most, if not all, issues.

10/20/2017 5:11 PM

230

Physical terminal improvements could be kept to a minimum if there were hourly sailings....

10/20/2017 5:03 PM

231

I think it is more important to have increased ferries, when required, to avoid leaving cars/people
behind. The updated terminal is a great idea but I don't think it is money well spent. Nicer ferries
and a shorter wait time would improve customer experience 1000 times more than an updated
terminal. As I have just visited the Duke Point terminal I personally would prefer shorter waits and
nicer ferries than fancy terminals.

10/20/2017 5:02 PM

232

A covered area for foot passengers while waiting. So many now that the small space we have is no
longer adequate

10/20/2017 4:40 PM

233

Hourly ferries

10/20/2017 4:35 PM

234

Let's get serious for a second - a little stall with a couple of Persephone taps would really enhance
the walk-on experience

10/20/2017 4:10 PM

235

I prefer the return fair being collected at Horseshoe Bay, I am absolutely opposed to a Toll both's
collecting fares on the Langdale side.

10/20/2017 4:03 PM

236

Increasing the paid parking space

10/20/2017 4:02 PM

237

Pedestrian access without impeding traffic flow, through ramps.

10/20/2017 3:37 PM

238

Put more money into more sailings so that there is NO overloads or waiting time so that none of
these "improvements" need to be done

10/20/2017 2:44 PM

239

We need hourly sailings, not more physical infrastructure....

10/20/2017 1:46 PM

240

Make sure when vehicles are arriving for boat both booths open, the closed booth lane does not
stop cars from racing down lane and cutting into line, I missed a reservation because this was
happening and had to sit for over three hours

10/20/2017 1:27 PM

241

make drop off and pick up more convenient for the people!!

10/20/2017 1:00 PM

242

Playground d for kids; dog area

10/20/2017 12:43 PM

243

secure baggage handling would be helpful but we don't need an upgraded terminal that also
includes ticketing and additional amenities options. keep it simple and keep the costs down. just
give is reliable comfortable service on an hourly basis and adequate parking for foot passengers

10/20/2017 11:46 AM

244

works well the way it is

10/20/2017 9:47 AM
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245

Put solar panels covering the parking lot - will provide shade, AND energy to pay for BC Ferries

10/20/2017 9:12 AM

246

Examine shading and solar power generation especially if one or more sailing waits are expected
prior to 1 hour ferry schedules.

10/20/2017 8:59 AM

247

Increased sailings will resolve any problems with the terminal.

10/20/2017 8:45 AM

248

The overflow parking at the top of the hill could be used for vehicles who must wait for the next
ferry due to overloads. This would prevent line-ups up the by-pass. The upper overflow parking lot
would then require washroom facilities. Additional option would be to have staff park in the
overflow parking lot and the public would have additional parking in the long term parking lot.

10/20/2017 8:34 AM

249

restructuring to have to purchase a ticket on the sunshine coast side is a step backward. It will cost
more money than you make. Cue the vehicles as they would be loaded is more important for
efficient loading.

10/20/2017 8:24 AM

250

THE TERMINAL IS FINE WHERE AND HOW IT IS. A BETTER COMMUTER SERVICE PLEASE.

10/20/2017 8:20 AM

251

Passes for residents that could be scanned and billed later could help reduce lineups.

10/20/2017 8:18 AM

252

Hourly service to the mainland.

10/20/2017 8:16 AM

253

Efficiency not flare and bling are what are needed. Spend the money on the service you provide
which is transportation. If service was reliable for a 40 minute trip we wouldn’t need big food
services and amusement areas

10/20/2017 7:50 AM

254

Efficient flow in and out of the ferry terminal is critical with the massive increase in traffic over the
past 10 years.

10/20/2017 7:28 AM

255

No issues at all with current terminal - no upgrades recommended.

10/20/2017 7:21 AM

256

Less important to sell trinkets and food more important to focus on moving folks/vehicles efficiently
and affordably between point A and point B. Less frills more efficiency.

10/20/2017 4:58 AM

257

Reduce ferry line ups. Put on more ferries to reduce. I think you can do what you want to parking
lots but having more ferris and ferries running on time would be the biggest asset.

10/20/2017 4:38 AM

258

coordination with buses

10/19/2017 11:15 PM

259

Extremely Important: Creating Priority Loading Queuing lanes for those traveling with TAP forms
or disabled status. Single most important issue in the redesign!

10/19/2017 11:03 PM

260

Top deck loading for berth 2

10/19/2017 10:13 PM

261

If there are more ferries accommodating the traffic you don’t need to spend all this money
needlessly on the terminal area. Add more ferries

10/19/2017 9:21 PM

262

Anything that would lead to the provision of hourly sailings

10/19/2017 9:16 PM

263

A way to funnel local traffic to the front of the queue so we can get to our jobs and medical
appointments without spending hours at the terminal.

10/19/2017 9:04 PM

264

yes please shift priority to getting more capacity on this route-not pandering to tourists

10/19/2017 8:36 PM

265

Don't

10/19/2017 8:34 PM

266

forget about the cosmetics, put a second ferry in service

10/19/2017 8:27 PM

267

Beach accessibility

10/19/2017 8:00 PM

268

A few more benches would suffice.

10/19/2017 7:58 PM

269

Like I said before, some undercover or even heated area would be nice for walk ons. I don't even
walk on and I feel for them

10/19/2017 7:47 PM

270

Make sure there is a separate handicapped washroom that can be used by male/female and their
caregivers. Handicapped stalls in present washrooms are too small to be used by wheelchair user
and caregiver and as they are in the men's and women's washrooms the caregiver can only help
them if they are of the same sex. So wives cannot help husband and vice versa. Make them like
the ones on the actual ferry

10/19/2017 6:59 PM

271

This is a parking lot for flow-through traffic. More amenities are not necessary.

10/19/2017 6:56 PM

272

The number one issue is having better on time performance and have people waiting less.

10/19/2017 6:53 PM

273

Access to the beach would be nice. Rather go there than to the gambier island pier

10/19/2017 6:36 PM
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274

Need to not load foot passengers on the car deck,should be done on the upper deck the same as
Horseshoe Bay .

10/19/2017 6:29 PM

275

Stop spending money developing the terminal and spent it on hourly sailings then people won't
need to wait 4 hours and the needs for all the proposed works goes away

10/19/2017 6:12 PM

276

The most important improvement would be adding hourly sailings

10/19/2017 6:00 PM

277

Protect pedestrians from the weather

10/19/2017 5:50 PM

278

Some of the overflow parking should be made available as free day parking. Time tickets could be
auto printed and placed on windshields so people don't abuse the privilege. People now park for
free on streets above the terminal.

10/19/2017 5:46 PM

279

Foot passengers must be able to get to the indoor waiting room (& therefore a bathroom) even if
the ferry has started to unload.

10/19/2017 5:40 PM

280

Add hourly sailings instead of spending on this terminal

10/19/2017 5:25 PM

281

More ferry crossings

10/19/2017 5:23 PM

282

I’m a regular user and see no problems with the current set up. Please put the money into real
service, ie more sailings

10/19/2017 5:10 PM

283

Treat my access to the mainland a part of the highway system, I don;t care about shopping, food,
coffee etc. It is my highway, my only access off the peninsula. Too many "managers" making far to
much money to have to witness the total failure of BC Ferries. So ashamed that it has come to this

10/19/2017 4:59 PM

284

Shortening the walk from the parking lot to the ferry for people who have mobility difficulties.

10/19/2017 4:29 PM

285

the terminal is fine just the way it is. more sailings would resolve most issues that I have.

10/19/2017 4:27 PM

286

Larger long term parking / hourly sailings

10/19/2017 4:22 PM

287

No more ferries. Bridge to Anvil Island will solve all the problems.

10/19/2017 4:07 PM

288

No. MORE SAILINGS are where funds should be spent. We don't need things to see and do. We
need efficient and quick passage.

10/19/2017 4:03 PM

289

Shaded areas for waiting in the summer.

10/19/2017 3:58 PM

290

We need better service. Hourly ferries so we do not have to wait 2 to 3 hours to travel for
appointments in the city.

10/19/2017 3:50 PM

291

Move the offices and build a ramp going straight in and out. This will cut down on berthing

10/19/2017 3:41 PM

292

Sailings every hour! No 1 issue! Penalizing people for living there! No fancy terminal, just regular
year round sailings

10/19/2017 3:40 PM

293

More long term parking spaces

10/19/2017 3:36 PM

294

Make it easier for smaller vessels to dock. So as to have hourly service instead of a crazy schedule
that no one understands

10/19/2017 3:25 PM

295

Indoor spaces are not needed - just sheltered spaces.

10/19/2017 3:16 PM

296

Do not create unnecessary or things without function that will requirement costly maintenance. For
example, art commissioning. Spots could be made available for art but these should be offered at
the artists expense for their own exposure.

10/19/2017 3:11 PM

297

Just hourly sailings pls.

10/19/2017 3:09 PM

298

when I am at the terminal I just want to leave and go on my journey - I would not need all the
services because I just want to get on the ferry !!! Whyyou are planning to have everyone hang out
at the terminal is beyond me.

10/19/2017 2:58 PM

299

more sailings

10/19/2017 2:53 PM

300

Look. Make the sailing hourly and see how it looks. Do that first. Then tailor changes to
infrastructure to meet that reality. Are you really suggesting a plan to will capture vehicles and
passengers in 2 hour or longer ferry waits meaning they will have to get a meal and then shop out
of boredom? Hourly sailings and then whatever though-out tweaks are needed to improve traffic
and pedestrian flow and parking. We don't want a shopping experience. We want an efficient, safe
and timely ferry service that respects our time and patronage.

10/19/2017 2:46 PM
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301

the funds should be directed to improving the schedule by having hourly sailings. If you did that,
the physical space would be less of an issue.

10/19/2017 2:42 PM

302

Reroute all ferries to nanimo, build a fixed link...

10/19/2017 2:32 PM

303

No

10/19/2017 2:30 PM

304

More parking for those trying to use the ferry as a walk on.

10/19/2017 2:14 PM

305

upper loading ramp for foot passengers

10/19/2017 2:12 PM

306

More sailings. Bigger boats.

10/19/2017 2:10 PM

307

Schedule moe frequent sailings to eliminate the holding/parking issues

10/19/2017 1:55 PM

308

Hourly sailings are what the coast needs

10/19/2017 1:54 PM

309

overhead walkway for walk-on passengers

10/19/2017 1:53 PM

310

Hourly ferry’s is where the money should go. Who gives a shit about your priorities and 25 year
plan? The time to talk about the terminal is when you actually have provided a proper service then
you can determine what needs to be changed for the comfort of a service that works.

10/19/2017 1:19 PM

311

More frequent sailing eliminate many of these issues

10/19/2017 1:13 PM

312

Having to pickup a ticket is pointless. Just count people electronically.

10/19/2017 1:12 PM

313

more boats less money on terminals

10/19/2017 12:47 PM

314

If it works now dont spend MY money on it!!!!!! The only thing we need is mire frequent ferries.
Stop trying to appease us with bread and circuses.

10/19/2017 12:38 PM

315

Departure traffic should utilize both lanes, you can still get around slow vehicles. A controlled
merge improves traffic flow by 40%

10/19/2017 12:36 PM

316

Improved accessibility/safety for persons with physical/cognitive disabilities. Passenger area suited
to help environmental issues for ppl & pets during extreme heat/cold in cars.

10/19/2017 12:27 PM

317

Ramp for passenger loading

10/19/2017 12:25 PM

318

parking parking parking

10/19/2017 12:24 PM

319

a separate passenger loading ramp and a larger waiting room. Nothing fancy, just a roof and some
seats.

10/19/2017 12:10 PM

320

More sailings are all that's needed. We need simple and efficient transportation across the water.
Our marine highway. Not a cruise line nor a fancy terminal. It works fine as is. ALL WE WANT
AND NEED ARE MORE SAILINGS. Hourly works great thank you. While you are at it, make it free
like the inland ferries that are not even necessary as there are drive around options.

10/19/2017 11:58 AM

321

Priority boarding for Sunshine Coast residents.

10/19/2017 11:42 AM

322

Some way to get past backed-up traffic if you have a reservation.

10/19/2017 11:32 AM

323

Improved service over terminal renovation!

10/19/2017 11:31 AM

324

Long term parking needs more spaces available

10/19/2017 11:30 AM

325

We don't need a new terminal. We need one hour sailings.

10/19/2017 11:26 AM

326

Widen the present ground-level walkway if not planning an overhead access for HSB pax

10/19/2017 11:23 AM

327

Yes, if you are looking for 'opportunities' for physical upgrades, then you have the money to GIVE
US MORE SAILINGS. Cut management salaries. GIve us MORE SAILINGS. Don't make our
vendors pay more for silly upgrades and stop WASTING OUR MONEY.

10/19/2017 11:15 AM

328

More frequent sailings. Fix the root problem.

10/19/2017 11:08 AM

329

Again, no improvements are really needed if ferry service was more frequent and reliable. We
wouldn't be waiting at the terminal for any real length of time.

10/19/2017 10:58 AM

330

All staff should live, work and be visible in this community and a mandate set for CEO's to show
hours of on site public attendance as a true public service. If massive google companies can show
progressive openness, these old dogs could too.

10/19/2017 10:47 AM
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331

As we have grown so much in the last few years as a community on the coast one ferry running
every 2 hours is how not sufficient , we are pleading with you to run a ferry on the hour. And
extent the last run so those who have to be in Vancouver can get home the same day.

10/19/2017 10:47 AM

332

We need more ferries, not bigger terminals!! Please fix our highway and make it reliable and
consistant.

10/19/2017 10:34 AM

333

Hourly ferries so the Holding lot would be emptied more often and therefore more parking not so
necessary.

10/19/2017 10:22 AM

334

do not need more vendor areas, toll plaza is fine the way it is, put the money into hourly sailings all
year round

10/19/2017 10:17 AM

335

Increase the sailings!

10/19/2017 10:13 AM

336

More proper bathrooms for seniors and handycap.

10/19/2017 10:11 AM

337

More long term parking

10/19/2017 10:04 AM

338

Parking lot flow is the most important. Merging to the ferry offloading traffic is slow and dangerous

10/19/2017 9:56 AM

339

More toll booths

10/19/2017 9:40 AM

340

More frequent sailings

10/19/2017 9:36 AM

341

It should be functional for residential transit and commuters. Not set up as a tourist attraction.

10/19/2017 9:33 AM

342

There were empty stalls in the food vendor section last summer. If space is an issue perhaps this
area shouldn't be expanded.

10/19/2017 9:31 AM

343

More short term parking spaces are needed now and that need will increase over next couple
years as seniors population continues to increase on SC.

10/19/2017 9:29 AM

344

There should NOT be a new design. You need to upgrade on time performance and an hourly
sailing schedule.Your current operating system is broken and you need to fix it.BCferries is not a
cruise line nor is it a shopping centre.

10/19/2017 9:25 AM

345

Sheltered bicycle parking

10/19/2017 9:05 AM

346

large tourist area with little shops and "customer amenities" sounds like a waste of time and space.
The terminal is fine how it is.

10/19/2017 9:00 AM

347

We want hourly sailings.

10/19/2017 8:59 AM

348

More parking, convert overflow lot to pay parking NOW

10/19/2017 8:53 AM

349

BUILD A BRIDGE!!!

10/19/2017 8:50 AM

350

Toll plaza as in taking of money not a good idea if you want to robbed.

10/19/2017 8:37 AM

351

A washroom accessible to to route 13 that doesn't have to cross the ferry traffic.

10/19/2017 8:31 AM

352

Docking - better if ferry came straight in and not at an angle

10/19/2017 8:25 AM

353

Add sun shade areas.

10/19/2017 8:22 AM

354

What is needed is the ability to move people so let's get the second loading ramp up to standards.
Get the upper deck loading ramp built We need to move cars , not have flower baskets for the
customers to look at while they sit in the parking lot for two plus hours.

10/19/2017 8:19 AM

355

Stop spending our tax dollars on buildings & ramps...be more efficient with with what we have,
more sailings every day all year !!

10/19/2017 8:16 AM

356

Save the money and buy another ferry please

10/19/2017 8:11 AM

357

Over head walk way for passengers. Otherwise, hourly sailings on smaller vessels.

10/19/2017 8:11 AM

358

Hourly service I believe is the most important issue. This would eliminate the need for some.
actually most, of the changes I have priviously mentioned.

10/19/2017 8:10 AM

359

Put on hourly sailings - Stop the design

10/19/2017 8:08 AM

360

Food and drink options are important when there are sailing waits and people are on site for hours.

10/19/2017 7:59 AM

361

Allow foot passengers to have a dedicated queue to load on the ship (instead of having to wait for
traffic).

10/19/2017 7:56 AM
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362

Again, use overflow parking as overflow parking when regular parking lot is full.

10/19/2017 7:55 AM

363

hourly sailings

10/19/2017 7:54 AM

364

No, other than the yeilding into ferry traffic from the passenger drop off, this terminal has the best
flow. Horseshoe Bay is a joke, focus on improving that terminal, and educating the terminal
attendants and toll booth ticket agents how to distribute vehicles in lanes for the purpose of proper
loading on the ferry decks. I think that the staff would benefit from the be ferries returning
incentives and bonuses instead of these rediculous ideas of upgrades. Focus on what you have to
improve instead of creating more nightmares for local residents.

10/19/2017 7:53 AM

365

If we need to wait for 2-3 ferries facilities are required- improve your service to hourly and those
importance’s go down

10/19/2017 7:45 AM

366

HOURLY SAILINGS

10/19/2017 7:44 AM

367

Yes, efficiency in queuing for the toll plaza!

10/19/2017 7:44 AM

368

New waiting area only important if it has its own upper deck direct load to the ferry

10/19/2017 7:44 AM

369

hourly sailings with one regular ferry and one smaller. no need for a new terminal

10/19/2017 7:35 AM

370

PLEASE consider a passenger drop off in front of the waiting room.

10/19/2017 7:33 AM

371

Ability to pick up passengers by boat would be great

10/19/2017 7:32 AM

372

More sailings.

10/19/2017 7:23 AM

373

Read previous comments.

10/19/2017 7:20 AM

374

Stop wasting money. The terminal is fine

10/19/2017 7:19 AM

375

We need a passenger ferry offload. Perhaps a more secure spot for dropoff. That's it. Hourly
sailings, you wouldn't have the problems with overload.

10/19/2017 7:13 AM

376

Listen to the people of the Coast. We know what we want. Stop sugar coating the main issues with
terminal improvements. We are practical and want hourly sailings, we dont need fancy restaurants
or shops. Functional, ontime, hourly service.

10/19/2017 7:10 AM

377

Hourly service and priority boarding for coast residents

10/19/2017 7:09 AM

378

Increase ammenitities for all waiting many hours due to new ferry schedule not able to
accommodate the Sunshine Coast increase in population. Would be nice to see a news stand
coffee shop open for terminal hours

10/19/2017 7:05 AM

379

It would be opportune to have more ferries arriving at the physical terminal so people aren’t left for
hours and hours in their cars

10/19/2017 7:03 AM

380

Put the money into extra ferries. It's fine the way it is!

10/19/2017 7:03 AM

381

Your use of the term "toll plaza" disturbs me. Is this some kind of gross way of getting ready for
you actually charging us to get off of the coast? I really hope not. People will protest, and/or riot.
Half the people I know already can't afford to take a day trip anymore due to the high fares to
return.Don't hold us hostage.

10/19/2017 7:01 AM

382

Other than improving long term parking, the terminal is very functional as is.

10/19/2017 6:59 AM

383

MORE runs not updating the terminal

10/19/2017 6:54 AM

384

If ferries departed and arrived every hour there would not be the problem of queing

10/19/2017 6:51 AM

385

Please hold the improvements to the terminal. Please focus on increasing actual ferry service. I
don't want to sit in a waiting room, have great bathrooms or have great food there....I don't want to
BE there. I want to get on the ferry and then off. It's transportation, not a day event.

10/19/2017 6:49 AM

386

Shaded areas and more efficient ferry service!!!

10/19/2017 6:45 AM

387

Create a separate loading method for foot passengers

10/19/2017 6:43 AM

388

As I previously noted, your priorities are in the wrong place.

10/19/2017 6:42 AM

389

Anything to cut wait times and improve speedy service!

10/19/2017 6:41 AM

390

Better directions for the reserved lines

10/19/2017 6:40 AM

391

Congestion, pedestrian and vehicular would be vastly improved if you had more sailings

10/19/2017 6:37 AM
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392

Improve your docking. That seems to be a big issue that I don't remember happening years ago,
this is where you are loosing time. Put the money into having a Terminal with two boats that run
efficiently

10/19/2017 6:36 AM

393

Swings or slides/small playground for children waiting in terminal

10/19/2017 6:33 AM

394

buses, taxis separate from car drop off. YES

10/19/2017 6:27 AM

395

Congestion during a two hour ferry sailing schedule produces congestion. Moving to a one hour
schedule will diminish the need for incresed efficiency in the terminal.

10/19/2017 6:22 AM

396

So much of the lane space for people waiting for the ferry seems wasted. If that could be used to
speed up off loading traffic and passenger cars could exit closer up to the intersection, it could
reduce the congestion during offloading.

10/19/2017 6:22 AM

397

Better wifi! It’s hard to work on anything when the wifi is terrible. Good investment!

10/19/2017 6:03 AM

398

Playground or play space for kids. It’s pretty boring there if ferries are late or overloaded

10/19/2017 6:03 AM

399

Hourly service

10/19/2017 5:57 AM

400

Drop off area and merging into ferry unloading traffic is chaos at times. We need more sailings. I
don't think we will ever stop saying this. And now. There's no where to park. Add more sailings.
Add more sailings. The coast has grown too big for your services.

10/19/2017 5:54 AM

401

It still seems like these terminal improvements ahould be secondary to improving the service
which is currently far from adequate. You seem to be preparing to make it more comfortable for
people to wait longer instead of making it so we don’t have to wait longer.

10/19/2017 5:54 AM

402

no, ok as is

10/19/2017 5:53 AM

403

If you improve the frequency of the sailings then you won't have to do much to fix the lot!

10/19/2017 5:50 AM

404

No. Just increase sailings and sail on time

10/19/2017 5:38 AM

405

Expanded long term parking area.

10/19/2017 5:37 AM

406

Increase sailings more important than spending money on the physical area.

10/19/2017 5:23 AM

407

Car rental vendor

10/19/2017 5:23 AM

408

Hourly Ferries

10/19/2017 4:53 AM

409

I guess why are you even asking. You know what needs to be done and you want tourist $, so do
whatever your plan is

10/19/2017 4:46 AM

410

Better access for disabled

10/19/2017 4:14 AM

411

More frequent sailings, fewer reservations, priority medical loading,

10/19/2017 3:50 AM

412

BC Ferries will have to supply port-a-pottys up the highway during peak season

10/19/2017 3:48 AM

413

Don't get carried away KISS keep it simple stupid

10/19/2017 1:48 AM

414

No.

10/19/2017 1:43 AM

415

Leave the terminal and provide hourly sailings

10/19/2017 1:00 AM

416

The Toll Plazas are fine now as is. would be great to have a better queuing strategy and more
importantly some sort of preference for residence of the sunshine coast.

10/19/2017 12:39 AM

417

Upper deck passenger unloading facility like the one in horseshoe bay would reduce
loading/unloading times, the parking lot merge is very dangerous as the vehicles unloading

10/19/2017 12:24 AM

418

stop wasting time and money and use it for hourly sailings this is nuts.. 3 sailing waits, Tuesday
after long weekends sports teams can't travel and the list goes on and on you people can't see
what's going on or you don't care people rely on you to get places and it's either overload, late,
cancelled need hourly to fix no wonder your corp so hated by people that live here hashtag **ferry
hostage** get real bc ferries head office

10/19/2017 12:01 AM

419

Increase the number express busses with new routes that would be more direct like for areas that
are not cover.

10/19/2017 12:00 AM

420

Improved shopping kiosk area

10/18/2017 11:53 PM

421

I think the terminal deserves high praise as is

10/18/2017 11:31 PM
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422

Some of your multiple choice questions address too many issues in one question. Yes to more
washrooms, but no mention of how to provide for hot weather waits and poor insensitive treatment
of passengers with hardship needs such as medical,young children, and seniors

10/18/2017 11:22 PM

423

NO, we do not need a high priced upgrade of food, beverage & entertainment to keep us busy
while we wait for boats. We need more FREQUENT boats and boats that will actually fit all the
people that need to travel via this "highway" route.

10/18/2017 11:12 PM

424

Better pet friendly areas with fresh water & shade. On a busy summer day it's too busy with
everyone hiding from the sun in the only grass/shade area

10/18/2017 11:09 PM

425

We don't need a shopping centre. We need improved sailing service

10/18/2017 11:05 PM

426

Traffic flow control. Assuring residents priority boarding year round.

10/18/2017 10:53 PM

427

I don't see how a toll plaza will help queueing. But it is very important to me that it be first come
first serve regardless of which lane one approaches the terminal from.

10/18/2017 10:44 PM

428

No need to make it a fancier holding-tank. Keep people moving through by increasing the number
of sailings!

10/18/2017 10:41 PM

429

When the waiting time is long, there is no place to safely take children out of the cars - the bit of
free area is used by dogs at this time.

10/18/2017 10:37 PM

430

I'm sure there are a lot better ways to spend money

10/18/2017 10:36 PM

431

How about improving the service to hourly service for peak hours. And making the terminal safe.

10/18/2017 10:33 PM

432

Access for challenged folks walk ons. Maybe a moving sidewalk.

10/18/2017 10:31 PM

433

Bring carsharing to the terminal

10/18/2017 10:28 PM

434

Run two ferries so the terminal doesn't need to change.

10/18/2017 10:20 PM

435

More parking!!!!

10/18/2017 10:07 PM

436

Keep it as minimal as possible, do not spend money on fancy upgrades, keep ticketing as is ie
round trip, priority boarding for residents or improved service for all ie hourly, Do not expand
reservations!!!

10/18/2017 10:06 PM

437

Hourly sailings would be more beneficial than any of the above.

10/18/2017 9:59 PM

438

Again....none of this of any use if only there was a ferry every hour, the lot would be cleared out.
These are for tourists only and locals do not want it.

10/18/2017 9:58 PM

439

No upgrades to good vendors. Improvement to bathrooms. Why put these two tigether--they
should have been separated out. Give us more ferries and less consumables. We just want a
reasonably inexpensive way to use our highway--not be scalped every time we take the ferry.
Preferred loading for s.c. residents

10/18/2017 9:57 PM

440

No

10/18/2017 9:48 PM

441

Expand where necessary for required increased and additional sailings which are needed and long
overdue.

10/18/2017 9:47 PM

442

No!! Put the money to a hourly service

10/18/2017 9:40 PM

443

Anything that would speed up loading and unloading to aid in an on time schedule!

10/18/2017 9:35 PM

444

consideration for handicap persons

10/18/2017 9:32 PM

445

Keep it simple. Efficient and effective rules!

10/18/2017 9:10 PM

446

More sailings, resident priority no reservations.

10/18/2017 9:03 PM

447

We do not want better building WE WANT BETTER SERVICE

10/18/2017 9:00 PM

448

Line ups, up the bypass are an obstruction that need to be remedied,

10/18/2017 8:49 PM

449

Keeping the staff warm during winter.

10/18/2017 8:37 PM

450

Don't waste money on the plaza. Improve service then people won't be waiting and needing the
amenities.

10/18/2017 8:29 PM

451

Remember this is s rural community...think “ small town”. I don’t want to see a whole lot more
pavement.

10/18/2017 8:23 PM
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452

Over head walkway for passengers to get on the ferry. Then maybe we could leave on time

10/18/2017 8:18 PM

453

Please use your funds to increase sailings. This is all useless if you keep making everyone wait
and delayed. Hourly sailings btwn 5am and midnight.

10/18/2017 8:13 PM

454

Again focus on the ferries running in time the we won't need a better place to wait because we
won't have to be waitin. The parking and flow with ferry traffic is not unreasonable and it only takes
a few minutes of patience

10/18/2017 8:01 PM

455

Again focus on the ferries running in time the we won't need a better place to wait because we
won't have to be waitin. The parking and flow with ferry traffic is not unreasonable and it only takes
a few minutes of patience

10/18/2017 8:00 PM

456

I think you should have vendors that can stay open until the last sailing. Have had to stay for
sailing wait and vendors closed. For amnt of traffic, the amenities are poor.

10/18/2017 7:58 PM

457

Yes when trucks come in just before a ferry docks give them a number it's not fair to the average
vehicle who's been sitting there for a long time and dosent get to board

10/18/2017 7:41 PM

458

Why improve the "Toll Plaza" tolls aren't collected on this side?

10/18/2017 7:00 PM

459

Capacity for hourly ferry service

10/18/2017 6:43 PM

460

New toll boths are not helpful if you only ever open one at a time.

10/18/2017 6:18 PM

461

Double deck the south dock! Start using it! Save wear and tear on the ships, have backup dock,
and ave 5-7 minutes a sailing, all else is fluff!

10/18/2017 6:17 PM

462

replace the ferry route with a series of bridges

10/18/2017 6:15 PM

463

Hourly Sailings

10/18/2017 6:14 PM

464

More ferry runs. It is only a 40 min trip. Hourly worked!

10/18/2017 6:09 PM

465

All vendor options so far away from foot passenger waiting areas.

10/18/2017 6:03 PM

466

Display screens in loading area that show estimated departure times

10/18/2017 5:47 PM

467

shopping is not the first thing I think of while waiting in the lineup. Wasting space with shop fronts
is unnnecesary.

10/18/2017 5:20 PM

468

functionally I think it's pretty good. I don't use the cafe because there is a massive line up ..
always. Perhaps I'd buy food if the cue wasn't as big

10/18/2017 5:07 PM

469

Elevator to administration offices..

10/18/2017 5:05 PM

470

See previous comment

10/18/2017 4:50 PM

471

Everything works ok for now. As both a foot passenger and vehicle driver (50/50) I prefer hourly
sailings before any terminal work is done.

10/18/2017 4:31 PM

472

upgrade so we can have hourly service, not vending/restaurants/gift shops etc.

10/18/2017 4:28 PM

473

Better bathroom accessories points

10/18/2017 4:24 PM

474

If there are more frequent sailings none of this will be necessary. The issue lies with overcrowding
due to the length between ferries.

10/18/2017 4:12 PM

475

Provide hourly sailings and the need for more washrooms, food areas, etc. becomes unecessary.

10/18/2017 3:59 PM

476

If the walk on passengers had their own ramp to cross onto the upper decks, they wouldn't have to
walk on/off the bottom deck holding up traffic until all is clear. That would save time.

10/18/2017 3:53 PM

477

For permenant residents, we do not have any choices except BC Ferries. It seems only fair that
residents should come before tourists.

10/18/2017 3:45 PM

478

Hourly sailings that’s the most important thing and you wouldn’t have to do much to the parking lot!

10/18/2017 3:40 PM

479

Grit another loading ramp to berth 2. Larger enclosed areas for passengers increase parking by
phasing in a second parking level.

10/18/2017 3:39 PM

480

We need hourly sailings not terminal improvements.

10/18/2017 3:31 PM

481

This design is over the top. All we need are hourly sailings and then there would not be so much
traffic

10/18/2017 3:25 PM
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482

Yes, if you had hourly sailings, it would lessen the needs to do anything to the terminal. This would
deal with capcity issues more than anything else you suggest.

10/18/2017 3:17 PM

483

More seating in shady areas.

10/18/2017 3:17 PM

484

Those are all things that would be nice but shouldn't be major overhauls, except the new
washroom facilities which are just an idea, not required.

10/18/2017 3:17 PM

485

Provide a clearer "bail out" route for waiting cars that miss a sailing and don't want to wait for the
next one.

10/18/2017 3:14 PM

486

Not sleeping rooms for staff....that’s asinine. Not a bunch of over the top fancy crap. Money should
be spent on helping the residents use this waterway as our highway.

10/18/2017 3:11 PM

487

We would not need these new amenities if there were hourly sailings. People wouldn't need food
services, as there would be a new ferry arriving shortly. Smaller lot capacities would be required,
and less foot passenger waiting room. I could go on.

10/18/2017 3:10 PM

488

Build a passenger ramp for loading/ unloading vessel's

10/18/2017 2:59 PM

489

better parking and wheelchair accessibility kept in reasonable space closer to berth and waiting
room. lot of older people using walkers etc, keep shorter distances for them

10/18/2017 2:58 PM

490

Covered area to go when its raining. Play area for kids. View of the ocean were the venders are
with seating. Move the venders further up the lot closer to wheat berries and the bathrooms. The
overflow parking is rarely used make it additional long term parking.

10/18/2017 2:57 PM

491

It's fine the way it is

10/18/2017 2:53 PM

492

Keep it simple and move the traffic by increasing th3 number of sailings each day. If the mob
moves along there is no need for spending millions. People don’t come here for the terminal
experience, they come here for the tranquil destination experience

10/18/2017 2:44 PM

493

More separation of routes for people walking of ferry and those walking to the walk-on waiting area.

10/18/2017 2:41 PM

494

Don’t spend money on big fancy areas for waiting. Have hourly sailings and no need to wait.

10/18/2017 2:31 PM

495

Expansion of long term parking lot.

10/18/2017 2:27 PM

496

A toll booth for prioritized boarding, CLEARLY marked for medical appts and reservations

10/18/2017 2:25 PM

497

We don't want to have to pay to leave Coast so no pavilion. Liked it when parking was free and
just a gravel lot. Please drop the reservation system it sets up elitism first come first serve. Please
bring back recycling area for gambier and keets islanders.

10/18/2017 2:24 PM

498

Where do the smokers go when they're trapped for hours waiting for the next ferry? What
amenities are there for dogs?

10/18/2017 2:03 PM

499

Outside seating and grass areas clearly divided for dogs as well. Maybe some undercover outside
areas since it rains quite a bit.

10/18/2017 1:51 PM

500

Hourly ferries and then the terminal can stay as it is!

10/18/2017 1:44 PM

501

Last minute arrivals when Saltery Bay - Earls Cove ferry is delayed and people try to make the
connection

10/18/2017 1:39 PM

502

Make both berths have 2 deck vehicle loading and an overhead foot passenger ramp. Streamline
loading and unloading

10/18/2017 1:12 PM

503

Noted in first comment box.

10/18/2017 1:09 PM

504

The toll plaza queuing issue is a problem during all overloads (so most weekends, and daily in
summer and shoulder season). A person must slot cars into queue in order of arrival

10/18/2017 1:06 PM

505

Build a safe safe passenger upper deck with a ramp! Having the BC ferries have a matching
schedule to the island ferries and stop using the excuse that they are privately run!

10/18/2017 11:41 AM

506

You need a ramp!

10/18/2017 11:14 AM

507

Safer walk-on procedure for handicap people

10/18/2017 11:03 AM

508

Separate lane for reservations and medical passes would be helpful, and more shelter for foot
passengers waiting on rainy days

10/14/2017 12:09 PM
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Q16 What are your priorities for the future of the Langdale Terminal?
Please share below in 150 words or less.
Answered: 1,330

Skipped: 824

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Convenient parking for foot passengers. Covered walkway to upper decks from waiting area.
Better service for seniors who find it hard to walk far - moving walkway?

10/31/2017 3:52 PM

2

give high priority to buses and folks who have difficulty walking from parking lot to ferry

10/31/2017 2:55 PM

3

Improve flow of loading and off-loading vehicles. Synchronize the traffic light so that off-loading
cars do not have to stop!!

10/31/2017 12:00 PM

4

The terminal should be a through point, not the "destination" where people are trapped for hours
on end. Speed of service is the answer to all of the issues I see addressed here.

10/31/2017 7:44 AM

5

If you increased to hourly ferries then you wouldn't have the problems you presently have with the
layout. The problems you are experiencing now is because you have people waiting too long.
Simply return to having hourly ferries! When you had hourly ferries early this year there was little
to no waiting; traffic flowed not only at the terminal but up and down the coast evenly and
consistently instead of 2-2.5 hours of congestion.

10/31/2017 7:07 AM

6

MORE EFFICIENT LOADING OF VEHICLES

10/31/2017 5:27 AM

7

Capacity to handle the traffic you have and will have - safely, efficiently and comfortably

10/30/2017 9:42 PM

8

More sailings!

10/30/2017 8:49 PM

9

Don't spend a dime on anything other than improving the service. Get the boats to run on time,
preferably every hour.

10/30/2017 7:01 PM

10

Elevated walkway for foot passenger loading. More shelter at food vending area.

10/30/2017 6:41 PM

11

Safety, security, flow

10/30/2017 6:38 PM

12

More frequent ferry service (hourly would be ideal)

10/30/2017 6:34 PM

13

fast, efficient and timely use of terminal to get to my destination.

10/30/2017 1:43 PM

14

Quick entry and exit times. No impact on nearby neighborhoods. NO fares on the Langdale side:
keep the system as is.

10/30/2017 12:57 PM

15

Energy and resources need to be focussed on ensuring a sufficient number of sailings to move
traffic through to destination. The terminal is part of a transportation conduit, not a destination
resort, and I am very concerned that critical time and resources are currently being directed to
expanding the terminal experience rather than moving passengers and vehicles safely and
efficiently toward their destination. Foot passengers must load/unload away from vehicles for
safety and efficiency, with accessibility for the mobility impaired addressed, and increasing the
parking is essential. With an expanded number of sailings, there would be no need to expand the
holding compound/queuing as overloads would be much less frequent. These priorities also apply
to HSB - safely expediting an increased number of sailings to meet the needs of the communities
served must be the priority, not augmenting the experience in an expanded terminal. People want
to get where they are going as safely and efficiently as possible. With sufficient ships/sailings to
meet the traffic volume, the amount of time spent waiting in holding compounds will be minimized,
as will the area and services required.

10/30/2017 11:01 AM

16

Priority loading for medical trips and locals.

10/30/2017 9:25 AM

17

More ferry times, better service. Not terminal upgraded

10/30/2017 8:59 AM

18

Hourly sailings. Then you won;t need to address all the traffic issues. In fact, almost all of the other
issues will become minor. Refer to our data on these matters from Jan 2017 to APril 2017 when
there were hourly sailings

10/30/2017 7:58 AM
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would prefer to see the mainland connected via a permanent fixed link, would like to see
expanded service including options to the island for business and personal and you need to
reconsider your wages how people who drive a ferry and are responsible for several hundred lifes
and a big investment make the same or less money than your cafe staff is unbelievable.

10/30/2017 7:17 AM

20

As a Sunshine Coast resident, my priority is more frequent sailings and a cost advantage for
residents. Please put dollars toward this rather than increasing amentities at the terminal!! Look to
Washington state models for guidance - they truly serve the public. Increased parking for foot
passengers would be the only terminal-related priority I have.

10/30/2017 7:07 AM

21

curb the activities of the menace in the black hat who runs off the ferry and speeds out of the
parking lot

10/30/2017 6:47 AM

22

Better announcement system that can actually be heard in terminal.

10/30/2017 6:23 AM

23

I don't travel often (2-3 times per year) on the Sunshine Coast but, when I do, I would like the
opportunity of hot food at Langdale, especially if I have to wait 1+ hours for the next ferry.

10/29/2017 10:24 PM

24

Upper deck passenger loading would speed up loading the vessel. Second berth needs upper car
deck ramp.

10/29/2017 10:11 PM

25

Parking and that’s it. If it ain’t broke don’t fix it.

10/29/2017 9:56 PM

26

Hourly sailings,cheaper rates,loading passengers with their own ramp

10/29/2017 8:52 PM

27

Less money spent on the terminal and more regularly scheduled sailings. On time sailings and
less overloads.

10/29/2017 8:45 PM

28

More sailings, less delays or late take offs. More reservations allowed

10/29/2017 8:39 PM

29

Assured loading for residents

10/29/2017 8:22 PM

30

Provide overhead ramp to birth two to allow loading of vehicles on the second car deck level as in
birth one.

10/29/2017 8:08 PM

31

Accessibility, affordable, on time frequent ferries

10/29/2017 8:03 PM

32

More parking, hourly sailings during the day and summer months. More food vendors. Better
security for luggage.

10/29/2017 7:47 PM

33

HOURLY FERRIES... OR BUILD A ROAD...

10/29/2017 7:37 PM

34

Buses are coordinated with the ferries. More parking spaces; use the overflow parking space
already existing. No need for additional shopping experiences.

10/29/2017 7:36 PM

35

Parking and on time ferries. More sailings.

10/29/2017 7:32 PM

36

hourly sailings, sailing that are available later. Do not care about on board services. Just want to
cross over when needed and on time, not having to wait hours. Also, priority loading for actual fulltime residents of the coast. Tourists and weekenders aren’t dependent on the ferry for their
livelihood!!

10/29/2017 7:09 PM

37

Passengers embarking/disembarking from the passenger deck instead of the main deck, which
you guys seem to have planned, so that's awesome! Also, I personally very much want to drop off
passengers (or pick them up) from the terminal by boat sometimes.

10/29/2017 6:40 PM

38

speed up loading and unloading so you can actually sail on time

10/29/2017 6:27 PM

39

Would really prefer a fixed link so think it's time to phase the ferry out and invest the money in new
ships on other routes

10/29/2017 6:11 PM

40

To get rid of it and replace it with a road and bridge. Also get rid of the upper sunshine coast ferry
with a bridge then we can get to the mainland and the island easier

10/29/2017 6:07 PM

41

I would like to have the changes made now increase efficiency not just today, but for 30 years and
on.

10/29/2017 5:57 PM

42

More ferries

10/29/2017 5:46 PM

43

Availability of sailings is my top priority. Second to that would be easy access to services, I like the
idea of adding a bathroom. Wheatberries should move down to the half way point. Tourists love
the "local" aspect of the Coast, perhaps more local art vendors...or food....or both.

10/29/2017 5:34 PM

44

People who live here should have priority.

10/29/2017 5:26 PM
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45

Hourly ferries all year round, priority boarding passes for people living on the coast.

10/29/2017 5:19 PM

46

Food vendors

10/29/2017 5:15 PM

47

Hourly sailings....even using smaller vessels.

10/29/2017 5:11 PM

48

Sailings every hour

10/29/2017 5:03 PM

49

COnider better support for anyone with mobility challenges. There are so many seniors traveling
as foot passengers who really worry about the slippery ramp and long walk from drop off. Perhaps
consider a shuttle?

10/29/2017 4:59 PM

50

1. Hourly ferries, could be smaller ships. 2. Leaving on time - during the summer ships left on time
though often full - winter schedule always late even the 6:20 am, why.

10/29/2017 4:31 PM

51

As a Gambier resident, I usually push a cart that is about 70 pounds, as we have no stores or car
ferry -- it's a LONG walk from the end of the parking lot (which is often full these days) PLEASE
give permit-holders their own Lot close to ferries so it's not such a hassle to get our stuff down
there (and a bathroom or porta-potty IN that lot

10/29/2017 4:05 PM

52

Better toilet paper

10/29/2017 3:37 PM

53

Upgrade terminal 2 ramp to allow top and bottom loading or get a better ferry(s) to service the
Coast like the Salish series with single ramp loading.

10/29/2017 3:36 PM

54

Build a fixed link between Langdale & Vancouver. Upgrade the Sechelt Penninsula highway.

10/29/2017 3:27 PM

55

Leave as is more ferries hourly sailings possibly smaller boats

10/29/2017 3:05 PM

56

more parking, don't waste money on Terminal, instead get more ferries for more sailings

10/29/2017 2:51 PM

57

I think that there needs to be more shaded areas and more for people to do while waiting. Also
why are there not ferry’s going to places other than Horseshoe Bay.

10/29/2017 2:42 PM

58

HOURLY SAILINGS. PLEASE DON'T WASTE MONEY ON OTHER DEVELOPMENT. AN EXTRA
BATHROOM AND SECURITY OF BAGGAGE ARE THE ONLY THINGS I WANT. PLEASE
HOURLY SAILINGS!!

10/29/2017 2:05 PM

59

Upper car deck operations in betth 2 Overhead walkway, allowing foot passengers on and off the
vessel withiut interfering with car deck operations

10/29/2017 1:41 PM

60

More sailings

10/29/2017 1:40 PM

61

I think traffic leaving the area is very important (ie congestion)

10/29/2017 1:07 PM

62

I'm hoping they build a bridge

10/29/2017 12:58 PM

63

As mentioned, I would very much like to see a better system for moving baggage on carts
between HSBay and the Stormaway. Either let us leave the carts at the front of the ships going to
or from the Coast, or find a way to ease the movement of carts to the passenger deck that doesn't
rely on the tiny elevators on the ships.

10/29/2017 12:26 PM

64

foot passenger only loading ramp, More ferries especially at high use times, later ferry from HB>

10/29/2017 12:24 PM

65

More longterm parking spaces and more sailings.

10/29/2017 11:57 AM

66

I drive product off the coast to the mainland but mostly the island via Nanaimo. The convoluted
turnaround in North Vancouver is a nightmare and you should have something in the terminal for
this with seperate loading and offloading. I cannot leave the coast and make the ferries to the
island and back in one day. This costs money in and affects business. Would prefer a road or
bridge or combo thereof linking mainland to mainland and then ferry services if need be to Duke
point

10/29/2017 11:50 AM

67

long term parking, merging into traffic when ferry unloads, foot passenger 1st priority loading, more
heated space for rainy days and foot passengers

10/29/2017 11:39 AM

68

priority is to shut it down - need roads and bridges to connect both upper and lower sunshine coast
- if we must have a ferry then it should connect to the island otherwise it should be free on
mainland

10/29/2017 11:21 AM

69

Safety. Ease of access. Comfort.

10/29/2017 11:14 AM
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70

This terminal needs to be replaced by a road or a bridge There is nothing but complaints and
problems on this run and employees can't wait to transfer somewhere else without all the abuse
issues from passengers so get rid of the terminal and transfer staff somewhere more pleasant to
work or pay them a premium for putting up with the crap on this run and no sea time - I couldn't
wait to get out of there and glad I left

10/29/2017 10:59 AM

71

It's a long walk when you're walking on, but mostly it's over on the other side in HS Bay. I'd say
things are pretty good here.

10/29/2017 10:44 AM

72

More sailings, reduced fares and priority loading for residents.

10/29/2017 10:38 AM

73

Loading and off-loading of passenger traffic. This will continue to grow in direct relationship to
vehicle fares. Passenger ramps similar to Horseshoe Bay would go a long way to resolving many
issues.

10/29/2017 10:31 AM

74

That RESIDENTS and COMMUTERS get prioritized, and not rich tourists that do not contribute to
the economy for most of the year!

10/29/2017 10:18 AM

75

more ferries, more often, will keep the congestion away from the terminals. Locals do not go to the
ferry terminal to shop....enough of this already.

10/29/2017 10:16 AM

76

Hourly smaller ferry. Don't allow 50%reservations! Local priority to come home. We should not
have to pay for a reservation to be placed on top deck!

10/29/2017 9:27 AM

77

Get rid of Langdale terminal and build a bridge. Coasters crap about you anyway and your staff at
Landgale hate working there so getting rid of it is a win-win.

10/29/2017 9:23 AM

78

need to expand service to the island and build a bridge to the mainland and the upper sunshine
coast first then spend money on a fancy terminal as your current sunshine coast clientele won't
appreciate it

10/29/2017 9:18 AM

79

Foot passenger safety in the drop-off area - cars not yielding to footies, parking in the crosswalks.

10/29/2017 9:06 AM

80

Would like to see service to the island from the Sunshine Coast instead of having to travel to
Vancouver, speed like crazy to turn around and come back pay again and wait in line again to
travel to the island - it would be a one hour run from the coast that surely could be done with two
proper berths

10/29/2017 8:49 AM

81

per my earlier comments, ALWAYS available parking for Keats and Gambier residents, even if it
comes at a slightly increased annual cost.

10/29/2017 8:46 AM

82

A separate ramp onto the ferry for foot passengers and indoor waiting area.

10/29/2017 8:40 AM

83

More ferry sailings equals not needing many of the proposed changes to the terminal.

10/29/2017 8:36 AM

84

More sailings

10/29/2017 8:36 AM

85

Two ferries. Hourly sailings and later sailings. We do not need to improve the terminal with
exception of cretaing a ramp for walk ons on Langdale side just like HSB

10/29/2017 8:11 AM

86

Better ferry connections to the Mainland and Vancouver Island instead of having to travel to
Horseshoe Bay, turn around and rush back to sit and wait for the Isalnd ferry. Should be able to
prepurchase complete trip and recieve priority boarding instead of waiting in parking lots all day.
Another priority is to cover your lots so you don't die of heat exhaustion sitting in those parking lots
- would also improve the unbearable conditions your employees have to withstand all day.

10/29/2017 8:09 AM

87

Adequate capacity and efficiency

10/29/2017 8:04 AM

88

Efficiency, efficiency, efficiency.

10/29/2017 8:03 AM

89

Minimize or eliminate any capital expenditures that would not directly improve on-time service - the
rumoured improvements seem to miss the point. Eg. Improving terminal ingress; when did the ferry
last leave partially filled due to insufficient ticket booth capacity?

10/29/2017 7:51 AM

90

I would prefer to have assured loading for commuters going to Vancouver for work. Access to
Vancouver is the most important thing for me.

10/29/2017 7:49 AM

91

This terminal is much busier than it can handle and it's getting worse all the time. More parking,
more retail distractions, more indoor waiting areas.

10/29/2017 7:47 AM

92

Relying on more customer service operations ,not snack shacks and places to spend money
waiting for ferries.

10/29/2017 7:37 AM
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1. Parking 2. Access to public dock for is islanders 24/7 3. Safe and dry bike storage for
commuters Thank you!

10/29/2017 7:33 AM

94

There has been a significant increase in walk on passenger given the extremely high cost of
traveling and commuter increase. More resources need to be allocated to walk on waiting area &
how passengers load/disembark from the vessel.

10/29/2017 7:32 AM

95

Overhead walkway, on time sailings, hourly sailings

10/29/2017 7:29 AM

96

More parking spots for foot passengers, second washroom in the terminal parking lot ,

10/29/2017 7:23 AM

97

Safety issues for passengers walking to the terminal from the gibsons side should have access to
the terminal without having to cross traffic accessing the booths, very dangerous!!

10/29/2017 7:17 AM

98

The service needs to be improved, we need ferries hourly. The service is the pits. When we had 2
ferries serving the Sunshine Coast. It was a whole lot better. I do like the late ferry. That is a good
choice.

10/29/2017 7:15 AM

99

Greater emphasis should be placed on ferry frequency and ferries being on time.

10/29/2017 7:15 AM

100

having more ferries on the route, there seems to be an overflow situation no matter what time of
year or time of day. this makes it very hard to plan trips to the sunshine coast. you never know if
you are going to make the ferry. it is not always possible to make a reservation. this is when the
terminal food situation needs to be improved. if you miss a ferry and have children it is nice to be
able to feed them.

10/29/2017 7:12 AM

101

More access to and from Sunshine Coast

10/29/2017 7:00 AM

102

More sailings. Passenger ferries.

10/29/2017 6:27 AM

103

Time for change!

10/29/2017 5:48 AM

104

Seismic upgrades

10/29/2017 5:15 AM

105

Add more sailings Don’t charge residents as it is part of our highway Give residents priority
boarding over tourists

10/29/2017 4:18 AM

106

Safe and efficient loading and unloading of ferry’s. Need upper load ramp for humans. Back up
ramp upper car deck berth 2.

10/29/2017 2:26 AM

107

The best way to improve the terminal would be to add a ramp load to the second dock so when it
is being used it is efficient. If you want to add a passenger walkway/ramp to remove them from
walking on the main cardeck put it to a lower deck around the side. Hourly ferries.

10/28/2017 11:50 PM

108

Reliability

10/28/2017 11:43 PM

109

None of this matters if the residents of the coast don't have a reliable method of transportation on
and off the coast. We need better service! Not a better Terminal! Quit the money grabbin Cap the
reservations back to 20% -always!. No reservations required for Coast residents. Ferries running
every hour will mean less cars need parking and less people waiting and less need for amenities!
Increase the sailings, Increase your income. Figure it out!!! You are supposed to be providing an
essential service, not decorating a parking lot!

10/28/2017 11:12 PM

110

Giving discounts to people who use the ferry many times in a year

10/28/2017 11:06 PM

111

More summer sailing.. That's all BC Ferries should be focused on for Langdale

10/28/2017 10:54 PM

112

Ferry scheduled meshing!!!

10/28/2017 10:54 PM

113

Quit wasting all this time and money on "improvements". The terminal is fine as it is; just maintain
it. What does need improvement, is making a better attempt at reducing or eliminating sailing
waits. Quit blowing money on building cruise ships and focus on simply moving vehicles and
people; doesn't need to be pretty, just needs to get the job done. Cut executive salaries to be in
line with other state-run ferry operations and eliminate all bonuses to lessen taxpayer subsidy and
get public perception of BC Ferries out of the fucking toilet.

10/28/2017 10:32 PM

114

parking

10/28/2017 10:25 PM

115

Better connection times with the Powell River ferry Infrastructure changes to reduce overloads

10/28/2017 10:00 PM

116

Passenger ramp, second dock for two ferries

10/28/2017 9:58 PM

117

More long term parking, over head walk way onto the main deck of the boat, and perhaps a heater
for the bus stop.

10/28/2017 9:53 PM
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118

I would prefer a land link over a ferry.

10/28/2017 9:09 PM

119

Continue to only need to pay one way for crossing. These small communities need to encourage
people to visit and spend money to keep businesses afloat. Adding more fees to Travel could
greatly reduce the desire tower the trip over from the mainland.

10/28/2017 8:28 PM

120

Doesn't need to be fancy just efficient. Look to Washington state models. Mid lot washroom is a
good idea.

10/28/2017 8:21 PM

121

Room for parking in the short term lot. Being able to easily drive on and off the ferry. Being able to
access the bathrooms

10/28/2017 8:15 PM

122

I think most important is the commuters and residents to have priority boarding especially for
medical appointments, travel plans, etc. This is our highway and although we need tourism I think
residents should be the first priority.

10/28/2017 8:06 PM

123

The priority should be on consistent scheduled ferries and an increase in the number of ferries,
like last spring and money does not need to be spend on upgrading the terminal. There wouldn't
be a need for an upgrade if people were not required to sit around for hours.

10/28/2017 8:00 PM

124

Enough space and capability to handle the constant escalation of traffic thru langdale. More
sailings, more parking for both walk ons and drive on line ups.

10/28/2017 7:38 PM

125

-More scheduled ferries year round -Walk on passenger ramp -Extended hours of operating -A
playground/ park area for kids and more shaded areas If there was an increase in the number of
crossing then the need for more restaurants or vendors would diminish. Get people going as
quickly as possible instead of trying to occupy their wasted time.

10/28/2017 7:38 PM

126

More food options for off peak hours. Indoor and/or outdoor kid friendly waiting areas
(playground?) that are accessible for both car passengers and walk ons. There is nothing to do for
long waits with kids (and no where in walking distance like at horseshoe bay - perhaps a
collaboration with the scrd to build an adjacent park or accessible beach area).

10/28/2017 7:35 PM

127

We feel the MOST important feature is to supply adequate sailings to handle all the traffic and not
be too concerned about creature comforts etc---the ferries should be there to supply a SERVICE,
on time sailings and enough to carry the traffic, why not look at round the clock sailings in the peak
periods not building larger waiting rooms etc. Some consideration should also be given to thru
traffic to/from Powell River, giving preferred boarding etc for these year round users. We travel a
lot and see this happening in other countries etc and it doesn't bother us as visitors (don't feel we
should get special treatment being nonresidents)

10/28/2017 7:27 PM

128

Hourly ferry not a fancy terminal

10/28/2017 7:23 PM

129

Hourly sailing

10/28/2017 7:05 PM

130

Safety & function. Coasters/Islanders 1st, visitors 2nd.

10/28/2017 6:29 PM

131

Possibly a wider walkway for walk-one. It’s kinda narrow and you can’t even see over the side
panels. Possibly enclose it or maybe install windows to reduce wind, rain, snow, etc.

10/28/2017 6:01 PM

132

Hourly sailings would be great. If people/cars left every hour, there wouldn't be a parking problem,
etc.

10/28/2017 5:44 PM

133

Assured loading for coast residents

10/28/2017 5:08 PM

134

Hourly ferries Local discounted fares

10/28/2017 5:08 PM

135

Shorter waiting times would be nice.

10/28/2017 4:44 PM

136

Access via sunshine coast hwy 101 and merging parking lot access with ferry traffic (merging gets
dangerous sometimes)

10/28/2017 4:10 PM

137

Hourly sailings.

10/28/2017 3:23 PM

138

1. Improve schedules to reduce wait time at the terminal. Include much more frequent sailings and
longer operating hours 2. Improved food, beverage and general waiting facilities at the terminal 3.
Sufficient parking facilities to accommodate increasing ferry traffic

10/28/2017 3:20 PM

139

Planning for an increase in foot passengers on route 3. This should include consideration for an
overhead walkway at Langdale, additional parking capacity and, possibly, routing the parking lot
‘exit’ traffic in such a way that integrates with the offloading ferry traffic less directly.

10/28/2017 3:17 PM
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140

More sailings. Merging traffic from pick up. Long term parking always full. And should be free as
we are already a customer

10/28/2017 3:13 PM

141

Food trucks!

10/28/2017 3:05 PM

142

Just to have the ferries on time, and not half to worry whether you will get on the ferry even when
you are there 1 hour ahead of time. An extra ferry when there are busier times. I have never had a
bad time with anyone at the Langdale ferry personal. Happy with the service we recieved at all
times from staff, but not with the lateness or overcrowding. Big improvement needed !

10/28/2017 2:57 PM

143

Adequate parking

10/28/2017 2:24 PM

144

Run Ferries in time and you will not need to spend all the money.

10/28/2017 2:16 PM

145

Parking and loading and unloading of vehicles from the ferry.

10/28/2017 2:04 PM

146

Use of both berths for more frequent service.

10/28/2017 1:42 PM

147

Improved unloading practices for vehicles and walk on traffic.

10/28/2017 1:33 PM

148

On time, less delays and more sailings

10/28/2017 1:30 PM

149

Better service, more nice clean bathrooms, access to water and dependable wifi, shade and green
space when we are delayed in the summer heat. A board communicating delays and arrival and
departure times. Efficient and smart. Cover the lanes with solar panels make some money and
keep us from melting in the summer heat, install windmills. Parking lots suck but we are a captive
audience, get creative, use the space for more than 1 purpose and make us feel like you want us
to enjoy our time here. Put in some play equipment for the kids and a row of shade trees up the
middle lane.

10/28/2017 1:21 PM

150

More frequent sailings. Better capacity. Better on-time performance. More reliability. I could frankly
care less about terminal improvements unless they are related to the above.

10/28/2017 1:14 PM

151

this town is going to explode with population so try to be proactive instead of reactive ..fix it before
its too late not after its broken like it has always been done ..the 10 year plan is already 25 years
old

10/28/2017 1:10 PM

152

To not have to wait for 4 hours to catch a ferry. Then maybe my friends and family will actually
come visit the Sunshine Coast. The ferries are the reason they don't come visit due to the long
waits. I will probably move off coast before the ferries are fixed though.

10/28/2017 1:05 PM

153

More effective loading and unloading of passengers and drivers. Waiting to unload all foot
passengers who then hold up drivers during high travel times causes a lot of delays.

10/28/2017 1:04 PM

154

More ferries, the ferry is late or full a lot of the time

10/28/2017 1:02 PM

155

I think we need to improve the ferry service not the terminal ??

10/28/2017 1:00 PM

156

More sailings and on time

10/28/2017 1:00 PM

157

Over head walkway.

10/28/2017 12:58 PM

158

More frequent ferries

10/28/2017 12:33 PM

159

More ferries, which run ON TIME!

10/28/2017 12:31 PM

160

scheduling

10/28/2017 12:31 PM

161

ease/accommodate traffic flow in and out

10/28/2017 12:28 PM

162

Improve efficiency and reduce the excessive number of late sailings during peak travel times

10/28/2017 12:24 PM

163

Efficient sailing services. There is no need for more shopping and food. This is the connection to
Vancouver and that should be the priority.

10/28/2017 12:19 PM

164

Better and hourly service. Find more pleasant front box staff.

10/28/2017 12:18 PM

165

Road and bridge from mainland

10/28/2017 12:11 PM

166

Hourly sailings, as a weekly commuter, the short period of time this year when you had this into
effect, everyone was happy, no one was frustrated, I guarantee your customer satisfaction for
Sunshine Coasters went through the roof - the terminal does not need all the bells and whistles
and additional kiosks, it needs more frequent sailings as the population on the Sunshine Coast
has increased drastically and there are daily overloads even in the off-season - hourly sailings
please and thank you.

10/28/2017 12:02 PM
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167

The priorities for Langdale is not actually a new terminal it should be increased frequency of the
Ferry to keep up with the increased traffic to the coast.

10/28/2017 11:56 AM

168

Better service by decreasing the wait for ferries which means more frequent sailings.

10/28/2017 11:48 AM

169

More parking for walk on passengers and ramp for foot traffic like Horseshoe Bay but not as large.
Just need to load safely and efficiently.

10/28/2017 11:41 AM

170

More long term parking.

10/28/2017 11:39 AM

171

Hourly reliable consistent service that meets the needs of coast residents, lower fares, and priority
for coast residents.

10/28/2017 11:39 AM

172

More sailings

10/28/2017 11:31 AM

173

Hey bridge for walk ons and better facilities for walk on passengers Locations for dog owners at
terminals and on ferry

10/28/2017 11:27 AM

174

Don't make expensive changes to the terminal without also increasing ferry capacity and improving
on time performance.

10/28/2017 11:26 AM

175

We travel mid-week by car and have few problems.

10/28/2017 11:26 AM

176

More efficient service, increased sailings, priority loading for residents, instead of the other way
around. Right now you cater to the vacationer, who knows when they will travel to the coast for
vacation, encouraging reservations. I live here and take the ferry frequently for work, the patter n of
my travel varies, often not knowing until the same day. It's prohibitive to travel these days in this
fashion.

10/28/2017 11:24 AM

177

As mentioned before, you're asking the wrong questions. Fix the schedule, which is not rocket
science. Allow sufficient time for boarding and unloading. Do this and you will see the many of the
complaints surrounding local ferry service will dissipate. Just fix the bloody schedule.

10/28/2017 11:23 AM

178

If traveling by vehicle I typically remain in said vehicle until I board. Most changes to the terminal
would be irrelevant to me. If traveling on foot I will be standing in the outdoor waiting area. The
waiting room is fairly nice. The only changes I could see are to upgrade the washrooms.

10/28/2017 11:19 AM

179

Who cares about what the ferry terminal looks like. Get the hourly ferry back. Start listening to the
people of the Sunshine Coast

10/28/2017 11:10 AM

180

More capacity for more sailings and faster loading. Better local food. A shuttle for foot passengers
to presphones beer farm and back

10/28/2017 11:07 AM

181

Hi frequency (hourly) service model to meet average user daily/routine transit needs vs
development of a "travel destination concept". Focus on the original role assigned to BC Ferries as
a part of a multi-model highway between lower mainland and Sunshine Coast. Configure terminal
as a base for passengers to choose from different options / contributory transport options Seaplane base, helipad, foot passenger ferry to Downtown Vancouver. Be the center/landlord and
allow others access to deliver their transport mode from Langdale.

10/28/2017 11:06 AM

182

Better flow of traffic when exiting the parking lot is incredibly important. As well as a major area for
improvement is the foot passenger disembark, it could be more efficient for the overall terminal to
improve this.

10/28/2017 11:05 AM

183

More frequent sailings. This will allow for less congestion around the terminal and the terminal
access during peak times

10/28/2017 11:01 AM

184

Overhead covered walkway for pedestrians. Improve washrooms for those waiting in huge lineups
outside the terminal.

10/28/2017 11:00 AM

185

Ideally!? The ferry was so much more user friendly when we had sailings going every hour! It
would also be awesome to have more food vendors in langdale instead of just Wheatberries
especially when there are long waits :)

10/28/2017 10:51 AM

186

More ferries from may to thanksgiving with hourly sailings on sundays

10/28/2017 10:48 AM

187

Bc ferries needs to improve on time performance by improving the loading and offloading process.
Often it appears that there are communication gaps in the loading and offloading that increase the
time required to fully load the vessel. Peak periods are know from March to November given the
increase number of people and commuters on the coast

10/28/2017 10:47 AM

188

Hourly sailing with two smaller boats in winter large in summer now May to October

10/28/2017 10:43 AM
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189

More ferries

10/28/2017 10:36 AM

190

More sailings.

10/28/2017 10:30 AM

191

I would like to get to Langdale from Horseshoe Bay as quickly as possible so that I can enjoy the
Sunshine Coast and put money into their economy, not the pocket of a private ferry corporation.
Your idea to improve the tourist facilities is valid but would that really help the tourist economy of
the Sunshine Coast in general. Probably not. 1 sailing per hour. That's all we need.

10/28/2017 10:28 AM

192

Put 2 ferries on the route year round. Bulid a foot passenger ramp

10/28/2017 10:20 AM

193

Better access to the off-ramp ferry traffic for drivers who try to merge(cut in) from the parking lot.

10/28/2017 10:19 AM

194

Efficient foot passenger loading and unloading, less wait time, staging of disabled, elderly etc
people near washrooms, tickets with lane number to prevent sneaking in.

10/28/2017 10:17 AM

195

Easier boarding for pedestrians Amenities while waiting Better parking and traffic flow

10/28/2017 10:15 AM

196

As a resident of the Sunshine Coast and a frequent foot passenger, I would like to see the long
term parking lot increased by at least 25%

10/28/2017 10:13 AM

197

More short term parking and hourly sailings

10/28/2017 10:12 AM

198

Upper deck on other side!!!

10/28/2017 10:10 AM

199

1. Hourly sailings 2. Ferries running on time 3. Priority for local residents vs tourists

10/28/2017 10:08 AM

200

2 boats running all year once an hour finish birth 1 by adding over head loading ramp/over head
walk ways for both.

10/28/2017 10:08 AM

201

more parking spaces and a separate exiting lane for the parking lot so it doesn't back up the ferry
unloading.

10/28/2017 10:06 AM

202

Hourly saiings a must priority loading for people who have medical appointments

10/28/2017 10:06 AM

203

Improve scheduling and provide two ferries going back and forth like it was 40 years ago.

10/28/2017 10:00 AM

204

Less shopping and more parking.

10/28/2017 10:00 AM

205

Regular schedule that works

10/28/2017 9:59 AM

206

Safety of loading and off loading.

10/28/2017 9:59 AM

207

Hourly sailings with priorty for the residents.

10/28/2017 9:54 AM

208

Walk ons to have own access to board instead of the ramp ( improving on time and loading)
priority for commuters with cars to exit parking lot at the light. Fix merge lane up the hill to allow
better egress from terminal.

10/28/2017 9:52 AM

209

Better loading and unloading so ferries stay on time

10/28/2017 9:51 AM

210

Much more walk on parking spaces and a warm place to wait.

10/28/2017 9:48 AM

211

Efficient, timely, cost effective services

10/28/2017 9:43 AM

212

Build a quality family restaurant with a view across the Howe Sound. Its world class view and you
missed that!

10/28/2017 8:56 AM

213

Hourly sailings .. which negates need for more parking ( other than parking for the foot passenger
commuters) and waiting areas. Preferred boarding for residents of the Sunshine Coast ( i.e. ..
residents loaded from a dedicated vehicle loading lot).A schedule based on the time it takes to
load and unload a full vessel.

10/28/2017 8:55 AM

214

As I stated in the survey, safety concerns.

10/28/2017 8:17 AM

215

Residents need priority access and perhaps a special line for those needing to make scheduled
medical appointments.

10/28/2017 7:44 AM

216

Being able to accommodate increased ferry service frequency, especially mid-night ferry service.

10/28/2017 7:32 AM

217

hourly sailing

10/28/2017 7:29 AM

218

Urgent need of hourly ferries! Expand long-term parking area to accommodate more cars for
passengers wishing to travel by foot.

10/28/2017 7:27 AM

219

Hourly ferries

10/28/2017 6:28 AM
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220

Access and queuing at the entrance terminal, vehicles speeding and cutting each other off to enter
the terminal is frustrating and dangerous.

10/28/2017 6:03 AM

221

I like the idea of shopping space,

10/27/2017 10:05 PM

222

Hourly sailing

10/27/2017 9:41 PM

223

Awesome as is,ferry departing every hour due to construction was wonderful last summer

10/27/2017 9:28 PM

224

To spend less time there waiting for late Ferries, or because I couldn't get on.

10/27/2017 9:05 PM

225

Separate access for pedestrians to load and unload to speed up car loading.

10/27/2017 8:55 PM

226

Travelling with individuals who have disabilities is a lot of hard work. Trying to access their needs
is even harder in tight spaces.

10/27/2017 8:53 PM

227

Give us more ferry sailings instead of wasting money on the terminal

10/27/2017 8:33 PM

228

Ease of getting to and from Vancouver hourly sailing smaller ferries in winter won’t last long...may
as well go with a solid run with medium ferries and upgrade to larger in summer months.

10/27/2017 8:13 PM

229

Upper deck walk off

10/27/2017 7:38 PM

230

ample parking

10/27/2017 7:28 PM

231

Increase number of parking spaces.

10/27/2017 7:06 PM

232

Put the money into better scheduling

10/27/2017 6:52 PM

233

Increased ferry service is a priority over terminal amenities.

10/27/2017 6:28 PM

234

Most importantly, efficient and safe egress from the parking lot when the ferry is unloading.
Secondly, as the population of the coast grows, so will the pressure for enough parking spaces.
The overflow parking is too far away from the boarding area and a serious barrier for the elderly,
the physically challenged as well as those with a lot of luggage. There doesn't appear to be an
alternative to the overflow parking so BC Ferries should, at the very least, post on its site real time
information about the parking situation. An electronic sign at the entrance to the lower parking lot,
indicating that the lot is full, should also be in place.

10/27/2017 6:23 PM

235

Overhead walk off for foot passengers, additional parking and better parking lot control. While
trying to exit the parking lot after picking up walk on passengers, it's extremely hard to back up and
watch for other passengers walking through the parking lot as well as other cars exiting, especially
on busy weekends and holidays.

10/27/2017 6:20 PM

236

Because there are more and more walk-on passengers (myself included) I would like to see the
monies spent on a walkway, much like at Horseshoe Bay. Rather than putting in an elevator to get
to the walkway, a ramp could be installed.

10/27/2017 5:02 PM

237

A properly running hourly ferry.

10/27/2017 4:36 PM

238

Time sailings with Earl's Cove sailings for a more pleasant connection.

10/27/2017 3:50 PM

239

More parking.

10/27/2017 3:49 PM

240

Amenities should be to encourage people to use busses. So more spaces in the seating area at
the terminal for foot passengers. If people would use busses you wouldn’t need more parking
spaces.

10/27/2017 3:48 PM

241

Quick on, quick off and more to do while waiting if theres an overload.

10/27/2017 3:41 PM

242

Lesson the load on the terminal by providing an hourly sailing which we'll give the whole system a
smoother consistent function with no more traffic delays.

10/27/2017 3:38 PM

243

Terminal is just fine the way it is! But there should be a priority Lane for people who have to go on
business or Medical trips in the City. Especially in the summer time when all the Tourists block the
Ferry Traffic!

10/27/2017 3:31 PM

244

keeping to your schedule

10/27/2017 3:12 PM

245

Ferries that connect better between Earls Cove and Langdale.

10/27/2017 2:56 PM

246

Hourly sailings and queuing properly.

10/27/2017 2:40 PM

247

Prefersed boarding for sunshine coast residents

10/27/2017 2:29 PM

248

Hourly sailings made more efficient using smaller boats.

10/27/2017 2:28 PM
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249

It should be terminated, build a highway

10/27/2017 2:10 PM

250

More frequent sailings

10/27/2017 1:59 PM

251

Hourly ferries!

10/27/2017 1:55 PM

252

easier walk on/of,f bicycle access, and bus access especially as more people are trying to leave
cars at home and bus it

10/27/2017 1:55 PM

253

hourly sailings for the residents who keep the ferry going.

10/27/2017 1:10 PM

254

Not getting stuck on the highway before the ticket booths when you have a reservation. More
booths, and maybe people outside the booths handing out cards and directing traffic to make sure
we can get in before half an hour before sailing if we have with enough time to do so.

10/27/2017 1:07 PM

255

As more people live on the Sunshine Coast now, there should be the same level of amenities
there that are currently at Tsawassen.

10/27/2017 1:01 PM

256

Coordinating sailing times with other routes ie: to Vancouver Island to reduce/eliminate long waits

10/27/2017 12:20 PM

257

Do not waste money, it's fine, improve service, terminal is fine the way it is.

10/27/2017 12:02 PM

258

efficiency increased which can pave the way to increased sailings

10/27/2017 11:52 AM

259

Encourage more foot passenger traffic with better transit connections and waiting room facilities,
more parking, maybe a shuttle wagon to take passengers from the upper parking lot to boarding
area.

10/27/2017 11:52 AM

260

More parking and or easier access from overflow lot to passenger wait area. Spend money on
more frequent ferries instead of upgrades to the terminal. Residents of the Sunshine Coast do not
want to spend a bunch of time at the terminal. This is a marine highway, not a shopping mall.

10/27/2017 11:50 AM

261

More frequent sailings with smaller boats. Better bus service for those without cars.

10/27/2017 11:30 AM

262

Ferry being on time and easy loading

10/27/2017 11:18 AM

263

a priority boarding for people from Satery Bay and customers with medical passes a designated
lane for them and priority boarding for them

10/27/2017 10:54 AM

264

Not having to spend time there.

10/27/2017 10:14 AM

265

Efficient queuing, less highway back-ups, more food availability, more green space. All of this is
more important during sailing waits!

10/27/2017 9:43 AM

266

Better ferry service. More frequent is the top overall priority, focus on that.

10/27/2017 9:34 AM

267

Only thing that matters is MORE sailing. This route is way to busy and we avoid using it unless we
have to but with more frequent sailing we'd be able to go into the city for pleasure.

10/27/2017 8:46 AM

268

parking, ability to que, ability to request upper deck due to mobility issues (can't leave car)

10/27/2017 8:24 AM

269

Having the ferries leave on time and not having ferries be overloaded. In other words, being able
to leave the coast when I plan (according to the schedule) to leave the coast.

10/27/2017 8:02 AM

270

Hourly sailings

10/27/2017 7:53 AM

271

No

10/27/2017 7:39 AM

272

The terminal is overall effecient. More parking for walk on is required. More food options wouldbe
nice because of the waits. I feel the schedule should take president over a terminal overhall

10/27/2017 7:36 AM

273

Priority access and loading given to residents of the Sunshine Coast.

10/27/2017 6:40 AM

274

Priority boarding provided for Powell river residents

10/27/2017 5:51 AM

275

Having a ferry every hour is all that really matters to me.

10/27/2017 5:46 AM

276

More ferries

10/27/2017 5:04 AM

277

hourly sailings, encourage pedestrian traffic,Later sailings on par with Van Island sailings.

10/27/2017 4:58 AM

278

Get rid of it put bridges in!

10/26/2017 11:56 PM

279

Resident priority boarding, hourly sailings, better vessels

10/26/2017 11:01 PM

280

improving the queue at the toll plaza and making the parking lot traffic merge into the off-loading
ferry traffic more sensible and safe.

10/26/2017 10:25 PM
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281

Build a bridge!!!

10/26/2017 10:05 PM

282

Hourly sailings. To be honest I don’t want to spend time at the terminal, I just want to get where I’m
going and not waste my time.

10/26/2017 9:52 PM

283

To be able to access it fairly and to be able to get to Horseshoe Bay IN A REASONABLE TIME!!

10/26/2017 9:49 PM

284

Put an upper deck on/off ramp on the second dock so you can use both of the ferries on this route

10/26/2017 8:36 PM

285

You do a lot of things well. Thanks for trying to make things even better.

10/26/2017 8:23 PM

286

More daily runs

10/26/2017 7:58 PM

287

Being able to visit Gibsons for the day. Therefore, pedestrian accessibility and frequency of ferries.
Two hours is a looooong time to wait for the next ferry. Especially with no amenities at the ferry
terminal.

10/26/2017 7:58 PM

288

Parking

10/26/2017 7:56 PM

289

Faster toll booths, more washrooms in between the ones that are there now, food and beverage
vendors and more safe pedestrian crossing areas

10/26/2017 7:38 PM

290

Hourly sailings need to be the priority. Tourist amenities are not.

10/26/2017 7:29 PM

291

The only people who would use the added waiting rooms would be the tourists in the summer.
Keep costs low for locals year round.

10/26/2017 6:36 PM

292

Might not be needed if there's a fixed link. I would rather see more sailings with less sitting in the
terminal time.

10/26/2017 6:09 PM

293

Better flow for parking when they merge into the traffic from an unloading ferry

10/26/2017 6:08 PM

294

More access for those walking on the ferry and parking at the terminal.

10/26/2017 6:07 PM

295

Short and long term parking for foot passengers. On time sailings ..every hour sailings.

10/26/2017 5:49 PM

296

More sailings and priority boarding for residents

10/26/2017 5:48 PM

297

More departures and ramp on berth 2

10/26/2017 5:16 PM

298

Priority loading for Sunshine Coast residents.

10/26/2017 4:24 PM

299

More runs ...less sitting in the terminal space.

10/26/2017 3:32 PM

300

More ferrys..less wait times

10/26/2017 3:09 PM

301

Shorter waiting time between ferries.

10/26/2017 2:54 PM

302

Suitable access for those with mobility difficulties. Bus wait area to be improved with heat, be out
of the weather and with washroom access. Berth be straight in (between current active berth and
current office to reduce sailing times.

10/26/2017 2:54 PM

303

Safety for pedestrians - loading, unloading,

10/26/2017 2:36 PM

304

Instead of a major terminal upgrade the money should be spent in more crossings.

10/26/2017 2:25 PM

305

Reduce the amount of walking required for foot passengers who use the bus. Have sufficient
elevators and escalators if "going two-story". Right Now Please provide better protection from rain
and wind in the walkway between the ferry and the bus stop.

10/26/2017 2:24 PM

306

Something for the kids to do while waiting Please!!!

10/26/2017 2:22 PM

307

More usable especially during peak season. Food and other vendors. Not back traffic onto the
highway when terminal is really busy.

10/26/2017 2:17 PM

308

Better scheduling. More frequent sailings.

10/26/2017 1:39 PM

309

More efficient use of time and fuel using the berth closest to Hopkins.

10/26/2017 1:38 PM

310

Improved parking capacity, pedestrian ferry access and improved vehicle flow between parking
and off loading traffic.

10/26/2017 9:34 AM

311

More frequent sailings

10/26/2017 8:57 AM

312

shade and rain cover for pedestrians. pet friendly areas

10/26/2017 8:45 AM
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313

It's fine,priority should be in more sailings,then the facility wouldn't need said upgrades as people
wouldn't be there for long.

10/26/2017 8:38 AM

314

More ferries, not currently meeting demands !

10/26/2017 8:25 AM

315

Ease of access and movement, reducing traffic bottlenecks, and reducing wait times are most
important to me.

10/26/2017 8:18 AM

316

A new boat !

10/26/2017 8:11 AM

317

Build a bridge

10/26/2017 8:00 AM

318

Undercover area, maybe a small park area for kids, more washrooms, more sitting areas

10/26/2017 7:36 AM

319

Improvements on route sailing frequencies and vessel sizing to reduce wait times in the summer
months

10/26/2017 7:15 AM

320

start thinking more about residents than tourists. You are a ferry service not a damn cruise liner...

10/26/2017 7:12 AM

321

We need more parking for walk on passengers please.

10/26/2017 7:00 AM

322

Better sailing time so no overloads. Ferry every hour

10/26/2017 6:47 AM

323

Look, you have people trapped for hours in the summer in an astoundingly beautiful location and
you treat it like a prison when it could almost be a destination with food, accommodation etc. and
making money for the corporation. No one is thinking outside the box.

10/26/2017 6:28 AM

324

Money should go towards more sailings. The terminal is ok.

10/26/2017 6:22 AM

325

Improved and expanded pay parking. I have twice been forced to board with my vehicle despite
arriving one hour+ ahead of sailing. I live in Earl’s cove and have no alternate parking or transit
options to get to terminal.

10/26/2017 6:06 AM

326

I would like priority loading for residents, especially if you have a drs appointment to go to. Ferrys
ever hour

10/26/2017 6:01 AM

327

Better on time performance and frequency of sailings.

10/26/2017 5:52 AM

328

Less wait times. More sailings in peak times. Somewhere for people to go get food/drinks

10/26/2017 4:29 AM

329

Hourly sailings please

10/26/2017 1:40 AM

330

More sailings. It’s getting so busy!

10/25/2017 10:23 PM

331

Don't spend money on the terminal!! We need hourly sailings and reliable service that is on time!!!
That is the vast majority of the input you will get on this survey. Show that you are REALLY
LISTENING instead of doing yet another sham survey!!!

10/25/2017 10:21 PM

332

On time and dependable service. Late night sailings especially on weekends.

10/25/2017 9:33 PM

333

Safety for foot passengers and a better place to walk pets

10/25/2017 9:30 PM

334

The terminal is fine

10/25/2017 9:25 PM

335

more frequent sailings! cant stress this enough

10/25/2017 9:24 PM

336

More runs not changes to the terminal. Terminal is fine, more runs

10/25/2017 9:20 PM

337

More ferries, on time, less breakdowns

10/25/2017 9:04 PM

338

Reduced costs

10/25/2017 8:46 PM

339

Be done asap.

10/25/2017 8:41 PM

340

More sailings. Lower deck waiver to stay in vehicles. Priority reservations for residents. More
sailings. A shopping mall would be a stupid waste of money that could be spent on more sailings.
Less cash for CEO for doing a terrible job.

10/25/2017 8:35 PM

341

Hourly ferry service

10/25/2017 8:09 PM

342

1.) Passenger p/up vehicles need to have better intigration flow with vehicles that are alighting
ferry. 2.) Pedestrian crossings should have ped activated flashing lights when occupied allowing for
recognition by motorists. Ultimately, money needs to be spent on getting reliable and timely ferry
service that doesn't just cater to tourists. Residents need their needs met!!

10/25/2017 8:09 PM

343

Facilities are mostly fine as they are. Would gladly trade any intended improvements in facilities
for more frequent and more reliable ferry sailings.

10/25/2017 7:53 PM
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344

An upper ramp at berth 2, more parking, more frequent sailings to improve on time performance,
assured loading for residents of the Sunshine Coast.

10/25/2017 7:46 PM

345

Growth and recognition of the need for shorter waits and increased service

10/25/2017 7:18 PM

346

Hourly sailing Langdale - Horseshoe Bay is the number one priority

10/25/2017 6:17 PM

347

make it accessible for seniors to walk from parking area/bus stop to terminal maybe a shuttle bus
arrangement

10/25/2017 5:50 PM

348

On time sailings

10/25/2017 5:16 PM

349

Resid nuts don't pay reservation charge. This is our Hwy we have to get to the city and home the
fees to assure getting on are ridiculous. Residents should have preferred loading.

10/25/2017 4:30 PM

350

Regular, consistent, on time non-overloaded ferries. Fix what's actually broken with the ferry
system. Like fixing the ferries!! Consitent mechanical failure and late/overloaded sailings is all
that's reliable about BC Ferries. If the parking situation is impacting punctually, then fine. Fix that
too.

10/25/2017 3:02 PM

351

Hourly Sailings! Reliable, Reliable, Dependable Service. Please! When BC Ferries can
demonstrate they can provide reliable service, then let's talk about selling food/souvenirs to tourist.

10/25/2017 7:53 AM

352

Match the frequency of sailings to the demand and improve on time performance.

10/25/2017 7:43 AM

353

Foot passenger loading ramp. Ample long term parking.

10/25/2017 5:48 AM

354

Hourly ferries, smaller ships, less 5 hour wait times because the ship is late and oversold on a
Tuesday night. Cheaper rates ffs. This is a marine highway we need improved access. This is
what people want. That or a bridge. The end (not that any of these things will happen and this is a
huge waste of time).

10/25/2017 12:57 AM

355

Better service, better ferries.

10/25/2017 12:00 AM

356

1 hour sailings More amenities for people waiting in lineup. Like more cafes or places to sit out of
the hot car in summer.

10/24/2017 9:00 PM

357

Increased parking spaces for commuters, Walk in passengers to have a separate access
ramp/walkway to disembark and board the ship. That will reduce docking time by aprox 7 minutes
and allow the ferry to be on time..

10/24/2017 8:05 PM

358

Increased service levels.

10/24/2017 7:59 PM

359

Parking available at the terminal all the time. If you see there is space on line and leave Sechelt
only to find by the time you get there there is no space what do you do?

10/24/2017 7:38 PM

360

Safe for bikes to and from Ferry.

10/24/2017 7:31 PM

361

I primarily use for transportation between Vancouver and Keats island. There are often long waits,
some more comfortable waiting areas would be great, especially in winter.

10/24/2017 7:30 PM

362

That we build a bridge

10/24/2017 5:48 PM

363

Address scheduling so no overloads. The traffic demand has increased. Scheduling needs to
reflect this.

10/24/2017 4:53 PM

364

Long term parking capacity is key; passenger boarding and debarking from deck 5.

10/24/2017 1:31 PM

365

Most things your survey asks about are low priority. What needs to be addressed is increasing
sailings to the Sunshine Coast. You obviously only want to discuss the physical changes to the
Langdale Terminal but to me these are not really very important compared to being left behind
over and over all summer and even all year long these days.

10/24/2017 1:16 PM

366

improvements should meet the test of meeting your core objectives: getting people and vehicles to
and from terminals Langdale and HSB, with minimum service interruptions

10/24/2017 11:40 AM

367

I'd love a new terminal with all of those amenities. But MUCH more, I would love to have more
ferries so we aren't competing with tourists from April to October, and with the growing population
of the Coast the rest of the time. I want to know why we aren't even allowed to bring up the
possibility of more ferry runs - we have been silenced and that is NOT democratic.

10/24/2017 10:58 AM

368

Don's waste money on gift shops and food vendors. There needs to be more thought and money
put into programs and equipment (shuttle bus?) to help seniors walk on and off the ferry. And an
hourly ferry system.

10/24/2017 9:07 AM
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369

More overnight parking and more sailings. The use of two ferries during peak days and times is
Much more important than a fancy new building selling unnecessary gifts and food.

10/24/2017 7:11 AM

370

Hourly service and if not free service for residents, then book of 10 sailings per year per residential
address for full time residents

10/24/2017 6:56 AM

371

To get traffic moving as fast as possible on and off ferries and less break downs of ferries and
priority for medical appointments in Vancouver for boarding.

10/24/2017 6:50 AM

372

provide more parking; focus on pedestrian safety in any redesign, don't get hung up on creating
consumer/purchasing opportunities.

10/24/2017 5:30 AM

373

Efficiency in loading and unloading so that sailings are on time.

10/23/2017 9:34 PM

374

Easier access for people with disability to get in and out of the ferry. More long term parking.

10/23/2017 6:18 PM

375

More parking for walk on and island full timers. Wheatberries Bakery to be up graded and bigger.
Water fountain for customers. Off leash dog only area away from food venders

10/23/2017 5:59 PM

376

Shorter wait times!!! Better food and amenities area for those times when waiting is inevitable.

10/23/2017 5:29 PM

377

gone uneeded waste of money

10/23/2017 4:45 PM

378

as waiting to board a ferry can often take more than 1 ferry wait, a childrens' play area would help
adults with cranky / bored children.

10/23/2017 3:04 PM

379

Please direct funding towards greater ferry efficiency rather than turning the terminal into a mall for
tourists. Efficient ferry service will please tourists more than shopping opportunities while they wait
too long!

10/23/2017 1:27 PM

380

The ferries need to be efficient, on time, hourly would be best with a fast turnaround time.
Residents of the coast need to access Mainland. They should not have to compete with tourists.
Tourists or infrequent visitors are more likely to shell out for a reservations. It is becomes a for of
tax grab to expect residents to shell out for reservations. It is just an increase of fare. In fact
reservation system is faulty and needs to be discontinued. You should be able to catch the ferry
you pick to attend a medical appointment, event or catch a flight at the airport. Locals do not need
fancy washrooms, vendors, coffee, etc. They need to have a parking spot to walk on, easy walk on
to the ferry and good reliable service. The rest is just fluff.

10/23/2017 1:10 PM

381

Get people from point A to point B without all the extra bells and whistles. Regular and reliable
service. This is a highway service not a cruise ship line! Promote local tourism boards rather than
acting as your own promotional service. Nobody comes to BC for the joy of taking the ferry. They
take it because they have to. I shouldn't have to wait an extra four hours to get home because BC
Ferries doesn't realize that more people take the ferry in the summer because it's tourist season.

10/23/2017 12:54 PM

382

Cost and efficiency... not frills and vendors.

10/23/2017 12:29 PM

383

Improved scheduling, so one is on the ferry, not in the parking lot. Encourage car pooling. Many
cars have one person only. More trips back and forth in prime times.

10/23/2017 12:28 PM

384

Disability-friendly hourly service both ways. Are you interested in consulting with some individuals
with disability challenges? If so: Henry 604 885 7755

10/23/2017 11:59 AM

385

Residents of coast have pass so always assured loading

10/23/2017 10:29 AM

386

I would far rather see the work on the terminal enhancements postponed until route deficiencies
are dealt with. We desperately need more sailings and better affordability for regular Coastal
travellers.

10/23/2017 10:02 AM

387

Shade areas - decent bathrooms - handicapped facilities available - polite and helpful ferry
attendants

10/23/2017 10:02 AM

388

Save the money one terminal development and use towards two new ferries to provide hourly
service. Give us a chance to comment on caretaker and staff accommodations proposed.

10/23/2017 9:58 AM

389

1. Covered walkway that protects passengers from weather 2. Careful attention to mobility issues
for those needing assistance, using walkers, canes, wheelchairs and older individuals 3. Make the
space beautiful as well as useful. Engage local artists in the planning process. 4. Ensure the views
to the water are not destroyed by security fencing, make the outdoor space inviting and useful

10/23/2017 9:55 AM
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390

Better access for larger vehicles and priority lanes for commercial traffic. Parking lot exit and
access to lower Gibsons should be forced to exit at the same area that the entrance to the parking
lot and drop off zone (off Port Mellon highway). Pulling out at the present exit is an accident
waiting to happen, especially when that vehicle wants to go to the lower Gibsons turn lane.
Perhaps not allowing anyone to exit in to the offload lanes would allow for a better flow.

10/23/2017 9:24 AM

391

for it not to become a mini Horseshoe Bay terminal

10/23/2017 9:14 AM

392

Traffic flow for vehicle off loading Passenger drop off and pick up area

10/23/2017 8:47 AM

393

A fixed driving route to the lower mainland.

10/22/2017 10:37 PM

394

Secure parking for those traveling into the city and not wanting to drive. Lining up ferry departures
and arrivals with local bus schedule to support pedestrians using public transit.

10/22/2017 9:44 PM

395

Ferries must connect. Waiting in the parking lot for hours is unacceptable.

10/22/2017 9:05 PM

396

Cheaper. Take from tax not people's pockets

10/22/2017 8:58 PM

397

Please do not spend any more money on upgrading the terminal until there are hourly sailings,
priority boarding for residents and late night sailings on weekends.

10/22/2017 8:28 PM

398

More sailings - smaller boats.

10/22/2017 8:17 PM

399

One hour sailings!

10/22/2017 7:42 PM

400

Smaller boats and hourly sailings.

10/22/2017 7:36 PM

401

Improved efficiency of service, keeping things running on time and reducing wait times for sailings

10/22/2017 7:14 PM

402

More ferry sailings. Local priority sailings. Better reservation system.

10/22/2017 7:07 PM

403

HOURLY SAILING'S! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

10/22/2017 6:38 PM

404

1second ramp 2on time service 3schedule based of traffic use not the haphazard system used for
years 4design a ferry hull that is capable of speed required

10/22/2017 6:05 PM

405

Free parking

10/22/2017 6:04 PM

406

Road to squamish

10/22/2017 5:51 PM

407

Bigger terminal with amenities

10/22/2017 5:44 PM

408

It’s fine the way it is. Again, hourly sailings 2 boats!

10/22/2017 5:44 PM

409

That traffic coming into and out of flow efficiently and safely. If a road was built from Powell River
to Squamish area or out of lower Sunshine Coast it would alleviate some of the congestion at
terminal.

10/22/2017 5:37 PM

410

Improved traffic flow for unloading vehicles, upper deck walk on/off passenger ramp and waiting
room, improved ticket booth efficiency

10/22/2017 5:30 PM

411

More daily runs

10/22/2017 5:29 PM

412

Expanded long-term parking. It’s crazy that we can’t use the huge lot up top for long-term parking
when the lower lot is full. There’s never anyone parked there.

10/22/2017 5:06 PM

413

As a common foot passenger, a larger cover waiting area would be great. Fast foot passenger
unloading is key for efficiently transferring to transit. Do not focus terminal improvements on
accommodating multi sailing waits worth of vehicles on the lot.

10/22/2017 4:58 PM

414

Take out the traffic light at bottom of the hill.

10/22/2017 4:18 PM

415

Spend money giving us hourly ferries instead of creating a new tourist plaza!! Both tourists and
commuter residents would prefer this.

10/22/2017 4:07 PM

416

Giving residents of the Sunshine Coast priority getting on the ferry and having a residence rate for
getting on the ferry too. Residents deserve the respect.

10/22/2017 4:04 PM

417

more ferry runs

10/22/2017 4:02 PM

418

Hourly sailings during peak times

10/22/2017 3:46 PM

419

Residents to have priority boarding all year.

10/22/2017 3:44 PM

420

New berth

10/22/2017 3:39 PM
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421

We don' t need fancy addtions, we need practical solutions and that would be to rebuild berth two
so that it can be most functional. Right now it is basically a parking space for ferries at best and a
nightmare to load at worst

10/22/2017 3:29 PM

422

To fix the lineups from going up the bypass. This wrecks the order in which people arrive. It would
also be great to have a better waiting room.

10/22/2017 3:19 PM

423

More parking for footpassengers

10/22/2017 3:15 PM

424

Good traffic flow with no bottlenecks.

10/22/2017 3:15 PM

425

Spend the money on more sailings, not on making it nicer to be stuck there, which is never nice

10/22/2017 3:09 PM

426

You choose questions that all have the same potential answer. Not a well structured survey.
Obviously you already know the answers to all of these questions, so why do you waste time and
money constructing the survey, posting it and analysing the answers?

10/22/2017 3:05 PM

427

Frequent service especially for locals. Gouging customers with reservation charges should be
abolished

10/22/2017 2:52 PM

428

we do not need a new terminal. we need hourly sailings, later sailings, and resident priority
boarding

10/22/2017 2:47 PM

429

Ease of loading cars AND foot passengers. On time performance! We don't need vendors/stores!!!
We just want priority for residents! Not focus just on tourists! We LIVE here!!

10/22/2017 2:27 PM

430

Do what you feel is needed but... Hwy 101?

10/22/2017 2:06 PM

431

Whatever it takes to make loading and unloading more efficient - e.g. passenger walkway to main
deck so cars don't have to wait. We don't need frills and fancy buildings. If you don't keep us
waiting there for hours due to lack of sailings, we don't need more amenities, other than the midlot bathroom addition.

10/22/2017 2:03 PM

432

Increase safety and confort for pedestrians who come on public transit. It would give incentive to
the other who use their cars.

10/22/2017 1:50 PM

433

The terminal is fine the way it is. Save that money and lower fares instead.

10/22/2017 1:24 PM

434

Don’t much care about huge upgrades to terminal. More interested in actually getting to and from
The mainland without having to wait hours. Preferred boarding for residents and sailings on the
hour. The rest is not so important.

10/22/2017 1:10 PM

435

A terminal that can handle more frequent and improved sailings.

10/22/2017 12:55 PM

436

Capacity of ferry service itself

10/22/2017 12:35 PM

437

Get hourly ferries and try and run them on time

10/22/2017 12:33 PM

438

Hourly Sailings PLEASE! PLEASE!! PLEASE!!!

10/22/2017 12:21 PM

439

Moving traffic in an efficient manner and keeping to posted schedules. Priority boarding lanes for
traffic arriving from a previous ferry.

10/22/2017 12:09 PM

440

Hourly sailings during the day time.

10/22/2017 12:02 PM

441

Merging when coming off the ferry is dangerous sometimes when trying to get into the right hand
lane. I don't know how to improve this but should be addressed.

10/22/2017 11:54 AM

442

Better indoor foot traffic area. It is always full now and as population grows, the foot commute is
going to increase with it. Better bathrooms and a cafe, nothing too overboard/fancy. Design it to
serve the local regular commuter.

10/22/2017 11:44 AM

443

More efficient sailings and loading. Make more full use of both docks with a plan for the future of
more sailings. Perhaps the big improvements should be to make passenger loading and upper car
deck loading to the second birth and leave the first dock alone while the refitting is being done.

10/22/2017 11:10 AM

444

guarenteed access to public parking for long term paid parking customers

10/22/2017 11:00 AM

445

Bathroom closer to overload lot. Overload lot used as soon as the regular waiting area is full.
Eliminate blockage of both lanes of the bypass, stop using 'construction zone' signage on the
Bypass. Perhaps add moveable barriers to separate the two lanes coming down the bypass on
overload days, but keep the left lane clear for through traffic!

10/22/2017 10:44 AM

446

Priority boarding for Sunshine Coast residents.

10/22/2017 10:42 AM
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447

Increase sailing times!!!! that is where the money should go. we don't need fancy new buildings,
we need fluid transportation. we are surrounded by beauty, we don't need tvs on the ferry and
fancy building designed for TOURISTS. locals want fast and efficient transportation. simple as
that.

10/22/2017 10:08 AM

448

Priority loading for those trying to get to and from medical procedures in Vancouver and
surrounding areas. ThanQ

10/22/2017 10:02 AM

449

put the money into more frequent sailings and better local customer service!

10/22/2017 9:45 AM

450

Priority loading for emergency trips.

10/22/2017 9:36 AM

451

Time the schedule to allow maximum load time, so you can keep on schedule

10/22/2017 9:31 AM

452

Anything to speed up loading and off-loading of the ferry

10/22/2017 9:22 AM

453

When creating new parking, I would hope for an area for residents and commuters. Also, yearround/first til last run food services

10/22/2017 9:15 AM

454

Not so much the terminal. It’s the service. It needs to be better. A waste of time spending money
on the terminal if the service is the same. Priority boarding for full time residents. Shouldn’t have
reserve every day just so we can get home.

10/22/2017 8:43 AM

455

A terminal with access like Horseshoe bay is a nice idea, but as I've never walked on, I don't really
care beyond the money spent. I have waited 1-2 sailings when coming to and from Powell River,
and would appreciate resources put towards more sailings, over any further terminal changes.

10/22/2017 8:41 AM

456

stop passengers loading/unloading from ferry deck. provide ramp like horseshoe bay.

10/22/2017 8:33 AM

457

More ferry sailings. Weekends, holidays and the day after holidays always results in ferry sailing
waits and late ferries. If I am late I don't get on. If the ferry is late tough, I still have to pay full fare
and wait.

10/22/2017 8:32 AM

458

One central enclosed/heated waiting area for foot passengers, and an overhead walkway for
loading/unloading foot passengers to speed up the turn-around time at Langdale.

10/22/2017 8:27 AM

459

I just want to get to the other side safely and as quickly as possible. With the smallest cost
possible. Less frills and please just transport us. Thank you

10/22/2017 8:21 AM

460

The terminal is fine. There need to be more frequent ferries. BCF is not listening and not
responding to what is really needed. Argh...

10/22/2017 8:10 AM

461

Improving the quality of life for commuters: Faster turnaround of vessels with dedicated passenger
loading bridge, comfortable waiting area for foot passengers and luggage. Better traffic flow from
car park so commuters and exit carpark as quickly as ferry traffic. Better traffic flow and car waiting
space for pick-up of commuter foot passengers.

10/22/2017 7:46 AM

462

moving people and vehicles efficiently and quickly. Should rarely be overloads, especially in fall,
winter and spring. Enough sailings to keep up with population growth.

10/22/2017 7:35 AM

463

Main deck loading/unloading and accessing the terminal as a pedestrian from Gibsons. Should be
able to access through the vehicle loading area.

10/22/2017 7:24 AM

464

Cheaper rates

10/22/2017 7:18 AM

465

We do not need to create a shopping opportunity! This is our highway. Let's get back and forth
with minimum environmental footprint. Emphasize walk on, transit and the like. Include e charging
stations.

10/22/2017 7:14 AM

466

Increased sailings, especially on weekends

10/22/2017 6:58 AM

467

Don't really care about the terminal, we all want MORE SAILINGS!. That's what "SERVICE" is all
about!

10/22/2017 6:56 AM

468

Efficiency. Less amenities, more on time ferries. If we can increase that we don't need upgrades

10/22/2017 6:51 AM

469

Allow better flow of traffic, more parking and much much more amenities so that if you have to
wait you are not stuck with horrible wheatberries and maybe a seasonal hot dog!

10/22/2017 6:45 AM

470

Foot passenger traffic,lack of trash cans,more seating outside by bus stop,crosswalk for
pedestrians at he lights at the bottom of the “cut”

10/22/2017 6:27 AM

471

Hourly sailings. You know this.

10/22/2017 6:19 AM
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472

Connectivity to Earls Cove for emergency incidents, medical appointment , perishable goods and
commercial product.

10/22/2017 6:15 AM

473

I don't want to wait 2 to 4 hours for the next ferry that I can get on.

10/22/2017 6:12 AM

474

No more lateness on ferry's and breakdowns

10/22/2017 5:13 AM

475

On time. Adequate parking for walk ons.,Crew could use the overflow parking area.

10/22/2017 12:24 AM

476

Hourly sailings

10/21/2017 11:44 PM

477

New upper ramp on #2 pier, new ferries or a bridge

10/21/2017 11:35 PM

478

Two ferries running to offer more crossings every day during peak times.

10/21/2017 11:06 PM

479

We need more ferries not upgrades!

10/21/2017 10:50 PM

480

more foot traffic/transit use/efficiency. sensical merging lane exiting parking lot. not wasting money
changing a bunch of infrastructure unnecessarily

10/21/2017 9:47 PM

481

Hourly service and running on time

10/21/2017 9:29 PM

482

Top deck loading on berths

10/21/2017 9:23 PM

483

Easier access for foot passengers to access the main deck, via an elevator from the parking lot to
both ferries. Widen the public access for both drop/off/p.u. areas, with safety of foot passengers
safety as a major concern during the night. Access of day passes availability on the ferry or
waiting areas would be a good idea. Saves time and stress of missing buses on the other side.
More covered and heated areas for wet/cold weather conditions. Better selection for vending
machines in waiting areas. Ferries learn to be on time for the buses schedules.

10/21/2017 9:13 PM

484

None,would rather see a route that we could drive to vancouver

10/21/2017 8:54 PM

485

Hourly sailings! Safety and comfort for foot passengers and people with long waits in vehicles

10/21/2017 8:20 PM

486

I would strongly support a model based on the Washington State Ferry Group. I am strongly
against paying over 100$ for a one way trip with my 12 year old just to go to Vancouver. I have
written several emails to Nicholas Simons, our NDP MLA; as well as our Premier John Horgan.
The days of the top-heavy greed seeping from the head of BCFC is coming nearer to its end with
the election of our NDP government. Looking forward to the Coast-Wide celebration the day this
tyrannous corporation is toppled. Saving a bottle of champagne for that day. BCFC YOU SUCK IN
EVERY WAY IMAGINABLE

10/21/2017 8:07 PM

487

A second washroom, and decent coffee are always nice, but nothing is as important as increased
routes, and lower cost.

10/21/2017 8:06 PM

488

Provide more parking spaces. Otherwise it's fine.

10/21/2017 8:04 PM

489

more long term parking capacity to encourage more foot passengers and transit.

10/21/2017 7:47 PM

490

Take lessons on how to load and unload the ferry as smoothly and quickly as the tswwassen ferry
terminal does. They have it down perfectly.

10/21/2017 7:46 PM

491

To see that it is replaced by a bridge. Or with a boat much faster that can actually make up lost
time. Or two boats and an hourly schedule. Not a single soul cares what the terminal looks like.
We just want hourly sailings

10/21/2017 7:33 PM

492

To place a smoking area. Though, not smokers ourselves, we do believe they have rights too and
should not be strong handled or ignored. Otherwise we do not see and have not experienced any
problems the way things are now.

10/21/2017 7:32 PM

493

Hourly ferries and lower cost.

10/21/2017 7:22 PM

494

More scheduled ferries ie hourly

10/21/2017 7:21 PM

495

Again better scheduling to link to Northern Sunshine Coast. And get back to being 100 %
Government controlled.

10/21/2017 6:49 PM

496

A more efficient and safe way of merging cars from the parking lot with offloads.

10/21/2017 5:53 PM

497

Make the ferries run on time and not overloaded.

10/21/2017 5:45 PM

498

Pet friendly waiting areas--meaning warm and covered areas.

10/21/2017 5:33 PM

499

not being left behind

10/21/2017 4:49 PM
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500

more frequent ferries, don't need a lot of frills..just faster service to and from.

10/21/2017 4:38 PM

501

encourage more people with fewer cars - priority loading for foot passengers, reduced foot
passenger fare, more parking. Simplifed year-round schedule with more frequent sailings in peak
time.

10/21/2017 4:26 PM

502

more sailing schedules..Priority boarding for residents of the Coast..

10/21/2017 4:22 PM

503

More parking for walk on passengers, better exit flow of from parking area, heated waiting area for
walk on passengers who don't cross traffic line in time, better queuing organization for drive on
traffic.

10/21/2017 4:04 PM

504

two operational ferry's running at the same time during the months of may thru october

10/21/2017 4:00 PM

505

Safety for pedestrians. Otherwise, don't spend money on the terminal until you have a dependable
ferry service. There should be no other priority. Please remember, you are our only highway.

10/21/2017 3:54 PM

506

Parking and better access for the public transit users

10/21/2017 3:50 PM

507

more regular ferries.(hourly), then you won't need a bigger holding area.

10/21/2017 3:41 PM

508

Better effort to improve wait times and delays of vessels. Lower costs for travel. Executive bonus’
and salaries to be lowered.

10/21/2017 3:41 PM

509

Parking for parking pass holders

10/21/2017 3:39 PM

510

More ferry times -hourly with smaller ferries. Later times so residents on Sunshine can enjoy
events in city without spending the night. Perhaps Friday, Saturday, Sunday 11:00 pm sailing from
Horseshoe Bay.

10/21/2017 3:28 PM

511

Better boarding better wait times, better merging (both in and out of the terminal) and better
service.

10/21/2017 3:26 PM

512

Safety and efficiency

10/21/2017 3:25 PM

513

Improving sailings, i.e. frequency or capacity, and timing. Reduce sailing waits.

10/21/2017 3:24 PM

514

What future? Is there not a plan for a fixed link?or is that just a pipe dream?Prioritize getting traffic
from the Saltery bay Earle cove run through on the connecting run from Langdale, we cant get
there any earlier, the people on the lower sunshine coast all arrive about 10 minutes before we can
possibly get to Langdale

10/21/2017 3:16 PM

515

Traffic merging from the parking lot into ferry traffic is huge to me. Also, a walkway for pedestrian
traffic to board the ferry would be great too.

10/21/2017 3:06 PM

516

Long term parking. Better foot passenger boarding.

10/21/2017 2:55 PM

517

Accessibility, signage, safety

10/21/2017 2:54 PM

518

Improved access for foot passengers at Langdale and Horseshoe Bay

10/21/2017 2:44 PM

519

None. Stop wasting money and get us another ferry so we will not be waiting hours.

10/21/2017 2:30 PM

520

hourly sailings so less traffic sitting at the terminal

10/21/2017 2:20 PM

521

Make it earthquake proof.

10/21/2017 2:17 PM

522

More sailings, on time sailing and priority boarding for residents

10/21/2017 2:10 PM

523

Fix the merge from the parking lot into off load lanes. Very dangerous!

10/21/2017 1:20 PM

524

Needs to be a ferry every hour

10/21/2017 1:05 PM

525

More reliable ferry service.

10/21/2017 12:52 PM

526

Hourly sailings.

10/21/2017 12:22 PM

527

Planning meets the needs for projected increased travels including more space for overnight and
day use parked cars.

10/21/2017 12:18 PM

528

Increased sailings! It worked so much better having a sailing every hour, even with half capacity
on the boats. There is more demand, even in the winter months, please spend money where it will
make a difference and not just beautiful the terminal!

10/21/2017 12:10 PM

529

HOURLY SAILINGS. Im a local and I miss the ferry countless times when im ridiculously early

10/21/2017 11:52 AM
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530

A ferry system that runs on time. Should be geared to maximum volume as that seems to be the
norm rather than the exception.

10/21/2017 11:40 AM

531

In the summer there should be priority booking for full time residents of the coast who support the
ferry year round.

10/21/2017 11:37 AM

532

Not really interested in all the vender stuff.

10/21/2017 10:56 AM

533

My priority is for hourly sailings, which will hopefully eliminate 2 hour and 4 hour sailing waits. Use
the $17 million to build smaller ferries, if that is what it takes to make hourly sailings practical.

10/21/2017 10:35 AM

534

We don't needed an updated terminal; we need 2 hourly ferries.

10/21/2017 10:13 AM

535

Better schedule that will reflect loading and unloading ferry. Also don't forget there is a community
farther up the road that needs a better ferry schedule to connect home. A multiple hour cap in the
middle of the day is not ideal!

10/21/2017 10:12 AM

536

Hourly ferries and on times, and free ferries , more important than upgrade terminal

10/21/2017 10:09 AM

537

More sailings..please don't waste money on a mall

10/21/2017 10:07 AM

538

See a walkon bridge like Horseshoe Bay Terminal

10/21/2017 9:42 AM

539

The flow of traffic. And pedestrians not causing traffic jams.

10/21/2017 9:41 AM

540

more parking, access/exit as extension of Hwy101, more security around baggage, assistance for
foot passengers (shuttle, flat escalators-airports)

10/21/2017 9:34 AM

541

Spend as little as possible to ensure it is efficient and has some covered areas and washroom
facilities and that the ferries run on time!!!

10/21/2017 9:29 AM

542

more ferry runs to solve the heavy traffic to and from horseshoe Bay

10/21/2017 9:21 AM

543

On time sailings, fewer overloads, priority boarding for SC residents, efficiency of staff and
boarding procedure

10/21/2017 8:24 AM

544

increased number of crossing and any upgrades necessary to accommodate that

10/21/2017 8:22 AM

545

Efficiency, particularly for local residents.

10/21/2017 8:08 AM

546

do not focus on improving services for long waits in line at the expense of improving issues that will
reduce waiting times.

10/21/2017 8:00 AM

547

More sailings. Terminal is fine.

10/21/2017 7:26 AM

548

A warm dry exhaust free area to await walk on, and improved walk on boarding. One of your staff
at the HSB terminal once referred to walk on as cattle. As 12 year veteran full time commuter
although insulting, his terminology was accurate.

10/21/2017 7:00 AM

549

Bigger better less expensive

10/21/2017 6:29 AM

550

I would like to see hourly service from the Langdale terminal.

10/21/2017 6:11 AM

551

The merging traffic when leaving the ferry .. with parking lot person ........and especially the crazy
merging of ferry and whistler road just above. I see close calls almost every trip I take.

10/21/2017 6:10 AM

552

Access to a closed access hwy. going from Ferry to Ferry ( Langdale/ Earl's Cove with off ramps
into the larger communities ( i.e. Gibsons , Sechelt. Pender Harbour.) Overpass for traffic to
eliminate the need for the stop lights at the terminal entrance. Quality restaurant on foreshore
adjacent to bus stop.

10/21/2017 5:57 AM

553

Hourly sailings

10/21/2017 5:42 AM

554

Get to Vancouver sooner. Everything else is Plan B.

10/21/2017 5:36 AM

555

Better place for foot passenger, loading into main passenger deck instead of down below

10/21/2017 5:15 AM

556

Better facilities. More coffee facilities or better arrangement with existing. Lines can be stupid long.

10/21/2017 4:45 AM

557

Leave the terminal as is unless it's a safety issue. We don't need more money wasted and our
fares increased. For the most part people are there less than two hours. I'm sure they will survive
without more vendors or fancy washrooms.

10/21/2017 3:47 AM

558

More ferries

10/21/2017 2:07 AM

559

less traffic, more sailings per day

10/21/2017 1:59 AM
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560

Diverse choice of refreshments, to make waiting more pleasant, less space given for reservations,

10/20/2017 11:07 PM

561

There are no priorities that need to be addressed at the terminal. There is no point in changing the
terminal if you don't have the ferries running on time, if the money to change the terminal was put
to hourly and later sailings the residents and tax payers of the coast would be happy.

10/20/2017 11:04 PM

562

The terminal is not deficient. Improving service frequency and the antiquated reservation system
are much more important.

10/20/2017 10:42 PM

563

MORE FREQUENT FERRIES

10/20/2017 10:38 PM

564

Food options at all times the ferry is operating.

10/20/2017 10:37 PM

565

Honestly, hourly sailings on both the Langdale and Horseshoe Bay sides would be a MUCH bigger
improvement over anything they could do at the Langdale terminal. The current design of the
terminal is just fine. The only problem is the ferries are frequently overloaded, especially in
summer.

10/20/2017 10:18 PM

566

The Terminal is secondary to my need for a ferry tat runs on time. Also, don't bother with fancy
'cosmetic' things...seen that before and it rarely lasts.

10/20/2017 10:05 PM

567

More sailings, less delays

10/20/2017 9:54 PM

568

Don't spend the money on the terminal. Improve the ferry service so we can get home and be with
our families.

10/20/2017 9:53 PM

569

Foot Passengers not loading from main vehicle deck.

10/20/2017 9:33 PM

570

more sailings

10/20/2017 9:27 PM

571

Better communication to earls cove

10/20/2017 8:59 PM

572

Faster ticketing for vehicles is by far my most important criteria. I would also prioritize top deck
loading/unloading for foot passengers.

10/20/2017 8:53 PM

573

More sailings ....better connections with Powell River ferry

10/20/2017 8:46 PM

574

Apart from service not meeting demand in summer time, I think the terminal functions well. I'd
much rather see increased sailings than money spent on infrastructure at the terminal.

10/20/2017 8:41 PM

575

make the pay parking bigger and cheaper

10/20/2017 8:31 PM

576

Loading of foot passengers via walkway not ramps

10/20/2017 8:31 PM

577

Overheard walkwsy

10/20/2017 8:21 PM

578

Restructure to facilitate an increase in scheduling/number of ferries/ferry vehicle and passenger
traffic.

10/20/2017 8:19 PM

579

Getting out of the pickup parking lot safely, the baggage safety issue, and coming into the parking
lot.

10/20/2017 8:17 PM

580

Ferry that runs every hour on time would be my priority. I don't need to wait around being given a
customer experience....

10/20/2017 8:02 PM

581

Improved parking, better exits from parking, passenger bridge, improved terminal, enough boats
and sailings to keep a realistic schedule!

10/20/2017 7:55 PM

582

Hourly ferries like you had when you did the construction beginning of this year. Perhaps smaller
ferries with hourly ferries. Thanks

10/20/2017 7:45 PM

583

I have never had an issue with the terminal. Passenger walk way for loading and unloading would
make sense though. The priority for me is scheduling ferries to connect to Powell River. Spend
money on boats and sailings.

10/20/2017 7:37 PM

584

Hourly ferries, 300 car size, snacks only.

10/20/2017 7:35 PM

585

More parking and better setup for when traffic unloads as well as parking traffic merging.A covered
area near luggage drop off,passenger drop off area,including a washroom

10/20/2017 7:29 PM

586

Increased accessibility to washrooms from all areas of the terminal; more shaded and grassy
areas with seating including an area set aside for people with dogs including water fountains; more
sheltered areas for walk on passengers; better flow of foot passengers; more pay stations in the
long term parking lot (keep the prices as they are); more long-term parking. Thank you.

10/20/2017 7:28 PM
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587

Hourly ferries!!!

10/20/2017 7:22 PM

588

Hourly ferry runs

10/20/2017 7:18 PM

589

Upper loading ramp required in berth without. More sailings in the summer.

10/20/2017 7:11 PM

590

Moving traffic in a much more efficient manner.

10/20/2017 7:08 PM

591

Passenger and traffic flow efficiency and safety

10/20/2017 7:03 PM

592

A ferry every hour

10/20/2017 6:58 PM

593

More short term parking

10/20/2017 6:42 PM

594

More boats!!, tired of full sailings!, not hard to figure out, the coast has grown in the last 20 years,
but the ferry system has not!

10/20/2017 6:42 PM

595

None

10/20/2017 6:35 PM

596

Maybe having a separate lane for traffic coming from Powell River

10/20/2017 6:15 PM

597

A better schedule all year around

10/20/2017 6:08 PM

598

Terminal is mostly fine. It’s the lack of service that really sucks. Send a smaller boat on the hour to
pick up the slack of what’s left behind when the main boat is at the opposite terminal.

10/20/2017 5:32 PM

599

Better service levels and frequency of sailings. Be on time and plan to service peak demand times
like a real business would

10/20/2017 5:29 PM

600

Please provide a ferry schedule which adequately reflects the demand/use of your customers and
will alleviate the probability of having cars left behind. If your customers are telling you that
increased ferries are more important than spending tonnes of money on a terminal, then
increasing your fleet is important! BC Ferries should be looking for creative/innovative ways to lure
customers into visit the main deck of the ferry. If transportation Canada requires people to leave
their cars, find a way to make it seem like it is a fantastic option to come up to the main deck.
Make the experience positive rather than forced. I feel like this is WAY more important than
upgrading the ferry terminal.

10/20/2017 5:13 PM

601

On time, hourly sailings.

10/20/2017 5:11 PM

602

My priority is HOURLY SAILINGS. Did anybody at BC Ferries actually take notice of how smooth
everything was last summer when there were hourly sailings? We are daily commuters, and
almost every boat has been late in the past two weeks. Langdale terminal is fine... we just need
more boats.

10/20/2017 5:05 PM

603

Foot passenger access to the Ferry should be via escalators, stairs, elevator and a walkway as it
is at Horseshoe bay terminal Is it feasible or necessary to have a holding area for passengers
close by the Ferry ? . I don't think that a pre boarding room is necessary,since the distance from
the waiting room to the Ferry is relatively short

10/20/2017 4:57 PM

604

Better walk on access like at Horseshoe Bay. Warm comfortable waiting area.

10/20/2017 4:42 PM

605

Hourly ferries would serve both residents and tourists well.

10/20/2017 4:36 PM

606

It is the major arrival point for the southern Sunshine Coast, and as such, needs to be able to
handle the future growth of vehicular traffic. This shouldn't be an issue, however, a 2 sailing wait
on the hot asphalt parking lot (both in Langdale and Horseshoe Bay) in the summer, with no
alternative routes, borders on human torture. Capacity needs to increase and turn around time
reduced. A new foot passenger ramp will improve the situation.

10/20/2017 4:35 PM

607

-overhead loading of foot passengers -taxi, bus, drop off areas better organized and away from
ferry traffic -short term parking area made safer (pedestrians walk on roadway behind reversing
vehicles)..allow back in spots!

10/20/2017 4:34 PM

608

Biggest issues are exposure to elements and getting out of the parking lot once you've been
picked up.

10/20/2017 4:11 PM

609

Overhead passenger ramp. Hourly sailings, then maybe be able to dispense with the vehicle
upper deck loading loading ramp thereby providing an area for a new admin building and a
convenient place to have the overhead passenger ramp, foot passenger ticketing and luggage
loading and pickup area.

10/20/2017 4:11 PM
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610

Improve the single level berth (south Berth) to two level and utilise this as the main berth it would
reduce each leg to 36 minutes rather than the 40 minute using the North Berth (opportunity to
improve on-time performance).

10/20/2017 4:06 PM

611

More sailings

10/20/2017 4:05 PM

612

More ferry times, worried about not making it home to Sechelt at times. Regular commuter to YVR.

10/20/2017 4:02 PM

613

Not much for the terminal...make the ferry every hour and get rid of reservations.

10/20/2017 3:54 PM

614

1) More efficient loading of pedestrians and traffic for faster loading/unloading times. 2) More
efficient exit of parking lot so line ups don't form within the parking lot.

10/20/2017 3:38 PM

615

Put more money into extra sailings so that there is NO overloads or waiting time so that none of
these "improvements" need to be done, and so ones living in Powell River don't have to race like
made to get to Earls Cove to get a connecting ferry. There is too much of a gab between runs at
Earls Cove and Saltery Bay

10/20/2017 2:45 PM

616

Increase frequency of ferry crossing, enlarge long term parking area . Hourly service please

10/20/2017 2:28 PM

617

My priorities for the future of the Langdale Terminal would be to not spend money on all of these
extravagant extras that are not important for people travelling from Powell River. This is our
highway system and needs to be more affordable and more convenient.

10/20/2017 2:20 PM

618

Safety.

10/20/2017 2:19 PM

619

the growing population indicates much necessity for improvement, overhead walkway for foot
passengers, hourly sailings- mid morning to early evening

10/20/2017 2:12 PM

620

Keeping costs down and providing priority boarding for residents

10/20/2017 2:00 PM

621

I would like to be able to make reservations more often. Quite often the reservations are all
booked or taken on key runs/times

10/20/2017 1:47 PM

622

Hourly sailings that extend into the evening (past midnight) to allow for folks to return home from
the city without needing a hotel.....

10/20/2017 1:47 PM

623

The terminal is fine in my opinion, why spend a ton of money on it when what we need are more
sailings give us hourly sailings

10/20/2017 1:27 PM

624

A lot of thought put into the passengers with Disabilities.

10/20/2017 1:21 PM

625

Ferries every hour, 2 ferries running, traffic to the Coast has increased drastically, if we want
people to use the ferries and travel using BC ferries then you’d best make it less of a nightmare

10/20/2017 1:03 PM

626

think more of the customers and their comfort

10/20/2017 1:01 PM

627

MORE CONSIDERATION FOR UPPER SUNSHINE COAST PASSENGERS WHO HAVE TO
CONNECT IN EARL'S COVE. I BELIEVE CONCESSIONS SHOULD BE MADE FOR THEM
WHEN THEY ARE TRYING TO CATCH THE LAST CONNECTING FERRY

10/20/2017 12:52 PM

628

Save the money- give us more sailings and priority boarding for residents.!!

10/20/2017 12:50 PM

629

On time sailings with full load

10/20/2017 12:44 PM

630

More frequent sailings ...addressing the population increase on the Sunshine Coast. No longer
seasonal volume.

10/20/2017 12:27 PM

631

eliminate all reservations on ferries or make reservations free to book .the only priority boarding
should be medical app.

10/20/2017 12:24 PM

632

Ferries running every hour, and again, offloading at the top of the highway where it turns left making that more efficient.

10/20/2017 11:59 AM

633

adequate parking, ability to grab coffee/snack, ON TIME PERFORMANCE WITH CAPACITY TO
HANDLE VEHICLE AND PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC VOLUMES. I would use the ferry more if it
wasn't such a hassle and inconvenience with unsupported volumes and consistent late
departures/arrivals

10/20/2017 11:49 AM
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634

Hourly sailings & later sailings. Go back to original over length over height fees. $7’ is gouging &
unfare. Weight is as important as length yet not accounted for. Compact cars motorcycles are all
unfarely charged according to space & weight. Ferry fees charged should be only Operating costs
wages fuel, not terminal & vessel capitol costs. Fare if you consider ferries part of highway which
they are. Reduced ferry fees for residents of Sunshine Coast that need to travel to access services
not available locally.

10/20/2017 11:25 AM

635

Hourly sailings of ferries. Ferries run on Schedule. Better training of ferry loading staff.

10/20/2017 11:19 AM

636

Overhead walkway

10/20/2017 11:13 AM

637

Just would like more frequency of ferries as my husband commutes and has done for thirteen
years. Traffic has increased in the ferry so changes need to be made. We should have priority
loading on both sides it’s our highway!

10/20/2017 11:10 AM

638

getting people and vehicles on and off the boats asap....

10/20/2017 11:10 AM

639

On time performance and a physical space that can handle the growing needs of the sunshine
coast

10/20/2017 10:50 AM

640

In light of sudden great increase of walk-ons & the resulting increase of parked vehicles, begin
thinking of a parkade. Enforce the rules regarding vehicles waiting for pick up in the drop off
zones.

10/20/2017 10:25 AM

641

More sailings

10/20/2017 10:15 AM

642

Again, more sailings

10/20/2017 10:10 AM

643

Improved customer experience while waiting; toilet facilities, food services, wifi, viewing area,
short walking area.

10/20/2017 10:02 AM

644

More sailings through out the day and running two ferries.. the coast is growing rapidly and the
ferry can not keep up to the heavy traffic.

10/20/2017 9:55 AM

645

overloads is a huge problem

10/20/2017 9:48 AM

646

Improved parking, traffic flow and toll booth queuing. We do not need more vendors.

10/20/2017 9:47 AM

647

More frequent ferries so we don't have to worry about spending time and money on the parking lot
and terminal . I want to get to my destination as quickly as possible . I want to send the least
amount of time possible at the terminal

10/20/2017 9:41 AM

648

Just run the damn boats on time.

10/20/2017 9:35 AM

649

As the population increases on the Sunshine Coast it is important that the ferry corporation plans
for the future and not for now as the terminal needs should be focused on what the projected
population will be in 20 years plus.

10/20/2017 9:26 AM

650

The Terminal is fine for short stays more than an hour need more food options. More frequent
ferrys would be even better.

10/20/2017 9:17 AM

651

Hourly ferries, plan accordingly on holidays to have appropriate extra ferries. Better parking area
for picking up passengers.

10/20/2017 9:13 AM

652

Terminal redesign must be flexible enough to have 1 hour ferry schedules as the primary aim.

10/20/2017 9:02 AM

653

One ferry every hour

10/20/2017 8:48 AM

654

More frequent sailings. Less wait time in between sailings. These are the most important problems
to fix. Not building holding tanks for ferry hostages.

10/20/2017 8:47 AM

655

Priority is to expand the long term parking area. Options are to open up the staff parking area (they
could park in the overflow area) or add an additional level to the lower long term parking area.

10/20/2017 8:37 AM

656

You do not need to enhance passenger holding areas. People do not want to hang around at the
ferry terminal. No more vendors are needed. Repaint the upper holding area (that is never used) to
make additional parking at a lesser rate. Improve the road leading into the passenger and parking
area to permit two way traffic and block off the exit from the parking area.

10/20/2017 8:27 AM

657

Coordination with Earls Cove-Saltery Bay ferry

10/20/2017 8:24 AM

658

Increase the number of runs to and from Horseshoe bay. Reducing people left behind. The
demand to and from the Sunshine coast is increasing. Please keep up.

10/20/2017 8:22 AM
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659

for the future of the terminal, we need more frequent ferries, cause if people didn't have to wait for
overloaded ferries, we wouldn't have the issue with needing all the decorations, ie. vendors

10/20/2017 8:21 AM

660

Use the bare minimum amount of money required to add another washroom mid-lot, until such
time as the Coast has hourly sailings.We do not need expensive waiting and holding areas, for
when we cannot get on our only way to access the city, WE NEED HOURLY SAILINGS. This
should be our only short term goal.Until we have hourly sailings in place and funded, all
redevelopment money should be diverted to increased service levels.

10/20/2017 8:21 AM

661

TO HAVE A BETTER COMMUTER SERVICE TO THE MAILAND. THE TERMINAL IS FINE AS IT
IS. PERHAPS ONE MORE LADIES WASHROOM....

10/20/2017 8:20 AM

662

Parking capacity for foot passengers. Using scanning tecnology with discounted passes for
residents

10/20/2017 8:20 AM

663

Hourly service to the mainland.

10/20/2017 8:16 AM

664

Long term parking areas; covered waiting/pet areas; better traffic flow

10/20/2017 8:13 AM

665

As a walk on I want to see ample parking and ease of exit. Covered areas for waiting would be
great as we have so much wet weather to contend with. Improved shopping for tourists is not what
we need. This is our marine highway and we need facilities which consider that first and foremost!
Has consideration been given to the alluvial till on which Langdale sits, in the event of an
earthquake. We on the coast will be totally cut off with no ferry accesss in the event of the big
one?

10/20/2017 8:13 AM

666

Better organization, no more sailing waits in the middle of a Tuesday and better food and things to
do

10/20/2017 7:58 AM

667

Improve safety and efficiency during loading and unloading and increase capacity for the steady
growth in population on the Sunshine Coast.

10/20/2017 7:58 AM

668

Efficiency , not fancy

10/20/2017 7:50 AM

669

Always the priority has been to have more sailings to accommodate those that commute to work,
families that travel back and forth for sports games.

10/20/2017 7:35 AM

670

Parking lot merge lane instead of yield lane is the number one bottleneck to be fixed. Anything that
can increase the efficiency of entering and existing the ferry terminal in a timely manner would be
awesome. No interest at all in improving terminal amenities, its all good as it is.

10/20/2017 7:33 AM

671

No issues at all with current terminal - no upgrades recommended.

10/20/2017 7:21 AM

672

modern, efficient, and expanded facilities for increased future use

10/20/2017 7:20 AM

673

continue to offer a regular schedule for commuters & holidayers...don't be concentrating only on
more comfortable waiting facilities....keep ferry travellers moving to the mainland....like keeping a
highway interruption to a minumal closure to keep traffic moving & not backed up. There are plenty
of facilities in Gibsons to take care of travellers' needs only 5 mins from terminal. Due to Gulf Island
& Tsw-Naniamo rarity of daily sailings..that terminal does have delays & wait times w Quay used

10/20/2017 7:14 AM

674

Efficient loading to keep ferries running on time

10/20/2017 6:47 AM

675

Enabling ferries to be scheduled every hour.

10/20/2017 6:42 AM

676

1.walk on passenger loading in separate covered area/walkway 2.better traffic flow and light coordination for off loading 3.separate lane for reservations, handicap, priority loading as
approaching the toll booths. 4.complete the hill 'highway to nowhere' for efficient travel to and from
the terminal (and to provide 2nd vehicle access for the Sunshine Coast)

10/20/2017 6:36 AM

677

We do not need a shopping plaza or more kiosks, we need reliable on time (not the 10 - 15 late
"on time") service with either more sailings or larger vessels. As our population grows, BC ferries
needs to grow to meet our service needs. We are not asking for the sun and moon, only what the
rest of BC already has.

10/20/2017 6:32 AM

678

Reliable and frequent service! As always, this hasn't changed. Coasters couldn't care less about
creating new a shopping mall at the terminal or having White Spot burgers on board. This ferry is
an extension to our highways, that is what is important.

10/20/2017 6:05 AM

679

Walking access from marine drive Gibsons direction!

10/20/2017 6:03 AM

680

More parking, Passengers loading on top deck to save time, more efficient loading and unloading
so ferries run on time

10/20/2017 5:30 AM
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681

Ease of use, traffic flow,marking capacity.

10/20/2017 5:19 AM

682

With hourly sailings no need to waste too much money on the terminal. Focus on the mechanics of
moving people/vehicles efficiently and less focus on costly upgrades that have little to do with your
main job, moving people and vehicles from Langdale to HSB and back

10/20/2017 5:01 AM

683

Priority over reservations for earls cove ferry traffic ie connecting traffic

10/20/2017 4:52 AM

684

Going to the ferry and getting on the ferry without long all day waits because we need to make
connections at earls cove.

10/20/2017 4:41 AM

685

Two boats that run on the hour and use both berths

10/20/2017 4:17 AM

686

definitely more parking.

10/20/2017 3:28 AM

687

accommodating inevitably increasing vehicle traffic

10/20/2017 1:12 AM

688

Bridge

10/20/2017 12:37 AM

689

parking

10/19/2017 11:15 PM

690

More pay parking. Improved drop-off area. Priority queuing lane for those with TAP forms or
disabled. Overhead walkway for foot passengers.

10/19/2017 11:05 PM

691

More ferry times during the summer months. Faster times through the ticket/toll booths.

10/19/2017 10:58 PM

692

More sailings and less need for everything on this survey get it together

10/19/2017 10:57 PM

693

Parking is a big issue for commuters who leave their car for the day.

10/19/2017 10:19 PM

694

More frequent (hourly) service. Ships that break down less frequently

10/19/2017 10:15 PM

695

Bring back the ferry running every hour... spend the money on more ferries get people where they
need to be and not having to wait hours..... the terminal is fine as long you dont have to wait more
than an hour.

10/19/2017 10:09 PM

696

No charge from Langdale. Let's be clear if you implement charging to get off the Sunshine Coast
there will be so much pressure to put in a fixed link crossing that, when that happens, will not only
negatively impact your business or will put a lot of people (your employees) out of work.

10/19/2017 10:00 PM

697

It should be looked at as an extension of the road and a bus system - not a yacht system. It's
simply transportation, and I'm tired of being financially gouged by BC Ferries

10/19/2017 9:38 PM

698

have the traffic light out side of the gated exit synced with the ferry traffic or redesign the cross
road to to make traffic flow better.

10/19/2017 9:37 PM

699

Why does there need to be a toll booth when there are no tolls leaving this terminal?

10/19/2017 9:36 PM

700

Fully-functioning second berth. Redesign uphill bypass to reduce right lane speeders cutting into
steady flow of traffic headed to North Road. Extend the right-hand lane at the top and send the
slow trucking to the right up to an expanded information area to wait out the faster passenger
vehicles. This would improve traffic flow all the way up Hwy 101.

10/19/2017 9:23 PM

701

Add more ferries

10/19/2017 9:21 PM

702

Anything that leads to the provision of hourly on-time sailings. We don't need fancy stores etc. but
we definitely need efficient service, with priority for residents especially when on medical trips__it
is our highway.

10/19/2017 9:19 PM

703

Simple convenient and accessible

10/19/2017 9:13 PM

704

keep the ferries running on time, hourly schedules, kinder loading staff

10/19/2017 9:12 PM

705

No upgrades required. Spend the money on improving sailings, leaving on time and more
frequently

10/19/2017 9:10 PM

706

To make it viable for local traffic to use as the highway it should be.

10/19/2017 9:04 PM

707

On-time performance with less wait time at the terminal. Shift priority to funding another vessel on
this run. No need for any fancy stuff at the terminal - with an extra boat we won't be waiting
around as long

10/19/2017 8:39 PM

708

More frequent ferry service!!!!!!

10/19/2017 8:34 PM

709

Put an extra run to improve the really painful service. Money should be used to improve the
service not the looks of the terminal

10/19/2017 8:31 PM
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710

I wish there was priority loading both ways for residents, perhaps a resident sticker in the car
window for identification. Missing important appointments in town due to tourism sucks. It is our
highway system, it should be reliable for residents.

10/19/2017 8:29 PM

711

Proper connections with Powell River!

10/19/2017 8:19 PM

712

Hourly ferries & priority boarding for residents.

10/19/2017 8:15 PM

713

Parking, loading and unloading effectively should be the priorities of any investment of funds at
Langdale----improving the 'customer experience' is completely unnecessary for a 45 minute trip---or waiting for it to begin.

10/19/2017 8:10 PM

714

More parking

10/19/2017 8:08 PM

715

Put more money into the ferry service

10/19/2017 8:00 PM

716

To spend less time there with more frequent sailings and not have to show up 2 hours early when I
need to sail at the last minute in the summer.

10/19/2017 7:59 PM

717

Provide a walkway for pedestrian traffic to enter the vessel at the same time as cars are doing so

10/19/2017 7:57 PM

718

To have betters closed areas especially in the colder months. Something that could make the flow
of traffic clear the area better would help because it takes like 30 mins to get out of the parking lot,
let alone get onto the road.

10/19/2017 7:48 PM

719

Having ferries (even with smaller capacity) running to HB every hour instead of every 2+ hours. It
was great this summer when you had such a schedule due to renovations. GREATER
FREQUENCY of sailings to cut down long waits due to "just missed a sailing" !

10/19/2017 7:34 PM

720

on time performance and hourly sailings

10/19/2017 7:23 PM

721

the ferry gets busier and busier, even midweek. we need more frequent sailings.

10/19/2017 7:20 PM

722

This is our highway, need I say more.

10/19/2017 7:19 PM

723

WE need resident priority loading. Most important for all Powell River residents who are at the
mercy of the ferries for our highway.

10/19/2017 7:07 PM

724

Improve the flow of people and cars as well as one can. Improve the visual appeal of the site, I
understand there are security concerns in today's world but using different building materials and
colors might mitigate the feeling on is entering a maximum security prison. All that chain link
fencing is not the cheeriest greeting to the Sunshine Coast.

10/19/2017 7:07 PM

725

Ability to load foot passengers directly onto the passenger deck.

10/19/2017 7:05 PM

726

On & off loading quickly to prevent delays Stalled cars & medical emergencies a priority to get
vessels underway

10/19/2017 6:59 PM

727

Build a bridge.

10/19/2017 6:56 PM

728

Better flow of parking for overflow cars in peak seasons

10/19/2017 6:48 PM

729

No shopping mall . Family zones no smoking anywhere !

10/19/2017 6:47 PM

730

More clear markings on the bypass indicating ferry traffic on the right. Sometimes cars pass you
on the left and come in front of you cutting the line

10/19/2017 6:39 PM

731

Top priority should be to put something in place to allow priority boarding to town residents since
this is one of our only ways to leave town.

10/19/2017 6:30 PM

732

More sailings would eliminate any issues your trying to fix.

10/19/2017 6:20 PM

733

Better driving out of lot when ferry comes in

10/19/2017 6:20 PM

734

Hourly sailings and not having to wait for 4 hours at the terminal from -November. I would rather
not spend time at the terminal regardless of the facilities.

10/19/2017 6:14 PM

735

Priority loaded for actual residence living on the sunshine coast only and not just with an
experience card but people that have a valid adress from the sunshine coast on their driving
license. It is really bad when u miss a doctors appointment because of an overload if you didnt pay
for a reservation as it is costly when u have to go back and forth

10/19/2017 6:02 PM

736

Hourly sailings

10/19/2017 6:00 PM

737

A ramp for walk on on the main deck is my number one priority. Thank you for asking.

10/19/2017 6:00 PM
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738

Look after the infrastructure only! The Langdale Terminal is our lifeline. Two way ticketing is
unconscionable. We NEED the freedom to leave this rock without charge, whether it's to run away
from a dangerous situation, or to make travel here possible for those who cannot work enough to
come up with enough left over dimes. We have no other choice or means of exit that is practical on
a daily basis, and in most weather situations.

10/19/2017 5:53 PM

739

Hopefully it can be eliminated by the building of a bridge

10/19/2017 5:52 PM

740

Efficiency and much better customer service

10/19/2017 5:51 PM

741

Foot passenger ease of access. Easier access to overflow parking . Secure baggage drop off and
retrieval

10/19/2017 5:50 PM

742

more food vendors, better merging of parking lot traffic and ferry traffic.

10/19/2017 5:49 PM

743

Ramp to allow foot passenger loading/unloading from deck 5 (the non vehicle deck).

10/19/2017 5:42 PM

744

There are only a few. It is our highway. We need hourly sailings. We do not need a bridge, we
need to improve what we have. We do not need shopping area to amuse us, we need to get on
the ferry and get to the other side. We do not need to be gouged with the cost of a reservation on
top of our fare, we need better service. We shouldn't have to be there 1-2 hours early, miss the
ferry and wait another 2 hours. This is our highway.

10/19/2017 5:40 PM

745

Just give the residents of the Sunshine Coast priority boarding when returning home. We shouldn't
need to reserve. Cut us a special lane.

10/19/2017 5:27 PM

746

hourly sailings BC Ferries is in the people moving business.

10/19/2017 5:26 PM

747

More ferry crossings

10/19/2017 5:24 PM

748

A safe walk on passenger ramp.

10/19/2017 5:22 PM

749

It’s fine as it is. I use it all the time both car and foot. We desperately need hourly service not a
terminal upgrade

10/19/2017 5:11 PM

750

Larger indoor warm seating area when waiting up to 4-5 hours for ferry in the winter. Better
food/drink service where you don't have to wait in a long lineup in the cold/rain/snow.

10/19/2017 5:07 PM

751

make it a highway, there should be no charge, or at least mininal. Residents get preferential
treatment. eg. My husband had day surgery at Lions Gate, he was discharged at 12:15. Traffic a
mess. Got to the ferry at 1:20. Yes we got on the Ferry but top was loaded (not full) and we were
on the bottom. Oh sorry, you'll have to go upstairs. For every Manager.......you do day surgerg and
then try to make your way upstairs. Transport Canada is one thing. My highway is another. There
was no reason for the top deck to be closed, it wasn't full. I was so angry, thank God, my husband
understood and we would never take it out on staff. 5 hours later, his pain is NOT under control,
and you all get FREE FERRIES FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIVES. Disgusted.

10/19/2017 5:04 PM

752

More sailings for less

10/19/2017 4:58 PM

753

Hourly service

10/19/2017 4:52 PM

754

More ferries and ferry times. It's insane on long weekends and now most weekends

10/19/2017 4:51 PM

755

Seeing the ferry arrive and depart on time This is a commuter ferry not requiring bells and whistles
just get us to and from the mainland in a timely manner

10/19/2017 4:31 PM

756

Hourly service and larger parking lot

10/19/2017 4:30 PM

757

I would like to continue as a foot passenger.

10/19/2017 4:29 PM

758

The terminal is not my issue, parking is a big issue for me, when we had hourly sailings parking
was not a problem!

10/19/2017 4:29 PM

759

Keeping the cost down and more timely sailings that benaifit the customer not the employees

10/19/2017 4:25 PM

760

Larger long term parking lot / more sailings so new fancy terminal won’t be needed as no one will
have to wait!!!

10/19/2017 4:23 PM

761

To be gone.

10/19/2017 4:07 PM

762

Run more frequently and on time

10/19/2017 4:06 PM

763

MORE SAILINGS. people just want to get to and from Vancouver quickly and efficiently at
reasonable cost. No one wants to wait 2 hours plus. Other countries can provide this (Washington
state!) why can't we?

10/19/2017 4:05 PM
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764

Get ready for two smaller ferries crossing to Horseshoe Bay.

10/19/2017 3:59 PM

765

Adequate parking space including space for monthly parking! Short and secure walk way to the
gambier/ Keats dock

10/19/2017 3:54 PM

766

Hourly ferry service has to be the only priority for lower Sunshine Coast residents! Our service this
year has been the worst in the 25 years I have lived in Gibsons.

10/19/2017 3:52 PM

767

More sailings.

10/19/2017 3:42 PM

768

More ferries at least every hour , this will cut down on over loads

10/19/2017 3:42 PM

769

adding additional ferries and more hourly ferries

10/19/2017 3:39 PM

770

The future of the terminal don't look that good more people want the highway so we can get out
and back any time we feel like and transport of goods would be way cheaper to bring up here

10/19/2017 3:39 PM

771

Hourly sailings come well ahead of any expenses for terminal improvements.

10/19/2017 3:35 PM

772

Put smaller open vessels in use so as to have hourly service instead off confusing schedules.

10/19/2017 3:26 PM

773

Increased and improved frequency of service

10/19/2017 3:18 PM

774

Enough parking needs to be available for pedestrians - ALWAYS.

10/19/2017 3:16 PM

775

The terminals need to be consider part of the highway system. Locals from the sunshine cost and
Powell River especially need to get better connection guarantees. BC ferries is killing these small
economies.

10/19/2017 3:14 PM

776

We do not need a fancy terminal. We just need more sailings.

10/19/2017 3:10 PM

777

More parking and EV outlets.

10/19/2017 3:08 PM

778

better sailing times, more ferries

10/19/2017 3:06 PM

779

More frequent sailings please!

10/19/2017 3:03 PM

780

A terminal is not a tourist destination. Most people on that route just want to get on the boat and
get to the other side.

10/19/2017 3:03 PM

781

If you have sufficient ferries moving ( hourly ) then the terminal right now is fine - have been on the
coast for 28 years so this new proposal is a third upgrade and totally unnecessary. Spend the
money on more sailings and keep the traffic flowing!! Thank you

10/19/2017 3:01 PM

782

more sailings

10/19/2017 2:53 PM

783

speed up the loading/unloading process by removing walk ons from the car deck

10/19/2017 2:51 PM

784

Hourly sailings, right away. Then upgrade infrastructure to meet that reality.

10/19/2017 2:46 PM

785

Not to have to be waiting so long for ferries; more amenities for when people do have to wait.
Restaurant with indoor seating??

10/19/2017 2:45 PM

786

Simply to add hourly sailings. Less people hanging around the terminal means you don't have to
spend all that money making improvements that are not very important.

10/19/2017 2:43 PM

787

MORE FERRY SAILINGS THAT ARE CONSISTENT AND NOT LATE. Coordinating sailing times
of Horseshoe Bay - Langdale and Powell river ferries so that the sailing times align for commuters.

10/19/2017 2:40 PM

788

Please reroute the ferries to Nanimo, and build a fixed link !!!!

10/19/2017 2:33 PM

789

I would like to see the money potentially being spent on the terminal, relocated to actually
providing reasonable and improved ferry service to the Sunshine Coast. The rest is just not nearly
as important.

10/19/2017 2:33 PM

790

Have priority boarding for the Powell River Travellers'

10/19/2017 2:33 PM

791

More sailings during peak hours

10/19/2017 2:33 PM

792

Priority boarding for people who commute to Vancouver and live in the coast

10/19/2017 2:32 PM

793

Improved food vendors, priority loading for residents.

10/19/2017 2:23 PM

794

More Parking, Hourly Sailings. That is all. We can use the terminal as is, we don't need luxury, but
we need the ferry to function.

10/19/2017 2:15 PM

795

Build a bridge

10/19/2017 2:14 PM
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796

One hour sailings to improve efficiency. Do not waste money on your proposed amenities. I just
want better service !!!

10/19/2017 2:13 PM

797

Hourly sailings and larger ferrys.

10/19/2017 2:11 PM

798

Hourly sailings, this is our highway. Please listen to the people.

10/19/2017 2:07 PM

799

people with pink slips should be priority!especially not have to pay the 20.00 !!!!!!!!!!! anyone living
on the coast should be priority as we live here!! it is like someone from Surrey not allowed to cross
Port Mann Bridge until everyone else crosses!!

10/19/2017 2:03 PM

800

Schedule frequent sailings to eliminate using more infrastructure for people left waiting.

10/19/2017 1:56 PM

801

Hourly sailings are what the coast needs

10/19/2017 1:54 PM

802

Forget the frills, and keep it to efficiencies of loading and offloading with one hour ferry schedules
in the summer months and long weekends

10/19/2017 1:54 PM

803

Have staff work shorter shifts so they are happier and more eager to work hard. Less stressed
workers means more capability to add sailings

10/19/2017 1:52 PM

804

Less delays. Let's get something out on time for once

10/19/2017 1:35 PM

805

To be able to handle the expected increase in demand for timely crossings to HB.

10/19/2017 1:34 PM

806

I feel the current space and facilities would be adequate if there were more frequent sailings. What
the sunshine coast truly needs in an hourly service. The population has doubled in the past couple
decades but the service has been reduced. This makes no sense.

10/19/2017 1:27 PM

807

We need more hourly sailings. The coast has grown exponentially since I moved here in 1989, the
ferry schedule and service has not. This run is now a major highway system. Why can't our main
connection to health, sport and safety resources be seen here? It was so pleasant to see how
happy everyone was when we temporarily had the hourly sailings. No worries about rushing to
catch the ferry to get home. If the government sees fit to eliminate tolls because people shouldn't
have to pay to get home. Then what about those of us who rely on an adequate ferry service. Yes,
I chose to live here but when I did we didn't have problems like this with the ferries. We all knew
the busy times. Now there is no slow times.

10/19/2017 1:26 PM

808

Ensuring those that purchase reservations are loaded first and in the proper lane. If a person has
a medical issue and no reservation but does have a letter from their doctor, they also should get
priority loading. Have more than 2 entry booths.

10/19/2017 1:23 PM

809

RAPID boarding and offloading

10/19/2017 1:22 PM

810

Preferred loading for residents of the Sunshine Coast

10/19/2017 1:21 PM

811

Hourly ferry service, no frills -just service. Why do you want to talk about the icing on the cake
hasn’t even been baked properly yet?

10/19/2017 1:20 PM

812

We DO NOT need more amenities, we NEED more sailings, and more reliable access as
residents. Priority loading for medical trips to Van, priority loading for returning residents over
tourists. MORE SAILINGS!!!!

10/19/2017 1:16 PM

813

foot passenger loading to & from upper deck will increase foot passenger safety and improve
vehicle loading /unloading times

10/19/2017 1:02 PM

814

Once again put the money into another ferry and not into making the terminal pretty.

10/19/2017 1:01 PM

815

Increase sailings and don't spend money on making it a silly tourist trap.

10/19/2017 1:00 PM

816

Maybe more shaded areas for when their are long summer line ups and everyone is required to sit
for hours in the heat. Thank you.

10/19/2017 12:59 PM

817

More sailings!!!!

10/19/2017 12:52 PM

818

Spend the money on increased crossings, not on the terminal!

10/19/2017 12:52 PM

819

more boats less money spent on terminals

10/19/2017 12:48 PM

820

better service, fewer overloads, reserved for people using TAP forms both ways very important

10/19/2017 12:47 PM

821

First preference would be for hourly sailings. Failing that, sailings every two hours THAT ARRIVE
AND LEAVE ON SCHEDULE.

10/19/2017 12:46 PM
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822

More frequent ferries at peak times. Smaller ferry if necessary. Don't expect any taxpayer here to
be excited about expensive fancy upgrades to the terminal. Complete only the work that is needed
for safety and maintenance. We will petitipn our MLA if this foolishness does not stop.

10/19/2017 12:42 PM

823

Run the Nanimo ferry from Langdale .... Need a bypass away from 101!!!! Add automated upper
deck loading on the secondary loading access. Some how get rid of the lights outside the terminal.
Mandatory green for off loading traffic?

10/19/2017 12:41 PM

824

I think we could keep everything as it is and just run two ferries all the time. There wouldn't be a
need for overflow parking, walkon passengers wouldn't have to wait as long so providing better
services for them wouldn't be necessary. The need for more toilets would be reduced. The toll
booth would suffice as is.

10/19/2017 12:37 PM

825

more amenities for Non Car passengers

10/19/2017 12:34 PM

826

Ferries that arrive and depart on time. Schedule that results in less overloads and maintains the
620 am and 530 pm sailongs for commuters. I feel it is gross misuse of funds to upgrade a terminal
so that people have something to do while waiting for late and overloaded ferries. Dealing with the
problem NOT diverting attention from it is what is needed!

10/19/2017 12:31 PM

827

That investments improve the function of the terminal and benefit travellers (not overly focussed on
tourist appeal).

10/19/2017 12:29 PM

828

Hourly sailings. Resident preferential loading.

10/19/2017 12:26 PM

829

Efficiency of loading and unloading and adding pedestrian ramps.

10/19/2017 12:26 PM

830

better parking facilities. better flow of traffic from parking and ferry offloading.

10/19/2017 12:25 PM

831

Better Service, it gets a lot of use. Consistent high foot traffic volume makes moving around,
boarding/disembarking often challenging. Waiting rooms are often standing room only.

10/19/2017 12:22 PM

832

Removal of Reserved loading, adequate parking spaces, separate loading for foot passengers,
secure place for luggage.

10/19/2017 12:21 PM

833

Having all the above running well everyday as well as the ferries on time

10/19/2017 12:14 PM

834

Adequate parking for foot passengers that remains a reasonable price. I support the
implementation of strategies to make the traffic flow , line ups etc.more effecient but not the
construction of new terminal buildings and a food court which are unnecessary.

10/19/2017 12:14 PM

835

That it remains a ferry terminal, not a tourist attraction.

10/19/2017 12:12 PM

836

1. passenger loading ramp separate from the cars. 2. larger waiting room. 3. waiting room
accessible even when cars loading or unloading

10/19/2017 12:11 PM

837

More sailings and improved on time perforancev

10/19/2017 12:05 PM

838

More sailings. No terminal improvements needed other than simply opening the upper lot for
parking. That AND MORE SAILINGS. On less fancy ships. Simple and efficient and
AFFORDABLE. Get more funding from the feds and make it free or cut fees in half at least. More
sailings are what's desperately needed. No money needs to be spent on terminal improvements.

10/19/2017 12:03 PM

839

Hourly sailings!!!

10/19/2017 11:52 AM

840

Upper deck loading ramp on berth 2

10/19/2017 11:49 AM

841

Priority boarding for Sunshine Coast residents.

10/19/2017 11:42 AM

842

I do not/not want a new terminal. It is a waste of money. What we need is another ferry to improve
service

10/19/2017 11:37 AM

843

Priority boarding for locals, we shouldn't have to pay extra to go on our highway or wait 2 or 4
hours for the next ferry. Instead of giving discounts to RV's that take up a lot of space they should
pay extra, we should get lower rates as we have to pay every time, not just while on a holiday.

10/19/2017 11:35 AM

844

Better food options. A place to take a stroll while waiting for the next ferry which is 3 hours later.

10/19/2017 11:33 AM

845

Reduce waiting times, bring back hourly service.

10/19/2017 11:32 AM

846

Passenger off loading ramp so they don't have to walk off in front of the traffic, should help keep
on time if you don't have to wait for the foot passengers to off load

10/19/2017 11:31 AM

847

We don't need a new terminal. We need one hour sailings.

10/19/2017 11:27 AM
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848

Hourly service using 2 smaller ships especially in off-season. More late sailings permitting us to
attend evening functions.Priority boarding for TAP passengers.

10/19/2017 11:26 AM

849

My priority for the future of the terminal is to leave well enough alone, and stop diverting funds
here. Is this a 'make work' project for overpaid management ??? Just give us more sailings.
There's nothing I've hated more than seeing the mega cash-grabs at the Swartz Bay & Departure
Bay terminals, forcing out smaller vendors and replacing them with chains like Starbucks, Rocky
Mtn. Sweets, et all. I resent having to walk through all that merchandising at the Dep. Bay
Terminal; leave Langdale ALONE and provide ESSENTIAL services like ....oh, I don't
know...maybe FERRY SAILINGS????. Check out the local facebook forums; people are so fed up
with this idiocy.

10/19/2017 11:21 AM

850

Money spent on more sailings and schedules that are made so that the sailings are not
consistently behind by the end of the day. We do NOT need to invest in retail mall

10/19/2017 11:16 AM

851

Hourly sailings and more long term parking that is where the money should go.

10/19/2017 11:14 AM

852

More frequent sailings so we don't have to wait. I'm sure visitors would prefer shorter wait times
too.

10/19/2017 11:09 AM

853

My priority is the ferry service. Hourly and reliable would be great. I don't think any money should
be spent on the terminal until the actual ferry sailings issues are solved!

10/19/2017 10:59 AM

854

Leaving on time and reliability are the most important asoects for me. Having ferries every hour to
prevent long wait times are the most important thing. Upgrading what is already there is a waste of
time and money

10/19/2017 10:56 AM

855

Parking available to coast residents extremely important for walk ons

10/19/2017 10:55 AM

856

Public engagement as a public TRANSPORT service, not the wish list of wants to feed
consumers.

10/19/2017 10:49 AM

857

Spend more time ensuring that the boat runs on schedule and stop waiting money on shit like this.

10/19/2017 10:48 AM

858

I have already stated this in the answer I have previously done.

10/19/2017 10:47 AM

859

with overflow traffic during hot months, somewhere to allow family to sit or play outside is also
needed.

10/19/2017 10:46 AM

860

More sailing times and reliable ferry service. I would prefer less money being spent on amenities
and facilities, and more being spent on service or another vessel. As a person with a disability, it is
ridiculous that an hour appointment in Vancouver for my health can cost me hours of time in
parking lots. I do not care if the parking lots are more comfortable or have more shops, I care
about BC Ferries being fast and reliable. Please make our highway reliable for everyone!!!
Including people who have a hard time leaving their car!!

10/19/2017 10:43 AM

861

More efficient loading times. Separate foot passenger loading.

10/19/2017 10:39 AM

862

To have a lane specifically for residents of Powell River to make sure they get on the connecting
ferry to Vancouver when travelling so they don't have to wait and/or travel for 10 hours to get to
their destination. It is our only highway access and it should be available to us.

10/19/2017 10:39 AM

863

customer parking more frequent sailings on smaller ships

10/19/2017 10:33 AM

864

More parking and more shelter for foot passengers for when the weather is bad.

10/19/2017 10:31 AM

865

Scheduling that be on time. Ideally, smaller vessels running more often.

10/19/2017 10:29 AM

866

A ferry that arrives and departs on schedule and with increased frequency.

10/19/2017 10:24 AM

867

Hourly ferries so more on time with schedule and emptying the lot and therefore more room in
holding lot not as necessary.

10/19/2017 10:24 AM

868

Moderate changes, as listed above. Parking space is the priority I see.

10/19/2017 10:24 AM

869

Passenger only ferry. Healthy food options.

10/19/2017 10:21 AM

870

Hourly sailings all year round and larger pay parking

10/19/2017 10:18 AM

871

Foot passenger loading and toll booth efficiency. Parking access and flow

10/19/2017 10:15 AM

872

Put on a bigger ferry or another ferry so we don't have the long waits that have been
happening.The way it is now it stops me from using the ferry as often as I would like to.My family
lives over there and I am on the island and our Nanaimo ferry needs a survey also.

10/19/2017 10:15 AM
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873

Increased sailings. Smaller ferries?more sailings!

10/19/2017 10:14 AM

874

Add more ferries! Dont spend money on upgrade!

10/19/2017 10:12 AM

875

Better parking capability. Better access from the highway - I’m not sure of the benefit of only one
lane feeding the entry kiosk.

10/19/2017 10:09 AM

876

Having a walkway directly onto the passenger deck of the ferry

10/19/2017 10:05 AM

877

Make it tolerable for people who live on the coast tourist season comes and you cant even leave
the coast

10/19/2017 10:03 AM

878

Stop with the shopping and food!! It's a 40 minute ride, make it effiecent and you will see income.
Seriously the shopping and food is to take advantage of people stuck there for hours? It's not that
hard! Sailing sailings sailings

10/19/2017 9:58 AM

879

Better ferry schedules that link with earls cove. Gibson and sechelt aren't the only communities on
the Sunshine Coast. Powell River is important too!!!

10/19/2017 9:54 AM

880

to have sailings every hour we do not need a plaza at all, it is our highway we dont need more
vendors for summer visiters.

10/19/2017 9:51 AM

881

More ferries!

10/19/2017 9:51 AM

882

More sailings!!! Priority for residents

10/19/2017 9:45 AM

883

Better experience for foot passengers.

10/19/2017 9:42 AM

884

The ability to take more passengers is my only concern- demand is exceeding capacity- and
anything that improves efficiency to avoid so many late sailings

10/19/2017 9:40 AM

885

Upper deck berth 2 upper passenger walkway, more frequent sailings, passenger only service

10/19/2017 9:37 AM

886

Make the ferry affordable and stop wasting money!

10/19/2017 9:36 AM

887

better flow and function.

10/19/2017 9:35 AM

888

increase accessibility to ferries to increase traffic to the Sunshine Coast. Ferries should be
connecting to those in Horseshoe Bay. What about a ferry to Departure Bay to avoid the nightmare
in Horseshoe Bay????

10/19/2017 9:34 AM

889

Increased Short Term parking spaces. Create park and ride shuttle for long term parking if no
closer area available to expand short term parking area.

10/19/2017 9:33 AM

890

Hourly sailings. Start listening to the people and not your pocket books.

10/19/2017 9:26 AM

891

Hourly Ferries are the most important to the folks living on the Sunshine Coast!

10/19/2017 9:19 AM

892

Better times and service

10/19/2017 9:09 AM

893

The highest priority is getting out of the terminal with MORE REGULAR SAILINGS AT PEAK
PERIODS. And: Enhanced Bike access and parking (created in consultation with bike riders and
cycling organizations). Play spaces for children waiting.

10/19/2017 9:07 AM

894

Larger or more frequent ferries during busy times and seasons to prevent overload

10/19/2017 9:04 AM

895

That it remains a small, quiet terminal. It's right on the water and less impact is better.

10/19/2017 9:02 AM

896

To replace it with a bridge. BCF is very mismanaged since it’s incorperation. You are not there to
make a profit. You are there to serve the people of the Sunshine Coast and you are doing a poor
job of it. Build a toll bridge. Sell off Horseshoe bay save Bowen Is docks and move the rest to
Langdale for cheaper land and a shorter run to Nanaimo.

10/19/2017 9:01 AM

897

We want hourly sailings. Spend the money on hourly sailings.

10/19/2017 9:00 AM

898

Better service with ferry schedules and more sailing

10/19/2017 9:00 AM

899

Build overhead access for foot passengers to board & depart ferry. Increase pay parking,
otherwise no where to park. Add foot passenger only sailings, ie every second hour would work
well to downtown Vancouver Sea Bus terminal

10/19/2017 8:56 AM

900

The lineup from the toll booths to the hill.

10/19/2017 8:55 AM

901

lower fares... especially for people living on the coast. more ferries at peak times.

10/19/2017 8:53 AM

902

Easy accessible to ferry!

10/19/2017 8:53 AM
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903

You cannot possibly keep up with future with this LIMITED facility. The only solution is to build a
bridge!!!

10/19/2017 8:52 AM

904

Ferry should be running every hour and should be given first opportunity to the community.it sucks
to wait for hours and hours to get back home.

10/19/2017 8:50 AM

905

Second ferry runs acces to second berth

10/19/2017 8:47 AM

906

Save the money on making things pretty, we don't need to shop or get food for a 40 minute ride.
We just need to get back and forth. Put the money in hourly sailings and everybody is happy.

10/19/2017 8:41 AM

907

Run the ferries on time and deal with the constant overloads.

10/19/2017 8:39 AM

908

No other access to/from lanes when exiting the ship. Parking and pick/drop should have own
access to terminal.

10/19/2017 8:39 AM

909

I want to get on the ferry at the time it is suppose to be at on time. Build a bridge so we can come
and go when we choose to

10/19/2017 8:36 AM

910

Dry, warm access to Route 13. Good dry, clean, warm services for people travelling with dogs.
Accessible parking for year round pass holders.

10/19/2017 8:34 AM

911

Improved and expanded parking and baggage safety.

10/19/2017 8:30 AM

912

If there is money to be spent, priority should be given to increasing the number of sailings. It is a
far more important to the residents of the Sunshine coast than on shore amenities.

10/19/2017 8:28 AM

913

better on line information

10/19/2017 8:27 AM

914

24 hour sailings

10/19/2017 8:27 AM

915

Second ferry!

10/19/2017 8:27 AM

916

Bigger ferries and docking areas for the increased demand. I don’t want to hang around the
terminal; I want to have better transportation service.

10/19/2017 8:26 AM

917

corridor for walk-on passengers

10/19/2017 8:23 AM

918

More ferry sailings. Secure baggage area.

10/19/2017 8:23 AM

919

A forty minute ferry ride now takes at least two hours. My priority is for BC ferries to get us out of
the terminal and onto the boat.

10/19/2017 8:23 AM

920

Preferred loading for residents.

10/19/2017 8:22 AM

921

To ensure that the sailings are frequent enough so that those of us who live on the coast are able
to get into/out of our area when the Holiday Throngs arrive

10/19/2017 8:21 AM

922

I'm fine with it as is.

10/19/2017 8:20 AM

923

More frequent ferry times. Our little Sunshine Coast isn't so little anymore and we have way more
traffic going back and forth.

10/19/2017 8:18 AM

924

Hourly ferries, priority boarding for handicapped & registered locals !!

10/19/2017 8:17 AM

925

The only upgrade should be the overhead walkway. Otherwise, your just gong to increase cost.
Sunshine Coast is just an extension of the highway, maybe you should treat it that way and give
us better ferry service. We don't need the frills, just more ferries. The Coast is growing and BC
Ferries can't figure out that we need more sailings. Just not in the summer!! Just look at the
overloads on Mondays or Tuesdays, Fridays. Heck, everyday is BAD!!

10/19/2017 8:15 AM

926

Reliable ferry on time schedule, hourly. I use the ferry to get to work. Please take this message to
your CEO and have him take a ferry ride for a week to and from see what the ferry is actually is
used for

10/19/2017 8:13 AM

927

Merging traffic is a problem. The traffic light turning red as ferry traffic is unloading is also a
problem. Would love to tell you about our old highway which desperately needs updating.

10/19/2017 8:12 AM

928

Better security for checked luggage. Walk on passenger dedicated ramp. More and upgraded
vendor and tourist info areas.

10/19/2017 8:12 AM

929

1) More sailings 2) Keep cost down 3) Offer a “local” rate. 4) provide a smoking area.

10/19/2017 8:11 AM

930

HOURLY SERVICE!

10/19/2017 8:11 AM

931

Hourly sailings. Local traffic priority.

10/19/2017 8:10 AM
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932

Better access for foot passengers. More frequent sailings.

10/19/2017 8:10 AM

933

Tell BC Ferries to stop wasting money on the terminal and put on hourly sailings.

10/19/2017 8:08 AM

934

More sailings for our increased full time population!

10/19/2017 8:07 AM

935

Meet growing capacity with additional sailings. Provide amenities for safety and comfort on busy
days. Residents prefer on-time, regular ferry service over additional amenities.

10/19/2017 8:04 AM

936

More ferry runs like an hourly basis

10/19/2017 8:04 AM

937

Load all the car there if space on the vessel.

10/19/2017 8:03 AM

938

Shade & a smoking area

10/19/2017 7:59 AM

939

would like to see hourly sailings and on time arrivals

10/19/2017 7:59 AM

940

1) Create a separate queue so that foot passengers can load independently of vehicle traffic. 2)
Allow parking lot traffic access the highway without having to wait to merge with offloading
vehicles.

10/19/2017 7:58 AM

941

improved vendor facilities and waiting area - if there is no improvement to sailing times, a proper
waiting area is essential!

10/19/2017 7:57 AM

942

hour ferry and foot passenger ferry

10/19/2017 7:57 AM

943

Run ferry’s every hour and be on time. It’s a 40 minute ferry ride don’t need all the bells and
whistles or setting up new way s to increase revenue such as adding a pay booth at langdale,
more restaurants, etc. This is an extension of the hug and Customers simply want consistently
reliable service at an affordable cost.

10/19/2017 7:57 AM

944

More frequent, and accommodating runs in langdale. 40 years ago it ran for longer duration of the
day, and every hour. The glorified parking lot is fine how it is. If you upgrade the sailings, there will
be no need for services on the terminal. There won't be much wait time :) hope you guys can
figure it out and go with what the people want. Not what you think they want.

10/19/2017 7:56 AM

945

All I care about is that the ferries are on time!! It sucks going to the city mid week for specialist
appointments and then coming home to 40 min late ferries! I have 2 kids under 2! Also make
ferries more parent/baby friendly

10/19/2017 7:55 AM

946

Provide on-time hourly sailings and you'll eliminate the need to do much to the terminal at all.

10/19/2017 7:55 AM

947

More comfort. It is not a very fun place to wait for an extended time. A larger waiting area will help
a lot.

10/19/2017 7:50 AM

948

More ferries

10/19/2017 7:49 AM

949

Ontime performance No ferry waits Safety for unloading - merg from pick up area, lane changes,
pedestrians

10/19/2017 7:47 AM

950

More frequent sailings. Two ferries, hour sailings. Having to wait two and three sailing waits in the
off season is just not okay. Missing medical appointments, aging parents birthdays, etc. is not
okay. Having to take public transportation to airports because of inefficiency in getting a ferry is not
always easy. Something has to change. Tourists are not wanting to return. Locals are beyond
frustrated.

10/19/2017 7:47 AM

951

HOURLY SAILINGS AND ON TIME SAILINGS FOR LOCALS!

10/19/2017 7:45 AM

952

More parking - separate upper deck loading for walk ons - hourly sailings

10/19/2017 7:45 AM

953

Main priority is to have walk-in passengers access directly to Deck 5 on the ferry. no longer
accessing via the lower deck

10/19/2017 7:44 AM

954

Parking and exiting. The existing indoor area of the terminal is never full, why build a new one. I
have never had a bad experience walking on, why make this an issue.

10/19/2017 7:42 AM

955

Add a second ferry consistently. Medically assured passengers should be able to board up to the
10 min mark not 30.

10/19/2017 7:40 AM

956

Less wait for ferr

10/19/2017 7:36 AM

957

To spend the least amount of money!!! It would be simple to add the passenger drop off lane
(amost $0) add a traffic control person at the parking area merge area and add another washroom.

10/19/2017 7:36 AM

958

the future should have hourly sailings, on time sailings and less costly fares

10/19/2017 7:35 AM
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959

Local resident priority

10/19/2017 7:32 AM

960

Increased long-term parking capacity - it is always full. Boarding and unloading from the ferry as a
walk-on passenger is less uncomfortable during fall and winter months.

10/19/2017 7:31 AM

961

Better foot passenger loading

10/19/2017 7:31 AM

962

More sailings. Less wait time. Fewer overloads.

10/19/2017 7:30 AM

963

More sailings that connect to Earls cove ferry in an efficient way

10/19/2017 7:28 AM

964

Please. Just get us to and fro on time. This is our highway and though certain circumstances are
above control, most would be alleviated with more frequent on time sailings without the need of
turning our terminal into a bazaar. Not a priority.

10/19/2017 7:28 AM

965

Better walk on passenger waiting areas

10/19/2017 7:25 AM

966

More,sailings

10/19/2017 7:23 AM

967

An extended area for shade in summer for long waits!

10/19/2017 7:23 AM

968

HOURLY SAILINGS ... this is part of the #1 Highway ..

10/19/2017 7:22 AM

969

Hourly sailings. Forget "fixing the terminal". Any so called improvements doesn't fix what is broke
and that is waiting times. Listen to the residents. We don't need more vendors or better waiting
areas. That is strictly a tourist upgrade.

10/19/2017 7:22 AM

970

Preferred boarding for residents and hourly sailings. There are no fixes required to the terminal,
parking lot or roads!

10/19/2017 7:22 AM

971

A more regular schedule (closer to hourly, like the summer) through more than just to summer.
Thanksgiving, Easter, other shoulder periods need better service

10/19/2017 7:18 AM

972

increasing ferries is far more important than providing more of a terminal. If you have more
sailings.. there is no need for the revamp of the terminal.. the last place I plan to spend time is at
Langdale waiting for a ferry. I want to be able to go, get on and leave... hourly sailings on a smaller
ferry is far more important that spending money to make this a BC Ferries Mall.!!!

10/19/2017 7:18 AM

973

Make your priority moving people efficiently, not providing a tourist attraction.

10/19/2017 7:18 AM

974

Residency lane.. Residents discount... Residents. First. Priority.

10/19/2017 7:18 AM

975

"More ferries.

10/19/2017 7:14 AM

976

Hourly Service, 1 large boat, one smaller boat. Coast residents should have priority to boarding.
We should not have to wait for any sailings. Stop trying to manipulate the public into thinking we
need a new terminal when we need slight changes and to WORKING boats. Quit spending our tax
dollars on fluff and come on down and play in the dirt with the rest of us hard working people.

10/19/2017 7:14 AM

977

Parking

10/19/2017 7:13 AM

978

more frequent sailing times, perhaps a smaller ferry between larger ones. Seniors "free" , not 1/2
price mid week, man on modest incomes can no longer justify cost to visit friends in lower
mainland. Lonely people.

10/19/2017 7:11 AM

979

Hourly service and priority boarding for coast residents

10/19/2017 7:10 AM

980

More frequent ferry runs is my priority. There wouldn’t be holding area problems if the cars could
load on the ferry and leave. Don’t plan to hold more cars in wait mode; rather, planto move them
out faster with MORE frequent sailings.

10/19/2017 7:10 AM

981

More ferries

10/19/2017 7:09 AM

982

Increased ferry service and increased services options for those waiting sometimes up to 4 hours
also PA system needs an upgrade to be able to understand announcements. More outdoor tables

10/19/2017 7:08 AM

983

Parking lot merging into ferry traffic during offloading. This shouldn’t happen. The parking lot traffic
should have their own lane

10/19/2017 7:07 AM

984

We have never experienced difficulties with the terminal at Langdale. The parking is adequate and
affordable. The staff are friendly and thecsystems are efficient and comfortable. The waits are
manageable. It is much better in every way to HSB.

10/19/2017 7:06 AM

985

Efficiency and avoiding backlogs during peak times

10/19/2017 7:03 AM
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986

Add long term parking spaces: other than that, our tax dollars would be better used with a second
ferry to get us to our destination rather than waiting another 2 hours in a fancy parking lot.

10/19/2017 7:03 AM

987

Improved services when waiting for ferries

10/19/2017 7:02 AM

988

That there are hourly ferries to help the traffic congestion year round

10/19/2017 7:02 AM

989

That it stay FREE to leave the coast. Always.

10/19/2017 7:02 AM

990

Comfort in poor weather for foot passengers.

10/19/2017 6:59 AM

991

Why are sleeping accommodations being thought about?

10/19/2017 6:59 AM

992

Adding More Sailings

10/19/2017 6:58 AM

993

Easy access on to ship and off as either a pedestrian or in a vehicle. Timely service, lower cost

10/19/2017 6:56 AM

994

More places to eat and longer hours

10/19/2017 6:56 AM

995

Hourly ferry service. On time performance of ferries. Passenger only high speed boat to HSB.

10/19/2017 6:55 AM

996

Hourly runs ..not updating the terminal

10/19/2017 6:54 AM

997

Make it free; make it easy to use and make it work so everyone has access to their homes and
work.

10/19/2017 6:53 AM

998

Nore efficient ferry service. New better bigger boats. Much better ferry schedule to eliminate
overload. Space behind the ferry shop dedicated to pets so our pets don't have to stay at the
bottom!!! Pet area is filthy and kennels never get disinfected hence these is a risk of disease
transfer. Many animals have anxiety issues and CANNOT stay in the car alone or in the pet area
alone. Pet area is WAY TOO SMALL . No quiet area on the boats! I don't care about terminal
improvements before our ferry schedule and conditions get fixed first! I am sick and tired of our
coastal hwy being so poorly managed. There needs to be a road built or new boats provided first
with much better schedule so we don't have to miss work, wait in terminal for hours, leave our pets
alone, not having access to a quiet space to read a book.

10/19/2017 6:51 AM

999

Increase actual ferry service. Punctuality, and increased silings. Then none of these terminal
improvements are relevant.

10/19/2017 6:50 AM

1000

Use the money to improve ferry performance, rather than the terminal. That matters more. Add a
ferry.

10/19/2017 6:46 AM

1001

For passenger to not have to be sitting there for hours on end. That would eliminate most of the
need for washrooms and vendors. Change to sailings every hour.

10/19/2017 6:46 AM

1002

Hourly service.

10/19/2017 6:43 AM

1003

Ferries that work, ferries that are on time, hourly service, NO frills, stores, boutiques, etc. This is
our highway. It has to work efficiently .

10/19/2017 6:43 AM

1004

This survey assumes a lot of lineups, parking and access issues. They would mostly disappear if
there were more (enough) (HOURLY) sailings.

10/19/2017 6:39 AM

1005

I am a resident for 30 years. I would like to see residents get priority loading, same with sports
teams. We need to know we are able to get to work in the city and back on time

10/19/2017 6:38 AM

1006

More sailings!

10/19/2017 6:37 AM

1007

On time performance. More sailings.

10/19/2017 6:36 AM

1008

Faster and more frequent ferry service to move people out of the terminal and get them to their
destination

10/19/2017 6:35 AM

1009

The propoded upgrade is monstrously wasteful. The quintessential need is hourly ferries as there
was for too brief a period earlier this year. The proposed plan is wasteful an BC Ferries has lost
focus and is straying extremely far from its mandate and purpose!!!!

10/19/2017 6:35 AM

1010

Sort out loading and unloading of passengers on and off ferry. People from the parking lot and bus
stop having to walk through traffic to get down to the ferry.

10/19/2017 6:33 AM

1011

finding better management, or maybe just less and taking all the money you save and using it to
lower fares

10/19/2017 6:33 AM

1012

Hourly sailings, discount for locals

10/19/2017 6:29 AM
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1013

Separate buses and txie from car drop off. for safety.

10/19/2017 6:28 AM

1014

If you move to a one hour ferry schedule then the time I spend in the terminal is minimzed and I do
not need improved facilities. This review needs a good cost/benefit analysis with a fair weighting of
the user satisfacttion of the total travel time component. The shorter travel period the better. You
can not make my time loss feel better by making the terminal more efficient.

10/19/2017 6:27 AM

1015

preventing overloaded and/or delayed ferries...which seems to be happening more regularly Fri
nights that I notice as this is when I travel most into Vancouver.

10/19/2017 6:25 AM

1016

It's ridiculous loading on the main deck. So many walk-ins are standing in the freezing cold every
day because 95% of the people can't go inside the building (because it's not worth it to walk farther
and then come back to the gate or because the gates are shut). A cover ramp would let walk-one
load/unload with cars and speed up the whole process.

10/19/2017 6:24 AM

1017

TAP passengers/vehicles given priority boarding ALWAYS..

10/19/2017 6:23 AM

1018

Timely, efficient access to our only transportation route. This is our highway!

10/19/2017 6:20 AM

1019

More frequent ferry service to meet the growing needs of this population. Improved on time
performance.

10/19/2017 6:12 AM

1020

Sailings need to be increased. This is the highway to the Sunshine Coast and people who live
there are dependent on them. We have doctors appointments and things that we need to make in
the city. With the Sunshine Coast getting busier and busier, you can always depend on a one
sailing wait and for residents this is unacceptable. The best time was when the ferry was being
updated and took fewer cars but we had increased sailings. This should be a priority.

10/19/2017 6:10 AM

1021

think it works pretty well already

10/19/2017 6:10 AM

1022

Mope long-term parking is needed.

10/19/2017 6:10 AM

1023

Hourly sailings

10/19/2017 6:09 AM

1024

Hourly sailings.....that is all

10/19/2017 6:09 AM

1025

Sailings need to increase to every hour. Two hours is too long to wait between sailings. Kids need
somewhere to play while they wait and parents need a coffee shop with better hours

10/19/2017 6:05 AM

1026

Better wifi, more food options, better traffic merging in the peak seasons (summer long weekends
etc)

10/19/2017 6:04 AM

1027

Extend it to horseshoe bay

10/19/2017 6:02 AM

1028

We want more sailings and less 2 - 4 Hoyt waits.

10/19/2017 6:00 AM

1029

Don't waste money on terminal expansion. Spend money on hourly service. 2 boats.

10/19/2017 5:57 AM

1030

More parking, more sailings. limit Capital $ going to "improvements" to amenities as I would rather
have more sailings thus spending less time at the terminal.

10/19/2017 5:57 AM

1031

These proposed improvements would not be an issue if the ferry ran every hour. People would not
be held at Langdale for long periods of time as they would get on the ferry quickly with more
frequent sailings. Don’t waste money on improvement. More sailings instead.

10/19/2017 5:57 AM

1032

On time More choices for travel back to mainland and back to coast

10/19/2017 5:55 AM

1033

Improve schedule so Powell River residents can make it Vancouver and home more efficiently

10/19/2017 5:55 AM

1034

More sailings More parking. Who cares about vendors. This is an essential service. You continue
making it for tourists. But is who live here have to take a taxi to walk in because there no parking.
And. We can not get to appointments because of too few sailings. Think about the residents

10/19/2017 5:55 AM

1035

Improved service, more sailings!

10/19/2017 5:54 AM

1036

less waiting time by adding sailings

10/19/2017 5:53 AM

1037

More parking, less vendors.

10/19/2017 5:52 AM

1038

On time sailings every hour!!

10/19/2017 5:51 AM

1039

Improved access to our highway by providing hourly service with smaller vessels at cheaper
prices; don't start charging on the Langdale side

10/19/2017 5:51 AM

1040

Better or more connecting time frame for ferries. Keep the cost down.

10/19/2017 5:49 AM
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1041

More sailings and more on time sailings. The ferry terminal could be a mud hut for all I care. I just
need to get to and from work ON TIME twelve months a year.

10/19/2017 5:39 AM

1042

There is not enough room for those who want to leave their cars behind to walk on the ferry.

10/19/2017 5:38 AM

1043

that the ferries try to be more accountable for scheduling and consider residents over summer
tourists and weekend warriors, we rely on this ferry as our only route off coast, so scheduling
shouldn't change much after summer the ferry service should stay consistent all year round

10/19/2017 5:34 AM

1044

Upper deck passenger loading. Double decking the second berth.

10/19/2017 5:31 AM

1045

The terminal is fine the way it is, Sunshine Coast residence need better ferry departures and cost
to get home. How is it fair that someone like myself who has lived here for almost 55 years has to
wait in a line up and pay the same as a tourist to leave or come home. I would gladly use the ferry
second weekend if I didn’t have to wait in line ups or pay a fortune to get home. I say leave the
terminal alone and figure out something for the residents.

10/19/2017 5:30 AM

1046

To have a way for customers going on the earls cove sailing be unloaded first I order to make the
connection.

10/19/2017 5:25 AM

1047

Get a car rental vendor, add sailings so increase capacity to accomodate that

10/19/2017 5:24 AM

1048

Increased capacity for longer term parking, not having to merge with ferry traffic when leaving the
terminal from the passenger pickup/long term parking area

10/19/2017 5:23 AM

1049

Hourly sailing!!!!!

10/19/2017 5:12 AM

1050

Make a sailing that leaves every hour to ease the traffic

10/19/2017 5:12 AM

1051

Another ferry so we can have a sailing every hour.

10/19/2017 5:06 AM

1052

Clearly to travel less as the service you are providing is unacceptable

10/19/2017 4:54 AM

1053

Bathrooms mid way as I have seen seniors struggle walking to the upper ones n to far for lower
ones

10/19/2017 4:52 AM

1054

Again you have a plan and it involves spending $ when you really need to improve your on time
performance for people who use the ferry daily. The majority of this survey is to justify spending $
for the tourists. How about the commuters?

10/19/2017 4:48 AM

1055

If we have more ferries, lets say it hourly, we don,t need to make any changes because the cars
will come and go and no need for phisical changes to the terminal.I WANT HOURLY FERRIES

10/19/2017 4:42 AM

1056

Every hour Salings !!!!!!! Foot passenger walk on/off ramp .

10/19/2017 4:41 AM

1057

Close Langdale and put a fixed link .

10/19/2017 4:40 AM

1058

As a Powell River resident who commutes weekly assured efficient loading and unloading is my
main priority

10/19/2017 4:36 AM

1059

The parking situation must be addressed - both capacity and merging into traffic coming off the
ferry.

10/19/2017 4:34 AM

1060

No long ferry waits!! Ie longer than one hour.

10/19/2017 4:27 AM

1061

Sailings every hour!!

10/19/2017 4:21 AM

1062

Better service our ferry service is terrible and expensive

10/19/2017 4:15 AM

1063

Being able to park somewhere in the parking lot.

10/19/2017 4:15 AM

1064

Faster flow for loading and unloading vessels. That way ferries will run more efficiently/on time.

10/19/2017 4:12 AM

1065

Parking Easy walk on capacities Good traffic flow

10/19/2017 4:11 AM

1066

More efficiency around loading and unloading foot passengers.

10/19/2017 4:06 AM
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1067

More frequent sailings, fewer reserved spots, full loading without schedule delay, no fees for
parking as was the original promise after the paving was paid for. No body believes you now, with
any promise made... predicatable overflow parking. Road parking now banned. Priority loading
without reservations for those traveling for medical appointments in the city. Wifi implemented
securely, encrypted transit to router and auto reconnect once agreement signed once. More
transparency... for instance about ever accepting debt cards on board, the amount of reserved
space on each ferry. Include passenger time in calculations of cost always. Your impact on our
community in terms of lost productive time is huge. No reservations, your profit, are not the
solution to this.

10/19/2017 4:00 AM

1068

Run two ferries and allow everyone who wants to travel be able to without waiting 4 hours. You
are hoping a terminal upgrade can fix a problem caused by very poor service

10/19/2017 3:55 AM

1069

Turnstiles rather than tickets

10/19/2017 3:49 AM

1070

The terminal means nothing to my family. Residents priority boarding and /or discounts to
Sunshine Coast residents.

10/19/2017 3:46 AM

1071

Hourly service and reduced wait times

10/19/2017 3:28 AM

1072

Parking long and short term. Better drop off are

10/19/2017 3:14 AM

1073

It important that the area is clean and safe.

10/19/2017 3:11 AM

1074

Not spending money on the terminal and instead improving ferry service.

10/19/2017 3:06 AM

1075

More ferries for those who live and work on the Sunshine Coast.

10/19/2017 2:56 AM

1076

Increase ferry capacity(bigger boats) or more services during peak seasons. Separate ramp for
passengers. Increase parking lot capacity.

10/19/2017 2:21 AM

1077

Is just a parking lot. To get on and off ferry.

10/19/2017 1:44 AM

1078

Hourly sailings. The Terminal doesn't matter so much if you are just passing through it as opposed
to being stuck there for hours.

10/19/2017 1:00 AM

1079

Safe secure parking and safety of foot passengers

10/19/2017 12:36 AM

1080

Improving the experience when having to wait sailings. More food options, more kid friendly small
park area or craft area

10/19/2017 12:35 AM

1081

Make that bitch on time and we Gucci mi amigos

10/19/2017 12:28 AM

1082

1) upper deck walk on loading system 2) parking lot reengineer I got for more parking and no
merging 3) heated accessible waiting area for walk on passengers (central and not split by
loading/unloading traffic)

10/19/2017 12:27 AM

1083

To make sure I always have a reservation, so I'm not stuck in a 1-2 sailing wait

10/19/2017 12:14 AM

1084

MORE FERRIES more often! Arriving and leaving on time!!!

10/19/2017 12:04 AM

1085

none don't care need more sailings because of this increased traffic flow, you are not servicing the
needs of the people right now so seems like a stupid time to introduce this terminal. Talk about
pissing people off.

10/19/2017 12:03 AM

1086

Concentrate on making the experience more confortable for the people using the public transit.
People should use the busses.

10/19/2017 12:02 AM

1087

Hourly ferry service. Nothing else matters.

10/18/2017 11:58 PM

1088

Less improvements and more actual ferry crossings ok

10/18/2017 11:44 PM

1089

Parking and efficiency

10/18/2017 11:30 PM

1090

Hourly ferries. No $ spent on new terminal

10/18/2017 11:28 PM

1091

Improved foot passenger boarding.

10/18/2017 11:25 PM
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1092

Priorities are for the terminal to allow for more flow-through of traffic from the parking lot to the
bypass (instead of 30 cars getting stuck in the lot waiting for the entire ferry to unload). Overall
priorities are for ferries to actually meet the demands of the volume of commuters, not to give us a
more comfortable environment in which to WAIT for the next boat. The frequency of boats being
beyond two hours, the number of overloads, and reliability is ridiculous and painfully affecting the
Coast's residences, businesses, tourism, and overall well-being. MORE BOATS. MORE OFTEN.
PRIORITY ON RESIDENTS AND BUSINESSES THAT RELY ON THESE BOATS AS A MEANS
OF TRANSPORT FOR LIFE... stop wasting money on advertising, "ferry vacations", restaurants
and other amenities! Try that AFTER you've successfully managed to transport people where they
need to go when they need to get there. Thank you for seeking input.

10/18/2017 11:18 PM

1093

More frequent sailings and more consistent scheduling.

10/18/2017 11:14 PM

1094

More accommodating parents area! Along with the ability to take the dog with you. Foot
passengers don't have a vehicle to leave a pet while using the washroom and traveling with kids &
pets if very difficult without a vehicle on BC ferries. VERY LIMITED! Goes for on board as well!

10/18/2017 11:14 PM

1095

Offer hourly sailings, assures loading for residents!

10/18/2017 11:10 PM

1096

More sailings, less or no shopping.

10/18/2017 11:06 PM

1097

Reservations get priority loading like they used too.

10/18/2017 11:04 PM

1098

I would love to see the traffic being efficiently loaded and unloaded, for the ferries to be running on
time and assuring residents priority boarding. Any improvements that will encourage an efficient
flow of traffic being able to merge both loading and off loading!

10/18/2017 10:55 PM

1099

Anything that will help on time performance and more frequent sailings during busy times.

10/18/2017 10:51 PM

1100

Priority should be on transporting people, not entertaining them while waiting hours and hours.

10/18/2017 10:48 PM

1101

The merge between parking lot and offloading ferry traffic is dangerous because a lane runs out
right on the curve. This should be addressed. Please ensure queuing is fair no matter which road
and lane we arrive at the terminal on. Would be good to have a larger indoor waiting area.

10/18/2017 10:46 PM

1102

Don't make the terminal a fancy holding-tank, just increase the # of sailings! Focus on the
pedestrian experience (safety, convenience) in order to enable people to leave their cars at home
or in the parking lot.

10/18/2017 10:43 PM

1103

Cheaper fares. More sailings. Direct to Island.

10/18/2017 10:41 PM

1104

Safety and convenience of loading and unloading of foot passengers is a high priority. It's very
difficult for elderly dragging suit cases past vehicles on main deck. Long term parking is insufficient
and we often have to wait for ferry from Horseshoe Bay to dock before we can find parking, and
then there's a rush to make the ferry.

10/18/2017 10:40 PM

1105

Efficiency of loading/un reliable timing regular sails...the rest is all fluff for a resident who NEEDS
to get back and forth

10/18/2017 10:37 PM

1106

It's fine as is, perhaps additional parking would help out at busier times.

10/18/2017 10:36 PM

1107

Overhead walkway to load foot passengers.

10/18/2017 10:35 PM

1108

I would want to see hourly sailings. Our population deserves that.

10/18/2017 10:34 PM

1109

Nice, convenient but not overkill. Inviting and modern but not at so great cost to raise pricescourse, you could reduce management staff salaries to do that.

10/18/2017 10:33 PM

1110

Reduce time spent in the terminal by increasing sailing frequency.

10/18/2017 10:29 PM

1111

Ideally to not have to wait but since hourly ferries don’t seem to be on the agenda then making the
long wait as pleasurable as possible would be appreciated

10/18/2017 10:27 PM

1112

Food vendors being accessible and available until the evening when sailings stop, and perhaps a
coffee shop down by the existing waiting area as the bakery gets too packed and is far from any
shelter. That would be awesome! Being able to buy a beer for your wait would be great too if thats
possible!

10/18/2017 10:26 PM

1113

The whole terminal needs a major upgrade and it needs to be done quickly..

10/18/2017 10:25 PM

1114

Ample parking

10/18/2017 10:24 PM

1115

Better flow of vehicle traffic in and out of terminal. Foot passengers should enter/depart from upper
deck.

10/18/2017 10:24 PM
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1116

Improving parking and improving safety for vehicles merging from the parking lot to the road

10/18/2017 10:22 PM

1117

Have more sailing times, make it every hour. Please!!!

10/18/2017 10:21 PM

1118

The long-term parking lot fills up on busy weekends so extra space is needed. However, the
terminal is sufficient otherwise. There should be two ferries and so no need to modify the terminal
because folks won't be waiting so long.

10/18/2017 10:21 PM

1119

Hourly sailings, hourly sailings, hourly sailings

10/18/2017 10:21 PM

1120

I would like to see two smaller vessels with a sailing every hour. I would like to see priority
boarding for Sunshine Coast residents. I would like to see these problems addressed as priorities
before money is spent for improvements to the ferry terminal.

10/18/2017 10:20 PM

1121

Year round amenities are essential. Langdale is no longer a summer only destination. Services
should be available from early morning until the last departure.

10/18/2017 10:19 PM

1122

More parking. More sailings. On time sailings.

10/18/2017 10:19 PM

1123

Hourly sailings

10/18/2017 10:15 PM

1124

Service on time Service for locals More ferrys we shouldn't have over loads on every ferry ! Tap
form Drs appointments should have priority and hospital use . Leave big trucks and campers below
. I'm disabled and I'm not going upstairs if I can't walk that day. I have MS and it's not always clear.
The days I can I never use my wheelchair access the days I can't good luck making me. Such
bitchy shitty service we know everyone working on board and they all hate THIER jobs. As much
as we hate your non service

10/18/2017 10:15 PM

1125

The current space is fine if ferries were dependable, and were every hour.

10/18/2017 10:14 PM

1126

the ability to use both berths for loading and unloading, more shaded areas for when you are stuck
in the lot for hours waiting for a ferry

10/18/2017 10:12 PM

1127

More sailings so you are waiting so long

10/18/2017 10:12 PM

1128

More ferry service. More parking space for foot passengers . Utilize overflow parking area for
parking spaces especially when there is no overflow.

10/18/2017 10:11 PM

1129

widening the walkway for foot passengers,

10/18/2017 10:11 PM

1130

Hourly sailings and priority boarding for people with medical appointments who have travel passes!

10/18/2017 10:10 PM

1131

Safe, reasonable $$, cater to residents (not tourists), fair queueing, continue round trip tickets, do
not expand the flawed reservation system, minimal amenities (people can survive on a cup of
coffee and a muffin) keep it simple.

10/18/2017 10:09 PM

1132

More than one coffee place so don't have to queue for ages. Open area for kids, open area to take
own food and drink. Play park, pet area. Want regular ferries rather than improved terminal. Get
priorities right.

10/18/2017 10:08 PM

1133

More frequent sailings, more parking

10/18/2017 10:07 PM

1134

More parking for walk ons

10/18/2017 10:04 PM

1135

Hourly sailings would be more beneficial than any physical modifications to the Langdale terminal
areas. Save the money and figure out a way to make that happen sooner than 5 years down the
road.

10/18/2017 10:02 PM

1136

1.Safe and efficient boarding and unboarding of foot passengers. 2. Merging parking lot exit into
ferry traffic.

10/18/2017 10:02 PM

1137

Fast efficient movement of ferry riders. Hourly ferries--so second loading bay for 2nd ferry. Highly
subsidized since it is our highway and we pay road taxes like the rest of bc.

10/18/2017 10:00 PM

1138

None really. Just keep the traffic moving by having ferries available. two to four to six hours waits
naturally cause congestion. Don;t allow that to happen.

10/18/2017 9:59 PM

1139

i want to see more ferries on!!!!!!!!!!!

10/18/2017 9:53 PM

1140

Additional daily sailings year round as dictated by the rapidly increasing population served by the
terminal.

10/18/2017 9:49 PM

1141

Want a second ship. Want priority loading for residents. Want priority loading for people traveling
with TAP for medical appointments. Want a ferry I can rely on to be on time.

10/18/2017 9:49 PM
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1142

Hourly sailings, priority boarding lanes for residents

10/18/2017 9:47 PM

1143

Getting back and forth without a hour plus wait time

10/18/2017 9:41 PM

1144

Ferry arrivals and departs timed with Powell river. Locals get on ferries. Design for the majority of
the year. Not summer.

10/18/2017 9:37 PM

1145

More emphasis should be made to prioritize travel for FULL TIME residents of the Sunshine
Coast, not the visitors nor the non resident property owners!!!

10/18/2017 9:37 PM

1146

Improved facilities allowing for better flow and a more comfortable area to stay while waiting.

10/18/2017 9:36 PM

1147

I'd like to have more amenities like the other big terminals have. Cafes etc.

10/18/2017 9:32 PM

1148

That the extended delays from Powell river as through traffic to Vancouver is considered in food,
washroom, over flow waiting parking lot and connected schedule planning.

10/18/2017 9:31 PM

1149

To have a safe warm place for people if they have to wait in the winter. Better access to the
beautiful sandy beach if people have a long wait. This will help families with young children and or
pets.

10/18/2017 9:29 PM

1150

hourly sailing is MOST important; Im ok with forgoing the rest of the improvements if we can
increase the number of sailings

10/18/2017 9:28 PM

1151

provide better service...add more ferries so they actually are on time. Don't bother with more
shopping and food options at the cost of more important issues. As traffic builds on the coast the
ferries are becoming more and more irritating for local residents of the coast...always overloads/
always late...deal with these issues don't focus on providing entertainment for tourists..they can
find that elsewhere on the coast.

10/18/2017 9:23 PM

1152

Hourly sailings!

10/18/2017 9:19 PM

1153

That access is good and flows well and passengers connecting to and from Earls Cove are
managed efficiently and given priority.

10/18/2017 9:16 PM

1154

Nothing fancy. Just something practical and easy to use.

10/18/2017 9:08 PM

1155

More sailings, no reservations resident priority loading!!!!!

10/18/2017 9:04 PM

1156

BETTER SERVICE. Comparable to twassion run and Nanaimo is fare?

10/18/2017 9:02 PM

1157

Most important is traffic flow disembarking.

10/18/2017 8:58 PM

1158

Less time waiting for a ferry

10/18/2017 8:54 PM

1159

Ferry departure every hour. Spend the money on more frequent travel, not terminal upgrades. We
don't care what the terminal,offers if we can spend less time there

10/18/2017 8:50 PM

1160

Resident priority reservations. On time ferries.

10/18/2017 8:42 PM

1161

More efficient ferry service!

10/18/2017 8:38 PM

1162

Easy access to exit from the parking lot to the main road without having to worry about ferry traffic
! Cheaper fair for those Sunshine Coast residents who walk on ! Giving incentive to walk on !!!
Above and beyond the experience card !

10/18/2017 8:37 PM

1163

Keeping the ferries on time would be the best use of resources

10/18/2017 8:36 PM

1164

Better schedules. Sailings that can accommodate the traffic.

10/18/2017 8:35 PM

1165

Top priority is improvement of parking availability

10/18/2017 8:33 PM

1166

Improve service for residents. Better service would mean less waiting and therefore less need for
amenities.

10/18/2017 8:30 PM

1167

All the loading problems go away if the schedule allows more margin of error. Therefore, we need
more sailings to serve the needs of the population.

10/18/2017 8:24 PM

1168

More shaded/grass areas for people only when it's hot. The limited spence now has dogs peeing
all over it.

10/18/2017 8:22 PM

1169

Two ferries is what we need. Not more shopping booths

10/18/2017 8:21 PM

1170

The terminal is fine! Don't waste money that's just going to cause fares to go up yet again!

10/18/2017 8:20 PM
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1171

The need for Improvements around capacity would be greatly reduced if we had more frequent
sailings.

10/18/2017 8:18 PM

1172

Increased sailings. Hourly sailings so our commuters, locals, and tourists don't have to wait 1-3
sailings. Then you wouldn't need to redo the terminal. This is all so mismanaged, it's very sad to
see you care so little about what actually matters, while spending funds on useless things we do
not need.

10/18/2017 8:16 PM

1173

Eliminate the terminal and build a bridge/road to the Sea To Sky Highway.

10/18/2017 8:13 PM

1174

Parking and foot passenger loading/unloading on main deck.

10/18/2017 8:06 PM

1175

better on time performance !!!! additional sailing between 4-6 pm

10/18/2017 8:03 PM

1176

We don’t want a fancy terminal. We want a no frills terminal that we have to spend as little time at
as possible. We don’t want to wait, no matter how fancy the terminal is. Please...spend the money
wisley.

10/18/2017 8:03 PM

1177

Hourly ferries even with smaller ferries...it worked so well...then you don't need to increase
amenities at the terminal as you don't spend much time there. It's not a destination only a means to
get where you're going and we don't really need more food or toilets just get me out of there on
time and not with 3 hours between ferries!

10/18/2017 8:03 PM

1178

I say people who live on the coast should have priority it's our Highway you need to sell half the
tickets to vacationers and half to Coasters it's not fair, please give the people who travel to the city
priority for boarding if there going and coming from a Specalist appointment or hospital. Plus
people who walk on with pets make it warmer for them please.

10/18/2017 7:45 PM

1179

More sailings for commuters In actually times we need it

10/18/2017 7:42 PM

1180

Only the necessary improvements. The residents of the Sunshine Coast want more frequent and
reliable sailings instead of fancy buildings or vendors!

10/18/2017 7:39 PM

1181

For the ferry to be on time and not get left behind.

10/18/2017 7:29 PM

1182

Help people move without cars. Always consider foot passengers and bikes. There should never
be lines clogging the bypass waiting to enter the terminal. All entrance booths should be open

10/18/2017 7:21 PM

1183

Parking for walk on users. Loading priority lanes for local residents.

10/18/2017 7:19 PM

1184

More frequent sailings and/or a park for younger travellers waiting 2-3hrs for a ferry and better food
services..

10/18/2017 7:19 PM

1185

Hourly sailings :)

10/18/2017 7:14 PM

1186

More ferries more frequently

10/18/2017 7:11 PM

1187

To be able to board after driving from salters bay ferry

10/18/2017 7:10 PM

1188

A bridge.

10/18/2017 7:01 PM

1189

The terminal is ok....the service for local residents is terrible, there should be FREE reservations
for property owners & residents

10/18/2017 7:00 PM

1190

Free Assured loading for residents of the sunshine coast.

10/18/2017 6:56 PM

1191

As wait times especially in peak season can be very long, providing washrooms and food under
cover in more than one location is necessary. People and especially kids need somewhere outside
the car to wait.

10/18/2017 6:51 PM

1192

efficiant & appealing in design

10/18/2017 6:46 PM

1193

Residents on the coast need an hourly ferry service, at a reasonless price, with priority for local
residents. Don’t build new terminal, give us hourly service

10/18/2017 6:45 PM

1194

Forget the terminal upgrades....put the $$$ towards what really matters....more sailings!!!!

10/18/2017 6:42 PM

1195

Improve traffic flow comfort of walk on passengers and supply better amenities for waiting during
summer. Overall hourly ferries is the answer to most problems and will move passengers through
so many of these upgrades will not be required.

10/18/2017 6:42 PM

1196

It seems like people from the upper Sunshine Coast and Powell River “have to race” down the
peninsula to catch the ferry. Dangerous. Maybe a schedule change?

10/18/2017 6:32 PM

1197

Comfortable amenities for the long waits I'm often subjected to. Chairs, etc.

10/18/2017 6:30 PM
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1198

How about a bridge connection rather than ferry

10/18/2017 6:29 PM

1199

The terminal works well for most of the year, it's a mess for parking and waits for the ferry in the
summertime and weekends. We need more space for overflow and sailing waits. I would not like to
see dollRs spent on fancy things, more retail etc when we need more ferries. Seems a shame to
cater to the tourist 2 months of the year when we, the residents are struggling with ferry fares and
sailing waits.

10/18/2017 6:25 PM

1200

Retailers should be required to maintain same hours of operation as terminal, e.g., if you're going
to make coffee for a crowd at 10am, you better serve it at 6am, too. Service quality testing of
retailers is also recommended to ensure that they support the BC Ferries Brand.

10/18/2017 6:21 PM

1201

Making it more comfortable for your regular customers NOT aiming to please the
tourists.Residents should be given priority as we are the ones who are the victims of BC Ferries
ineptitude throughout the year.

10/18/2017 6:19 PM

1202

Better Ferries schedules that actually work and Ferries are on time.

10/18/2017 6:19 PM

1203

Hourly sailings, and double decking of the south dock so one ferry is not waiting for the dock to
become available, but use HS bay facing south dock as the primary!

10/18/2017 6:18 PM

1204

Please consider replacing the ferry routes with bridges.

10/18/2017 6:16 PM

1205

Hourly Sailings

10/18/2017 6:14 PM

1206

The terminal is fine. Hourly ferries would as they appear to be timely and less frustrating.

10/18/2017 6:10 PM

1207

Hopefully this terminal will be done phased out when a bridge is built.

10/18/2017 6:06 PM

1208

Quicker loading and unloading capability. Possibly a berth(s) for ferry(s) to come in headon instead
of cornering 45 degrees.

10/18/2017 5:48 PM

1209

Being able to catch a ferry to the city for appointments and be able to get home and not left behind

10/18/2017 5:44 PM

1210

Permit foot passenger ferries to use the "public" dock

10/18/2017 5:31 PM

1211

sailings based on actual requirements, not what someone in Victoria thinks is "good enough" for
the residents of the Sunshine Coast. It isn't a shopping mecca, it is a continuation of the highway
system.

10/18/2017 5:23 PM

1212

On time performance, more frequent sailings, later sailing from mainland, resident rate?

10/18/2017 5:21 PM

1213

efficient and environmentally sensitive

10/18/2017 5:20 PM

1214

More sailing

10/18/2017 5:20 PM

1215

Increase sailings to hourly rather than spend money on physical terminal. The only priority I can
see that would improve efficiency would be a walk-on ramp, similar to HS Bay.

10/18/2017 5:18 PM

1216

Recognition that people live on the coast and most times travel to the mainland is a necessity.
Having to pay for guaranteed loading when you're going to the Cancer Agency for chemotherapy is
wrong on so many levels.

10/18/2017 5:15 PM

1217

covered area and overhead walkway for foot passengers...and a better link with transit buses...
better schedule to consider Powell River residents

10/18/2017 5:09 PM

1218

A second Ferry is the top priority.

10/18/2017 5:04 PM

1219

Money would be better spent improving service. The ferries are often overloaded, even in nonpeak times.allow unlimited reservations, and deduct reservation cost from fare.if you don’t show
up, you forfeit the reservation fee.

10/18/2017 5:04 PM

1220

There needs to be much more focus on foot passenger traffic and transit, in order to reduce
reliance on automobiles on the ferry.

10/18/2017 5:00 PM

1221

Only priorities are to have more ferries and be on time.

10/18/2017 4:59 PM

1222

Traffic issues, particularly with traffic coming down the bypass to the ferry. Traffic leaving the
parking area - should have their own lane, or an exit lane back up the same way you enter, then
they can go through the lights.

10/18/2017 4:59 PM

1223

More parking. More grass space.

10/18/2017 4:55 PM

1224

Current poor service, inadequate capacity and delays are far, far, far more important. This focus
on the terminal indicates just how out of touch the corporation is. Bad service,

10/18/2017 4:54 PM
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1225

For the ferry to run on time without constant delays and waits!

10/18/2017 4:51 PM

1226

See previous comment

10/18/2017 4:51 PM

1227

Assured loading for vehicles from Saltery Bay so what should be a 5ish hour trip isn’t a 10-hour
trip, which is what happens when you have sailing waits for 2 different Ferries!!

10/18/2017 4:49 PM

1228

When the ferry unloads, it should not be stopped by the traffic lights on the highway.

10/18/2017 4:44 PM

1229

More long term parking and hourly service weekends and summer minutes.

10/18/2017 4:43 PM

1230

Ferries on time. Car parking

10/18/2017 4:41 PM

1231

Develop a high speed passenger service to down town vancouver

10/18/2017 4:40 PM

1232

1. Hourly sailings 2. New vessels 3. Passenger loading ramp 4. Parking lot expansion (free upper
lot) it’s there now so make it available. 5. Public access to Keats/Gambier ferry dock.

10/18/2017 4:37 PM

1233

To be able to get on a damn ferry

10/18/2017 4:36 PM

1234

more sailings, dock access for boats to keats and gambie, allowing alternate private ferries to use
the stormaway wharf for commuters - i.e.better and more service for commuters and those who
live on the coast. As WC Bennett said when he built our ferries "this is an extension of our
highways" and should be seen as such. We should also have more deeply discounted rates for
commuters both walk on and drive on, and priority boarding for local traffic.

10/18/2017 4:31 PM

1235

The ferry service is so terrible (work in Vancouver 3 nights/week) ...we are moving off the
coast...3-4 hour waits consistently...friends and family don't want to visit because the ferry waits
are such a nightmare...the hourly service that is needed is not being considered...we are done!
And we make sure we tell anyone considering moving to the coast or even visiting for recreation
what an absolute nightmare the Langdale ferry service is and not to waste their valuable vacation
time waiting at ferry terminals.

10/18/2017 4:31 PM

1236

Parking for walk ons and traffic Not lined up the bypass

10/18/2017 4:29 PM

1237

More sailings. Later sailings. Iliminate sailing waits!!!.

10/18/2017 4:29 PM

1238

have no issues with the current terminal

10/18/2017 4:28 PM

1239

Better access points, more shaded areas for sitting and get the schedules fixed so we don't have
to sit for multiple sailings. Load and unload foot passengers all at once not 2xs

10/18/2017 4:25 PM

1240

Improved loading efficiency to enable two-level loading in two docks (to accommodate hourly
sailings).

10/18/2017 4:23 PM

1241

Lots of on time ferries coming and going from it! The buildings and terminal area costs should be
kept to a minimum prioritizing more frequent sailing instead.

10/18/2017 4:21 PM

1242

We want more scheduled runs and a better cue system that tailors to residents and people coming
to and from the connecting Powell River ferry. It is very frustrating not being able to catch a
connecting ferry. And unacceptable that it takes us over 6 hours to get to Vancouver from Powell
and more if you can't get a connecting boat. Many of us have to travel to important Dr appts

10/18/2017 4:20 PM

1243

More frequent sailing = less need for structural updates. None of the issues mentioned above in
the survey were an issue when we had more frequent sailings...traffic flowed, you could find
parking easy, you didn't have to wait excessively long times to get on therefore no need for
food/extra washrooms. Use the money for staff and additional sailings...please!!!!

10/18/2017 4:14 PM

1244

Make it into an efficient and effective travel service as part of the highway system and ensure your
not affecting local Langdale residents by blocking their access to their home community. Upgrade
the ferries to newer more efficient ones don’t waste money on shopping mall.

10/18/2017 4:12 PM

1245

Better sailing times, no overloads, timely

10/18/2017 4:09 PM

1246

Passenger loading ramp for faster turn-around times. Ability to use both Route 3 docks efficiently.
Increased parking capacity.

10/18/2017 4:05 PM

1247

There need to be enough ferries to service the sunshine coast - we need more REGULAR sailings
(hourly). Put all upgrade money towards that, WE DO NOT NEED AN UPGRADE

10/18/2017 4:05 PM

1248

The Langdale terminal needs to update the walk on/off passenger access. Period. All other effort
needs to be directed to hourly sailings.

10/18/2017 4:00 PM
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1249

Making safe drop off and pick up of passengers, easier flow to do so and a parkade that can
manage the amount of cars needing to park there. Make it so the passengers that are walking on
have their own ramp to upper decks to make for faster on and off times in a dry indoor building for
waiting for ferries.

10/18/2017 3:58 PM

1250

Easy loading and unloading of foot passengers similar to HS Bay.

10/18/2017 3:57 PM

1251

more ferry sailings, every hour on the half hour from 6:20am to11:20pm, I do not care about
improvements to the terminal, we need more sailings, it is just a mess, and we on the Sunshine
Coast have voted in a ndp person for years, lets have some results, I do not go back and forth on
the ferries much and friends do not visit because of the huge line ups, thank you

10/18/2017 3:49 PM

1252

There are many retired persons on the Sunshine Coast and they have the time and would love to
travel more but the cost of BC Ferries is prohibitive. Please, please give this your top priority.

10/18/2017 3:49 PM

1253

Adequate service! The Langdale-HSB ferry has become so busy, and the Corporation is not
addressing the fact that while the population of the Sunshine Coast has grown, the ferry service
(our Highway) has not kept up.

10/18/2017 3:45 PM

1254

Hourly sailings!!

10/18/2017 3:41 PM

1255

Enclosed passenger waiting areas, second ramp for berth two and passenger unloading ramp.

10/18/2017 3:41 PM

1256

The distance that foot passengers have to walk should be as short as possible. Crossing to bus
stop should be improved to separate from inattentive drivers trying to race ahead of ferry traffic.

10/18/2017 3:37 PM

1257

Hourly saings with the last sailing at 11:00 or midnight.

10/18/2017 3:34 PM

1258

24 hour service

10/18/2017 3:30 PM

1259

A sign that reassures passengers whether they will catch the next ferry or not.

10/18/2017 3:29 PM

1260

Keep the cost down. Maybe instead of a new plaza you could give a break to tbe people that use
the ferries as their highway. Quit treating the ferries as a tourist attraction its our only way in or
out.BRING ON THE NEW HIGHWAY. You guys arent listening to us tax payers....

10/18/2017 3:28 PM

1261

Hourly sailings!!

10/18/2017 3:25 PM

1262

Parking lot exit should not have to merge with disembarking traffic, dangerous.

10/18/2017 3:25 PM

1263

Residents should have assured loading at both terminals, it is our highway

10/18/2017 3:24 PM

1264

Hourly sailings.

10/18/2017 3:23 PM

1265

Hourly sailings. Hourly sailings. Hourly sailings. We don't want amenities, we want regular,
dependable service for what is truly our highway. The ferry is not a luxury, it is a necessity. The
terminal works as it is, and would function better with hourly sailings to prevent so many of the
issues mentioned in this survery.

10/18/2017 3:19 PM

1266

The terminal is fine, increase the ferry frequency and make sure new ferries have open decks so
people aren't being told to leave their cars and their animals when they cross. That is so much
more important! Yet again the government wants to spend the money in the wrong place!

10/18/2017 3:19 PM

1267

Increased parking or at least better information online on current capacity.

10/18/2017 3:14 PM

1268

On time sailing, more parking facilities and improving loading/unloading (maybe add a foot
passenger ramp to speed up the loading and unloading.

10/18/2017 3:12 PM

1269

Having hourly sailings, thus decreasing pressure on toll booths, parking lot spaces, need for food
services, passenger waiting room capacity, etc. etc.

10/18/2017 3:11 PM

1270

Resident lanes to have assured boarding on next sailing

10/18/2017 3:11 PM

1271

More green space, trees, flowers and picnic area. Play area for children.

10/18/2017 3:07 PM

1272

Available long term parking. With hot summers & rainy winters there's a need for covered out door
space with seating . Shade trees, more & more people are traveling with animals they can't sit in
vehicles.

10/18/2017 3:03 PM

1273

Better schedules that are run on time. I hate being hostage. To ferries that are running late.

10/18/2017 3:02 PM

1274

Putting a bow on it still will not solve the issues at hand. Hourly sailings, did.

10/18/2017 3:01 PM

1275

Good eating area for waiting passengers. Better seating for waiting walk on passengers.

10/18/2017 3:01 PM
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1276

Improved summer sailing frequency and pedestrian loading ramp on/off vessel's

10/18/2017 3:00 PM

1277

better parking spaces for handicapped, ramp off ferry for entering or exiting the ferry

10/18/2017 2:59 PM

1278

Smooth traffic flow and as often as possible sailings with a reasonable cost

10/18/2017 2:58 PM

1279

More frequent travel times, pedestrian loading upper deck to create more efficient loading and
unloading

10/18/2017 2:56 PM

1280

As long as it's functional the priority should be to lower fares.

10/18/2017 2:55 PM

1281

Residents voices matter, not tourists.

10/18/2017 2:54 PM

1282

Focus shoukd be on vehicles wih families. We pay a ton to use your services. Foot passengers
bring in what, $12? We are at least $75+ each way and 2 of my kids are free still! Upgrades should
be focused on food, if we are stuck for a sailing, at least let us have food! Not a muffin from some
no-name bakery, but chicken strips and a burger. More washrooms esp with change tables for
kids, in both men and womens rooms. And paper towels, those hand dryers dry nothing. Thank
you!

10/18/2017 2:53 PM

1283

Frequent and on time schedules. Hourly sailings would reduce most requirements for physical
changes

10/18/2017 2:52 PM

1284

Hourly ferry schedules

10/18/2017 2:48 PM

1285

Safety, cleanliness, on time service, frequent departures, washrooms, tourist info, safe exit

10/18/2017 2:45 PM

1286

More sailings, high speed electric vehicle charging, better washrooms, off-leash dog park, more
shaded outdoor waiting areas

10/18/2017 2:43 PM

1287

Improving access for residents

10/18/2017 2:38 PM

1288

Parking expansion, improved foot passenger facilities, more efficient loading process (foot
passenger walkway).

10/18/2017 2:36 PM

1289

Start building a double decker parking lot. It's full every week and it's October. Stop making laws
and fix the problems. Like putting window holes in bottom deck people like to sleep in there cars
and you put those arm rests on the seats up stairs so people can't lie down at least they can have
peace in there car and drive safer. Also people walking in and off don't need to be gassed more
holes on bottom deck. Allow smokers of tobacco and pot to smoke at back off boat. Please let us
know how many bomb threats you get scary to just see the sniffer dogs.hourly sailing are the best
especially with so many people waiting. First come First served forget reservations.

10/18/2017 2:33 PM

1290

Hourly sailings would improve the quality of life on the Sunshine Coast immensely! And on time
performance!

10/18/2017 2:32 PM

1291

Local travelers in the summer are overwhelmingly outnumbered by visitors. Don’t mind showing a
drivers Licence to prove I’m a resident so that I could actually catch a ferry instead of have a 2 sail
wait.

10/18/2017 2:28 PM

1292

Running more ferries every hour, it’s very important to have hourly ferries then any other issue

10/18/2017 2:25 PM

1293

Regular schedule year round that reduces the the need for extra parking capacity. There should
always be easy access for residence to get on and off coast during busy seasons.

10/18/2017 2:23 PM

1294

Hourly sailings

10/18/2017 2:20 PM

1295

More food options and indoor waiting space. A/C in the summer, heating in the winter.

10/18/2017 2:15 PM

1296

Better traffic flow so commuters can leave parking lot without having to wait 15 minutes for ferry to
unload

10/18/2017 2:11 PM

1297

Better long term parking, ferries on hourly basis from early morning to 7:30 PM.

10/18/2017 2:10 PM

1298

Hourly service the ferries instead of a big terminal change and preferred loading for residence.

10/18/2017 2:05 PM

1299

If all the money spent on this terminal would go towards building a road in to the lower Sunshine
Coast all these improvements would not be necessary

10/18/2017 2:04 PM

1300

Hourly sailings

10/18/2017 2:03 PM

1301

Luring people away from their cars for tourist activities will increase the likely hood of people not
returning and cars blocking the loading process

10/18/2017 2:02 PM
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1302

Capacity in general needs to be increased. The most important thing is to increase long-term
parking. As a commuter this is my number one concern - I need to know that I can drive to the
terminal. The bus service is not adequate - I cannot catch a bus to my home location within a
reasonable time after my commute home - so parking is a must.

10/18/2017 2:02 PM

1303

More food places with healthy options so the line ups are not super long.

10/18/2017 1:52 PM

1304

More ferrys- please disperse the funding amongst the entire Sunshine Coast- including
FORGOTTEN Powell River where we unfortunately depend of ferrys to go anywhere. Langdale
does not need upgrades.

10/18/2017 1:51 PM

1305

Less wait times for ferries, locals (who actually live on Sunshine Coast year round) get first priority

10/18/2017 1:49 PM

1306

HOURLY FERRY SERVICE TO MEET COMMUNITY NEEDS> DON"T WASTE MONEY ON THE
TERMINAL!!!!

10/18/2017 1:45 PM

1307

More important is the implementation of hourly sailings and other considerations to daily
commuters who go to Vancouver to work.

10/18/2017 1:45 PM

1308

Extra Sailings to / from Vancouver please!!!!

10/18/2017 1:40 PM

1309

More sailings and fewer upgrades

10/18/2017 1:34 PM

1310

Lane for reservations

10/18/2017 1:32 PM

1311

Parking capacity. Merging of parking lot/drop off traffic and departing ferry traffic

10/18/2017 1:28 PM

1312

More ferries, more parking.

10/18/2017 1:28 PM

1313

Seamless integration with Transit

10/18/2017 1:24 PM

1314

More ferries

10/18/2017 1:22 PM

1315

Prepare for larger capacity and more frequent vessels.

10/18/2017 1:13 PM

1316

Hourly sailing for this route could save a lot of terminal rebuild costs and are needed for local
economy! The population has more than doubled since you forced us onto 8 regular daily round
trips sailings on Class C vessels. Give us two appropriate ships with hourly sailings before
rebuilding the terminal!!! At the very least rebuild the terminal to be appropriate or two smaller
hourly sailing ships which should be integral to your planning!

10/18/2017 1:13 PM

1317

Having the proper amount of sailings that reflect the actual demand, I've lived here for 30 years
and Im still waiting for you to get your shit sorted. You are not a cruise line nor a vacation. You
don't need to spend money on advertisements, you have a monopoly, spend money on
infrastructure.

10/18/2017 1:11 PM

1318

Truck (oversize) overloads are becoming the norm almost every day. This is leaving less space for
cars on ferries, and is slowing loading, year round. If the ferries could maintain a schedule, and
provide hourly service, the terminal wouldn't need fancy amenities. The idea is not to stay at the
terminal, but to get on the ferry!

10/18/2017 1:08 PM

1319

Overhead walkway for pedestrians loading/unloading the ferry.

10/18/2017 1:07 PM

1320

2 ferries , one every hour..

10/18/2017 12:58 PM

1321

That residents can travel to and from the Sunshine Coast in a timely manner, with minimal wait
times and ample sailings.

10/18/2017 12:45 PM

1322

I believe the two most important issues to remedy are adding an overhead walkway for foot
passengers so they do not need to use the main deck ramp, thus greatly speeding up load/unload
times, and secondly additional long term parking spaces are needed. Added vendor facilities are
not smart uses of improvement funds. This is not a cruise line or shopping mall, it is a transit hub.

10/18/2017 12:35 PM

1323

More long term parking spaces

10/18/2017 12:21 PM

1324

Offloading the walk ons. Better ramp for them closer to pickup area. Closed in walkway which is
wider. Safe area to drop and pick up luggage

10/18/2017 12:21 PM

1325

For all ferries to run on time!!! Run every hour! Especially in the busiest seasons! Matching ferries
with reasonable amounts of times to park in between runs. Langdale to expand parking!

10/18/2017 11:44 AM
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1326

Hourly sailings would alleviate all congestion problems – such as in the parking lots, walk-on
waiting areas and drive-on delays from ferries reaching maximum capacity. HOURLY SAILINGS
PLEASE! Also (while I have your attention), the percentage of allowable reservations is too high.
Decrease this percentage and residents on the SC Coast will have a better chance of getting to
medical appointments on time, as there are very few specialists on the SC Coast. We depend on
YOU as our highway to the rest of the world. Thank you.

10/18/2017 11:16 AM

1327

The one and only priority you should have is on-time sailings. Having foot passengers load/unload
via a ramp would speed up loading times. This is ALL that matters.

10/18/2017 11:15 AM

1328

To stop being lined up the hill. Provide decent food in summer when it's so busy.

10/18/2017 11:00 AM

1329

Traffic flows for departing vehicles.

10/14/2017 9:09 PM

1330

Foot passenger and disabled boarding and unloading urgently needs improvement, as well as
bicycle parking, and directional signage. We have hundreds of foot passengers--on some sailings
they outnumber people traveling by vehicle--but walk-ons are treated like cattle and all attention is
focused on cars. Creating the infrastructure for stronger transit connections and use of other
options such as car shares and car pools makes sense on this route since there are so many
commuters.

10/14/2017 12:15 PM
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Q17 What is your age?
Answered: 1,980

Skipped: 174

Under 18

18 to 24

25 to 34

35 to 44

45 to 54

55 to 64

65 to 74

75 or older
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Under 18

0.45%

9

18 to 24

2.47%

49

25 to 34

8.48%

168

35 to 44

16.62%

329

45 to 54

20.51%

406

55 to 64

28.99%

574

65 to 74

19.55%

387

75 or older

2.93%

TOTAL

58
1,980
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Q18 How often do you use BC Ferries?
Answered: 1,983

Skipped: 171

Daily

A few times
per week
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per month

A few times
per year

Once per year
or less
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Daily

4.24%

A few times per week

14.67%

291

Weekly

22.44%

445

Once or twice per month

45.74%

907

A few times per year

12.51%

248

Once per year or less

0.40%

TOTAL

84

8
1,983
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